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AGENDA
Advisory Committee on Civil Rules

October 6-7, 1997

L. Opening Remarks of the Chair

A. Minutes of June 19-20, 1997 Standing Committee Meeting and Report to the
Judicial Conference

B. Docket Sheet of Completed and Pending Items for Committee Consideration

II. Approval of Minutes of May 1-2, 1997, and September 4-5, 1997 Meetings

III. Overview of Issues and Agenda Materials

IV. Standing Committee's Consideration of Proposed Amendment of Rule 23(c)(1)

V. Rule 23: Issues Carried Forward

(A) Maturity: Factor (C) Revisited
(B) Amchem: First Thoughts
(C) August 1996 Rule 23 Proposals Revisited
(D) FLSA/ADEA Opt-In Classes
(E) Resnik/Coffee Proposed Rule 23(b)(4)

VI. Update on Proposed Amendment to Rule 68

VII. Proposed Amendments to Admiralty Rules B, C, and E and conforming amendments to
Civil Rule 14

VIII. Report of the Discovery Subcommittee (Materials to be sent separately)

IX. Technical Amendment of Rule 6(b)

X. Judicial Conference Recommendations on the Civil Justice Reform Act

XI. Status Report on Electronic Filing

XII. Report on Standing Committee Project on Rules Governing Attorney Conduct (Oral
report)

XIII. Next Meeting
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COMM]1TEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
Draft Minutes of the Meeting of June 19-20, 1997

Washington, D.C.

The mid-year meeting of the Judicial Conference Committee on Rules of Practice and
Procedure was held in Washington, D.C. on Thursday and Friday, June 19-20, 1997. The
following members were present

Judge Alicemarie H. Stotler, Chair
Judge Frank W. Bullock, Jr.
Judge Frank H. Easterbrook
Professor Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr.
Judge Phyllis A. Kravitch
Gene W. Lafitte, Esquire
Judge James A. Parker
Alan W. Perry, Esquire
Sol Schreiber, Esquire
Judge Morey L. Sear
Chief Justice E. Norman Veasey
Acting Deputy Attorney General Seth P. Waxman

Judge William R .Wilson

Alan C. Sundberg, Esquire was unable to be present Mr. Waxman was able to attend the
meeting only on June 19. Ian H. Gershengorn, Esquire and Roger A. Pauley, Esquire representedL the Department of Justice on June 20.

Supporting the committee were: Professor Daniel R Coquillette, reporter to the
L committee; Peter G. McCabe, secretary to the committee; John K. Rabiej, chief of the Rules

Committee Support Office of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts: Mark D.
Shapiro, senior attorney in that office: and Patricia S. Channon, senior attorney in the Bankruptcy
Judges Division of the Administrative Office.

Representing the advisory committees at the meeting were:

Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules -
Judge James K. Logan, Chair
Professor Carol Ann Mooney, Reporter

Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules -
Judge Adrian G. Duplantier, Chair
Professor Alan N. Resnick, Reporter

Advisory Committee on Civil Rules
Judge Paul V. Niemeyer, Chair
Professor Edward H. Cooper, Reporter

A,~a ~
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Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules
Judge D. Lowell Jensen, Chair
Professor David A. Schlueter, Reporter

Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules
Professor Daniel J. Capra, Reporter

Also participating in the meeting were: Joseph F. Spaniol, Jr. and Bryan A. Gamer,
consultants to the committee; Mary P. Squiers, project director of the local rules project; and
James B. Eaglin, acting director of the Research Division of the Federal Judicial Center.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Judge Stotler reported that the Judicial Conference had submitted its final report to the
Congress on the Civil Justice Reform Act. She stated that the committee at its January 1997
meeting had been presented with a proposed draft of the Conference's report, prepared by a
subcommittee of the Court Administration and Case Management Committee (CACM). The
members had expressed a number of serious concerns with the document, which were later
conveyed informally to the Administrative Office and CACM. As a result, the final Judicial
Conference report was adjusted in several respects. Judge Stotleripointed out that the report
included a number of specific recommendations concerning the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

Judge Stotler reported that the Judicial Conference at its March 1997 session had
approved the committees recommended changes in the civil and criminal rules to conform them
to recent statutory amendments to the Federal Magistrates Act the changes had been sent to the
Supreme Court for action on an expedited basis. -

h I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

APPROVAL OF TH MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING

The committee voted without objection to approve the minutes of the last meeting,
held on January 9-10, 1997.

REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE

Mr. Rabiej presented the report of the Administrative Office (AO), which consisted of:
(1) a description of recent legislative activity; and (2) an update on various administrative steps
that had been taken to enhance support services to the rules committees. (Agenda Item 3)

He reported that many bills had been introduced in the Congress that would amend the
federal rules directly or have a substantial impact on them. He described several of the bills,
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covering such diverse matters as grand jury size, scientific evidence, composition of the rules
committees, offers ofjudgment, protective orders, cameras in the courtroom, forfeiture
proceedings, and interlocutory appeals of class certification decisions.

Judge Stotler pointed out that Mr. Rabiej and the rules office had prepared written
responses to the Congress setting forth the Judiciary's positions on these various legislative
initiatives. She emphasized that the AO had prepared the responses in close coordination with
the chairs and reporters of the Standing Committee and advisory committees. All the letters had
been carefully written and approved, and the judiciary's positions had been formulated under
very tight deadlines.

One of the members suggested that it might be productive for individual members of the
rules committees to contact their congressional representatives on some of the legislative
proposals. Judge Stotler responded that she would be pleased to take advantage of the services of
the members.

REPORT OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER

Mr. Eaglin presented an update on the Federal Judicial Center's recent publications,
educational programs, and research projects. (Agenda Item 4) Among other things, he reported
that the Center was in the process of updating the manual on scientific evidence and hoped to
have a new edition ready by the middle of 1998. He also pointed out that the Center was in the
process of conducting a detailed survey of 2,000 attorneys to elicit their experiences with
discovery practices in the federal courts. The results would be presented to the Advisory
Committee on Civil Rules at the committee's September 1997 meeting.

REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON APPELLATE RULES

Judge Logan presented the report of the advisory committee, as set forth in his
memorandum and attachments of May 27,1997, and his memorandum of June 10, 1997
(Agenda Item 8).

He reported that the advisory committee had completed its style revision project to clarify
and improve the language of the entire body of Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure. It now
sought Judicial Conference approval of a package of proposed style and format revisions
embracing all 48 appellate rules and Form 4. The comprehensive package had been developed
by the committee in accordance with the Guidelinesfor Drafting and Editing Court Rules and
with the assistance of the Standing Committee's Style Subcommittee and its style consultant,
Bryan A. Garner.
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Judge Logan stated that the public comments received in response to the package had not
been very numerous, but they were very favorable to the revisions. He noted that judges and
legal writing teachers had expressed great praise for the results of the project, and many judges
had also commented orally that the revised rules were outstanding. Only one negative comment
had been received during the publication period.

Rules With Substanfive Changes V
FED. R APP. P. 5 and 5.1

Judge Logan reported that the Standing Committee had tentatively approved proposed
consolidation of Rule 5 and Rule 5.1 and revisions to Form 4 at its June 1996 meeting, after the
package of rules revisions had been published. Accordingly, these additional changes were
published separately in August 1996.

Judge Logan pointed out that Rule 5 governs interlocutory appeals under 28 U.S.C.
§ 1292(b), while Rule 5.1 governs discretionary appeals from decisions of magistrate judges
under authority of 28 U.S.C. § 636(c). The advisory committee had not contemplated Maing
substantive changes in either of these two rules. Butwhen the Advisory Committee on Civil
Rules proposed publication of a new Civil Rule 23(f), authorizing discretionary appeals of class
certification decisions, the appellate committee concluded that a conforming change needed to be F
made in the appellate rules. It decided that the best way to amend the rules was to consolidate t

rules 5 and 5.1 into a single, generic Rule 5 that would govern all present, and all future,
categories of discretionary appeals. In late 1996, the Congress enacted the Federal Courts (
Improvements Act of 1996, which eliminated appeals from magistrate judges to districtjudges in
§ 636(c) cases and made Rule 5.1 obsolete.

Judge Logan said that following publication the advisory committee added language to
paragraph (a)(3) to specify that the district court may amend its order to permit an appeal "either
on its own or inresponse to aparty's motion." It also added the term "oral argument" to the LI
caption of subdivision (b), made other language changes, and included a reference in the
committee note to the Federal Court Improvements Act of 1996. F7

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments and
send them to the Judicial Conference.

FED. R. APP .P. 22

Judge Logan reported that the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death'Penalty Act of 1996 L
had amended Rule 22 directly. It also created two statutory inconsistencies. First, it extended
the statutory habeas corpus requirements, including the requirement of a certificate of
appealability, to proceedings under 28 U.S.C. § 2255. Accordingly, the caption to Rule 22, as
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enacted by the statute, was amended to refer to 28 U.S.C. § 2255 proceedings. But the text of the
rule made no reference to 28 U.S.C. § 2255. Second, the statute created an inconsistency
between 28 U.S.C. § 2253, which provides that a certificate of appealability may be issued by "a
circuit justice or judge," and Rule 22(b), which provides that the certificate may be issued by "a
district or circuitjudge.' It was therefore unclear whether the statute authorizes a district judge
to issue a certificate of appealability.

Judge Logan said that he had made telephone calls and had sent letters to the Congress
when the legislation was pending, pointing to these drafting problems and offering assistance in
correcting them. The Congress, however, had not shown interest in correcting the-
inconsistencies. Following enactment of the statute, additional attempts had been made to
ascertain how the Congress would like to have the ambiguities resolved. Again, no direction was

L, >.received, other than a suggestion that the problem should be resolved by the courts. Through
case law development, three circuits have construed the reference in 28 U.S.C. § 2253 to a

F" "circuit justice orjudge" to include a distictjudge. The advisory committee followed that case
L law in revising the rule.

Judge Logan stated ihat the advisory committee had worked from the text of Rule 22, as
enacted by the Congress, and had made several style improvements in it. It also recommended
three substantive changes in subdivision (b) to eliminate the statutory inconsistencies.

1. The rule would be made explicitly applicable to 28 U.S.C. § 2255 proceedings.

2. The rule would allow a certificate of appealability to be issued by "a circuit justice
or a circuit or district judge."

3. Since the rule would now govern 28 U.S.C. § 2255 proceedings, the waiver of the
need for a certificate of appealability would apply not only when a state or its
representative appeals, but also when the United States or its-representative

U -appeals.

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments and
send them to the Judicial Conference.

FED. R. APP. P. 26.1

Judge Logan said that Rule 26.1, governing corporate disclosure statements, had been
El,* amended only slightly after publication. The advisory committee, for example, substituted the

Arabic number "3" for the word "three." The proposal had been coordinated with the Committee
on Codes of Conduct.
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The committee voted without-objection to approve the proposed amendments and V
send them to the Judicial Conference.

FED. R. APP. P. 27,

Judge Logan stated that after publication the advisory committee had made a substantive J
change in Rule 27, dealing with motion practice. In paragraph (aX3)(A), the committee provided
that "[a] motion authorized by rules 8, 9, 18, or 41 may be granted before the 10-day period runs
only if the court gives reasonable notice to the parties that it intends to act sooner The'Me
committee was of the view that if a court acts on these motions, it should so notify the parties.

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments and L
send them to the Judicial Conference.

FED. R. AnP. P. 28 1,LJ

Judge Logan stated that the advisory committee had made no changes in the rnle, dealing
with briefs, after publication. LI.

The committee voted without-objection to approve the proposed amendments and
send them to the Judicial Conference. V

FED. R. APP. P. 29

Judge Logan reported that the only significant change made in Rule 29 (brief of an
amicus curiae) following publication was to add the requirement that an amicus brief must
include the source of authority for filing the brief.

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments and
send them to the Judicial Conference.

FED. R. App. P. 32

Judge Logan said that following publication the advisory committee had made a few
changes in Rule 32, governing the form of briefs.

The committee decided to retain 14-point typeface as the minimum national standard for
briefs that are proportionally spaced. It had received many comments from appellate judges that
the rule should require the largest typeface possible. But it then ameliorated the rule by giving
individual courts the option of accepting briefs with smaller type fonts. -

L
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One of the members pointed out that the object of the advisory committee was to have a
rule that governed all courts, making it clear that a brief meeting national standards must be
accepted in every court of appeals. There was, however, substantial disagreement as to what the

L specific national standards should be. The compromise selected by the advisory committee was
to set forth the minimum standard of 14-point typeface-meeting the needs of judges who want
large type-but allowing individual courts to permit the filing of briefs with smaller type if they

L so chose.

C~l Judge Logan pointed out that the advisory committee had eliminated the typeface
Lo distinction between text and footnotes and the specific limitation on the use of boldface. He

added that the rule as published had included a limit of 90,000 characters for a brief. The
advisory committee discovered, however, that some word processing programs counted spaces as

L characters, while others did not Accordingly, the committee eliminated character count in favor
of a limit of 14,000 words or 1,300 monofaced lines of text. He pointed out that a 50-page brief
would include about 14,000 words.

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments and
send them to the Judicial Conference.

FED.RAPP.P. 35

L Judge Logan reported that the advisory committee had made post-publication changes in
subdivision (f), dealing with a court's vote to hear a case en banc. He explained thatthe advisory
committee had considered adopting a uniform naonal rule on voting, but the chief judges of the
courts of appeals expressed opposition. There are different local rules in the courts of appeals on
such issues as quorumrequirements and whether senior judges may vote. Ihe advisory

L committee decided, accordingly, to let the individl courts of appeals handle their own voting
procedures.

L Judge Stotler expressed concern about the special committee note to the rule. It would
"urge" the Supreme Court to delete the last sentence of the Court's Rule 13.3 (which provides
that a suggestion made to a court of appeals for a rehearing en banc is not a petition for rehearing
within the meaning of that rule unless so treated by the court of appeals). She said that the note
was designed to help practitioners avoid a trap in the rules, but suggested that it might be phrased
simply to point out that the last sentence of the Supreme Court's rule might not be needed. Judge
Logan responded that it would be better simply to delete the special note.

Judge Stotler also expressed concern that there might be debate or controversy in theri Judicial Conference or the Supreme Court over the change in terminology from "in banc" to "en
banc." Judge Logan replied that the advisory committee proposed including a special paragraph
in the cover letters or memoranda to the Conference and the Court explaining the reasons for the

Lf. change. He noted, for example, that the committee's research had shown tat the Supreme Court
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itself had used the term "en bane" 12 times as often in its opinions as it had used "in banc." K
Similarly, a review of the decisions of the courts of appeals also showed an overwhelming
preference for "en banc." He added that the committee believed strongly that the rules revision
package should not be held up over this usage and would urge that the package of revisions be K
approved, regardless of whether the Conference and the Court preferred "en band" or "in banc."

Judge Logan added that a similar explanation was needed in the cover letters to explain
the committee's use of "must," rather than "shall." The advisory committee would elaborate in
the letters why it was preferable to follow that style convention, but it would also advise the
Conference and the Court not to hold up the package of revisions over this particular usage.

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments and
send them to the Judicial Conference.

FED. RAPP. P. 41

The amended rule provides that the filing of either a petition for rehearing en bane or a
motion for a stay of mandate pending petition to the Supreme Court will delay the issuance of the
mandate until the court disposes of the petition or motion. Judge Logan reported that the only
change made by the advisory committee after publication was to provide that a stay may not
exceed 90 days unless the party who obtained the stay files a petition for a writ of certiorari and
notifies the clerk of the court of appeals in writing of the filing of the petition.,

The committee voted without objection' to approve the proposed amendments and
send them to the Judicial Conference.,

I FRM,4 K

Judge Logan reported that the proposed revision of Form 4 Cm forma pauperis affidavit)
had been initiated at the request of the clerk of the Supreme Court, who had commented that the C

current form did not contain sufficient financial information to meet the needs of the Court. LA
Shortly thereafter, the Congress enacted the Prison Litigation Reform Act of 1996, requiring
prisoners filing civil appeals to provide more detailed information for the court to assess their X

eligibility to proceed in forma pauperis.

- Judge Logan stated that the revised form was based in large part on the form used in the
in forma pauperis pilot program in the bankruptcy courts. After publication, the advisory
committee made two changes: (1) requiring the petitioner to provide employment history only for
the last two years; and (2) making the form applicable to appeals of judgments in civil cases.

The committee voted without objection to approve the revised form, and send it to
the Judicial Conference. ,
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Loo Rules With Style Changes Only

Judge Logan reported that the advisory committee had made no post-publication changes
L in FED. R. APP.P. 1, 7, 12,13, 14, 15.1, 16, 17, 19, 20, 33, 37, 38, 42, and 44.

V He said that tiny grammatical changes had been made post-publication in FED. R. App. P.
2,6,8, 10, 11, 15, 18,23,24,36,40,43,45, and 48. He also directed the committee's attention
to minor changes made in FED. R. APP. P. 3,4,9,21,25,26,30,31,34,39,46, and 47, and to
rule 3.1, which would be abrogated because of recent legislation..

FI_ Professor Mooney presented a number of minor style changes suggested by Mr. Spaniol
to FED. R. APP. P. 3, 4, 10, 25, and the caption to title IV of the appellate rules.

Mr. Spaniol added that Form 4 was the only form being revised. He suggested that the
committee might wish to state expressly in its report that no changes were being made in the
other appellate forms (1, 2, 3, and 5). Alternatively, the committee might include the text of

C these unchanged forms in the package of revisions in the interest of having a complete package
of all 48 rules and all five forms. Judge Logan agreed to the latter suggestion. He also agreed
with Mr. Spaniol's suggestion that a table of contents be included in the package.

The committee voted without-objection to approve the proposed amendments above
and send them to the Judicial Conference.

Cover Memorandum

Judge Logan volunteered to prepare a draft communication for the Standing Committee
Lo to submit to the Judicial Conference explaining the style revision project and the style

conventions followed by the advisory committee. He said that he would include in the
communication a discussion of the committee's decisions to use:

1. "en banc" rather than "in banc";

2. "must" rather than "shall";

L 3. indentations and other format techniques to improve readability; and

4. a side-by-side format to compare the existing rules with the revised rules.

Judge Stotler inquired whether it would be advisable to send an advance copy of the style
revision package to the Executive Committee of the Judicial Conference. One of the members

I responded that the Executive Committee might be asked to place the package on the consent
calendar of the Conference.
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Judge Stotler also stated that it was important to present the package of revisions to the
Supreme Court and the Congress in the side-by-side format. She pointed out that the physical
layout of the rules, including indentations, was an integral part of the package. She asked -n

whether the Government Printing Office would print the material in that format. Mr. Rabiej
replied that GPO would print the rules in whatever format the Supreme Court approved.

I REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON BANKRUPTCY RULES

Judge Duplantier and Professor Resnick presented the report of the advisory committee, Fll
as set forth inJudge Duplantier's memorandum and attachments of May 12,1997. (Agenda Item
10) '

Revised Official Formsfor Ju~icidl Conference Approval

Judge Duplantier reported that the advisory committee's project to revise the official V
bankruptcy forms had been initiated in large part in response to comments from bankruptcy
clerks of court that some of the existing forms were difficult for the public to understand and had
generated numerous inquiries and requests for assistance. The advisory committee's L

subcommittee on forms worked on the revisions for about two years, and the package of revised
forms attracted more than 200 comments during the publication period. The subcommittee and
the full advisory committee made a number of additional changes in the forms as a result of the
comments.

Judge Duplantier explained that the main purposes of the advisory committee were to
make the forms clearer for the general public and to provide more complete and accurate
descriptions of parties' rights and responsibilities. To that end, he said, the committee had to
enlarge the typeface and expand the text of certain forms. As a result, some of the forms-such
as the various versions of Form 9-will now have to be printed on both back and front sides,
adding some cost for processing. The advisory committee, however, was satisfied that the 77
marginal cost resulting from expansion of the forms would be more than offset by reductions in
the number of inquiries made to clerks' offices and reductions in the number of documents that
contain errors. LJ

Judge Duplantier said that it would be advisable to specify a date for the revised forms to
take effect. He pointed out that the revisions in bankruptcy forms normally take effect upon L
approval by the Judicial Conference. Several persons, however, had suggested to the committee
that additional time was needed to phase in the new forms, to print them, to stock them, and to 7
make needed changes in computer programs. Therefore, the advisory committee recommended L
that the revised forms take effect immediately on approval by the Judicial Conference in
September 1997, but that use of them be mandated only on or after March 1, 1998. LI
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L FoRM 1

Professor Resnick reported that Form 1 (voluntary petition) had been reformatted based[L~ on suggestions received during the public comment period. No substantive changes had been
made by the advisory committee following publication.

FORM 3

Professor Resnick pointed out that the advisory committee had to make a policy decision
with regard to Form 3 (application and order to pay a filing fee in installments). The current
form, and rule 1006(b), on which it is based, provide that a debtor who has paid a fee to a lawyer
is not eligible to pay the filing fee in installments. Neither the form nor the rule, however,
prohibits the debtor from applying for installment payments if fees have been paid to a non-
attorney bankruptcy petition preparer.

The advisory committee had received comments during the publication period that the
disqualification from paying the filing fee in installments should apply if a debtor has made
payments either to an attorney or to a bankruptcy petition preparer. Professor Resnick pointed
out, though, that most debtors who apply for installment payments proceed pro se and may be
unaware of the disqualification rule. The fiduciary responsibility that an attorney has to advise a
debtor about the right to pay the filing fee in installments is not present when a non-attorney
preparer assists the debtor.

Therefore, the advisory committee concluded that payment of a fee to a non-attorney
bankruptcy petition preparer before commencement of the case should not disqualify a debtor
from paying the filing fee in installments. Nevertheless, the bankruptcy petition preparer may not
accept any fee after the petition is filed until the filing fee is paid in full

FORM 6

L Professor Resnick stated that the advisory committee had made only a technical change in
Form 6, Schedule F (creditors holding unsecured nonpriority claims).

FoRM 8

Professor Resnick said that no substantive changes had been made after publication in
Form 8, the chapter 7 individual debtor's statement of intention regarding the disposition of
secured property. He noted that the form had been revised to track the language of the
Bankruptcy Code more closely and to clarify that debtors may not be limited to the options listed
on the form.

ram
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FORM 9 L

Professor Resnick explained that Form 9 (notice of commencement of case under the
Bankruptcy Code, meeting of creditors, and fixing of dates) was used in great numbers in the
bankruptcy courts. He pointed out that the advisory committee made a number of changes
following publication to refine and clarify the instructions for creditors and to conform them m

more closely to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code. He added that the form had been
redesigned by a graphics expert and expanded to two pages to make it easier to read.

FoRM 10 -

Professor Resnick said that Form 10 (proof of claim) had been reformatted by a graphics m

expert The advisory committee had made additional changes after publication to make the form l
clearer and more accurate. The revisions make it easier for a claimant to specify the total amount
of a claim, the amount of the claim secured by collateral, and the amount entitled to statutory
priority.

FoRM 14

Professor Resnick said that no substantive changes had been made following publication
in Form 14 (ballot for accepting or rejecting [a chapter 111 plan).

Li

FORM 17 C
Professor Resnick pointed out that revised Form 17 (notice of appeal under § 158(a) or

(b) from a judgment, order, or decree of a bankruptcy judge) took account of a 1994 statutory
change providing that appeals from rulings by bankruptcy judges are heard by a bankrutcy
appellate panel, if one has been established, unless a party elects to have the appeal heard by the
district court He noted that revised Form 17, as published, had included a statement informing
the appellant how to exercise the right to have the case heard by a district judge, rather than a
bankruptcy appellate paneL Following publication, the advisory committee expanded the
statement to inform other parties that they also had the right to have the appeal heard by the
district court

FORM i8

Professor Resnick said that Form 18 (discharge of debtor) had been revised after
publication to provide greater clarity. He noted that the instructions, which consist of a plain
English explanation of the discharge and its effect, had been moved to the reverse side of the L
form.
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L FORMS 20A and 20B

Professor Resnick said that Forms 20A (notice of motion or objection) and 20B
(notice of objection to claim) were new. He explained that many parties in bankruptcy cases do
not have lawyers. They do not readily understand the nature of the legal documents they receive,
such as motion papers and objections to claims. Thus, they do not know what they have to do to
protect their rights. The new forms provide plain-English, user-friendly explanations to parties
regarding the procedures they must follow to respond to certain motions and objections.

One of the members inquired as to the significace of the Odaes printed at the top of the
forms. Judge Duplantier recommended t the date shown on each form should be the date on
which it is approved by the Judicial Conference.

The committee voted without objection to approve all the proposed revisions in the
forms and send them to the Judicial Conference, with a recommendation that they become
effective immediately, but that use of the amended forms become mandatory only onKo March 1, 19,88.

RulesAmendmentsfor Publication

Judge Duplantier reported that the advisory committee had deferred going forward with
minor changes in the rules in order to present the Standing Committee with a single package of
proposed amendments. He pointed out that the package included amendments to 16 rules, seven
of which dealt with a single situation (FED. R. BAGM P. 7062,9014,3020,3021,4001,6004,,
and 6006).

FED. R BANKR P. 7062,9014,3020,3021,4001,6004, and 6006

FED. R. BANKS. P. 7062 incorporates FED. R Civ. P. 62, which provides that no
execution may issue on a judgment until 10 days after its entry. Rule 7062 applies on its face to
adversary proceedings, but it is also made applicable to contested matters through Rule 9014.

L Professor Resnick explained that Rule 7062 had been amended over the years to make
exceptions to the 10-day stay rule for certain categories of contested matters, i.e., those involving
time-sensitive situations when prevailing parties have a need for prompt execution of judgments.

At, The advisory committee had pending before it requests for additional exceptions.

The committee decided that it was not appropriate to have a long, and expanding, laundry
be list of exceptions for contested matters in a rule designed to address adversary proceedings. It

decided, instead, to conduct a comprehensive review of all types of contested matters and
f determine which should be subject to the 10-day stay, talking into account such factors as the

L need for speed and whether appeals would be effectively mooted unless the order is stayed. As a

LF
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result of the review, the advisory committee concluded as a matter of policy that the 10-day stay L
should not apply to contested matters generally, unless a court rules otherwise in a specific case.

Accordingly, the advisory committee decided: (1) to delete the language in Rule 9014
that makes Rule 7062 applicable to contested matters; and (2) to delete the list of specific
categories of contested matters in Rule 7062. Thus, as amended, Rule 7062 would apply in
adversary proceedings, but not in contested matters.

Professor Resnick added that the advisory committee had decided that there should be
four specific exceptions to the general rule against stay ofjudgments in contested matters. The LJ
exceptions should be set forth, not in Rules 7062 or 9014, but in the substantive rules that govern
each pertinent category of contested matter. Accordingly, the advisory committee recommended
that the following categories of orders be stayed for a 10-day period, unless a court orders Le
otherwise:

1. FED,. KBAicP.;3020(e)and3021 anorderconfirmingaplan; U

2. FED. R. BANKR P. 4001 - an order granting a motion for relief from the automatic C

stay under Rule 4001(a)(1);

3. FED. R. BANKL P. 6004 - an order authorizing the use, sale, or lease of property
other than cash collateral; and

4. FED.R. BANK P. 6006 - an order authorizing atrustee to assign an executory L
contract or unexpired lease under 11 U.SC. § 365(f).

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments for
publication.

FED. R. BANKR. P. 1017

Professor Resnick stated that Rule 1017, governing dismissal or conversion of a case,v
currently provides that all parties are entitled to notice of a motion by a United States trustee to L
dismiss a chapter 7 case for failure to file schedules. The advisory committee would revise the
rule to provide that only the debtor, the trustee, and other parties specified by the court are
entitled to notice. He pointed out that the revision would avoid the expense of sending notices to L
all creditors.

FED.R.BANKRP. 1019

Professor Resnick reported that several changes were being proposed in Rule 1019,
governing conversion of a case to chapter 7. He said that the revised rule would claify that a
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motion for an extension of time to file a statement of intention regarding collateral must be filed
or made orally before the time expires. The amendments would also clarify ambiguities in the
rule regarding the method of obtaining payment of claims for administrative expenses. The rule
would specify that a holder of such claims must file a timely request for payment under § 503(a)
of the Code, rather than a proof of claim, and would set a deadline for doing so. The committee
would conform the rule to recent statutory amendments and provide the government a period of
180 days to file a claim

FED. R. BANKR. P. 2002

Professor Resnick stated that the proposed revisions to Rule 2002(aX4) would save
noticing costs. Under the current rule, notice of a hearing on dismissal of a case for failure of the
debtor to file schedules must be sent to every creditor. The rule would be amended to conform
with the revised Rule 1017 requiring that notice be sent only to certain parties. The same
revision would be made with regard to providing notice of dismissal of a case'because of the
debtor's failure to pay the prescribed filing fee.

FED. RP BANKR P. 2003

Professor Resnick noted that Rule 2003(d)(3) governs the election of a chapter 7 trustee.
L. It requires the United States trustee to mail a copy of a report of a disputed election to any party

in interest that has requested it The revised rule would give a party 10 days from the date the
United States trustee files the report-rather than 10 days from the date of the meeting of
creditors-to file a motion to resolve the dispute.

Professor Resnick pointed out that the Congress had amended the Bankruptcy Code in
l 1994 to authorize creditors to elect a trustee in a chapter 11 case. The advisory committee then

amended Rule 2007.1 to provide procedures for electing and appointing a trustee. The revised
r-1 rule-scheduled to take effect on December 1, 1997-provides that the election of a chapter 11
L trustee is to be conducted in the manner provided in Rule 2003(b)(3) for electing a chapter 7

trustee. The proposed revisions to Rule 2003(d), governing the report of a trustee's election and
the resolution of a disputed election, are patterned after newly-revised Rule 2007.I(b)(3).

FED. R BANKR. P. 4004 and 4007

Professor Resnick said that the advisory committee made companion changes in Rule
4004, governing objections to discharge of the debtor, and Rule 4007, governing complaints to

r" determine the dischargeability of a particular debt. The advisory committee proposed amending
these rules to clarify that the deadline for filing a complaint objecting to discharge or
dischargeability is 60 days after the first date set for the meeting of creditors, whether or not the
meeting is actually held on that date. The committee would also revise both rules to provide that
a motion for an extension of time to file a complaint must be filed before the time has expired.

L. ~ ~ ~ .vr'~ 4rwwnw.~w~ r~rw-r
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FED. R. BAGKR. P. 7001

Professor Resnick explained that Rule 7001, which defines adversary proceedings, would .
be amended to provide that an adversary proceeding is not necessary to obtain injunctive or other
equitable relief if that relief is provided for in a reorganization plan.

FED. R. BANKR P. 7004 [7
Professor Resnick noted that Rule 7004(e), governing service, provides that service of a .

summons (which may be by mail) must be made within 10 days of issuance. The proposed L
revision would carve out an exception by providing that the 10-day limit does not apply if the
summons is served in a foreign country. V

FED. R. BANSR. P. 9006 C,
Professor Resnick noted that Rule 9006(cX(2), as amended, would prohibit any reduction L

of the time fixed for filing a request for payment of an administrative expense incurred after
commencement of a case and before conversion of the case to chapter 7. LI

The committee voted without objection to approve all the proposed amendments
above for publication.

REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMI=TEE ON CIVIL RULES

Judge Niemeyer presented the report of the advisory committee, as set forth in his
memorandum of May 21, 1997 (Agenda Item 5).

AmendmentsforJudicial ConferenceApproval

FED. R CIV. P. 23

Judge Niemeyer reported that the advisory committee had studied class actions and mass H
tort litigation in depth for nearly six years. During the course of that study, it had actively
solicited the views of lawyers, judges, and others on every aspect of class litigation. Ihe
advisory committee, he said, had concluded that most of the perceived problems affecting class Li
litigation and mass torts simply could not be resolved through the federal rulemaking process.
After intense investigation and discussion, the advisory committee published the following five Fl
relatively modest proposals to amend Rule 23:

I. Expanding the list of factors that ajudge must consider undr Rule 23(b)(3) in
determining whether common questions of law or fact predominate over questions L
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affecting only individual class members and whether a class action is superior to
other available methods for adjudicating the controversy;

Lo 2. Providing explicit authorization for a judge to certify a settlement class;

3. 'Requiring a judge to conduct a hearing before approving a settlement;

4. Requiring a judge to make a determination as to class certification "when
practicable," rather than "as soon as practicable"; and

5. Authorizing a discretionary, interlocutory appeal of a class certification decision.

Judge Niemeyer stated that the advisory committee had received an enormous volume of
responses on the proposed changes to Rule 23, ancdhad conducted three public hearings . He
stated that the comments had been very thoughtful and informative, and the debate had been
conducted on the highest intellectual and practical level. Following the publication period and
the hearings, the committee asked the Administrative Office to collect and publish the statements
of lawyers, academics, and others for conisideration by the Standing Committee and the advisory
committees.

Judge Niemeyer reported that excellent points had been made by commentators on each
side of each proposal. In the end, however, it was clear to the advisory committee that there are
deep philosophical divisions of opinion on many of the issues. Moreover, the advisory
committee had decided that it would have to defer further consideration of settlement class issues
until the Supreme Court rendered a decision in Amchem Products, Inc. v. Windsor.

He stated that the advisory committee at this time was, seeking Judicial Conference
approval of only two proposed changes in Rule 23:

L 1. a new subdivision (f) that would authorize interlocutory appeals, and

2. an amendment to paragraph, (c)(l) that would require a court to make a class
L. certification decision "When practicable."

He added that the other proposed changes in the rule had either been withdrawn by the
L advisory committee or were being deferred for further study.

Rule 23(f) - Interlocutory Appeal

Judge Niemeyer stated that there was a strong consensus within the advisory committee
and among the commentators in favor of permitting a court of appeals-in its sole discretion-to

Lj take an appeal from a district court order granting or denying class action certification. The
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proposal would enable the courts of appeals to develop the law. This change alone, he said,
might well prove to be the most effective solution to many of the problems with class actions.
He emphasized that the advisory committee believed that appellate review of class action
determinations was very beneficial and should not be impeded by the restraints imposed by Li
mandamus and 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b). He added that the appellate review provision was not
philosophically connected to any of the other proposed changes in Rule 23. Therefore, it should
be separated from the other proposed changes and approved by the Judicial Conference
immediately.

Several members pointed out that it was generally not appropriate to proceed with
piecemeal changes in a rule, especially when additional changes in a rule are anticipated in the
next year or two. But the consensus of the committee was that the proposed interlocutory appeal L
provision of Rule 23(f) was sufficiently distinct from the other changes inthe rule under
consideration and of sufficient benefit that itjustiied an exception to the normal rule.

One of the members said that the change might result in thousands of additional cases in K
the courts of appeals and add sbstantial costs to litigants, especially in civil rights cases. But
many of the members of the committee, including its appellate judges, stated that the courts of C

appeals make prompt decisions-usually within a matter of days-on whether to accept an
interlocutory appeal. And once they accept an interlocutory appeal, they normally decide it on
the merits with'dispatch. Several members emphasied t th cots f appeals simply will not {
take casesithat do nQt appearto have merit LS$omejudges addedhat acton decisions were
an important area ofjurispruence that could be helped by havingi moreappellate decisions,
especially at early stages of litiiation before the parties incur great cst and delays.-

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed new Rule 23(f) and
send it to the Judicial Conf4 I LL

Rule 23)(1c) - "When practicable"

Some members observed that changing the time frame for the court to make a class action
determination from "as soon as practicable" to "when practicable" merely conforms the rule to
current practice in the federal courts. They argued that the amendment provides a district judge { i

with needed flexibility to deal with the various categories and conditions of class actions in the
district courts. Judge Niemeyer pointed out that diict judges alrey exercise that flexibility
without negative consequence, and no adverse comments had b received on the proposal l
during the public comment period.

Others argued, though, that the proposed amendment would make a significant change in L
the rule because it could resultin districtjudges delaying their certification decisions. They
pointed out that in 1966 the drafters of Rule 23 had made a conscious decision to require the
court to make a prompt class cerication decision, leaving substantive decisions to be made later
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in the case when they would be binding on all parties. It was suggested, too, that the impact of
the class certification decision on absentees was a very serious question that needed to be
addressed further.

Some members suggested that the proposed amendment be deferred for further
consideration by the advisory committee and included eventually with the package of other
proposed amendments to Rule 23.

The motion to approve the amendment to Rule 23(c)(1) and send it to the Judicial
Conference failed by a voice vote.

Other proposed amendments to Rule 23

Judge Niemeyer reported that the advisory .committee had decided not to proceed with
proposed new subparagraph (bX3)(A). It would have added as an additional matter pertinent to
the court's findings of commonality and superiority "the practical ability of individual class
members to pursue their claims without class certification." He explained that the advisory
committee had decided that the benefits to be derived from the change were outweighed by the
risk of introducing changes in the rule. The committee also abandoned further action on the
proposed amendment to subparagraph (b)(3)(B), which slightly clarified the existing
subparagraph (A).

Judge Niemeyer said that the advisory committee had decided to conduct further study on
the proposed amendment to subparagraph (b)(3XC). It would authorize the court to consider the
maturity of related litigation involving class members in making its commonality and superiority
findings. He pointed out that as a result of public comments, the committee had improved the
language of the amendment to read as follows: "the extent and nature of any related litigation and
the maturity of the issues involved inthe controversy."

Judge Niemeyer advised that the proposed subparagraph (bX3)(F) would add to the list of
matters pertinent to the coert's findings "whether the probable relief to individual class members
justifies the costs and burdens of class litigation." He said that it had attracted an enormous
amount of public comment, and articulate views had been expressed both in favor of and against
the proposed amendment. He pointed out that the debate over the amendment had disclosed
competing economic i atery and basic philosophical differences as to the very purposes of Rule
23 and class actions. I s

He reported that the advisory committee had not made a final decision as to whether to
proceed with the amended Rule 23(b)(3)(F). It would continue to study the matter further and
consider five possible options at its next meeting.

L.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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He added that the advisory committee had also deferred action on the proposed new

paragraph (b)(4), regarding settlement classes, until after Supreme Court action inAmchem

Products, Inc. v. Windsor.
Li

Judge Niemeyer reported that the advisory committee would consider all remaining class

action proposals as part of a package at its October 1997 meeting. He reemphasized that the

class action debate had evoked substantial public interest and had disclosed deep philosophical K
divisions. On the one hand, there had been a great deal of support for amending the rule to

eliminate cited abuses in current practices, particularly class actions resulting in insignificant

awards for individual, largely uninterested, class members and large fees for attorneys. On the

other hand, many commentators argued that class actions, regardless of the monetary value of

individual awards, serve vital social purposes.K

He added that sentiment had also been expressed in favor of making no additional

changes in the rule because: (1) resolution of the perceived problems may well lie beyond the
jurisdiction of the rules committees to correct; and (2) the courts of appeals may resolve many of

the problems through the development of case law.

Informational Items

Judge Niemeyer reported that the advisory committee was making good progress inits

comprehensive study of discovery. It was evaluating the role of discovery in civil litigation, its

cost, and its relation to the dispute-resolution process. As part of the review, the committee

would consider whether any changes could be made to lessen the cost of discovery while

retaining the value of the information obtained.

In addition, he pointed out that both the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990 and the 1993

amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure had authorized substantial local court

variations in pretrial procedures. He stated that the advisory committee would like to return to

greater national uniformity in civil practice as a matter of policy, but it realized the difficulty of
gaining acceptance of uniform national rules after several years of local variations.

Judge Niemeyer stated that the advisory committee had planned a major symposium on

discovery, to be held in September 1997 at Boston College iaw School. Knowledgeable
members of the bar and the academiccommunity had been invited to identify and explore issues

and make recommendations to the committee. He invited the members of the Standing 7
Committee to attend and participate in the conference.

He reported that the advisory committee had appointed an ad hoc subcommittee to review

proposed changes in the admiralty rules. The subcommittee was working closely with the

admiralty bar and the Department of Justice. He pointed out that the provisions in the admiralty

rules dealing with forfeiture of assets were particularly important since the admiralty rules

L,
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govern, by reference, many categories of non-admiralty forfeiture proceedings As part of its

drafting process, the subcommittee had concluded that the time limits set forth in the rules for
regular admiralty cases should be different from those for other categories of forfeiture cases.

Judge Niemeyer expressed concern that several bills had been introduced in the Congress
to legislate forfeiture proceedings. The drafters had not had the benefit of the broad input that
the advisory committee and its subcommittee had received from the bar and others. As a result,
the bills, among other things, overlooked important distinctions between admiralty proceedings
and other types of forfeiture proceedings.

Judge Niemeyer reported that the Civil Rules Committee was studying the inconsistent
and misleading provisions governing the timing of the answer to a writ of habeas corpus under
Civil Rule 81(aX2) and Rule 4 of the § 2254 Rules, which was adopted after Rule 81(a)(2) was
last amended. Correcting Rule 81 would be directly affected by and dependent on any change in
the rules governing § 2254 proceedings involving the timing of the habeas corpus answer.
Accordingly, Judge Niemeyer recommended that this topic should be initially addresed by the
Criminal Rules Committee. Judge Jensen and Professor Scblueter, chair and reporter,

respectively of the Criminal Rules committee agreed to have their committee study the issue.

REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL RULES

Judge Jensen presented the report of the advisory committee, as set forth in his
memorandum of May 21, 1997 (Agenda Item 6).

Amendmentsfor Judicial Conference Approval

FED. R CRp P. 5.1 Am 262

Judge Jensen pointed out that the amendments to Rules 5.1 and 26.2 were companion
amendments. Rule 26.2 governs the production of prior statements of a witness once the witness
has testified on direct examination. It has been amended several times in recent years to expand
its scope to other categories of criminal proceedings besides trials, such as sentencing hearings,
detention hearings, and probation revocation hearings. The proposed amendments would extend
the rule's application to preliminary examinations conducted under Rule 5.1.

One member raised the possibility that the rule might be read as encompassing a witness
at a preliminary examination who has testified previously at a grand jury proceeding. Some
members responded that the situation vM at most a theoretical possibility, since preliminary
examinations are not conducted once a grand jury returns an indictment

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments and
send them to the Judicial Conference.
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FED.R. CRm P.31 Li

Judge Jensen explained that the proposed amendments to Rule 31 would require that
polling of ajury be conducted individually. He added, though, that the rule did not require L
individual polling as to each count.

The chair noticed that the text of the amended rule used "must," rather than "shall." She E
suggested that the use of "shall" might be more prudent in light of the Supreme Court's concern
over making style changes in the rules on a piecemeal basis. Judge Jensen and Professor
Schlueter concurred land said that the advisory committee would continue to use "shall" until it L
was ready to send forward a complete style revision of the entire body of criminal rules.

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments and
send them to the Judiciu Conference

FED. R. C'RIM P.33

Judge Jensen stated that under the current rule, a motion for a new trial based on newly-
discovered evidence must be made within two years after the "final judgment" The proposed
amendment, as published, would have blished a time period of two years from "the verdict or
finding of guilty." Durng the public comment eio, the committee received comments that the K
proposal would seriously reduce the amount of time avilableto file a motion'for a new trial
under some circumstances. Accordingly, the advi sory committee decided tat an additional year
was appropriate, and it set the deadline at tree years from the verdict of finding of guilty. 7

One of the members questioned the use of he word "must" on lines 9 and 12. Following
discussion, the consensus of the committee was that the use of "may" in the text of the existing F
rule should be retained.

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments and E

send them to the Judicial Conference

FED. P CRm P.35

Judge Jensen pointed out that the proposed amendments to Rule 35(b) would allow a
court to aggregate a defendant's pre-sentencing and post-sentencing assistance in determining X,,,
whether to reduce a sentence to reflect the defendant's "substantial assistance" to the
government.

Judge Jensen agreed to a suggestion to delete the comma in line of the text. He did not
agree to change the words "subsequent assistance" to "later assistance," because the words
"subsequent assistance" are contained in the pertinent statute and have been used in the case law. Li

71
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The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments and
send them to the Judicial Conference

FED. R CRIM. P. 43

Judge Jensen explained that the proposed amendment to the rule was intended to provide
consistency in the situations when the defendant's presence is required at a resentencing
proceeding.

Judge Jensen noted that Rule 35(a) deals with a situation when the sentence has been
reversed on appeal and the case remanded for resentencing. This involves a "correction" of the
sentence, and the defendant should be present for the resentencing. But a court should be
permitted to reduce or correct a sentence under Rule35(b) or (c) without the defendant being
present Rule 35(b) deals with reduction of a sentence for substantial assistance. Rule 35(c)
gives the trial court seven days to correct a sentence for arithmetical, technical, or other clear
error. There was also no need to require the presence of the defendant at resentencing hearings
conducted under 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c). That statute governs resentencing conducted as a result of
retroactive changes in the sentencing guidelines or a motion by the Bureau of Prisons to reduce a
sentence based on "extraordinary and compelling reasons." Judge Jensen emphasized, however,
that the court retains discretion to require or permit a defendant to attend any of these
resentencing proceedings.

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendment and
send it to the Judicial Conference.

Amendments for Publication

FED. R. CRIM P. 6

Judge Jensen reported that the proposed amendments to the rule addressed two issues.
First, under the present rule, necessary interpreters are authorized to be present during grand jury
sessions, but not during grand jury deliberations. The proposed amendment would allow an
interpreter for a deafjuror to be present while the grand juxy is deliberating or voting.

Second, under the present rule, the entire grand jury must be present in the courtroom
when an indictment is returned. The proposed amendment would authorize the foreperson or
deputy foreperson to return the indictment in open court on behalf of the jury. The amendment
would save time, expense, and inconvenience by not requiring the whole grand jury to be
transported to the courtroom.
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In addition, Judge Jensen reported that legislation had just been introduced in the
Congress by Representative Goodlatte, H.R. 1536, that would reduce the size of a grand jury to
nine persons, with a minimum of seven needed to return an indictment. He pointed out that the
advisory committee had not had the legislation on the agenda of its last meeting. Accordingly, it K
had not taken a position on its merits. Historically, however, the advisory committee from 1974
to 1977 favored a reduction in the size of the grandjury.

Judge Jensen said that the current legislation had been referred for response to the
Judicial Conference's Court Administration and Case Management Committee and Criminal
Law Committee. Both committees had considered the measure at their recent meetings and
decided to recommend referring the matter to the Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules.

The members agreed that the proposal to reduce the size of grand juries should proceed
through the normal Rules Enabling Act process, even though the process takes considerable time
and the Congress Might resolve the matter sooner by legislation. One member suggest K
however, that the issue was potentially controversial and might not be enacted by the Congress.
Judge Jensen stated that the advisory committee would consider the matter at its October 1997
meeting, and any prosed amendments to Rule 6 would proceed through the normal public K
comment process.,

Judge Jensen argued that the two changes in Rule 6 recommended by the advisory
committee should proceed to immediate publication without awaiting action regarding the size of L
grand juries. Several members concurred and urged publication of the current amendments.

Some members, however, questioned why the proposed amendment should be limited to K
interpreters for deafjurors. And one member questioned the use of the word "deaf," favoring
'hearing impaired" as the more appropriate chara. -rL J

Judge Easterbrook moved to strike the word "deaf" from the amendment The r
committee approved the motion on a voice vote, with four members opposed.

Judge Jensen and Professor Schlueter responded that the advisory committee was very
reluctant to open up the exception by allowing all potential types of interpreters into the grand L
jury deliberations. Accordingly, it had specifically limited the amendment to interpreters for deaf
jurors. One participant suggested that the advisory committee explicitly solicit public comments K
on whether the proposal should be broadened to cover other groups.

Judge Sear moved for reconsideration of Judge Easterbrook's amendment to strike 7
the word "deaf" from the amendment. The committee approved the motion by voice vote.

On reconsideration, the committee approved Judge Easterbrook's motion by a 6-5
vote. Then it approved without objection the amendments to Rule 5 for publication. LJ

[F
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tL One of the members suggested that the committee note to the rule was inconsistent with
the text He recommended that the advisory committee rewrite the note to Rule 6(d) to notify the
public that it was seeking input on the issue of how broad the exception for interpreters should
be.

FED. RCRIM. P. 11

Judge Jensen reported that the first proposed amendment in Rule 11 would merely update
the rule by changing the term "defendant corporation" to "defendant organization1 as defined in
18 U.S.C. § 18."

fl The committee voted without objection to -approve the proposed amendment for
L publication.

K The second amendment, referred to the advisory committee by the Criminal Law
Committee, would add to the Rule 1 1(c) colloquy a requirement that the court inform the
defendant of the terms of any provision in a plea agreement waiving the defendant's right to
appeal or collaterally attack the sentence. He said that it was increasingly common for plea
agreements to include an agreement by the defendant not to appeal. But the current rule does not
require the court to inquire into the waiver of appeal. He suggested that the amendment would
provide greater certainty as to the plea the defendant enters.

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendment for
publication.

plea Judge Jensen said that the final proposed changes to the rule govern plea agreements and
plea agreement procedures under Rule 1 (e). They had been coordinated with the United States
Sentencing Commission and the Criminal Law Committee.

He explained that the rule had never been modified to take into account the impact of the
sentencing guidelines, which have enlarged the very concept of a sentence and the procedures for

7 reaching a sentence. A court, for example, now must determine whether a particular provision of
L the guidelines, a policy statement of the commission, or a sentencing factor is applicable in a

case. Accordingly, the amendments to Rule 11 (e) would recognize that a plea agreement may
address not only a particular sentence but also the applicability of a specific sentencing guideline,

L sentencing factor, or Commission policy statement

L
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A member suggested that the proposed style change in lines 18-19-from "engage in
discussions with a view toward reaching an agreement" to "discuss an agreement"-was
inappropriate. He recommended that the language be amended to read "agree that."

Several members expressed concern that the proposed amendment to Rule l1(eXlXC)
would authorize the defendant and the United States attorney to agree to "facts" that are not r
established facts. They argued that it would further remove the judge as a check on the integrity l
of the sentencing process and as a guardian in assuring equal treatment for all defendants. Judge
Jensen acknowledged the concern and said that the Sentencing Commission also was aware of
potential problems with inappropriate agreements. Nevertheless, the advisory committee and the H
Commission urged publication and public comment on the matter. Mr., Pauley added that
Department of Justice's internal guidelines prohibit prosecutors from agreeing to unestablished
facts. It was also pointed out by several members that the ultimate bulwark against, abuse is the l
districtjudge's authority to reject the plea agreement

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments for
publication.

FED. R. CRM P.24 L

Judge Jensen explained that under the present rule, alternate jurors must be discharged
when the jury retires to deliberate. The proposed amendments would eliminate this requirement,
thereby giving the trial court discretion either to retain or discharge the alternate jurors.

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments for L
publication.

FED.R.CRImP.30 Li

Judge Jensen stated that the proposed amendments would permit the trial court, in its L
discretion, to require or permit the parties to file any proposed instructions before trial.

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendments for
publication.

-ED. R CIuM. P. 32.2

Judge Jensen reported that the proposed new Rule 32.2 would consolidate several
procedural rules governing the forfeiture of assets in a criminal case. The changes had been
motivated in large measure by the Supreme Court's decision in Libretti v. United States, 116
S. Ct 356 (1995), which made it clear that forfeiture is a part of the sentence. The proposed new
rule, accordingly, would incorporate forfeiture into the sentencing process. He pointed out thatrule, acordingy, woul incorprate fr
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the rule addressed the problem of third parties whose property rights needed to be protected. It
also recognized that forfeiture proceedings are akin to a civil case and, therefore, provided for
appropriate, discovery.

Judge Jensen said that competing bills had been introduced in the Congress dealing with
forfeiture of assets. Judge Stotler added that the bills were replete with references to the federalL ~~~rules. She said that she had been struck by the fact that the Congress apparently wanted to move
quickly on forfeiture legislation, but the subject matter was very complex and not well

7 ~~~understood by lawyers and judges. There were already more than 100 forfeiture statutes on the
books, and the outcome of the various forfeiture bills in the Congress was uncertain. Judge
Stotler pointed out that the rules committees had attempted to deal only with a small part of the
forfeiture problem, and she suggested that'it would be preferable if the Congress enacted a
uniform forfeiture code or simply referred all procedural issues to the rules process.

Judge Jensen responded that the advisory committee's proposal dealt only with criminal
forfeiture as a part of sentencing. 'Mr. Waxman added thiat it would be desirable to have 'a
concordance between the various statutes and rules and between civil and criminal forfeiture.
Nevertheless,,he uged that the proposed new Rule,32.2 be published for comm~ent He stated
that forfeitu~re was a controversial subject, and the Department of Justice preferred to have
criminal forfeiture procedures enacted carefuly through the Rules Enabling Act process, rather

t ~~~than by legislative happenstance in the-Congress.

Some of the members expressed concern over the complexity of the proposed rule and its
blending of civil and criminal concepts. They suggested that consideration might be given to
drafling a simple rule declaing that the pertinent property was forfeited to the government
Interested third parties, accordingly, would have to fie a civil suit to assert their property rights.

L ~~~~The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed new rule for
publication.

FED. RL CIUM. P. 54

Judge Jensen explained that the proposed amendment to the rule was technical. It would
merely eliminate the, reference to the United States District Court for the District of the Canal
Zone, which no longer exists.

The committee voted without objection to approve the proposed amendment for

r ~~~publication.

Informational Items



L
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Judge Jensen reported that the advisory committee had received a recommendation from
the Federal Magistrate Judges Association that Rule 5(c) be amended to delete its restriction on a
magistrate judge continuing a preliminary examination. He said that the advisory committee had
concurred with the association on the merits of the proposal, but it concluded that the restriction U
emanated from the underlying statute, 18 U.S.C. § 3060, on which the rule is based. Therefore,
the committee recommended that the Standing Committee ask the Judicial Conference to seek
legislation to amend the statute. L

Mr. McCabe added that the recommendation of the advisory committee had just been
endorsed by the Magistrate Judges Committee of the Judicial Conference

Judge Easterbrook moved to reject the recommendation seeldng amendment of
18 U.S.C. § 3060(c) on the grounds that the proposed change should be enacted through the L
Rules Enabling Act process, relying eventually on operation of the supersession clause.
He pointed out that the Supreme Court recently had voided the service provisions in the Suits in
Admiralty Act on supersession clause grounds., Henderson v.,, United States, 1 16S.Ct. 1638
(1996),

a ',, ',1w ,, , > ',, ' E ' g!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~T,

The committee voted without objection to approve the motion.

REPORT OF TEE ADVISORY COMMITITEE ON EVIDENCE RULES

Professor Capra presented the report of the advisory committee, as set forth, in Judge Fern m
M. Smith's memorandum of May 1, 1997 (Agenda Item 9).

Amendments for Judicial Conference Approval
L,

FED. R.EvID. 615

Professor Capra stated that the proposed amendment to the rule took account of recent
statutory changes giving crime victims the right not to be excluded from criminal trials.

Judge Easterbrook expressed concern over incorporating references to specific statutes in
the rules. He pointed out that statutes are frequently amended or superseded. Therefore, he .
argued for a generic reference to categories of persons who may not be excluded from |
proceedings. He moved that the following language be added to the end of Rule 615: "(4) a
person authorized by statute to be present.' Professor Capra responded that the advisory do
committee had included a specific statutory reference because it believed that a generic reference L
might not be strong enough in light of the Congress' express interest and recent actions regarding
victims' rights.
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The motion was approved by voice vote without objection.

Professor Capra requested that the amendment be approved without publishing for public
comment, since it was merely a conforming amendment. One of the members concurred and
emphasized that it was very important to move quickly on the proposal because of congressional
interest and policy in expanding victims' rights.

The committee voted by voice vote without objection that the proposed amendment
was conforming and approved the rule without publication for public comment.

L.
Amendments for Publication

1L FED. R. EVID. 103

et Professor Capra explained that proposed niew subdivision (e) addressed the issue of when
L a party must renew at trial an in limine objection decided adversely to the party. He noted that a

version of the proposal had been published once before, but later withdrawn by the advisory
n committee after public comments had revealed the text to be unclear. The advisory committee

By then redrafted the rule, patterning it in large part on a Kentucky state court rule. He pointed out
that the third sentence of the new subdivision was intended to codify Luce v. United States, 469
U.S. 38 (1984), which held that a criminal defendant must testify at trial in order to preserve an
objection to the trial court's decision admitting the defendant's prior convictions for purposes of
impeachment

L In response to a question from one of the members, Professor Capra stated that the
advisory committee had deliberately limited the sentence's application to criminal cases,
believing that its extension to civil cases might cause problems.

Judge Easterbrook expressed several objections to the new subdivision and moved
to send it back to the advisory committee for further drafting. He argued'that, as formulated,
the third sentence of the proposed text would apply only when the court's ruling is conditioned
on "the testimony of a witness," rather than on the introduction of evidence. He pointed out that,
although the Luce case involved testimony, the principle on which it rested is not limited to
testimony. In other words, there is no logical distinction between testimony and documentary
evidence. Therefore, the court's ruling should be conditioned on admissibility, rather than on
testimony. In addition, the text of the third sentence implied that the court's ruling itself was
conditional. In reality, it is merely dependent on a party's decision to introduce evidence.

L - He also questioned the formulation of the second sentence of the subdivision, which
states that a motion for an advance ruling, when definitively resolved on the record, is sufficient
to "preserve error" for appellate review. The implication of the text, he said, was that the movant
may preserve the claim for review, but not the opponent. He added that use of the words
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"preserve error" was inappropriate, since there is no intent to preserve error. Rather, the
language should be recast to state that a party need not make an exception to a particular ruling in
order to preserve the right to appeal. Moreover, it is the court's definitive ruling against a party
that preserves the right to appeal, not "a motion for an advance ruling."

Several members expressed support for the substance of the proposal. One lawyer-
member emphasized that it represented a significant improvement over the earlier draft The EJ
consensus of the committee, however, was that the subdivision should be returned to the
advisory committee for redrafting in light of the comments made during the discussion.

Infomatiohal Items

Professor Capra pointed out that the committee notes to several of the Federal Rules of
Evidence contained inaccuracies. The notes had been prepared to support and explain the
advisory committee's draft of the rules. But the rules ultimately enacted by the Congress differed
in several respects from the committee's version. L

He reported, for example, that the advisory committee had reviewed the notes recently V
and had discovered that references in 21 notes to rules that were not in fact approved by the LJ
Congress. In some instances the committee notes were directly contrary to the positions
eventually taken by the Congress. Accordingly, the committee notes were a potential trap for
unwary attorneys.L

He stated that the advisory committee was considering preparing a short list of editorial
comments pointing out the discrepancies between the notes and the rules and asking law book
publishers to include the comments in their publications of the rules. He explained that the
proposed comments would consist of short bullets set forth at each troublesome section of the
rules. The members were asked for their initial views of this proposed course of action. L

A couple of participants suggested that it might be preferable to inform law book Fi
publishers that the committee notes are not meaningful and should no longer be included in their L

publications. Other participants, however, responded that the notes were a part of the legislative
history of the rules and should continue to be made available. Some members suggested that any 4

action that would help clarify the matter for users should be encouraged. Professor Coquillette
added that the reporters had agreed to discuss the matter at their working luncheon.

STATUS REPORT ON THE ATTORNEY CONDUCT STUDY

Professor Coquillette reported that he had completed work on the several background
studies of attorney conduct that the committee had requested of him. He pointed out that the last
two studies-analyzing the case law under FED. R APp. P.46 and bankruptcy cases involving
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attorney conduct rules-were set forth as Agenda Item 7. He thanked the Federal Judicial Center
in general, and Marie Leary in particular, for invaluable assistance in conducting the studies,
especially the survey of existing district court practices and preferences. He also thanked Judge
Logan and Professor Mooney for their help in compiling the appellate court study and Patricia
Channon for her help on the bankruptcy study. He concluded that the committee had now
studied attorney conduct in the federal courts in every meaningful way.

Potential Courses ofAction

Professor Coquillette suggested that the committee might wish to consider four possible

courses of action regarding attorney conduct

1. Do nothing.

2. Draft a model local rule on attorney conduct that could be adopted voluntarily by
the district courts, and possibly by the courts of appeals.

3. Draft a small number of national rules to govern attorney conduct in the areas of
primary concern to bench and bar.

4. Draft both a model local rule and uniform national rules.

He stated that the committee had conducted two special conferences on attorney conduct
with knowledgeable lawyers, professors, and state bar officials. At the conferences, the
participants had expressed a wide range of diverging views on how best to address attorney
conduct issues. There was no clear consensus among the participants as to whether conduct
matters should be governed by uniform national rules or by local court rules. Nevertheless, the
one thing that all the participants agreed upon was that the present system was deficient in
several respects and that the rules committees should take some kind of action.

He pointed out that the principal advantage of national rules is that they would set forth a
uniform, national standard applicable in all federal courts. National rules, moreover, would have
the benefit of public comment and national debate under the Rules Enabling Act process. On the
other hand, a model local rule could be adopted more expeditiously and would not have to be
submitted to the Congress. He noted that the recent Federal Judicial Center survey had shown
that 30% of the courts favored national rules on attorney conduct, while 62% favored a local-rule
approach. He added that, to guide the committee's deliberations, he had included in the agenda
materials samples of: (1) a model local rule for the courts of appeals; (2) an amended version of
FED. R APP. P. 46; and (3) uniform federal rules of attorney conduct

The members discussed generally the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.
Several members emphasized that all attorneys as a matter of policy should be governed by the
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conduct rules of the states in which they are licensed to practice. They added, however, that it
might be appropriate to carve out a very limited number of exceptions for federal lawyers that
would govern areas where there were overriding federal interests.

Concerns of Federal Lawyers

Mr. Waxman pointed out that federal lawyers face uncertainty in their practice and need,
as a m inimum, a clear federal law to govern conflicts between jurisdictions. He added that
federal law was needed in certain limited situations that impacted on the work of federal
attorneys. Chief Justice Veaseytresponded that the Department of Justice's interest in uniformity
was understandable. Nevertheless, state bars also want uniformity for all lawyers in the state.
There should not be one set of conduct standards in the state courts and a different standard for
the federal courts of that state. I

Mr. Waxman was asked which conduct issues were of particular concern to the
Department of Justice and federal lawyers. He responded that there were no problems with the
rules governing attorney conduct within a court setting. Rather, the Department's concern was
limited to areas where state ethical rules reach, or purport to reach, conduct by federal
prosecutors and other attorneys conducting investigations outside the court. These include such
matters as contacts with represented parties, subpoenas directed to attorneys, and the presentation
of exculpatory evidence to grand juries.

Concerns in Bankruptcy Cases

Professor Coquillette explained that attorney conduct in the bankruptcy courts raised
certain unique problems. The local rules of the bankruptcy courts generally adopt the rules of the
district courts. Nevertheless, actual practice in the bankruptcy courts is very different from that
in the district courts. Bankruptcy judges usually look for guidance on matters of attorney conduct
to the Bankruptcy Code and to the common law of bankruptcy. There are, he said, serious
differences among the bankruptcy courts in applying these laws and a lack of clear and specific
conduct case law and guidelines. He recommended that further research be conducted on
attorney conduct issues and practices in the bankruptcy courts.

S~~~~~~~
Judge Duplantier reported that the Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules had a

subcommittee in place that was chsidering attorney conduct issues in bankruptcy cases.
Professor Resnick stated that contemporary bankruptcy practice-with thousands of creditors and
claimants in an individual case-raises a number of specialized conduct issues that may not be
addressed adequately by existing state rules or by model local court rules. He pointed out, for
example, that the Bankruptcy Code itself defines a "disinterested person," and it requires court
approval of certain appointments. The statutory definition, he said, was troublesome and had
been interpreted in different ways bythe various courts of appeals. He also noted that the
advisory committee was considering potential amendments to FED. R.iBANKR. P. 2014, which
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requires an attorney, or other professional person, to disclose certain information to the court as
part of the appointment process.

Committee Action
r10

Professor Hazard moved that the committee begin drafting rules, identifying the
problems, and eliciting discussion.

L Judge Stotler concluded that there was a consensus among the committee members
that work should begin on drafting a set of national rules providing that state law governs
attorney conduct in the federal courts except in a few limited areas, such as certain
investigatory functions and certain aspects of bankruptcy practice. She asked Professor
Coquillette to continue with the work of drafting potential rules and making presentations on
attorney conduct issues to the advisory committees. -

L POSTING LOCAL RULES AND OFFICLAL BANKRUPTCY FORMS ON THE INTERNET

Mr. Rabiej reported that courts are required by statute and rule to send copies of their
local rules to the Administrative Office. The AO maintains the rules in loose-leaf binders in its

evil, library. They are not readily available to the public.

He stated that the rules office intends to begin posting the local rules on the Internet as a
service to public He added that the office had also proposed posting the official bankruptcy
forms on the Internet.

REPORT OF THE STYLE SUBCOMMI1TEE

Judge Parker, chair of the subcommittee, reported that the subcommittee had met with
Professor Coquillette and had drafted a short set of proposed guidelines designed to expedite the
process of reviewing proposed amendments for style.: He pointed out that the advisory
committees and their reporters faced extremely short deadlines for completing drafts of proposed
amendments and committee notes.

Judge Parker said that the guidelines recommended that drafts be submitted by the
respective reporters to the rules office in the AO at least 30 days in advance of an advisory

L committee meeting. The rules office immediately would send copies to the advisory committee,
the style subcommittee, and Mr. Garner, the style consultant Mr. Garner would then coordinate
and consolidate the comments of the style subcommittee within 10 days and return them to the

1 advisory committee reporter.
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The reporter would then have 10 days to consider the comments of the style V
subcommittee, incorporate those he or she deemed appropriate, and return a revised draft to the
rules office for transmission to the advisory committee members. Accordingly, the advisory
committee members would have the original draft and the suggested style changes at least one
week before the committee meeting After the advisory committee meeting, the reporter would
have one week to send a copy of the text and note, as approved by the committee, to the rules
office. This would allow the style subcommittee sufficient time before the Standing Committee
meeting to make any necessary last-minute changes.

COMMITTEE PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES

Judge Stotler reported that the Executive Committee of the Judicial Conference had
requested the committee's views on certain Conference committee practices and procedures. She
said that she had responded to an earlier inquiry by gsating that there was no need for the rules
committees to have liaison members to each of the circuits. Members of the rules committees L
should represent the system nationally, rather than circuit interests. She added that she proposed
to have the committee stand on its previous position.

On the other hand, she emphasized that the use of liaisons between committees of the
Judicial Conference had been very useful. She pointed out, for example, that members of the
Court Administration'and Case Management Committee and the Federal-State Jurisdiction
Committee had been invited to attend rules committee meetings and that Judge Easterbrook had
been in contact with the chair of the Court Administration and Case Management Committee on
matters involving the Civil Justice Reform Act She stated that the use of liaisons had opened up
communications with other committees, and she asked for the committee's endorsement of the
increased use of liaisons with other committees. *

Mr. Rabiej added that the Executive Committee had asked for the committee's views on
the use of subcommittees and the need for face-to-face subcommittee meetings. He pointed out
that there was an attempt to reduce the number of subcommittees generally and to restrict their
meetings to telephone conferences. He reported that it was the view of the advisory committees
that the use of subcommittees was very beneficial and that there was a need for certain in-person
subcommittee meetings. Other 'participants noted that much of the subcommittees' work is
conducted by telephone, correspondence, and telefax. They argued strongly, however, that it was
essential for the committees to have the flexibility to conduct face-to-face meetings when needed.

REPORT ON MEETING OF LONG RANGE PLANNING LIAISONS p

Judge Niemeyer reported that he and Judge Stotler had participated in the meeting of
long-range planning liaisons from 13 Judicial Conference committees on May 15, 1997. He
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L" pointed out, among other things, that the liaisons had been asked to consider whether an ad hocL committee of the Conference should be appointed to consider mass tort litigation. Judge Stotler
stated that Judge Niemeyer had made an impressive presentation on the extensive work of the
Advisory Committee on Civil Rules over the past six years in studying mass torts in the context
of class actions. Judges Stotler and Niemeyer added that the liaisons concluded that no new
committee was needed, and that if any committee of the Conference were to consider mass torts,

L it should be the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules.

REPORT ON UNIFORM NUMBERING OF LOCAL RULES OF COURT

courts Professor Squiers reported that the Judicial Conference had approved the requirement that
-L' courts renumber their local rules of court by April 15, 1997, to conform with the numbering of

the national rules. She stated that half the district courts had completed their renumbering, and
the remaining courts were in the process of fulfilling-the requirement.

FUTURE COMM1=TEE MEETINGS

Judge Stotler reported that the winter meeting of the committee would be held on January
F 8-9, 1998. She invited the members to -select the location for the meeting, and they expressed a

preference for Marina del Rey, California, if hotel space were available at a reasonable rate.

Cl Judge Stotler reported further that the mid-year 1998 meeting would be held on either
L June 11-12,1998, or June 18-19, 1998.

L Respectffllly submitted,

L
Peter G. McCabe,
Secretary
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Agenda F-18 (Summary)

Rules

L September 1997
SUMMARY OF THE

REPORT OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE

COMMITEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

The Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure recommends that the Judicial
Conference:

1. Approve the proposed amendments to Appellate Rules 148 and to Form 4.and
transmit them to the Supreme Court for its consideration with the recommendation
that they be adopted by the Court and transmitted to Congress in accordance
with the law ............................................... pp. 2-9

2. Approve the proposed revisions to Official Bankruptcy Forms 1,3, 6F, 8, 9A-91,
10, 14, 17, 18, and new Forms 20A and 20B .......................... pp. 9-12

3. Promulgate the proposed revisions to the Official Bankruptcy Forms to take
effect immediately, but permit the superseded forms to also be used until

L_ March 1, 1998 .............................................. pp. 12

4. Approve the proposed new Civil Rule 23(f) and transmit it to the Supreme Court
L for its consideration with the recommendation that it be adopted by the Court and

transmitted to Congress in accordance with the law .................... pp. 16-20

5. Approve the proposed amendments to Criminal Rules 5.1, 26.2, 31,33, 35, and 43
and transmit them to the Supreme Court for its consideration with the recommen-

r dation that they be adopted by the Court and transmitted to Congress in accordance
with the law ............................................. pp. 21-23

V 6. Approve the proposed amendment to Evidence Rule 615 and transmit it to the
Supreme Court for its consideration with the recommendation that it be adopted by
the Court and transmitted to Congress in accordance with the law ........... pp. 26-27

NOTICE
NO RECOMMENDATION PRESENTED HEREIN REPRESENTS THE POLICY OF THE JUDICIAL

CONFERENCE UNLESS APPROVED BY THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE ITSELF.

K



The remainder of the report is submitted for the record, and includes the following items for
the information of the Conference:

Study of rules governing attorney conduct .................................. pp. 28

Status report on uniform numbering systems for local rules of court ........... pp. 28-29 Li

Meeting of long-range planning liaisons .............................. pp. 28

Local rules and Official Bankruptcy Forms on Internet ......................... pp. 30

Report to the Chief Justice on proposed select new rules or rules amendments
generating controversy ..... pp. 30

Status of proposed rules amendments ............................... pp. 3 0
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Agenda F-18
Rules

September 1997

REPORT OF TUE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE

COMMAITEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

TO THE CIE JUSTICE OF TM UNITED STATES AND MYEMERS OF THE
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES:

The Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure met on June 19-20,1997. All the

members attended the meeting, except Alan C. Sundberg. Acting Deputy Attorney General Seth

P. Waxman attended on June 19. The Department of Justice was represented on June 20 by Ian

H. Gershengorn and Roger A. Pauley.

Representing the advisory committees were: Judge James K. Logan, chair, and Professor

Carol Ann Mooney, reporter, of the Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules; Judge Adrian G.

Duplantier, chair, and Professor Alan N. Resnick, reporter, of the Advisory Committee on

Bankruptcy Rules; Judge Paul V. Niemeyer, chair, and Professor Edward H. Cooper, reporter, of

the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules; Judge D. Lowell Jensen, chair, and Professor David A.

Schlueter, reporter, of the Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules; and Professor Daniel J.

Capra, reporter, ofthe Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules. Judge Fern MK Smith, chair of

the Evidence Rules Committee, was unable to be present.

Participating in the meeting were Peter G. McCabe, the Committee's Secretary; Professor

Daniel R Coquillette, the Committee's reporter, John K. Rabiej, Chief, and Maric D. Shapiro,

NOTICE
NO RlMCOMEDAMON PMESENTED HEREIN UPMREENlS THE POLICY OF THE JUDICLAL

CONFERENCE UNLESS APPROVED BY THE JUDICIL CONFERENCE ITSELF.
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attorney, of the Administrative Office's Rules Committee Support Office; Patricia S. Channon of Jr
the Bankruptcy Judges Division; James B. Eaglin of the Federal Judicial Center; Professor Mary

P. Squiers, Director of the Local Rules Project; and Bryan A. Garner and Joseph F. Spaniol,

consultants to the Committee. -

AMENDOMENS TO THE
FEDERAL RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE LA

Rules Recommended for ApprQval and Transission-

The Advisory Committee onAppellate Rules completed its style revision project to

clarify and simplify the language of the appellate rules. It submitted revisions of all forty-eight L

Rules of AppellateProcedureand arevisionofForm 4 (no changes were madeinForns 1, 2, 3,7

and 5), together with Committee Notes explaining their purpose and intent The comprehensive

style revision was published for public comment in April 1996 with an extended comment period L

expiring December 31, 1996. Public hearings were scheduled but canceled, because no witness Zi

requested to testify.

The style revision has taken up most of the advisory committees work during the past

four years. The style changes were designed to be nonsubstantive, except with respect to those

rules outlined below, which were under study when the style project commenced. A few

additional substantive changes have been made necessary by legislative enactments or other

recent developments. Almost all comments received from the bench, bar, and law professors -;

teaching procedure and legal writing were quite favorable to the restyled rules. Only one -

negative comment was received-that to the effect "why change a system that has worked?"

The advisory committee recommended, and the Standing Rules Committee agreed, tat

the submission to the Judicial Conference and its recommendation for submission to the V

Supreme Court if the changes are approved, should be in a different format from the usual



L

submission. Instead of strikdng through language being eliminated and underlining proposed new

r- language, the changes made by the restylization project can best be perceived by a side-by-side

comparison of the existing rule (in the left-hand column) with the proposed rule (in the right-

L hand column). Commentary on changes that could be considered more than stylistic-generally

F resolving inherent ambiguities-are discussed in the Committee Notes. A major component of

the restylization has been to reformat the rules with appropriate indentations. Your Committee

concurs with the recommendation of the advisory committee that the physical layout of the rules

should be an integral part of any official version-ad of any published version that is intended

to reflect the official version.
r

In connection with the restylization project, the advisory committee and the Standing

Rules Committee bring to the attention of the Judicial Conference two changes in the restyled

rules-the use of "en bane instead of ln banc" and the use of "muste in place of "shaVll"

Although 28 U.S.C. § 46 has used "in bane, since 1948, a later law, Act of Oct. 20, 1978, Pub.

L. No. 95-486, 92 Stat. 1633, used "en bane when authorizing a court of appeals having more

than fifteen active judges to perform its "en bane functions with some subset of the court's

members. Also the Supreme Court uses "en bane in its own rules. See S. Ct. R 13.3. The "en

bane' spelling is overwhelmingly favored by courts, as demonstrated by a computer search

conducted in 1996 that found that more than 40,000 circuit cases have used the term "en bancr
L

and just under 5,000 cases ( 1%) have used the term "in bane." When the search was confined

L to cases decided after 1990, the pattern remained the same-12,600 cases using "en bane"

compared to 1,600 (11%) using "in bane." The advisory committee decided to follow the most

commonly used "en banc spelling. This is a matter of choice, of course, but both committees

recommend the more prevalent use to the Judicial Conference.

role



The advisory committee adopted the use of "must" to mean "is required to" instead of

using the traditional "shalL" This is in accord with Bryan A. Gamer, Guidelinesfor Drafting and

Editing Court Rules § 42 at 29 (1996). Ibe advisory committee is aware that the Supreme Court

changed the word 'mustr to "shall" in some of the amendments of individual rules previously 0

submitted to the Court. In doing so, the Supreme Court indicated a desire not to have l

inconsistent usages in the rules, and concluded "that terminology changes in the Federal Rules be

implemented in a thoroughgoing, rather than piecemeal way." The instant submission is a L

comprehensive revision of all the appellate rules. Because of the potentially different r
constructions of "shall, see Garner, A Dictionaiy ofModern Legal Usage 939-42 (2d ed. 1995),

the advisory committee eliminated all uses of "shall" in favor of "must" when -is required to" is

meant Both the advisory committee and the Standing Rules Committee recognized room for

differences of opinion and do not want the restylization work rejected due to the use of this word.

Included in this submission are some rules that have substantive amendments, all of

which have been published for public comment at least once except the proposed abrogation of

Rule 3.1 and the proposed amendments to Rule 22. Both of the latter changes are responsive to

recent legislation. The changes to Rules 26.1, 29, 35, and 41 were approved for circulation to the

bench and bar for comment in September 1995. They were resubmitted for public comment in K
April 1996 as a part of the comprehensive style revision. After considering suggestions received v
during these two comment periods, they were approved with minor changes along with the. -

restylized version of the rules. Revised Rules 27, 28, and 32 were approved for circulation for

public comment in April 1996 along with the restylized rules-with special notations to the q

bench and bar that these three rules underwent substantive changes. Rules 5, 5.1 (the latter of

which is proposed to be abrogated), and Form 4 were sent out for comment separately, after the

Li
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A, restylization package. Rules 5 and 5.1 were revised because of recent legislative changes and a

proposed new Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(f); Form 4 was revised because of recent legislative changes and

a request by the Supreme Court Clerk for a more comprehensive form. The substantive changes

are summarized below, rule-by-rule in numerical order.

Rule 3.1 (Appeal from a Judgment of a Magistrate Judge in a Civil Case) would be

abrogated under the proposed revision because it is no longer needed. The primary purpose for

L the exstence of Rule 3.1 was to govern an appeal to the court of appeals following an appeal to

the district court from a magistatejudge's decision. The Federal Courts lmprovement Act of

1996, Pub. L. 104-317, repealed paragraphs (4) and (5) of 28 U.S.C. § 636(c) and eliminated the

option to appeal to the district court. An appeal from ajudgment by a magistrate judge now lies

directly to the court of appeals.

o The proposed consolidation of Rule 5 (Appeal by Permission Under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b))

L
and Rule 5.1 (Appeal by Permission Under28 IU.S.C. § 636(cX5)) would govern all discretionary

L, appeals from a district or magistrate judge order, judgment, or decree. In 1992, Congress added

F' subsection (e) to 28 U.S.C. § 1292 giving the Supreme Court power to prescribe rules that

"provide for an appeal of an interlocutory decision to the Court of Appeals that is not otherwise

provided for' in § 1292. The advisory committee believed the amendment of Rule 5 was

r desirable because of the possibility of new statutes or rules authorizing discretionary

interlocutory appeals, and the desirability of having one rule that governs all such appeals. One

possible new application appears contemporaneously in the proposed new Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(f) to

allow the interlocutory appeal of a class certification order. Present Rule 5.1 applies only to

appeals by leave from a district court's judgment entered after an appeal to the district court from

L
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a magistrate judge's decision. The Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1996 abolished all

appeals by permission that were covered by this rule, making Rule 5.1 obsolete.

The proposed amendments to Rule 22 (Habeas Corpus and Section 2255 Proceedings)

conform to recent legislation. First, the rule is made applicable to 28 U.S.C. § 2255 proceedings. G

This brings the rule into conformity with 28 U.S.C. § 2253 as amended by the Anti-Terrorism

and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-132. Second, the amended rule states

that a certificate of appealability may be issued-by a "circuitjustice or a circuit or districtjudge." i

Amended § 2253 requires a certificate of appealability issued by a "circuit justice or judge" in C

order to bring an appeal from denial of an application for the writ. The proposed amendment

removes the ambiguity created by the statute and is consistent with the decisions in all circuits

that have addressed the issue.

The proposed amendment of Rule 26.1 (Corporate Disclosure Statement) would eliminate

the requirement that corporate subsidiaries and affiliates be listed in a corporate disclosure

statement. Instead, the rule requires that a corporate party disclose all of its parent corporations X

and any publicly held company owning ten percent or more of its stock. The changes eliminate

the ambiguity inherent in the word "affiliates" and identify all of those entities which might

possibly result in a judge's recusal. The revised rule was submitted to the Committee on Codes .

of Conduct, which found it to be satisfactory in its revised form.

The proposed amendment of Rule 27 (Motions) would treat comprehensively, for the first

time, motion practice in the courts of appeals. The rule is entirely rewritten to provide that any

legal argument necessary to support a motion must be contained in the motion itself; not in a

separate brief. It expands the time for responding to a motion from seven to ten days and permits

a reply to a response-without prohibiting the court from shortening the time requirements or



L deciding a motion before receiving a reply. It establishes length limitations for motions and

responses, and states that a motion will be decided without oral argument unless the court orders

otherwise.

The proposed amendment of Rule 28 (Briefs) is necessary to conform it to the proposed

, amendments to Rule 32. Page limitations for a brief are deleted from Rule 28(g), because they

are treated in Rule 32.

Rule 29 (Brief of an Amicus Curiae) would be amended to establish limitations on the

length of an amicus curiae brief. It adds the District of Columbia to those governments that may

file without consent of the parties or leave of court.- The amended rule generally makes the form

and timing requirements more specific, and states that the amicus curiae may participate in oral

argument only with the court's permission.

Rule 32 (Form of Briefs, Appendices, and Other Papers) would be rewritten

comprehensively with a principal aim of curbing cheating on the traditional fifty-page limitation

L on the length of a principal brief. New computer software programs make it possible to use type

styles and sizes, proportional spacing, and sometimes footnotes, to create briefs that comply with

a limitation stated in a number of pages, but that contain up to 40%/a more material than a normal

brief and are difficult forjudges to read. The rule was amended in several significant ways. A

brief may be on "light' paper, notjust "white," making it acceptable to file a brief on recycled

paper. Provisions for pamphlet-sized briefs and carbon copies have been deleted because of their:

L very infrequent use. The amended rule permits use of either monospaced or proportional

7 typeface. It establishes length limitations of 14,000 words or 1,300 lines of monospaced typeface

(which equates roughly to the traditional fifty pages) and requires a certificate of compliance

unless the brief utilizes the "safe harbor" limits of thirty pages for a principal brief and fifteen
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Li

pages for a reply brief Requirements are included for double spacing and margins; type faces are LI

to be fourteen-point or larger type if proportionally spaced and limited to IO Yz characters per inch

if monospaced. Treatment of the appendix is in its own subdivision. A brief that complies with

the national rule must be accepted by every court; local rules may not impose form requirements

that are not in the national rule. Local rules may, however, move in the other direction; they can V
authorize noncompliance with certain of the national norms. Thus, for example, a particular -

court may choose to accept pamphlet briefs or briefs with smaller typeface than those set forth in K
the national rules. F

Rule 35 (En Bane Determination) would be amended to treat a request for rehearing en

bane like a petition for panel rehearing, so that a request for rehearing en banc will suspend the.

fiality of the district court's judgment and extend the period for filing a petition for a writ of K
certiorari Therefore, a request" for rehearing en banc is changed to a "petition for rehearing en r

banc. Ihe amendments also require each petition for en bane consideration to begin witha a

statement demonstrating that the cause meets the criteria for en banc consideration. An

intercircuit conflict is cited as an example of a proceeding that might involve a question of L

"exceptional importance-one of the traditional criteria for granting an en banc hearing.

Rule 41 (Mandate; Contents; Issuance and Effective Date; Stay) would be amended to

provide that filing of a petition for rehearing en bane or a motion for stay of mandate pending m

petition to the Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari both delay the issuance of the mandate.until -

disposition of the petition or motion. The amended rule also makes it clear that a mandate is

effective when issued. The presumptive period of a stay of mandate pending petition for a writ

of certiorari is extended to ninety days, to accord with the Supreme Court's time period.

i



Form 4 (Affidavit Accompanying Motion for Permission to Appeal In Forma Pauperis)

r hwould be substantially revised. The Clerk of the Supreme Court asked the advisory committee to
.

devise a new, more comprehensive form of affidavit in support of an application to proceed in

He forma pauperis. A single form is used by both the Supreme Court and the courts of appeals. In

addition, the Prison Litigation Reform Act of 1996 prescribed new requirements governing in

forma pauperis proceedings by prisoners, including requiring submission of an affidavit that

L includes a statement of all assets the prisoner possesses. Form 4 was amended to require a great

deal more information than specified in the current form, including all the information required

by the recent enactment.

The Standing Rules Committee concurred with the advisory committee's

recommendations. The proposed amendments to the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, as

recommended by your Committee, are in Appendix A with an excerpt from the advisory

-committee report.

L Recommendation: That the Judicial Conference approve the proposed
amendments to Appellate Rules 1-48 and to Form 4 and transmit them to the

7 Supreme Court for its consideration with the recommendation that they be
adopted by the Court and transmitted to Congress in accordance with the law.

AMENDMENTS TO TE
FEDERAL RULES OF BANKRUPTCY PROCEDURE

Official Bankruptcy Forms Submitted for Approval

_The Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules submitted proposed revisions to Official

Bankruptcy Forms 1, 3, 6F, 8, 9A-91, 10, 14, 17, 18, and new Forms 20A and 20B. The

proposed revisions mainly clarify or simplify existing forms. Several of the most heavily used

forms were redesigned by a graphics expert, and instructions contained in forms often used by

petitioners in bankruptcy or creditors were 'rewritten using plain English.

Ln
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Official Form 1 (Voluntary Petition) would be amended to simplify the form and make it

easier to complete. In particular, the amendments reduce the amount of information requested,

add new statistical ranges for reporting assets and liabilities, and delete the request for

information regarding the filing of a plan.

Official Form 3 (Application and Order to Pay Filing Fee in Installments) would be 7

amended to include an acknowledgment by the debtor that the case may be dismissed if he

debtor fails to pay a filing fee installment. It would also clarify that a debtor is not disqualified L
under Rule 1006 from paying the fee in installments solely because the debtor paid a bankruptcy

petition preparer.

Official Form 6 (Schedule F) would be amended by adding to the schedule (which lists F
creditors holding an unsecured nonpriority claim) a reference to community liability for claims.

Official Form 8 (Chapter 7 Individual Debtor's Statement of Intention) would be

amended to make it more consistent with the language of the Bankruptcy Code. Language would L

also be deleted from the present form that may-imply that a debtor is limited to options contained

on the form

Official Form 9 (Notice of Commencement of Case Under the Bankruptcy Code, Meeting

of Creditors and Fixing of Dates) includes eleven alternatives. Each form is designed for a

particular type of debtor (individual, partnership, or corporation), the particular chapter of the

Bankruptcy Code in which the case is pending, and the nature of the estate (asset or no asset). -

The forms are used in virtually all bankruptcy cases.

Form 9 and its Alternatives would be expanded to two pages to make them easier to read, K

and the explanatory material is rewritten in plain English. Several clerks of court expressed

concern that the existing forms' instructions were difficult to understand, which resulted in many Li

I



questions from the public that consumed considerable staff resources. The advisory committee

agreed that the existing instructions were inadequate. At the same time, it recognized that there

would be added printing expense incured in expanding the instructions. The advisory

committee believed that better instructions were essential, and the savings realized from the

expected reduction in calls to the clerics' offices asking for assistance probably would offset some

of the added printing expenses. In addition, the advisory committee noted thatkthe $30

administrative fee assessed against a debtor filing a chapter 7 or chapter 13 bankruptcy case was

intended to pay for the cost of noticing. The fee would easily cover the added expense in

expanding the form to two pages. OnItalance, the advisory committee concluded that the

benefits to the public substantially oiuweighed the added expense.

L Official Form 10 (Proof of Claim) would be amended to provide instructions and

E definitions for completing the fonn The form also is reformatted to eliminate redundancies in

the information request. Creditors are advised not to submit original documents in support of the
r7

claim.

Official Form 14 (Ballot for Accepting or Rejecting the Plan) would be amended to

simplify its format and make it easier to complete.

Official Form 17 (Notice of Appeal from a Judgment, Order, or Decree of a Bankruptcy

r Court) would be amended to direct the appellant to provide the addresses and telephone numbers

of the attorneys for all parties to the judgment, order, or decree appealed from, as required by :

Bankruptcy Rule 8001(a). It also informs other parties-in addition to the appellant-that they

may elect to have the appeal heard by the district court, rather than by a bankruptcy appellate

panel.

L



Official Form 18 (Discharge of Debtor) would be amended to simplify the form and K
clarify the effects of a dicharge. A comprehensive explanation, in plain English, is added to the K
back of the form to assist both debtors and creditors to understand bankruptcy discharge.

Official Form 20A (Notice of Motion or Objection) and Form 20B (Notice of Objection i7

to Claim) would be added to provide uniform, simplified explanations on how to respond to 7l

motions and/or objections that are frequently filed in a bankruptcy case.-

The proposed revisions and additions to the Official Bankruptcy Forms, as recommended C
by your Committee, mare in Appendix B together with an except from the advisory committee's l.

report.

Recommendation: That the Judicial Conference approve the proposed revisions

to Official Bankruptcy Forms 1, 3, 6F, 8, 9A-9I, 10, 14, 17, 18, and new Forms

20A and 20B.

Most debtors and creditors participating in bankruptcy rely on the private sector for C

copies of the Official Forms. There is usually a significant lag time between the promulgation of

a form revision and the date when the private sector publishes the revised new forms. In L

addition, some of the amended forms are notices and orders generated by the courts' automated

systems and the Bankruptcy Noticing Center. Court staff and the NoticingCenter will need

adequate time to implement the revisions to the forms. The advisory committee recommended

that a reasonable transition of about five months be authorized during which continued use of

superseded forms would be permitted.

Recommendation: That the Judicial Conference promulgate the proposed lJ
revisions to the Official Bankruptcy Forms to take effect immediately, but permit

the superseded forms to also be used until March 1, 1998. Fl
LJ



Rules Approved for Publication and Comment

The Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules submitted to your Committee proposed

amendments to Bankruptcy Rules 1017, 1019, 2002,2003, 3020, 3021, 4001, 4004,4007,6004,

6006, 7001, 7004, 7062, 9006, and 9014 and recommended that they be published for public

comment

Ihe proposed amendments to Rule 1017 (Dismissal or Conversion of Case; Suspension)

would specify the parties who are entitled to a notice of a United States trustee's motion to

dismiss a voluntary chapter 7 or chapter 13 case based on the debtor's failure to file a list of

6reditors, schedules, or statement of financial affairs. Instead of sending a notice of a hearing in

a chapter 7 case to all creditors, as presently required, the notice would only be sent to the debtor,

the trustee, and any other person or entity specified by the court.

The proposed amendments to Rule 1019 (Conversion of Chapter 11 Reorganization Case,

Chapter 12 Family Farmer's Debt Adjustment Case, or Chapter 13 Individual's Debt Adjustment

Case to Chapter 7 Liquidation Case) would: (1) clarify that a motion for an extension of time to

file a statement of intention regarding collateral must be filed or made orally before the time

specified in the rule expires; (2) provide that the holder of a postpetition, preconversion

administrative expense claim is required to file within a specified time period a request for

payment under § 503(a) of the Code, rather than a proof of claim under § 501 of the Code or

Rules 3001(a)-(d) and 3002; and (3) conform the rule to the 1994 amendments to § 502(bX9) of

L the Code and to the 1996 amendments to Rule 3002(cXl) regarding the 180-day period for filing

a claim by a governmental unit.

Rule 2002(aX4) (Notices to Creditors, Equity Security Holders, United States, and United

States Trustee) would be amended to delete the requirement that notice of a hearing on dismissal



of a chapter 7 case based on the debtor's failure to file required lists, schedules, or statements

must be sent to all creditors. The amendment conforms with the proposed amendment to Rule 7
1017, which requires that the notice be sent only to certain parties.

The proposed amendments to Rule 2003 (Meeting of Creditors or Equity Security

Holders) would require the United States to mail a copy of the report of a disputed election for a L
chapter 7 trustee to any party in interest that has requested a copy of it. The amendment gives a

party in interest ten days from the filing of the report-ather than from the date of the meeting of L

creditors-to file a motion to resolve the dispute.

The proposed amendments to Rule 3020(e) (Deposit; Confirmation of Plan in a Chapter 9

Municipality or a Chapter 11 tReorganization Case) would automatically stay for ten days an

order confirming a chapter 9 or chapter 11 plan so that parties will have sufficient time to request 7
a stay pending appeaL-

Rule 3021 (Distribution under Plan) would be amended to conform to the amendments to

Rule 3020 regarding the 10 day stay of an order confirming a plan in a thter9 or chapter 11 I 0

case.

A new subdivision (aX3) would be added to Rule 4001 (Relief from Automatic Stay;

Prohibiting or Conditioning the Use, Sale, or Lease of Property, Use of Cash Collateral; E
Obtaining Credit; Agreements) that would automatically stay for ten days an order granting relief

from an automatic stay so that parties will have sufficient time to request a stay pending appeal

The proposed amendments to Rule 4004(a) (Grant or Denial of Discharge) would clarify

that the deadline for filing a complaint objecting to discharge under § 727(a) of the Code is 60

days after the first date set for the meeting of creditors, whether or not the meeting is actually

held on that date. Rule 4004(b) is amended to clarify that a motion for an extension of time for



filing a complaint objecting to a discharge must be filed before the time specified in the rule has

expired.

Rule 4007 (Determination of Discbargeability ofa Debt) would be amended to clarify

As that the deadline for filing a complaint to determine dischargeability of a debt under § 523(c) of

7 the Code is 60 days after the first date set for the meeting of creditors, whether or not the meeting

is actually held on that date. Tie rule is also amended to clarify that a motion for an extension of

time for filing a complaint must be filed before the time specified in the rule has expired.

L Rule 6004(g) (Use, Sale, or Lease of Property) is added to automatically stay for ten days

an order authorizing the use, sale, or lease of property, other than cash collateral, so that parties

will have sufficient time to request a stay pending appeal.

L A new subdivision (d) would be added to Rule 6006 (Assumption, Rejection and

Assignment of Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases) that would automatically stay for ten

days an order authorizing the trustee to assign an executory contract or unexpired lease under

L § 365(f) of the Code so that a party will have sufficient time to request a stay pending appeaL

The proposed amendments to Rule 7001 (Scope of Rules of Part VII) would recognize.
L

that an adversary proceeding is not necessary to obtain injunctive relief when the relief is

provided for in a chapter 9, chapter 11, chapter 12, or chapter 13 plan.

L The proposed amendments to Rule 7004(e) (Process; Service of Summons, Complaint)
L

would provide that the 10-day time limit for service of a summons does not apply if the summons:

is served in a foreign country.

iThe proposed amendments to Rule 7062 (Stay of Proceedings to Enforce a Judgment)

would delete the references to the additional exceptions to Rule 62(a) of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure. The deletion of these exceptions, which are orders in a contested matter rather



than in an adversary proceeding, is consistent with amendments to Rule 9014 that render Rule l

7062 inapplicable to a contested matter.

Rule 9006(cX2) (irme) would be amended to prohibit the reduction of lime fixed under

Rule 1019(6) for filing a request for payment of an administative expense incurred after the

commencement of a case and before conversion of the case under chapter 7. V

Rule 9014 (Contested Matters) would be amended to delete the reference to Rule 7062

from the list of Part VII rules that automatically apply in a contested matter. L
The Committee voted to circulate the proposed amendments to the bench and bar for 7

comment7

AM DMENTS TO THE -
FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

Rules Recommended for Approval and Transmission

The Advisoxy Committee on Civil Rules submitted proposed amendments to Rule 7
23(cXl) and Rule 23(f) on class actions, together with Committee Notes explaining their purpose

and intent. The proposed amendments were part of a larger package of proposed revisions to

Rule 23 circulated to the bench'and bar for comment in August 1996. Public hearings on the Li

proposed amendments were held in Philadelphia, Dallas, and San Francisco. The Standing Rules

Committee approved new subdivision (f), but recommitted the proposed amendments to (c)(l) to

the advisory committee. ;

The advisory committees work on these proposed amendments began in 1991, when it 7
was asked by the Judicial Conference to act on the recommendation of the Ad Hoc Committee on

Asbestos Litigation to study whether Rule 23 should be amended to facilitate mass tort litigation.

To understand the full scope and depth of the problems, the advisory committee sponsored or

participated in a series of major conferences at the University of Pennsylvania, New York 7



University, Southern Methodist University, and the University of Alabama, as well as studied the

issues at regularly scheduled meetings elsewhere. During these conferences, the advisory

committee heard from experienced practitioners, judges, academics, and others. To shore up the

minimal empirical data on current class action practices, the Federal Judicial Center, at the

request of the advisory committee, completed a study of the use of class actions terminated

within a two-year period in four large districts.

In the course of its six-year study, the advisory committee considered a wide array of

Lo procedural changes, including proposals to consolidate (bXl), (bX2), and (bX3) class actions, to

add opt-in and opt-out flexibility, to enhance notice, to define the fiduciary responsibility of class

representativeness and counsel, and to regulate attorney fees In the end, with the intent of

X. stepping cautiously, the committee opted for what it believed were five modest changes which

were published for comment in August 1996.

During the six-month commentary period, the advisory committee received hundreds of

pages of written comments and testimony from some 90 witnesses at the public hearings.

L Comments and testimony were received from the entire spectrum of experienced users of Rule

23, including plaintiffs' class action lawyers, plaintiffs' lawyers who prefer not to use the class

action device, defendants' lawyers, corporate counsel, judges, academics, journalists, and

litigants who had been class members. The work of the advisory committee and the information

considered by it, including all the written statements and comments and transcripts of witnesses'

testimony, filled a four-volume, 3,000 page compendium of the committee's working papers

published in May 1997.

Although five general changes were published for comment, the advisory committee

decided to proceed with only the proposed amendments to Rule 23(cXl) and (f) at this time. The
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change to Rule 23(cXl) would clarify the timing of the court's certification decision to reflect

present practice. New subdivision (f) would authorize a permissive interlocutory appeal, in the

sole discretion of the court of appeals, from an order granting or denying class certification. Ihe

remaining proposed changes either were abandoned or deferred by the advisory committee after

further reflection, or set aside in anticipation of the Supreme Court's decision in Amchem

Products, Inc. v. Windsor, No. 96-270 (decided June 25, 1997)- a Third Circuit case holding

invalid a settlement of a class action that potentially consisted of tens of thousands of asbestos

claimants. The advisory committee carefully considered whether to delay proceeding on the L
proposed amendments to Rule 23 (qXl) and (f) and wait until action on the remaining proposed 7

amendments to Rule 23 was completed. But it concluded unanimously that the changes to (cXl)

and (f) were important and distinct from the remaining proposed changes and needed to be acted

on expeditiously. In particular, the proposed change to Rule 23(f) could have immediate and

substantial beneficial impact on class action practice.

New subdivision (f) would create an opportunity for interlocutory appeal from an order

granting or denying class action certification. The decision whether to permit appeal is in the

sole discretion of the court of appeals. Application for appeal must be made within ten days after

entry of the order. District court proceedings would be stayed only if the district judge or the

court of appeals ordered a stay. Authority to adopt an interlocutory appeal provision was

conferred by 28 U.S.C. § 1292(e).

The advisory committee concluded that the class action certification decision warranted

special interlocutory appeal treatment A certification decision is often decisive as a practical r
matter. Denial of certification can toll the death knell in actions that seek to vindicate large

numbers of individual claims. Alternatively, certification can exert enormous pressure to settle.



L Because of the difficulties and uncertainties that attend some certification decisions-those that

do not fall within the boundaries of well-established practice-the need for immediate appellate

review may be greater than the need for appellate review of many routine civil judgments. Under

L present appeal statutes, however, it is difficult to win interlocutory review of orders granting or

denying certification that present important and difficult issues. Many such orders fail to win

district court certification for interlocutory appeal under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b), in part because

L some courts take strict views of the requirements for certification. Resort has been had to

Lmandamus, with some success, but review may strain ordin mandamus principles.

r The lack of ready appellate review has made it difficult to develop a body of uniform

national class-action principles. Many commentators and witnesses advised the advisory

committee that district courts often give different answers to important class-action questions,

r and that these differences encourage forum shopping. The commentators and witnesses who

testified on proposed Rule 23(f) provided strong, although not universal, support for its adoption.

L The main ground for opposing the proposed amendment was that applications for

permission to appeal would become a routine strategy of defendants to increase cost and delay.

The advisory committee recognized that there might be strong temptations to seek permission to

appeal, particularly during the early days of Rule 23(f). It hoped that lawyers would soon

recognize that appeal would be granted only in cases that present truly important and difficult

issues, and that the potential for many ill-founded appeal petitions would quickly dissipate. In

any event, it relied on the advice of many circuit judges that applications for permission to appeal

under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b) are quickly processed, adding little to the costs and delay experiencedL
by the parties and trial courts, and imposing little burden on the courts of appeals. The

committee was confident that, as with § 1292(b) appeals, Rule 23(f) petitions would be quickly
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resolved on motion. T'he advisory committee concluded that the benefits of the proposal greatly L'

outweighed the small additional workload burden. -'

The Standing Rules Committee concurred with the advisory committee's

recommendation to add a new Rule 23(f). The proposed amendments to the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure, as recommended by your Committee, are in Appendix Cwith an excerpt from

the advisory committee report

Recommendation: That the Judicial Conference approve the proposed new Civil

Rule 23(f) and transmit it to the Supreme Court for its consideration with the

recommendation tit it be adopted by the Court -and transmitted to Congress in

accordance with the law.

In many class action cases, the decision to certify is the single most important judicial

event, which often sets into motion a series of actions inexorably leading to settlement The

advisory committee heard much testimony about the intense pressure placed on the defendant to

settle once a class action had been certified, rather than risk any chance of losing. The proposed

amendment of Rule 23(cX)) would amend the requirement that the class action certification K
determination be made "as soon as practicable." The advisory committee's proposed change to

"when practicable" was designed to confirm present practice, which permits a ruling on a motion LJ

to dismiss or for summary judgment before addressing certification questions.

The Standing Rules Committee recognized that in most class action cases ajudge needs
F7

sufficient information, which often requires adequate time for discovery, before maing the L

critical class action certification decision. But concern was expressed that a delay in the

certification decision might as a practical matter eliminate any real relief to some injured parties !
under certain circumstances, particularly when their claims may become moot if not acted on

expeditiously. In addition, the advisory comnimttee continues to study proposed revisions to other K

parts of the rule and could further consider the change to (cXI) at the same time. Accordingly,



your Committee voted to recommit the proposed amendments to Rule 23(cXl) to the advisory

L committee for firther consideration.

Scope and Nature of Discovery

With the goal of reducing cost and delay in litigation, the advisory committee has

[ embarked on a major review of the general scope and nature of discovery. As partof this overall

discovery project, the advsoy committee will address the discovery-related recommendations

contained in the Judicial Conference's report to Congress on RAND's Civil Justice Reform Act

study, including the need to revisit the "opt-in" "opt-out" mandatory disclosure provisions.

A subcommittee was appointed to explore discovery issues. It convened a conference of

about 30 prominent attorneys and academics to discuss discovery problems. Building on that

meeting, the advisory committee, along withthe Boston College School of Law,.is sponsoring a

L symposium on discovery in September 1997. Academics will present papers that will later be

published by the school's law review. Several panels of experienced practitioners and judges

will also address distinct discovery issues at the conference. The advisory committee plans to

meet in October to decide which specific discovery issues discussed at the symposium it will

pursue.

AMENDMENTS TO THE
FEDERAL RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Ld Rules Recommended for Approval and Transmission

L. The Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules submitted proposed amendments to Federal

Rules of Criminal Procedure 5.1, 26.2, 31, 33, 35, and 43 together with Committee Notes

explaining their purpose and intent The proposed amendments had been circulated to the bench

and bar for comment in August 1996. A public hearing was scheduled for Oakland, California,

C but no witnesses requested to testify.



The proposed amendments to Rule 5.1 (Preliminary Examination) would require

production of a witness statement after the witness has testified at a preliminary examination
LJ

hearing. The proposal is similar to current provisions in other rules that require production of a

witness statement at other pretrial proceedings.

Rule 26.2 (Production of Witness Statements) would be amended to include a cross- I

reference to the proposed amendment to Rule 5.1, extending the requirement to produce a

witness statement to a preliminary examination.

The proposed amendment to Rule 31 (Verdict) would require individual polling of jurors

when polling occurs after the verdict, either at a pirxt's request or on the court's own motion.

The amendment confirms the edsting practice of most courts.

Rule 33 (New Trial) would be amended to require that a motion for a new trial based on

newly discovered evidence be filed whin three years after the date of the "verdict or finding of

guilty." The current rule uses final judgment" as the triggering event, but courts have reached

different conclusions on when a fina judgment is entered. As a result of the disparate practices,

the time to file the motion has varied among the districts. The published version of the proposed C

amendment fixed a clear starting point to begin the time period and set two.years as the outside

limit. The advisory committee was persuaded by the public comment, however, that an Li
additional year was necessary. Defense attorneys often concentrate their available time and

resources prosecuting an appeal immediately after the verdict or finding of guilty and only beginJ

considering filing a motion for a new trial when they have completed the appeal.

Rule 35 (Correction or Reduction of Sentence) would be amended to permit a court to 7
aggregate a defendant's assistance in the prosecution or investigation of another offense rendered E



before and after sentencing in determining whether a defendant's assistance is "substantial" as

required under Rule 35(b). The proposed amendment is intended to recognize a defendant's

significant assistance rendered before and after sentencing, either of which viewed alone would

L be insufficient to meet the "substantial" level.

L Mhe proposed amendment to Rule 43 (Presence of the Defendant) would clarify that a

defendant need not be present (1) at a Rule 35(b) reduction of sentence procedig for

L substantial assistance rendered by the defendant; (2) at a Rule 35(c) correction of sentence

proceeding for a technical, arithmetical, or other clear error, or (3) at a-I8 U.S.C. § 3582(c)

resentencing modifying an imposed teim of imprisonment. I virtully all these proceedings, the

modification of a sentence can only inure to the benefit of the defendant, and the defendant's

l attendance is not necessary. The court does, however, retain the power to require or permit a

defendant to attend any of these proceedings in its discretion A defendant's presence would still

be required at a resentencing to correct an invalid sentence following a remand under Rule 35(a).

Lea The Standing Rules Committee concurred with the advisory committee's recommenda-

7 tions. The proposed amendments to the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, as recommended
Lo

by your Committee, are in Appendix D with an excerpt from the advisory committee report.

L Recommendation: That the Judiciai Conference approve the proposed
amendments to Criminal Rules 5.1, 262, 31, 33, 35, and 43 and transmit them to

7 the Supreme Court for its consideration with the recommendation that they be
adopted by the Court and transmitted to Congress in accordance with the law.

IL Rules Approved for Publication and mmrnent

F S The Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules submitted proposed amendments to

Criminal Rules 6, 11, 24, 30, and 54, abrogation of Rules 7(cX2), 3 1(e), 32(d)(2), and 38(e), and

a new Rule 32.2 with a recommendation that they be published for public comment.

M



Rule 6 (Mhe Grand Jury) would be amended to permit the grand jury foreperson or deputy K

foreperson to return an indictment in open court without requiring the presence of theentire !1

grand juiy as mandated under present procedures. The amendment would be particularly helpful

when the grand jury meets in places other than in the courthouse and needs to be transported to

discharge a ministerial fimction. The second proposed amendment would allow the presence of

an interpreter who is necessary to assist ajuror in taking part in the grand jury deliberations. The

advisory committee recommended that the exception be limited solely to interpreters assisting

the hearing impaired. But the Standing Rules Committee concluded that it would be more

helpful to obtain public comment on an expanded exception to the rule that would allow any

interpreter found to be necessary to assist a grand juror.

The proposed amendment of Rule 11 (Pleas) would require the court to determine

whether the defendant understands any provision in a plea agreement that waives the right to

appeal or to collaterally attack the sentence. The advisory committee first considered the

proposed amendment at the request of the Committee on Criminal Law. The amendment also K
conforms Rule 11 to current practices under sentencing guidelines and makes it clear that a plea r

agreement may include an agreement as to a sentencing range, sentencing guideline, sentencing

factor, or policy statement It also distinguishes plea agreements made under Rule I l(eXl)(B,

which are not binding on the court, and agreements under Rule I (e)(lXC), w1hich are binding.

Rule 24 (Alternate Jurors) would pemitthe court to retain alternatejurors during the -

deliberations if any other regular juror becomes incapacitated. The alternate jurors would remain

insulated from the other jurors until required to replace a regular juror. The option would be LI

particularly helpful in an extended trial when two or more original jurors could not participate in

the deliberations because otherwise a new trial would be required.



The proposed amendments to Rule 30 (Instructions) would permit a court to require or

permit the parties to file any requests for instructions before trial. Under the present rule, a court

7 ~~~may direct the parties to file the requests only during trial or at the close of the evidence.

L, New Rule 32.2 (Forfeiture Procedures) consolidates several procedural rules governing

the forfeiture of assets in a criminal case, including existing Rules 7(cX2), 31(e), 32(d)(2), and

3 38(e). In Libretti v. United States, 116 S. Ct 356 (1995), the Supreme Court held that criminal

forfeiture constitutes an aspect of the sentence imposed in a criminal case, and that the defendant

has no constitutional right to have the jury determine any part of the forfeiture. The proposed

amendment was originally suggested by the Depdrtment of Justice and sets up a bifurcated post-

guilt adjudication forfeiture procedure. At the first proceeding, the court determines what

property is subject to forfeiture. At the second, the court rules on any petition filed by a third

party claiming an interest in the forfeitable property and otherwise conducts ancillary

proceedings. Parties are permitted to conduct discovery in accordance with the Federal Rules of

L Civil Procedure to the extent determined necessary by the court.

A technical amendment is proposed to Rule 54 removing the reference to the court in the

Canal Zone, which no longer exdsts.

L Ihe Committee voted to circulate the proposed amendments to the bench and bar for

comment.

Informational Items

The Standing Committee voted to reject the recommendation of the advisory committee

to seek legislation amending 18 U.S.C. § 3060 to permit a magistrate judge to conduct a

preliminary examination over the defendant's objection. Criminal Rule 5(c) tracks the statutory

provision, and it would also need to be amended to conform to a statutory change. At the request



I~~

of the Committee, the Committee on the Administration of the Magistrate Judges System was

asked to review the advisory committee's recommendation. It agreed with the substance of the

proposal and endorsed the necessary legislative and rule changes. Your Committee concluded

that the proposed change should be recommitted to the advisory committee to consider action

under the rulemaking process. A parallel statutory change could be pursued at the appropriate

time.

A bill was introduced in the House of Representatives (ILR. 1536) that would amend 18

U.S.C. § 3321 and reduce the number of grand jurors from a range of 16-23 to 9-13, with 7jurors 7'

instead of 12 jurors necessary to concu in an indictment Criminal Rule 6 tracks the language of

the current statutory provision. The Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules has placed the LF

matterontheagendaofits nextmeeting in October 1997, which is consistentwiththe,

recommendations of the Committee on Court Administration and Case Management and the

Committee on Criminal Law.

AMENDMENTS TO THE
FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE

Rules Recommended for Approval and Transmission 0

The Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules submitted proposed amendments to Federal

Rules of Evidence 615 (Exclusion of Witnesses). The amendment would expand the list of

witnesses who may not be excluded from attending a trial to include any victim as defined in the

Victim's Rights and Restitution Act of 1990 and the Victim Rights Clarification Act of 1997. 77

The amendment is intended to conform to the two Acts. These laws provide that (I) a victim-

witness is entitled to attend the trial unless the witness' testimony would be materially affected D
by the testimony at trial; and (2) a victim-witness who may testify at a later sentencing L
proceeding cannot be excluded from the trial for that reason. 7



L

The advisory committee's proposed amendment was limited to witnesses specifically

defined by the two victim rights' statutes. The Standing Rules Committee concluded that a more

expansive amendment was preferable to account for any other existing or future statutory

exception. It revised the proposed amendment to extend to any "person authorized by statute to

be present" Ihe Committee also agreed with the request to forward the proposed amendments

directly to the Judicial Conference without publishing them for public comment Under the

governing, Proceduresfor the Conduct of Business by the Judicial Conference Committees on

Rules ofPractice and Procedure the -Standing Committee may eliminate the public notice and

comment requirement if, in the case of a technicalor conforming amendment, it determines that

notice and comment are not appropriate or necessary.' The Standing Rules Committee

1
L determined that the proposed amendment, as revised, was a conforming amendment.

The proposed amendment to the Federal Rules of Evidence, as recommended by your

Committee, appears in Appendix E together with an excerpt from the advisory committee report.

Recommendation: Ihat the Judicial Conference approve the proposed
amendment to Evidence Rule 615 and transmit it to the Supreme Court for its
consideration with the recommendation that it be adopted by the Court and
transmitted to Congress in accordance with the law.

Informational Items

The Standing Rules Committee recommitted to the advisory committee for further study

proposed amendments to Evidence Rule 103 (Rulings on Evidence) that would add a new

subdivision governing in limine practice. The present rules do not address in limine practice, and

this has resulted in some conflict in the courts and confusion in the practicing bar. Proposed

amendments to Evidence Rule 103 were published for comment in 1995, but were eventually

withdrawn. Although generally inclined to publish for comment another proposed in limine rule,



several members of the Standing Rules Committee expressed concern regarding certain technical

issues that they believed needed first to be addressed by the advisory committee. The Committee

agreed that further study by the advisory committee would be helpful before publishing another

proposed change to Rule 103.

The advisory committee has refrained from considering amending Evidence Rule 702 to

account for the Supreme Court's decision in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509

U.S. 579 (1993), and later decisions generated by it, until a time when the district courts and

courts of appeals have had an opportunity to explore some of the decision's far-reaching

implications. Several years have now passed. Daubert case law has rapidly developed and

involves many areas not considered nor in issue in the 1993 case. The advisory committee has

concluded that the time is now right for a review of Evidence Rules 702 and 703 and has placed

the matter on its agenda for its October meeting. In addition, both the Senate and the House of

Representatives are considering bills to codify the Court's decision.

RULES GOVERNING ATTORNEY CONDUCT

A study by the Committee's reporter of appellate and bankruptcy cases involving rules of

attorney conduct and a Federal Judicial Center empirical study on rules governing attorney

conduct have now been completed. The Committee was also advised of the current status of L

meetings between the Department of Justice and the Conference of Chief Justices on contacting

represented parties. The Committee's reporter was asked to prepare some specific proposals for :-

the Committee's consideration at its next meeting in January.

UNIFORM NUMBERING SYSTEM FOR LOCAL RULES OF COURT

Amendments to the Federal Rules of Practice and Procedure took effect on December 1,

1995, which required that all local rules of court "must conform to any uniform numbering

F'



system prescribed by the Judicial Conference." In March 1996, the Conference prescribed a

numbering system for local rules of court to implement the 1995 rules amendments. The

Conference set April 15, 1997, as the effective date of compliance with the uniform numbering

system so that courts would have sufficient time to make necessary changes to their local rules.

Slightly less than half of the courts were able to renumber their local rules by April 15,

1997. Several additional courts completed their renumbering before the Standing Rules

Committee met in June. Other courts have advised the Committee that they are nearing

completion of their local rules renumbering. The Committee continues to encourage those courts

that have not yet adopted a uniform numbering system to renumber their local rules. The

Committee finds promising the recent increase in the number of courts adopting a uniform

numbering system, and it will continue to offer to help the courts that are in the process of

renumbering their local rules.

LONG RANGE PLANNING

The chairs of the Standing Rules Committee and the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules

participated in the May 15, 1997, meeting of the Judicial Conference committee liaisons on the

Q7 judiciary's Long Range Plan. During the discussion on mass torts, the advisory committee chair

C described the extensive work of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules on the- study of mass

torts in the context of class actions during the past six years. As previously noted, the advisory

committee garnered substantial information and data on class action and mass torts practice,

Ir- which were compiled into a four-volume compendium of working papers. The rules committee

chairs favored the consensus of the liaisons that the individual Conference committees should

L continue to coordinate their respective work with the other committees involved in the study of

mass tort litigation.

Rules Pane 29



LOCAL RULES AND OFFICIAL BANKRUPTCY FORMS ON INTERNET

The Committee was advised of ongoing efforts in the Administrative Office to place local

rules of court and Official Bankruptcy Forms on the Internet. Rather than furnishing paper

copies of local rules of court and any amendments to the Administrative Office-as presently

required by 28 U.S.C.§ 207 l(d)-courts could fulfill this statutory responsibility by placing and

updating their local rules directly on the Internet It is expected diat Internet access to the rules

would benefit lawyers researching local practices and relieve the clerks' offices of some of their

burden in providing copies of local rules and otherwise responding to inquiries regarding them-

Access to Official Bankruptcy Forms would beinefit practitioners and pro se claimants in

bankruptcy. Paper copies of most of these forms are not available from the courts, but must be

obtained from private sector sources. The advantages of having public access to the forms on the C

Internet are clear.

REPORT TO THE CHIIEF JUSTICE

In accordance with the standing request of the Chief Justice, a summary of issues .

concerning select new amendments and proposed amendments generating controversy is set forth

in Appendix F.

STATUS OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS L
A chart prepared by the Administrative Office (reduced print) is attached as Appendix G,

which shows the status of the proposed amendments to the rules.

L



Respectfully submitted,

Alicemarie H. Stotler
Chair

Frank W. Bullock, Jr. Alan W. Perry
Frank H. Easterbrook Sol Schreiber
Seth P. Waxman Morey L. Sear
Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr. James A. Parker
Phyllis A. Kravitch E. Norman Veasey
Gene W. Lafitte William R. Wilson, Jr.
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Agenda F-18 (Appendix F)
Rules

September 1997

PROPOSED SELECT NEW RULES OR RULES AMENDMENTS
GENERATING SUBSTANTlAL CONTROVERSY

The following summary outlines considerations underlying the recommendations of the
advisory rules committees and the Standing Rules Committee on certain new rules or controversial
rules amendments. A fuller explanation of the committees' considerations was submitted to the
Judicial Conference and is sent together with this report

Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure

The proposed style revision of the Appellate Rules is intended to improve the rules' clarity,
consistency, and readability. The advisory rules committee identified and eliminated ambiguities
and inconsistencies that inevitably had crept into the rules since their enactment in 1976. The style
changes are designed to be nonsubstantive, unless-otherwise specified and except with respect to
several rules that were under study when the style project commenced. Virtually all comments from
the bench, bar, and law professors on the stylized rules were favorable.

The style revision has taken up most of the advisory committee's work during the past four
years. The revision of the appellate rules completes the first step of a long-term plan to re-examine
all the procedural rules. The rules committees do not, however, plan to revise the Evidence Rules
for style purposes because of the disruptive effect it would have on trial practice. Judges and lawyers
are familiar with, and rely heavily on, the current text and numbers of the Evidence Rules during trial
proceedings. The style project was launched originally by Judge Robert E. Keeton, former chairman
of the Standing Rules Committee, and Professor Charles Alan Wright, the first chairman of the Style
Subcommittee. The consultant enlisted by them created Guidelines for Drafting and Editing Court
Rules, which provides a uniform set of conventions for all future writing.

Two style changes are brought to the attention of the Court - the use of "en banc" instead
of "in banc" and the use of "musf' in place of "shall" Like several other style changes made in the
rules, these two changes represent the consensus of the rules committees on a style issue that
required a decision that would be adhered to uniformly throughout the rules for purposes of
consistency. The committee recognizes room for differences of opinion and does not want the
restylization work to be rejected due to the adoption of either usage.

Two other rules, published and commented on for revision other than style, drew notable
comment. Rule 32 is of interest because it incorporates generally the acceptability of computerized
word-processing programs that assist the bench and bar in determining the proper length of briefs
and size of typeface for text. The proposed amendments addressed concerns expressed by many
commentators that were aimed at earlier drafts of the rule. As revised in light of these comments,
the amended rule was well received by the bench and bar. Rule 35 was rewritten after careful
deliberations with representatives of the Department of Justice as well as careful attention to other



Proposed Select New Rules or Rules Page 2
Generating Substantial Controversy

proposed word choices, to the extent of setting aside preferred style conventions, in order to improve
the rule.

L Use of "en banu" instead of "in banc"

A .~~~~~~~~~~

The proposed amendment to Rule 35 substitutes the word "en bane" for "in banc."

B. Arguments in Favor

* "En band" is the common usage and is overwhelmingly favored by the courts.
More than 40,000 published opinions in circuit cases referred to "en banc"
and just under 5,000 opinions used the term "in banc." A similar pattern was
evidenced in, Supreme Court opinions, with 950 opinions using "en bane"
while only 46 opinions used "ini bane." The Supreme Court rules refer to "en
banc."

* 'En bane" was used by Congress in a statute when authorizing a court of
appeals having more than fifteen judges to perform its "en bane" functions.
Act of Oct. 20, 1978, Pub. L No. 95-486.

C. Objections

* 28 U.S.C. § 46(c) sets out the requirements for an "en bane" proceeding and
uses the term "in banc."

D. Rules Committees' Cowsideration

Both the advisory rules committee and the Standing Rules Committee decided
that the most commonly used spelling should be followed in the stylized rules. No
objection from any committee member was expressed to the proposed use of "en
banc."

IL Use of "must" instead of "shall"

A. Brief Descriptin

The word "must" is used throughout the stylized rules whenever "is required

to" is intended, instead of using the more, traditional "shall."

Ruiles Ann F-I v



Proposed Select New Rules or Rules
Generating Substantial Controversy

B. Arguments in Favor

* The meaning of "musf' is clear in all contexts.

* The meaning of the word "shall" is ambiguous and changes depending on the
context of the sentence in which it is used. In fact, the word "shall" can shift
its meaning even in midsentence. It has as many as eight senses in drafted
documents. It is also commonly used as a future tense modal verb, which is
inconsistent with present-tense drafting.

A,, ~~~C. Qbjections

r * The sound of "muse' is jarring in many sentences. Statutes and current rules
commonly use "shall."

D. Rule4 Committees' Consideration

Both the advisory rules committee and the Standing Rules Committee initially
expressed skepticism about the use of "muse' instead of "shall." But on careful
consideration, both committees agreed that the use of "shall" has generated much
unwarranted satellite litigation over its meaning. Case law is replete with examples
of courts and litigants attempting to discern its precise meaning in various contexts.
"Must' has the virtue of universal and uniform meaning. Both committees are
sensitive to concerns over piecemeal stylistic changes and adopted the convention of
using "muse' in every instance that "is required to" is intended in the rules.

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

l, L Rule 23(f) (Interlocutory Appeal of Class Action Certification

| A~~~ Bxif Description

,, A new subdivision (f) would permit an interlocutory appeal from an order
U,, granting or denying class action certification in the sole discretion of the court of

appeals. District court proceedings would be stayed only if the district judge or the
court of appeals ordered a stay.

B. Argumnents in Favor

L * The proposed amendment would facilitate the establishment of a body of
uniform class-action certification principles.

A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~- -A-



Proposed Select New Rules or Rules Page 4
Generating Substantial Controversy

* Denial of certification can toll the death knell in actions that seek to vindicate
large numbers of individual claims. A grant of certification can exert a
reverse death knell, creating enormous pressure to settle that is often decisive
as a practical matter. The need for immediate appellate review may be
greater than the need for appellate review of many routine final civil
judgments.

* Final judgment appeal, review on preliminary injunction appeal, certification
for permissive appeal under § 1292(b), and mandamus together often fail to
provide effective review. One response has been to strain ordinary
mandamus principles.

* The committee was confident that, as with § 1292(b) appeals, the courts of
appeal would act quickly and at a low cost in determining whether to grant
permission to appeal Significant costs would be incurred only in cases
presenting such pressing issues, as to warrant permission to appeal. In
addition, the committee believed that although requests for interlocutory
appeal may initially be frequent, that number would fall as the bar acquired
experience with the rule and the appellate courts' responses to such requests.

LT

* The committee also noted that a similar proposal had been introduced in
Congress .

C. Objections

* Applications for permission to appeal would become a routine strategy to
increase costs and delay.

* The proposed amendment would add hundreds, maybe thousands, of motions
to the already overburdened workloads of the courts of appeals.

D. Rules Committees Consideration

Both committees agreed that the benefits of the proposed amendment greatly
outweigh the predictably lesser disadvantages.

L
ReRAnn~ F-4
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AGENDA DOCKETING

ADVISORY COMMrITEE ON CIVIL RULES

Proposal Source, Date, Status
L and Doc #

Copyright Rules of Practice - Update Inquiry from West 4/95- To be reviewed with additional information at upcoming
i Publishing meetings

11/95 - Considered by committee
10/96 - Considered by committee
PENDING FURTHER ACTION

[Admiralty Rule B, C, and El - Agenda book for the 4/95 - Delayed for further consideration
Amend to conform to Rule C governing 11/95 meeting 11/95- Draft presented to committeeL attachment in support of an in personam 4/96 - Considered by committee

L action 10/96 -Considered by committee, assigned to subcommittee
5/97- Considered by committee
PENDING FURTHER ACTION

L [Admiralty Rule-New]- Authorize Mag. Judge Roberts; 12/24/96- Referred to Admiralty and Agenda Subcom.
immediate posting of preemptive bond to 9/30/96 (96-CV-D) PENDING FURTHER ACTION
prevent vessel seizure #1450

L [Inconsistent Statute] -46 U.S.C. § Michael Cohen 2/4 - Referred to Reporter and Chair
786 inconsistent with admiralty 1/14/97 (97-CV-A) PENDING FURTHER ACTION

#2182

L [CV4(c)(1)] -Accelerating 120-day Joseph W. 4/94 - Deferred as premature
service provision Skupniewitz DEFERRED INDEFINITELY

[CV4(d)(2)] -Waive service of process Charles K. Babb 10/94 - Considered and denied
for actions against the United States 4/22/94 4/95 - Reconsidered but no change in disposition

COMPLETED

L [CV4(e) & (f)] - Foreign defendant may Owen F. Silvions 10/94 - Rules deemed as otherwise provided for and unnecessary
be served pursuant to the laws of the state 6/10/94 4/95 - Reconsidered and denied
in which the district court sits COMPLETED

L [CV4(i)] - Service on government in DOJ 10/96 (96-CV- 10/96 - Referred to Reporter, Chair, and Agenda Subc.
Bivens suits B; #1559) PENDING FURTHER ACTION

C [CV4(m)] -Extension of time to serve Judge Edward 4/95 - Considered by committee
L pleading after initial 120 days expires Becker i DEFERRED INDEFINITELY

[CV4]- Inconsistent service of process Mark Kasanin 10/93 - Considered by committee
provision in admiralty statute 4/94 - Considered by committee

10/94 - Recommend statutory change
6/96 - Coast Guard Authorization Act of 1996 repeals the
nonconforming statutory provisionV _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ COM PLETED

t ~~~~~~Septemba 22. 1997L, Doo. No. 1181
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Proposal Source, Date, Status 7
and Doc It

[CV5] - electronic filing 10/93 -Considered by committee
9/94 -Published for comment |
10/94-Considered L
4/95 -Committee approves amendments with revisions

'6/95 Approved by Stg jComr
9/95 - Approved by Jud Conf
4/96 - Approved by Sup Ct Li
12/96 - Effective
COMPLETED

[CV5] - Service by electronic means or Michael Kunz, clerk 4/95 -Declined to act
by commercial carrier E.D. Pa. and John 10/96 -Reconsidered, submitted to Technology

Frank 7/29/96 1 Subcommittee
PENDING FURTHER ACTION

[CV6(e)] - Time to act after service Standing Committee i 1I0/94 - Commtittee declined to act
6/94 COMPLETED

[CV8, CV12] -AAmendment of the Elliott B. Spector, [ 10/93 - Delayed for further consideration
general pleading requirements Esq. 7/22/94 10/94 - Delayed for further consideration

4/95- Declined to act
DEFERRED INDEFINITELY

[CV9(b)] -General Particularized Elliott B. Spector 5/93 - Considered by committee
pleading 110/93 - Considered by committee l ;

l10/94 - Considered by committee Li
4/95 - Declined to act I
'DEFERRED INDEFINITELY

[CV9(h)] -Ambiguity regarding terms Mark Kasanin 4/94 10/94 - Considered by committee LJ
affecting admiralty and maritime claims 4/95- Approved draft

1/95-Approved for publication
9/95-Published I K
4/96 - Forwarded to the jST Committee for submission to the Jud
Conf
6/96 - Stg Comm appro6ed 7;
9/96 - Approved by Jud;Conf

- Approved by Supreme Court

[CV11] - mandatory sanction for H.R. 1492 introduced 5/97 - Letter from Blioruer, Legislative Affairs Officer on general 77
frivolous filing by a prisoner by Cong Gallegly court workload concerns

4/97

[CVI1] - Sanction for improper Carl Shipley 4/97 5 /97 - Referred to reporter, chair, and agenda subcom C
advertising -(97-CV-G) #2830

[CV12] - Dispositive motions to be Steven D. Jacobs, ijU/94-Delayed for further consideration
filed and ruled upon prior to Esq. 8/23/94 PENDING FURTHER ACTION
commencement of the trial

Pag. 2
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Proposal | Source, Date, Status
and Doc #

[CV12(b)] -Expansion of conversion Daniel Joseph 5/97 5/97 - Referred to reporter, chair, agenda subcom
7 of motion to dismiss to summary (97-CV-H) #2941 PENDING FURTHER ACTION
L judgment

[CV15(a)] - Amendment may not add Judge John Martin 4/95 - Delayed for further consideration
new parties or raise events occurring after 10/20/94 & Judge 11/95 - Considered by committee and deferred
responsive pleading Judith Guthrie DEFERRED INDEFINITELY

10/27/94

[CV231 -Amend class action rule to Jud Conf on Ad Hoc 5/93 - Considered by committee
L accommodate demands of mass tort Communication for 6/93 - Submitted for approval for publication, withdrawn

litigation and other problems Asbestos Litigation 10/93,4/94, 10/94, 2/95, 4/95, 11/95 - Studied at meetings
F3/91; William 4/96 - Forwarded to the ST Committee for submission to the Jud
Leighton ltr 7/29/94; Conf
H.R. '660 ilntroduced 6/96 - Approved for publication by ST Committee
by Canady on CV 23, 8/96 - Published for comment
(f) 10/96 - Discussed by committee

,5/97 -Approved and forwarded changes to (c)(1), and (f); rejected
(b)(3)(A) and (B); and deferred other proposals until next,
meeting

4/97 - Stotler letter to Congressman Canady
6/97 - Changes to,23(f were approved by Stg Com; changes to

23(c)(1) were recommited to advisory com
PENDING FURTHER ACTION

[CV26] - Interviewing former John Goetz 4/94 - Declined to acL
employees of a party DEFERRED INDEFINITELY

[CV261 - Revamp current adversarial Thomas F. Harkins, 4/95 - Delayed for further consideration it
system of federal legal practice- RAND Jr., Esq. 11/30/94 11/95 -'Considered by committee |
evaluation of CJRA plans and American 4/96 - Proposal submitted by American College of Trial Lawyers

Colege Trial Lawy; 10/96 - C onsidered by committee, subcommittee appointed
Allan Parnlee (97- 1/97 - Subc. Held mini-conference in San Francisco
i CV-C) #F2768; 4/97 -Doc. #2768 and 2769 referred to disc. Subcom
Joanne Faulkner 3/97 PENDING 'FURTIER ACTION

II11 (97-CV-D) #2769
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Proposal Source, Date, Status
and Doc # e

[CV26(c)] - Factors to be considered Report of the Federal
regarding a motion to modify or dissolve Courts Study 5/93 - Considered by committee [7
a protective order Committee, /93-Published for comment L|

Professors Marcus 4/94 - Considered by committee
and Miller, and 10/94 - Considered by committee
Senator Herb Kohl 1/95- Submitted to Jud Conf
8/11194; NJudge John 3195 7 Remanded for farther consideration by the Jud Conf LI
Feikens (96-CV-F); 4/95 - Considered by committee
S. 225 reirtro1uced 9/95 Republished for public comment
by Sen Kohl 4196 - Tabled, penfding consideration of discovery amendments Li

I proposed by the A3merican College of Trial Lawyers
l197 - S. 225 reintroduced by Sen Kohl
4797 - Stotler letter to Sen Hatch
PENDING IFER ACTION L

[CV26] - Depositions to be held in Don Boswell 12/6/96 12/96 - eferred to Reporter, Chair, and Agenda Subc.
county where witness resides; better' (96-CV-G) PENDING FURTHER ACTION K
distinction between retained and ,.
"treating" experts ' __ .___

|CV30] - Allow use by public of audio Glendora 9/96 96- 12/96 - Sent to Reporter and Chair [7
tapes in the courtroom CV-H PENDING FURTHER ACTION Li

[CV32.I-Use of expert witness Honorable Jack 7/31/96 - Submitted for consideration
testimony at subsequent trials without Weinstein 7/31196; 10/96 - Considered by committee, FJC to conduct study
cross examination in mass torts #1045 ' PENDING FURTHER ACTION

[CV37(b)(3)] - Sanctions for Rule 26(f) Prof. Roisman 4/94 - Declined to act
failure ,DEFERRED INDEFINITELY

|CV39(c) and CV16(e) -Jury may be Daniel O'Callaghan, l)1/94 - Delayed for further study, no pressing need

treated as advisory if the court states such Esq , , 4 95-Declined to act 7
before the beginning of the trial COMPLETED , L
[CV43] - Strike requirement that _ Comments at 4/94 10/93 - Published
testimony must be taken orally meeting ' Aended and forwarded to ST Committee

1/95 - Sfg Comm approyres but defers transmission to Jud Conf I l

.. l95-Jud (Conf approves amendment
4/96 - Supreme Court approved
12/96 - Effective [
COMPLETED L

[CV43(f)-Interpreters] - Karl L. Mulvaney 4/95 - Delayed for further study and consideration
Appointment and compensation of 5/10/94 11/95-Suspended by advisory committee pending review of
interpreters American with Disabilities Act by CACM

10/96 - Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1996 provides authority
to pay interpreters

COMPLETED EJ
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Proposal Source, Date, | Status

and Doc # I
[CV45] - Nationwide subpoena 5/93 - Declined to act

7, COMPLETED

[CV47(a)] -Mandatory attorney Francis Fox 10/94 - Considered by committee
participation in jury voir dire examination 4/95 - Approved draft

7/95 - Proposed amendment approved for publication by ST
L Committee

9/95 - Published for comment
4/96 - Considered and Fl*Arby advisory committee
COMPLETED

[CV47(b)] - Eliminate peremptory Judge Willairn Acker 6/97 - Referred to reporter, chair, and agenda subcom
challenges 5/97 (97-CV-F) PENDING FU*ITl R ACTION

#2828

[CV48] - Implementation of a twelve- a Judge Patrick .10/94 -Considered by committee
person jury !,Higginbotham 7/95 - Proposed amendment approved for publication by ST

Committee
9/95 - Published for comment
4/96 . Forwarded to the ST Committee for submission to the Jud

7 Conf
6/96 - Stg Comm approves
9/96 - Jud Conf rejected

r"etf0/96 - Committee's post-mortem discussion
lCOMPLETED

[CVSO] - Uniform date for filing post Bk Committee 93 -Approved for publication
trial motion 6/93 - Stg Comm approves publication

L 4/94 - Approved by committee
6/94 - Stg Comm approved
9/94 - Jud Conf approved
4/95 - Sup Ct approved
12/95 - Effective
COMPLETED

[CV51] -jury instructions submitted Judge Stotler (96- a; /8/96 - Referred to Chair
before trial CV-E) PENDINGlFURTHER ACTION

[CV52] - Uniform date for filing for Bk Committee 5/93 -Approved for publication
filing post trial motion 6/93 - Stg Comm approves publication

L , 4/94 - Approved by committee
§/94 - Stg Comm approved
9/94 - Jud Conf approved
4/95 - Sup Ct approved,
12/95 - Effective

.__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ I COMPLETED

Page 5
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Proposal Source, Date, Status | |
and Doc # I ,L_

[CV53] - Provisions regarding pretrial Judge Wayne Brazil 5/93 - Considered by committee
and post-trial masters 10/93 - Considered by committee

4/94 - Draft amendments to cv16.1 regarding "pretrial masters" [iJ
10/94 - Draft amendments considered
DEFERRED INDEFINITELY

[CV56(a)] -Clarification of timing Scott Cagan 2/971 3/97 - Referred to reporter, chair, and agenda subcom L
(97-CV-B) #2475 PENDING FURTHER ACTION

[CV56(c)I - Time for service and Judge Judith N. Keep 4/95 - Considered by committee, draft presented
grounds for summary adjudication 11/21/94 . ' 1/95 -Draft presentedreviewed, and set for further discussion Li

PENDING FURTHER ACTION,

[CV59] - Uniform date for filing for Bk Committee 5/93-Approved for publication
filing post trial motion ,6/93 - St Comnm approvyes publication

l 4/94 - Approved by committee
1 6/94 - Stg Conm approved
.9/94 - Jud Conf approved lF
4/95 - Sup Ct approved.,l
12/95 -Effective

COMPLETED
,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ [, I I,*

[CV60(b)] - Parties are entitled to WilliamLeighton i i/94 - Delayed for further study
challenge judgments provided that the 7/20/94 4/95 - Declined to act
prevailing party cites the judgment as COMPLETED
evidence

[CV62(a)]' Automatic stays Dep. Assoc. AG, Tim 4/94-No action taken
Murphy COMPLETED j

I [CV641 - Federal prejudgment security ABA proposal 11/92 Considered by committee
/93 -Considered by committee

-4/94-Declined to act [!
DEFERRED INDEFINITELY

. [CV681 - Party may make a settlement Agenda book for 1X21/93 - Unofficial solicitation of public comment
offer that raises the stakes of the offeree 11/92 meeting; Judge 5/93, 10/93, 4/94 - Considered by committee
who would continue the litigation Swearingen 10/30/96 -4/'94 - Federal Judicial Center agrees to study rule LI

(96-CV-C) ;S. 79 10/94- Delayed for further consideration
Civil Justice Fairness 1995 -Federal Judicial Center completes its study
Act of 1997 and DEFERRED INDEFINiTELY j
section 3 of H.R. 903 '10/96 - Referred to Reporter, Chair, and Agenda Subc. (Advised of

past comprehensive study of proposal)
1/97 -S. 79 introduced ti 3 would amend e le
. 4/97 -Stolter letter to Hach 3 d t
PENDING FURTHER ACTION

Page 6
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Proposal j Source, Date, Status
.__ ___ __ ___ ___ _ and Doc

[CV73(b)] - Consent of additional Judge Easterbrook 4/95 - Initially brought to committee's attention
parties to magistrate judge jurisdiction 1/95 11/95 -Delayed for review, no pressing need

10/96 - Considered along with repeal of CV74, 75, and 76
PENDING FURTHER ACTION

[CV 74,75, and 761 - Repeal to Federal Courts 10/96 - Recommend repeal rules to conform with statute and
conform with statute regarding alternative Improvement Act of transmit to Standing Committee
appeal route from magistrate judge 1996 (#1558; 96-CV- 1/97 -Approved by Stg com
decisions A) 3/97 - Approved by Judicial Conference

4/97 - Approved by Supreme Court
COMPLETED

[CV 77(b)] - Permit use of audiotapes Glendora 9/3/96 (96- 12/96 - Referred to'Reporterand Chair
L in courtroom CV-H) #1975 PENDING FURTHER ACTION

[CV77.1] - Sealing orders 10/93 - Considered
4/94 - No action taken
DEFERRED INDEFINITELY

[CV 81(a)(2)] -Inconsistent time Judge Mary Feinberg 2/97 - Referred to Reporter, Chair, and Agenda Subc.
period vs. Habeas Corpus rule 1(b) 1/28/97 (97-CV-E) 5./97 - Considered and referred to Criminal Rules Comr for

#2164 coordinated response
PENDING FURTHER ACTION

[CV81(a)(1)] - applicability to D.C. Joseph Spaniol, 10/96 - Committee consideredL mental health proceedings 10/96 PENDING FURTHER ACTION

[CV81(c)] -Removal of an action from Joseph D. Cohen 4/95 - Accumulate other technical changes and submit eventually
state courts - technical conforming 8/31/94 to Congress
change deleting "petition"' 11/95 -Reiterated April 1995 decision

PENDING FURTHER ACTIONL; [CV83] - Negligent failure to comply 5/93 - Recommend for publication
with procedural rules; local rule uniform 6/93 - Approve for publication
numbering 10/93 - Published for comment

4/94 - Revised and Approved by committee

L 6/94 - Approved by Standing Committee
9/94 - Approved by Jud Conf
4/95 - Sup Ct approvedF 12/95-Effective

L COMPLETED

[CV84] -Authorize Conference to 5/93 - Considered by committee
amend rules 4/94 - Recommend no change

COMPLETED
[Recycled Paper and Double-Sided Christopher D. 11/95 - Considered by committee
Paper] Knopf 9/20/95 DEFERRED INDEFINITELY

r ~~~~~~Page 7
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DRAFT MINUTES

2 CIVIL RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

3 May 1 and 2, 1997

toll 4 NOTE: THIS DRAFT HAS NOT BEEN REVIEWED BY THE COMMITTEE

g .5 The Civil Rules Advisory Committee met on May 1 and 2, 1997,
6 at the LaPlaya in Naples, Florida. The meeting was attended by all
7 members of the Committee: Judge Paul V. Niemeyer, Chair, Judge John
8 L. Carroll, Judge David S. Doty, Justice Christine M. Durham,
9 Francis H. Fox, Esq., Assistant Attorney General Frank W. Hunger,

,Ala 10 Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq., Judge David F. Levi, Carol J. Hansen
11 Posegate, Esq., Judge Lee H. Rosenthal, Professor Thomas D. Rowe,
12 Jr., Judge Anthony J. Scirica, Judge C. Roger Vinson, and Phillip
13 A. Wittmann, Esq. Edward H. Cooper was present as reporter. Sol
14 Schreiber, Esq., attended as liaison member from the Committee on
15 Rules of Practice and Procedure, and Professor Daniel R.
16 Coquillette was present as Reporter of that Committee. Judge
17 Adrian G. Duplantier attended as liaison member from the Bankruptcy
18 Rules Committee. Peter G. McCabe, John K. Rabiej, and Mark D.
19 Shapiro represented the Administrative Office of the United States
20 Courts. Thomas E. Willging represented the Federal Judicial
21 Center. Deborah Hensler attended and reported on the progress of

L 22 the RAND Institute for Civil Justice class-action project.
23 Observers included John Beisner, Sheila Birnbaum, Kathleen Blaner,
24 Elizabeth Cabraser, Jonathan Cuneo, John P. Frank, Danita James,7 25 Beverly Moore, Ira Schochet, Fred S. Souk, and H. Thomas Wells, Jr.

6_1 26 (liaison, ABA Litigation Section).

27 Chairman's Introduction

28 Judge Niemeyer opened the meeting by noting the progress of
29 the Judicial Conference report to Congress on the results of the
30 Civil Justice Reform Act. This Committee met in conjunction with
31 the ABA conference on the CJRA in March. Members of this Committee

V1 32 had worked with members of the Court Administration and Case
33 Management Committee to help shape the CACM draft report that was
34 submitted to the Judicial Conference. The Judicial Conference

L 35 Report has not yet been delivered to Congress, and remains
36 "embargoed," but it is expected to report that it is good to

7 37 establish early discovery cut-offs and to set a firm trial dateL 38 early in the pretrial process. The Rules Committees may be asked
39 to consider these techniques. The data gathered by the RAND study
40 will in any event prove useful to the Discovery Subcommittee in its
41 work.

42 The Policy and Agenda Committee met during the March meeting.
43 Its work will be what its name implies. In addition to helping
44 frame the Committee agenda, it will make recommendations on policy
45 matters to be decided by the Committee. Several matters were
46 discussed for consideration at the present Committee meeting.

47 The Policy and Agenda Committee noted that this Committee's
48 work cannot focus only on consideration of a rule and
49 recommendations for improvement. There are many constituencies to

L
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50 be addressed. These constituencies include the familiar F
51 constituencies that make up the Enabling Act process - the Standing fib

52 Committee, the Judicial' Conference, the Supreme Court, and
53 Congress. They also include an increased level of interest within
54 the bar, in the business community, and in the media. Congress is
55 taking ever greater 'interest in procedural matters. If this
56 Committee' believes in a proposal, it probably will have to work
57 harder to encourage adoption, keeping' many different groups
58 informed of the proposal and the'i`'Justifications for it. The ideal
59 rule changei 'is one that is purely' procedural, that 'creates peace,"
60 and is satisfactory to all sides ofa dispute. Achi'eving such
61 changes is`'difficult. "'There is a great risk that changes, will be L
62 seen to favor one "side" 'or the other, whether or not that is so.
63 Discovery'is a good illustlration`. Enotugh discovery to uncover the
64 proverbial "'smoklng gun"' always'seems to be a good thing. 'But that
65 may not be the fair measure of 'a good judicial dispute -re'solution
66 procedure'. ! Any pro~posal~s in this area are likely:to be'scrutiniz
67 closely from ma 'different perspectives and t' o be lclterest.dves anpos'Aio '9ns of intret

68 It 1ip important that we keep Congress infio'rmed of what may be
69 comingjthrou6gh the Enabling Act process. It laliso is important to
70 keep inltoucb= with Congress on legislative initil'atives' to revise
71 procedure. citThe values of the Enabling, Act process must be L
72 conti nally ernphasi ed.[ At the same time,' this Committ'ee should be
73 alert to the poisib litjes of enlisting the, Iihelp of 'Congrdss with
74 matters that seem oa call, for resolutions that lie, bin 1,part or 'A

75 entirely, beyond the reach of the Enabling Act process. The
76 interplay of substance and procedure seems to be growing ever more
77 persistent, and'may''increasingly call for joint solutions. K
78 Press releases provide one means of reaching the more numerous
79 constituencies. The chair has begun to issue press releases,
80 believes them to be a good and healthy means of illuminating the
81 Committee's work," and plans to continue to use them'

82 There' are persisting questions as to the reach of public
83 access to Committee work. Meetings of course are public "sunshine"
84 meetings, unless special reasons require an executive session. But L
85 what about telephone calls on Committee business?9 l-Probably they
86 are public. Every writing exchanged on Committee work is'a public
87 paper. When in doubt, questions should be resolved on the side of
88 keeping correspondence and other writings in Committee records. At
89 the same time, the Committee process is' a deliberative one. There
90 are some aspects that should not require immediate publication.
91 The subcommittees should be able to have working sessions that are L
92 not open to the 'public. Further questions are raised by
93 conversations over meals, even over who' is allowed to attend meals
94 that occur during Committee-meetings, by workkwith consultants; by
95 conversations with those who representone or another "interest."
96 Committee members and staff must be sensitive to any appearance of
97 forming'relationships with those who represent defined interest
98 points of view, and should not accept entertainment or food gifts.
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99 Discussion of these matters led the Committee to conclude that
100 it is proper for a subcommittee to meet or confer without public
101 notice when, as a working committee, the subcommittee believes that
102 course desirable.

1103 Legislation Report

104 As noted in the introduction, Congress is increasingly
105 interested in procedural matters, and in the work of this
i 106 Committee. The legislative process can bypass the Enabling Act
107 process. Often Congress does not duplicate the advantages of the
108 extremely deliberate but thorough procedures dictated by the
109 Enabling Act. But Congress may feel it important to get results
110 faster than the Enabling Act permits. Accommodation of these
111 competing interests can be difficult. The Enabling Act processF, 112 will be better served if most lawyers can be persuaded of the
113 importance and benefits of the process.

114 The pending legislation that is closest to the present work of
115 the Committee would create a permissive interlocutory appeal
116 procedure for orders granting or denying class certification. The
117 sponsors know that proposed Rule 23(f) is well advanced, and that
118 the Standing Committee could recommend its adoption to the Judicial

in 119 Conference this summer. Other bills would create new offer-of-
120 judgment procedures; one of them would directly amend Civil Rule
121 68. The Sunshine in Litigation Act, which would impose new
122 requirements and limits on discovery protective orders, has again
123 been introduced.

124 Other pending legislation that directly affects the judiciaryL 125 does not seem to fall directly within the scope of this Committee's
126 work. Among other matters, pending bills would seek to control
127 "judicial activism," create one judge-disqualification right for
128 all parties on each side of an action, and place limits on orders
129 that direct increases in state or local taxes. It was pointed out
130 that several states have statutes that allow a party to disqualify
131 one judge from hearing an action.

L~ 132 The Standing Committee and other Judicial Conference
133 committees regularly write to Congress about bills that affect
134 federal courts and federal procedure. Judge Niemeyer also reported

L 135 on his meeting with Congressman Charles Canady on Rule 23 (f). It
136 was agreed that the Committee should make Congress better aware of
137 the Committee's work and processes. Congressional aides should be
138 invited to Committee meetings. It will help to show Congress that
139 the Committee's process generally enlists the help of the most able
140 legal minds in the country, and that advice from all sides of anK 141 issue is seriously considered. But the Committee must recognize
142 the capacity of Congress for speedy action.

143 Standing Committee Report

144 Professor Coquillette, Reporter for the Standing Committee,
145 summarized portions of the Standing Committee's work that affect
146 this Committee.

L.
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147 The Standing Committee has some responsibilities that affect C
148 all of the advisory committees alike. The style project is'one.
149 The Standing Committee wants to have all the sets of rules conform
150 to its style conventions. It hopes that as much of the work as
151 possible can be done by exchanges between each advisory committee j,
152 reporter and the Standing Committee style consultant, Bryan Garner.

153 Relations with Congress ar'e the direct responsibility of the
154 Standing Committee. Congressional aides are regularly attending
155 the meetings of 'the Evidence and Criminal Rules'Committees. The
156 Standing ,Committee believes ,4t important to resist any pressures to
157 accelerate the EnablingAct process.

158 The Standing Committee has devoted much effort 'to the
159 questions that Tarise from Ilocal rules regula'tingr'''l the' conduct of
160 attorneys. it may decide at its n'hexti meeting on the best' form of
161 response to these problems.1 Among the possiblel responses'would be
162 a uniform or model local rule; this and some otherpossible forms
163 of response are 'likely 'to; be handled directly bythe Standing
164 Co mitte'and its Local Rules p roject. One possibility,; however,
165 is adoption of a uniformt'tnational rule. If that f rfnm is chosen,
166 the 'Civ-l RuJles Advisory vComm#,itte6, i likely,,to become involved.

167 , iThe -Civill Justicee' Reform Act local rules are approaching the
168 statutory sunset date. '4Many of, them have not Ifbeenh' adopted under
169 the regular local rules process, ,To endu're', they bwill have to be
170 readopted as local rules, subject, to' thel cost raints' on local
171 rules. o

172 Discussion of local rules focused on theT importance of
173 national uniformity. 'It has been difficult even to achieve a L
174 uniform numbering system for local rules. 'There is likely to be
175 even greater resistance to efforts to achieve national uniformity
176 by superseding local rules. Wide differences in disclosure
177 practice have emerged under Civil Rule 26(a) (1),.I`I-The local bar z
178 culturein districts that have departed from the national rule is
179 likely to generate pressure against an amendment oflRule '26(a)(1)
180 that would remove the permission to depart. Local, lawyers feel L
181 little ,sympathy for the' needs and interests 9f the mobile,
182 nationwide federal bar. This topic will be one ,of -the items
183 studiedlby the Discovery Subcommittee, beginning with' the discovery
184 conference in September.

185 'lhI It was [further noted that [the Judicial [lConference is
186 considering the possibility of establishing la 5"1mass torts"
187 committee. If there are to be recommendations for substantive law,
188 they are not likely to come to this Committee. Bu't this Committee
189 has, gathered much information about' mask tort litigation in the
190 course! of its class! action work. Some means should be found to
191 bring this Committee's experience into the study. And if any
192 proposals are made with respect to the class action procedure
193 established by Civill Rule 23, this Committee certainly should be
194 heard.'

f"11
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195 Report of Discovery Subcommittee

196 Discovery will be the topic of the September meeting, to be
197 held as a conference at Boston College. The meeting will be
198 primarily a "listening" meeting for this Committee. The work of
199 sorting through the information and setting an agenda of specific
200 topics for consideration by the Discovery Subcommittee will come atr 201 the October meeting.

202 The September meeting will begin each day with a brief review
203 of discovery history. Most of each day's program, however, will

t 204 focus on panel discussions. It is hoped to get as much input as
205 possible from practicing attorneys. Invitations to participate
206 have been extended to many bar groups; we hope for written
207 presentations from each.

208 It was suggested that there have been marked changes in
209 discovery practice in the last four or five years. The growing use
210 of magistrate judges and the Civil Justice Reform Act have made a
211 big difference.

212 Minutes

213 The Minutes of the October, 1996, and March, 1997 meetings
214 were approved.

215 Rule 23

216 Proposed Rule 23 amendments were published in August, 1996,
217 for comment. The volume of written comments, statements, and
218 testimony was impressive. All have been collected in a four-volume
219 set of materials. The Committee is deeply grateful to the many
220 lawyers, judges, and bar groups that expended great time and effort

C 221 to share their experience.

222 Having gathered this information, the Committee now must
223 report to the Standing Committee. Not only must the published
224 proposals be reviewed; new proposals advanced in the process -
225 often reflecting proposals that this Committee had considered to
226 some extent - should be reviewed as well. At the March meeting,
227 the Committee concluded that all Rule 23 issues should be
228 considered open for further consideration or final action. The
229 central issues are summarized in Judge Niemeyer's March 15
230 memorandum to the Committee.

231 Two proposals provoked the greatest volume of comments.V. 232 Perhaps the greatest attention was drawn by proposed Rule
233 23 (b) (3) (F), which would allow a court to deny class certificationF 234 because the probable relief to individual class members does not
235 justify the costs and burdens of class litigation. The reactions
2 236 to this proposal demonstrated that it goes to the very heart of the
237 purpose of Rule 23. The central question is whether - and when -
238 Rule 23 should be used not for the purpose of providing meaningful
239 individual relief but for the purposes of enforcing public values,
240 of forcing wrongdoers to internalize the costs of their wrongs.

foL
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241 Much comment also was directed to proposed Rule 23 (b) (4), which 17
242 would allow certification of a (b) (3) class for settlement even
243 though the same class might not be certified for trial. Settlement
244 classes raised complicated issues. Some of these issues are likely
245 to be resolved, and others illuminated, by the Supreme Court
246 decisibn'in theipending Amchem litigation. It'was agreed in March
247' that it would be premature to act further on proposed (b) (4) before
248 the Court has rendered its decision.

249 IThe agenda materials arranged the proposals in three groups
250 for purposes of discussion. The first group included the least (o
251 controve3rsial matters, the proposed change in Rules 23 (c) (1) and
252 new' Rule' lr 2 3 (f) or interlocutory appeals. The second group
253 included rather mbre controversial matters, proposed factors (A),
254 (B), and' (C) for Rule 23(b) (3). The' third group included the
255 proposa.l1to amend Rule 23(e) as well as the quite controversial 4
256 Rules 23 (b)(3) (F) and (b) (4)

257 A letter from %Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham, former chair of
258 the Committee, was'summarized. Judge Higginbotham suggested that
259 the (b)(4) settlement-class proposal must await the Supreme Court
260 decision in the Amchem case.' He further suggested that years of
261 work would be required to establish the proper shape for the
262 concept expressed in the 'small-claims pr'oposa.l advanced in
263 (b) (3) (F). The remaining proposals, however, can properly go
264 forward now.

265 It was asked why the settlement- hearing proposal in
266 subdivision (e) had been grouped for discussion with the
267 controversial matters. It was responded that the hearing
268 requirement indeed could be handled independently. Rule 23(e),
269 however, has been closely linked throughout this' process with
270 settlement-class proposals. The proposed hearing requirement,
271 indeed, was added as part of the decision to recommend subdivision
272 (b)(4). Much of the testimony bearing on settlement classes
273 suggested greater changes in subdivision (e). Further
274 consideration of settlement classes is likely to shape not only any
275 settlement-class proposal that may yet be made but also subdivision
276 (e).

277 Timing of Proposals

278 Discussion turned to the question whether any part of the Rule
279 23 proposals should be recommended for present adoption while the
280 settlement class questions remain pending. This question might be
281 affected by the choice whether to open up new proposals in addition
282 to those published for6comment in 1996.

283 The first new proposal discussed was' the possibility of
284 adopting anL opt-in class for some-situations. An opt-in class
285 could be used to replace the opt-out nature of (b) (3) classes.
286 Opt-in classes instead could be added as an alternative-to (b)(3)
287 opt-out classes, either generally or for specific situations. One
288 recurring suggestion was that an opt-in alternative might be a good

L
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289 means of addressing classes involving claims so small that
290 individual class members may not care about vindication of their
291 claims.

292 Opt-in classes could bear on each of the new factors proposed
293 as matters pertinent to the decision whether to certify a (b) (3)
294 class. If a general opt-in class should be proposed, or if (b) (3)
295 should be amended to provide for opt-in rather than opt-out
296 classes, the factors could be affected substantially. At least as
297 important, an opt-in proposal clearly would require publication for
298 a new round of comment. Thought might be given to seeking advice
299 outside the Committee even before publication.

300 A note of caution was sounded, The Committee has done a lot,
301 and has worked a lot. There is no compulsion to do anything, much
302 less to propound a comprehensive package of Rule 23 amendments. It
303 would be proper to propose nothing for actual adoption. It would
304 be appropriate to propose modest changes now, reserving the
305 question whether more substantial changes should be proposed later.
3 306 Substantial questions have been raised even as to proposals that
307 were regarded as modest, and that probably should be implemented -
308 if adopted - in a modest way. The opt-in question presents the
309 possibility of drastic changes; if it is to be considered, it will
310 be a long-range project. The Committee must be careful not to make
311 a complex rule even more complex.

312 At the other end of the complexity spectrum, it was noted that
313 the proposed amendment of subdivision (c)(1) and the new
314 interlocutory appeal provision could reap significant benefits, and
315 are easy to implement. Appellate courts have strained to take a
316 more active role in class-action law in recent years, with good
317 results. Affording a more regular means of involvement, increasing
318 the opportunities for appellate review, may do much to simplify
319 current law andgmake practice more nearly uniform. In addition,
320 Congress is interested in the interlocutory appeal question; it
321 would be good to demonstrate the responsiveness of the rulemaking
322 process.

323 And so the question is what sort of package, if any, should be
324 presented now. This question was seen to be one that could not be
325 fully resolved before exploration of the several proposals. If
326 some are ready to be advanced now, while others require further
327 work, the wisdom of acting on some now will depend in part on the
328 length of the anticipated delay. If there is likely to be a
329 relatively extended delay, the risk of rapid successive amendments
330 is much reduced.

331 The Committee agreed to consider first the (c) (1) and (f)
332 proposals.

333 Rule 23(c) (1)

334 Rule 23(c)(1) now requires the court to determine whether to
335 certify a class action "as soon as practicable after the
336 commencement of an action." The published proposal would change
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337 this to "when practicable."-

338 The first note was that current style conventions would
339 support a substantial rewriting of this sentence to achieve the
340 same meaning with fewer words. At the same time, the simple change
341 from "as soon as" to "when" has at least two virtues. It
342 emphasizes the nature-of the one intended change of meaning. And
343 it reduces the risk, that arguments will be made to find unintended,
344 changes of meaning in other language changes. It was agreed that
345 the special. complexities and sensitivities of Rule 23 counsel
346 restraint in style.

347 The proposed changes in (c)(1) were approved unanimously, to
348 be recommended, ,to ,,the Standing Committee for submission to the
349 Judicial Conference.I

350 Several changes were made in the (c)(1) 'Note. In part, the 11g,
351 changes reflected "the anticipated decision not to' send, forward now
352 the published changes in subdivision (b) (3) or the_ proposed Ha,
353 settlement-classj provisions of (b) (4)'.' Other changes' deleted
354 proposed, references, to public comments, to deferring the
355 certification' Lsetltement pending settlement attempts and to Ha
356 decisions that, have hesitated 'to decijde'Rule12,(b)(6) or Rule 56
357 motions before deciding whether to certify, a classs. >With these
358 changes, the proposed'Note was ,lunanimously approved.

359 Rule 23(f)

360 The permissive interlocutory appeal provision of proposed Rule
361 23(f) was approved unanimously as published. It will be
362 recommended to the Standing Committee for submission to the
363 Judicial Conference'.

364 A possible 'revision of, Rule 23(f) was noted. Several
365 witnesses urged that a class,,certification decision may rest, on
366 misunderstandings that may yield to quick correction on motion for
367 reconsideration. Rather than force an attempt to appeal for fear
368 of losing the 10-day time limit, the rule should provide that the
369 10-day appeal period is suspended by a motion to reconsider made A
370 within the 10-day lperiod. The appeal time would begin anew upon
371 disposition of the motion to reconsider. This revision was found
372 to raise complicated issues that could not be easily resolved in
373 the text of the rule. 'The topic was moved to discussion of the
374 published Note to Rule 23(f).

375 Several changes were made in the Note, responding to the
376 public comments and testimony. The references to 28 U.S.C. 1§
377 1292(b) were revised to make it clear that none of the restrictions
378 that surround § 1292(b)'appeals apply to subdivision (f) appeals.
379 Passages predicting that permission to appeal would be granted with
380 restraint, and that the proposed change is modest, were removed.
381 The suggestions that district courts may wish to comment on the
382 desirability of appeal, however, were retained. l

383 The value of district court suggestions on the desirability of

al1 1
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384 appeal led discussion back to the effect of motions to reconsider.
L 385 It was noted that there are no clear analogies in present practice.

386 Section 1292(b) depends on certification by the trial judge, which
94 387 can easily be withheld pending a timely motion to reconsider. The

388 possible complications of motions to reconsider are further reduced
389 for § 1292(b) appeals by the power of the district court to enter
390 a new § 1292(b) certification after expiration of the time to23 391 appeal triggered by an initial certification. Since a Rule 23(f)
392 appeal is not a matter of right, the rules that surround the effect
393 that a notice of appeal has on continuing district court
394 proceedings are not directly apposite. The question may arise,
395 moreover, on motion made before a petition to appeal is filed,
396 after a petition to appeal is filed, or after a petition to appeal
397 has been granted. The effects on district court power to grant
398 reconsideration and amend the certification decision may vary among
3 399 these several situations. The occasions for district court
400 reconsideration, moreover, may turn on incomplete presentation of
401 the initial. certification arguments, better knowledge of the issues
402 that emerges as the action progresses, or partial pretrial
403 dispositions or proposed settlements. Many of the possible
404 problems are likely to be worked out in a pragmatic accommodation
405 between the court of appeals and the district court. It was
406 concluded that there are too many issues to be addressed cogently
407 in the Note to Rule 23(f). They must be left for development as
408 the courts of appeals find best.

409 Preliminary RAND Report

410 Deborah Hensler gave a preliminary report on the progress
411 being made in a study of class actions undertaken by the RAND
412 Institute for Civil Justice.

413 The study was initiated a year ago at the urging of Judge
414 Patrick E. Higginbotham, then chair of this Committee.

415 The study is designed to build on, and supplement, the Federal
Cal 416 Judicial Center study that was undertaken at the request of this

417 Committee. Its goals are to describe the current class-action
418 landscape; to describe the practices of attorneys and parties with
419 as much objectivity as can be brought to a study based on their own

rr11 420 descriptions of their own practices; and to assess the consequences
421 of class actions for claimants, consumers, businesses, and society.
422 The approach begins with creating a data base. Then practitioners
423 are interviewed. And finally, selected cases-will be studied
424 intensively in an attempt to measure the costs and outcomes.

425 It was not feasible to determine the total number of class
426 actions, either for federal courts or for state courts. Instead,
427 an effort has been made to identify the range of class actions that
428 are being filed. Reliance has been placed on a variety of data
429 bases, all of them subject to electronic search. These sources

,l4t 430 will show what is going on now, but do not show changes over time.

431 As of April 30, interviews have been conducted with 34

L,
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432 different attorneys, some of whom asked associates to participate F
433 so that more than 50 attorneys have been involved. Many of the l
434 interviews have-lasted several hours.

435 An early step was to group class actions into categories. The
436 FJC data were consulted, with the help of the FJC, so that the FJC
437 cases could be reshuf fled into the same categories'. The most
438 numerous categories of class actions involved securities and civil
439 rights. Employment cases, includi'ng employment discrimination, F;
440 came next. The RAND 'data' bases' show a larger proportion of
441 "consumer" class actions than 'the ̀ 1FJC',data.' The difference is
442 thought to arise from the fact t'ha't'state cases are included in the Pk
443 RAND data, and also from the fact' that the RAND data cover a more
444 recent period.

445 K Reports of class actions in the general press for one year,
4,46 fromJuly 1,' 1995 through June 30, 19,96, show 3,080 cla'ss"actions.
447 This number includes cases that simply have class allegations; some
448 of the cases may have disappeared without any' action vhatever, and
449 many may never be certified.

450 Mass torts are- a smaller proportion of class actions, than the
45i categories 4 already noted, even including property damage Icases in
452 the mmassl tort category. l

453 ~ i Consumer" cases tend~to include antitrust, fraud, and "fee"
454 cases that involve charges by service providers - insurers, credits-
455 card issuers, and the like. Antitrust cases often follow on the
456 heels of public actions, or stimulate public enforcement. "Fraud"
457 cases involve a variety of decept'ive practices.'

458 The data bases do not provide complete information whether the
459 class actions were filed in state or federal court. Over the same
460 one-year period, 413 appellate decisions in class actions were
461 found. A majority of these decisions were in'state courts. i

462 The interviews, show a dramatic increase in class-action
463 activities, suggesting a doubling or tripling in the last two or
464 three years. All 'agree that the increase is mostly in state
465 courts. Multiple competing'suits are increasing, as are races to
466 certification.

467 There has been, a dramatic change in the landscape in another
468 way. The "absent plaintiff" class - often for an injunction, or
469 for damages readily calculated by formula - remains, but there are
470 now more aggregations of individual claims that require
471 individualized determinations of damages. Common-law claims are
472 more prevalent. There are more casesLthat seek a mix of remedies.

473 It will be very difficult to identify categories of cases that
474 are particularly likely to present problems, The new kinds of
475 class actions "are all over the map.", Class members' damages may
476 span a spectrum from low to high in many subject areas.

477 The interviews with lawyers show disagreement as to what the
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478 problems are, and as to which problems can be fixed.

479 There is a lot of agreement that class actions sometimes are
480 useful. Even defendants recognize this. And many, including even
481 plaintiffs, agree that there are problems.

482 There is general agreement on many propositions. Fees play a
483 primary role in plaintiff filing decisions. Settlements are driven
484 by defendants' risk aversion. Unless judges exercise careful
485 supervision, the system will encourage filing on weak claims, but
486 also will encourage settlements that are too low in strong-claim
487 cases.

488 There are attorneys who electronically scan news reports,
489 government announcements, and like sources for events that can
490 support class actions. Many of the resulting class actions are
491 meritorious. Many are not. All agree that these activities help
492 drive the surge in filings. The surge is in part fueled by the
493 common judicial tendency to follow a "first filing" rule that gives
494 precedence to the class - and its attorney - that first filed.
495 This practice is a problem, however difficult it may be to correct.
496 There also are problems arising from "copycat" filings that seek at
497 least to become involved in the action. Some lawyers believe that
498 it is possible, and clearly desirable, to adopt better rules as to
499 priorities in the race to represent a class.

500 In private, defense lawyers will recognize that settlements
501 are offered on the basis of little discovery, small class recovery,
502 and nice fees for plaintiff counsel. Plaintiffs' lawyers will say
503 that they never offer such settlements, but that defendants often
504 approach them with such offers.

505 There is substantial criticism of fee awards based on noncash
506 compensation ("coupon settlements"), or on hypothetical changes in
507 the defendant's behavior, or on a hypothetical class size.
508 Defendants recognize that these deals are often in their own
509 interest. There is strong evidence that, although criticized,
510 these practices are quite common.

511 If we think reform is desirable, what is the means? More
512 demanding certification practices may help. Federal certification
513 standards already seem to be tightening - and many lawyers think
514 that is the reason for the movement to state courts.

515 The resolution process also may be a focus for change.
516 Whether plaintiffs or defendants are the initiators of bad
517 settlements, it is agreed that the problem is that judges often are
518 not discharging their responsibilities to review settlements, nor
519 their responsibilities in scrutinizing fees in 'relation to work
520 done. The need for judicial supervision exists in all class
521 actions, not only settlement classes. The interests and incentives
522 of the parties demand that judges take their Rule 23(e)
523 responsibilities more seriously. The strong general favor of
524 settlement, and the sense that judges should not intrude, do not
525 work as well here.
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526 The final questions address the consequences of class actions,
527 good and bad. These will require measurements of many things.
528 Transaction costs, compensation to class members, bad products
529 improved or good products withheld, the public repute of courts,
530 and so on are involved. These questions will be very difficult. V!
531 Broad-,scale' judgments, probably will prove impossible. The RAND
532 study will attempt 'only to focus on, what a select number of
533 individual actions have achieved.

534 ADR methods have' been used' in the post-resolution phase, of
535 class actions, primarily to determine individual damages. RAND 'is
536 struggling with the question of how many individual case studies it
537 willbe able to 'dp within budget limits., They hope to complete at t'
53 8 least half a dozen by this fall. These ,,studies may shed some light
539 on theuse of nat4ionwide classes instatgecourts. if
540 The Committee, exbtresse great thanks appreciatin to Dr.
541 Hensler for her presentation.

542 Rule 23(b) (4)S

543 It was agreed without further discussion that the settlement-
544 class proposal 'published as Rule 23(b) (4) should be deferred to the
545 next meeting that dis6cusses Rule '23. t The impending Supreme Court
546 decision in thet Amcher Icase will provide a much 'more secure
547 foundation for fu'rther consideration of settlement classes.

548 tRule 23 General Di~cussion

549 The remaining published proposals include factors A, B, C, and I
550 F in Rule 23 (b)(3). iln- addition, thel lhearings have renewed more
551 philosophical questions as t'o the p34pler role of RuleU23. These
552 questions are summarized in the March 15 Memorandum from Judge
553 Niemeyer, to the Committee. ,The possibility of adopting opt-in
554 classes has been` advanced by severalwitnesses, and provides a
555 useful focus for the deeper questions.

556 The'^deliberlations that led t6 adoption of Rue1 23(b) (3) in
557 1966 included consideration of a '(b)(3) class without an
558 opportunity to request exclusion, but qit was decided not to force -

559 people to be in such a',class. Opt-out was adopted. No one knew
560 what the effects Iwould be. Profesbor Kaplan, the Committee
561 Reporter, suggested that it would take agenerationto learn the
562 consequences. We have a generation of experience. It may be time
563 to reconsider the assumption that class imembers are litigants until
564 they opt out.

565 In a world of perfect communication, there ,would be no
566 difference between opt-out and opt-ink Each class member would
567 actually receive notice, would fully understand the nature of the
568 litigation and the consequences of bei[ng in the class, would form
569 a sophisticated judgment as to the desirability oflbeing in the V
570 class, and would opt in or out as the lule might demand., All the
571 testimony, however, confirms the Committee's sense that there is an
572 enormous difference between opt-in and opt-out. The "idefault"
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573 mechanism is vitally important. Both the capacity of Rule 23 to
574 accomplish important social ends and the untoward pressure that may
575 be placed on defendants depend on how many people the class
576 representative controls.

577 The present-day effects of opt-out classes have never been
578 debated in the Enabling Act process. They were not foreseen. The
579 question, however, is not what was intended, but what the rule has
580 become. Plaintiffs welcome the aggregation. Defendants fear the
581 pressure exerted by large classes, but also welcome the opportunity
582 to achieve peace. The rule lies on the edge between substance and
583 procedure. The proponents of the practice that has evolved around
584 Rule 23 (b) (3) argue that it is an essential public enforcement
585 tool, a tool that Congress has relied upon. The rule in this form
586 is not neutral in its substantive impact. Changes in the rule will
587 have substantive impact. Should the rule have the substantive
588 impact that comes from aggregating the "clout" of class members, or
589 shou d it be only a device for aggregating the claims of those who
590 deliberately choose to become involved? The time is right to
591 consider this question, whether or not it proves desirable to do
592 anything, or possible to do whatever may seem desirable.

593 It was suggested that opt-in classes would provide no real
594 protection for defendants. There would be ongoing individual
595 actions, or multiple opt-in classes. Defendants would be most
596 unhappy with a general opt-in class provision. If opt-in classes
597 were limited to ''consumer" cases, it might not be undesirable. If
598 more general, it would destroy the effective use of (b)(3).

599 John P. Frank reminded 1the Committee that the opt-out
600 provision was proposed as a compromise to preserve adoption of the
601 (b)(3) class rule. The Committee then was thinking of 100-person
602 classes. But what they were thinking then is irrelevant now. He
603 urged that if the action is not important enough to a person to
604 warrant the investment of energy and postage to opt in, that person
605 should not be a class member. Opt-in classes should be adopted, at
606 least for the "consumer" class action. The private attorney-
607 general notion is not a social policy that this Committee should
608 make. Congress can do that. The virtually inadvertent creation of
609 a rule in the 1960's should not, make this Committee a tool of
610 social regulation in place of Congress and the administrative
611 agencies.

612 Support for the opt-in approach was expressed with the
613 recognition that it will require more work. The work is
614 worthwhile, because (b)(3) needs to be corrected.

615 The Committee was reminded that earlier drafts included a
616 general opt-in provision that was an alternative to the opt-out
617 class, not a substitute. Even if opt-in classes were adopted in
618 place of opt-out classes, many opt-out class opportunities would
619 remain available in the state courts. During the early stages of
620 any study of opt-in classes, attention must be directed to the
621 experience under the Fair Labor Standards Act procedure, adopted
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622 also for Age Discrimination in Employment Act cases. As to the
623 "social policy" aspect of the change, it must be remembered that w,,
624 any substantive effects of the present rule emerged from the rule.
625 If the rule could be propounded in the Enabling Act process, surely
626 the Enabling Act process can amend the rule. , Amendment, however,
627 will affect the substantive effects wrought by the initial rule.

628 Thomas E. Willging reminded the Committee of an empirical
629 study conducted in the ,1970's of three cases in whidh, without EJt
630 apparentauthorization inRRule 23, district courts certified opt-in
631 classes. , The opt-in procedure, seemed, to have a, dramatic 'effect in
632 reducing, class size. t
633 , ,1,F, It was urged that proposed, factor 23 (b),(3) (F) represented this
634 Committee's conclusionthat meaningful individua lrelief is the
635 ',pr3ppergoal of Rule 23, notprivateattorney-gener~al enforcement.

636 The effect of an opt-i'n procedure on class sizte was attributed
637 t'o several -factors, Someclass members may understand and make a
638 deliberate choice to stay out' Many, however, would not understahd
639 the class notice'. And eve9 'if the notice is' understood, the
640 average person fears litigation. Class members mayi'`fearK exposure
641 to costs, discovery, or eyen counterclaims if they come in.

642 'Other, questions abou't` opt-'in classes involve notice, and
643 perhaps amount-in-controversy requirements.

644 The importance of an opt-in class was recognized,",Jjwhether as L
645 an alternative to (b) (3) opt-out classes orl, as a limited or general
646 substitute. It was suggested that it would be a mistake to go
647 forward with the small-claims proposal embodied in published Rule
648 23(b) (3) (F), and then t8'Jil follow it promptly with an opt-in
649 proposal, whether or not the'opt-"in proposal was limited'to small-
650 claims classes. 'It well might be that the Committee Willll not want h
651 to adopt a general opt-inriprovision.' There are real[ risks that
652 opt-in classes will increase, not 'reduce, the burdensbllf Aced by the
653 judicial system. The -motive underlying] proposed factor (F) was
654 that Rule 23'sweeps in people who really do not want!to be inta
655 class, particularly in "consumer" 'class actions withf'ry small
656 individual stakes. Opt-in classes may make particularlsense as an
657 alternative for the "(F)" cases.

658 This discussion of opt-in classes led back to the,,package that
659 might be presented to the Standing Committee with a recommendation
660 for action now. Settlement classes have been defe~rred. It is
661 likely that any eventual proposal will require publication for
662 another round of public comment.- An opt-in proposal surely will
663 require publication and comment. Perhaps it makes sense to hold
664 back as well on factors (A), (B), and (C), so that a second package
665 can be presented as a whole. On the other hand, the (A), (B), and
666 (C) factors were shaped in large part by the desire to respond to
667 mass tort class actions. They might go forward now, if the
668 Committee concludes that they should be adopted, either as
669 published or with minor changes that do not require a second
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670 publication.

671 Discussion of the general approach to timing the (A), (B), and
672 (C) proposals noted that the public comment provided much
673 information. There was some controversy over these factors. If
674 they were to go ahead with the change in subdivision (c) (1) and the
675 interlocutory appeal provision of subdivision (f), the whole
676 package might be affected by concerns directed primarily to (A),
677 (B), and (C). A motion was made to separate (A), (B), and (C) for
678 further study, but to defer sending them forward until the
679 Committee has completed work on other Rule 23 -issues. The motion
680 carried by 8 votes for, 4 votes against.

681 Rule 23(b)(3)(A)

682 Proposed Rule 23(b)(3)(A) would direct the court to consider
683 the practical ability of individual class members to pursue their
684 claims without class certification. It was proposed primarily
685 because of concerns that some courts may have been too eager to
686 certify mass torts classes despite the prospect that individual
687 class members would in fact do better by pursuing individual
688 actions. Public comments and testimony, however, suggested several
689 reasons for caution.

690 One concern, advanced in common for several of' the proposals,
691 is that changes that are intended to be modest may have unintended
692 consequences. The most surely predictable consequence is that
693 lawyers will seek advantage in any change, contending for
694 unintended meanings. Years of litigation will be required to force
695 the change into the desired shape, and even then unintended
696 consequences may emerge.

697 It also was urged that proper administration of present factor
698 (A) should accomplish everything intended by the proposed new (A).
699 Present (A) directs attention to the interest of class members in
700 individually controlling separate actions. A bare "interest" in
701 separate actions means nothing if separate actions are not
702 practically available. Practical ability, in~short, already is in
703 the rule.

704 Conceptual difficulties arise, moreover, in addressing the
705 many classes whose members' claims span a wide spectrum of amounts.
706 A single antitrust or securities class, for example, may involve
707 members whose claims range from tens or'hundreds of dollars to tens
708 of millions. Refusing to certify a class because some members can
709 practicably pursue separate actions does a grave disservice to the
710 many members who cannot.

711 The range of 'claims encountered in many classes has other
712 consequences. The 1995 securities litigation reform legislation
713 stresses the importance of involving in class litigation the class
714 members who have the largest claims. Unthinking application of
715 proposed (A) could be inconsistent both with the letter and spirit
716 of this legislation. The insights of the securities legislation,
717 moreover, are important in all types of classes. It is important
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718 to involve the large-stakes claimants. They may become
719 representatives, and in any event will monitor the representatives. L
720 Inclusion of the large-stakes claimants makes it easier to achieve
721 settlement, in part because the defendant achieves a greater
722 measure of repose.

723 Large-stakes claimants also are most likely to understand the
724 nature of a class action, and to make intelligent determinations 'V
725 whether to opt out of the class. There are strong reasons to
726 remain in a class even-when individual litigation is practicable.
727 There is greater efficiency in class litigation,: and' the class
728 stakes may support more thorough litigation than could be supported
729 by even the largest individual claims. Participation in class
730 litigation also may reduce the' ri'sks of reprisal.

731 Individual litigation, moreover, may lack the' capacity to
732 achieve remedies that are available 'in a class action. Settlements
733 of class"' actions cap' provide remedies beyond the reach of
734 traditional judgments, and beyond thbescope available in piecemeal
735 settlement' 'of indivi'dual'a'ctidons. so a i e a

736 Beyond these problims,-¢l,,lielj, the administrative uncertainties
737 opened up by the proposal. There is no definition of "practical
738 ability."1 Does it refer to the size of individual, claims? The
739 cost of litigation, as lit may, be affected by the merits? The
740 resources available to an individual to meet the costs of
741 litigation? The sophistication and "savy" 'of each individual
742 class member? ', The actual 16 el o'f desire to. pursue separate
743 actionis? "How far will discover< be'vailable to test these factors
744 as to each person included in a proposed class definition?

745 All of these uncertainties leave it probable that different
746 judges will respond differently. Different perceptions about the
747 desirability of'class actions in generail, or about the wisdom of a
748 particular body of substantive law, or about the apparent strength
749 of a specific claim, will mean that class certification' will depend
750 on the id6ntity of the judge assigned to the case.

751 These difficulties led to the suggestion that the possible
752 benefits of proposed factor (A) are not worth the costs. Present
753 (A) is very close to it. At most, the proposal would accomplish
754 very little. The burden of justifying change -lies on the
755 proponent>. The 'language 'of the proposal is unclear, and the
756 purpose has changed overtime. Initially, this prqposal was linked
757 to the later-abandoned 'theory' that (b) (3) should be 'altered to
758 require that a class action be, 'necessary" for' the' fair and
759 efficient adjudication of the controversy. Now it has come to be
760 linked to mass torts and, an exhortation designed to encourage small r
761 claims classes. > The administrative problems are manifest.
762 Implementation could mean not only that some class members are
763 excluded from the class /defixiition, but1 also that some classes are
764 not certified at all. Ad single-event mass tort such as an airplane
765 crash, for example, might involve claims that all support
766 individual actions.
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i 767 A motion to abandon proposed factor (A) carried unanimously.

768 Rule 23(b)(3)(B)

769 Proposed factor (b) (3) (B) revised present factor (A). The
770 focus continues to be on class members' interests in separate
771 actions. The present reference to "individually controlling the
772 prosecution or defense" of separate actions would be deleted,LA 773 however, in favor of a more open-ended reference to separate
774 actions. The change is intended to remind courts to consider
775 alternatives beyond simple two-party litigation. A proposed class
776 should be considered in relation to alternative class definitions,
777 aggregation of individual actions by voluntary joinder,
778 intervention, consolidation for joint pretrial proceedings by the

forI 779 Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation, and the like.

L 780 The proposed change of emphasis was thought to be too minor to
781 justify an amendment. There was no suggestion that the purpose was
t 782 unwise. Consideration of all alternative modes of adjudication
783 seems an inevitable part of any superiority determination. But a
784 subtle amendment of the present rule is likel y to carry greater
785 potential for mischief than for benefit. A motion to abandon the
786 proposed revision of present factor (A) carried unanimously.

787 Rule 23(b)(3)(C)

788 Proposed factor (b)(3)(C) would amend present factor (B) by
Lo 789 adding a reference to the "maturity" of related litigation. The

790 impetus came primarily from mass tort cases that have presented
h¢ 791 great uncertainty as to the causal connection between exposure to

792 a claimed harmful thing and later injuries. The fear has been that
793 premature adjudication can enforce or defeat claims on grounds that
794 are disproved by later scientific knowledge. Premature settlements
795 present parallel dangers. The hope is that deferring class
796 litigation while individual actions develop the information needed
797 for well-informed adjudication or settlement will improve the
798 process. The focus has been on situations in which the court can
799 be confident that there will be substantial numbers of individual
800 actions, has strong reason to fear the inadequacy of the evidence
801 that can be adduced, and has good reason to hope that significantly
802 better evidence will be developed in the reasonably near future.

803 Much of the opposition to the proposal arose from the possible
804 consequences for regulatory enforcement actions. Securities law
805 actions were often held up as examples. Even when the facts are
806 intricate and the law unclear, a single class action often is the
807 best means of adjudication. 'The resources needed to explore the

C 808 issues in depth can be mustered for a class action, but not for any
809 individual action. There is little reason to expect that delay
810 will improve the basis for decision. There are few individual
811 issues to becloud the picture; damages commonly can be calculated
812 by a common formula.

813 Concerns also were expressed that there is no definition of
814 maturity, and that the lack of definition could augment the problem

l
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815 of delay while individual actions are processed. Neither is there
816 any definition of "related" litigation, of the closeness of the
817 nexus that justifies deferring class certification.

818 As with the earlier proposed factors, it was observed that
819 courts already are focusing on problems of maturity. And they may
820 focus' on maturity -for different purposes than the simple advance of
821 knowledge. In In re Norplant Products, Liability Litigation,
822 E.D.Tex.1,996, for example, the court deferred certification so that
823 trial of groups of individual claims would show whether individual
824 issues predominate to an extent, that defeats class, certification.,

825 Elizabeth Cabraser addressed the Committee,,'suggesting that J
826 more timer is requireldj to develop the 'proper' role for a maturity
827 factor_, Recentappellate decisions have provided~ substantial
828 guidance, whether or 'not the guidance is attractive to all
829 observers. -Lawyers and courts can extrapoiate 'from the facts of
830 recent, cases. It may'prove jin the end that opt-in'classes are
831 desirable for mass torts, and that in this setting there is no need
832 for a maturity factor comparable to 'the need that arises if mass
833 torts ate opt-out or mandatory classes. The plaintiffs will have
834 individual'lawyers, they can make well-informed decisions whether
835 to opt ain, and there will be substantial naumbers of 'idividual
836 actions. So long as individuals are making a choice, there is no
837 need to make them wait. And if 'we are asking courts to experiment,
838 as they now are, 'it is better to let the jurisprudence develop.
839 Further consideration of' the maturity factor can be deferred, both
840 in its own ,terms and until there is more 6onsideration of opt-in
841 classes. '"'

842 Sheila Birnbaum also addressed the Committee. She agreed that
843 there is a lgrowing maturityjjurisprudence, but suggested that to
844 reject the published proposal 'will be seen as disapproval of the
845 development. The Committee should not send this signal. In mass
846 torts, opt-out works. But ,postponing the maturity factor for
847 further considerationlwould not present this problem.

848 Possible ambiguities o'f the reference to the maturity of
849 related litigation were noted. It was suggested that perhaps the
850 reference should be 'to th''maturity of the factual or legal
851 theories advanced in the class action. Thi's approach would avoid
852 any implications that there must be related litigation, or that any
853 related litigation haveilreached some point of maturity.

854 For working purposes, it was moved that this proposal be
855 amended and carry forward on the Rule 23 docket as an amendment of
856 present (b) (3l) factor (B), approximately 'in these words: "'the
857 extent and nature of any related litigation, and the maturity'6f
858 the issues in the controversy." The motion carried without
859 dissent. i

860 Rule 23(b)(3)(F)

861 Proposed factor 23(b) (3) (F) would make pertinent to the
862 determination of predominance and superiority "whether the probable
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863 relief to individual class members justifies the costs and burdens
864 of class litigation." This proposal was the subject of many
865 comments and much testimony. Vigorous support and vigorous
866 opposition were offered.

867 Discussion focused both on the proposal as published and on
868 the possibility of tying the concern with small claims classes to
869 an opt-in alternative. Rather than speculate about arguments
870 whether relief on small-stakes claims is meaningful to individual
871 class members, an opt-in class would provide direct evidence that
872 individual class members believe the hope for relief is
873 sufficiently important to justify involvement in the litigation.

874 The Committee was reminded that pre-publication discussion in
875 the Standing Committee focused on the ambiguity of the focus on
876 individual relief. If it is intended to focus only on individual
877 relief, so that a $10 recovery must be balanced against the costs
878 and burdens of class litigation, the factor would kill consumer
879 class actions. If it is intended to allow consideration also of
880 the aggregate class relief, so that 1,000,000 individual $10 awards
881 - an aggregate of $10,000,000 - would justify costs and burdens
882 estimated at $1,000,000, the rule should say so more clearly.

883 Factor (F) renews the question whether this Committee should
884 make the value choices that surround consumer classes. Small-
885 claims classes do play a regulatory function now. Congress is
886 aware of this function, and has regulated it, with examples
887 including recent Truth-in-Lending Act amendments dealing with
888 mortgage lending. There are no clear empirical data to show that
889 small-claims classes are somehow "out of control." All we have are
890 anecdotes. There is no clear showing that would help separate
891 actions that serve only enforcement purposes from those that also
892 provide meaningful individual relief.

893 The Committee's focus has not been on ending the regulatory
894 use of small-claims classes. Rather, it has been attempting to
895 find a way to regulate abusive uses of small-claims classes. The
896 public comments and testimony show that (b) (3) classes have come to
897 serve many purposes; many choices have been made by the courts in
898 the process of developing (b) (3). It may be possible to curb
899 abuses without making the cosmic choices about public law
900 regulation through Rule 23. And it may not be possible to curb
901 abuses even if the big choices are made.

902 The impact of small-claims class actions on public perceptions
903 of the judicial process has been a recurring theme. Many observers
904 have stated that the public is repelled by a process that turns
905 courts into agencies for administering small recoveries. The sense
906 of revulsion is aggravated by the frequent award of large attorney
907 fees in these cases. These actions breed more cynicism about
908 courts than anything short of the most publicized and exploited
909 criminal prosecutions. John P. Frank suggested to the Committee
910 that the big abuse is the "lawyers relief act" aspect of small-
911 claims classes. Proposed factor (F) is the most important of all
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912 the published proposals. Administration of present (b) (3) has
913 unleashed a scandal. L
914 These observations were met with the response that courts
915 should police fees more directly and effectively. Large aggregate
916 recoveries justify substantial fees. "Coupon" recoveries or other
917 meaningless 'class relief do not. Judicial' regulation of fees,
918 however, is difficult. Even if a court 'pleads for participation
919 and opposition in the fee-review process, there is little interest.
920 Judges cannot regulate fees without help from objectors.

921 Support for further consideration of proposed factor (F) was
922 expressed. The Committee gave birth to a rule that has profound
923 impait. The, Committee, however is not the body responsible for
924 determining how far the rule'fsunforeseen cbnsequenrces are in the
925 public interest. There should be' some' constraint on
926 certifications.1 It is difficult to express them with' precision. K
927, The published proposal is as good as can be managed. D

928 The' focus of (F) on "probable" relief was questioned. This
9'29 word seems to invite consideration of the likely Outcome on the
930 merits, 'a qconsideration that the, Committee once' determined to add
931 to (b) (3) and then deliberately' abandoned. At the, same time, the
932 Committee refused to determine, whether (F) permits consideration 'Of
933 the probable-r outcome on thejnsmerits. The, timer has come to decide',
934 and the ,, decision should be, against ,confusing 11-the certif ication
935 process with ananticipatory trial on the merits. The rule should J
936 refer to ,"requested"' relief rather than "1probable" relief., ''

937 The Committe~e was reminded, that "requested" relief' had earlie;r C
938 been considered and rejected. 'The difficulty is that few if any ILI

939 complaint:srde~mand, "coupon r similarly small relief.,

940 One compromise would be to delete "probable,"1 so that the rule
941 would refer pnly to "the relief to individual class members. " This
942 would' reduce any implied reference "to success on the merits,
953 without binding the court to any,,extravagant demands set out in the
944 pleadings. '

945 It Ilwas observed' that the language of proposedj (F) is vague,.
946 Actual adjinistration will give it many meanings. Each judge will
947 be right', and each will be wrong.. It may be 'better' to addres~s A
948 these problems by' adopting an opt-in class as a means of making
949 sure that the class-member plaintiffs really "are there."

950 Further doubts were expressed about the prospect that a rule
951 can be' drafted that will accomplish whatever purpose the Committee
952 may findally reach. The hope is to separate out "bad" class actions
953 that impose great burdens on courts and ,defendants to no real
954 purpose., The amount of individual recoveries is ag best a crude
955 proxy' for this purpose. The proxy, moreover, can 'work only in
956 cases that involve uniformly small stakes; when some class members N

957 have larger' claims, administration could become very difficult,.
958 Opt-in classes' ma help in this setting, if those with significant
959 claims actually do opt in. On the other hand, Iif those with

I I OMNI 10 IN I 11 I III I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1:.
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r 960 significant claims fail to opt in, the result may be defeat of
961 important individual interests as well as significant public
962 enforcement interests.

963 Turning to the means of separating opt-in classes from opt-out
964 classes, it was suggested that the test should be whether
965 individual claims are so significant that it is fair to inferfa' 966 consent to class litigation by class members who fail to opt out.
967 Failure to opt out by those who hold significant claims often
968 justifies the inference of knowing consent to be represented by the
969 class action. Failure to opt out by those who hold small claims
970 does not justify the same inference.

971 It was urged on the other hand that the small-claims class
972 members are those who most need the protection of a class action.Ct 973 They have no realistic alternative means to assert their claims,
974 but many are likely to fail to opt in for reasons that do not
975 reflect disinterest.

't 976 Discussion of the disposition to be made of proposed factor
977 (F) led back to the drafting questions. The focus on "individual"
978 relief was challenged again, with the suggestion that this word be
979 deleted, or that "aggregate" be added - "whether the aggregate
980 relief to [individual] class members" justifies class litigation.
981 As an alternative, it was suggested that "individual" simply be
982 removed: "whether the [probable] relief to class members" justifies
983 class litigation. Deletion of "individual" relief would not make
984 (F) meaningless; "coupon" cases and small total recovery cases

he 985 would be denied certification. This alteration would completely
986 change the intended character of (F). The focus was on individual
987 benefits on the ground that class actions are justified only by
988 individual benefits, not by public enforcement purposes. The
989 Committee did decide that the private attorney-general function is
990 not the stuff of Rule 23 procedure.

991 The reference to "probable" relief was defended on the ground
992 that the class certification decision is made early in the

Lo 993 litigation. An absolute prediction of relief cannot be made; only
994 probable relief can be considered. The focus should be on the
995 relief that will be given if the class wins on the merits. One
996 suggestion was "the likely relief should the class succeed."

997 These problems led to the suggestion that (F) should be
998 dropped entirely. Administration of any version that might be
999 drafted will not be worth the effort. And any proposal will be
1000 challenged on the ground that it is advanced for substantive
1001 purposes. We know what the present factors identified in 23(b) (3)
1002 mean, even if the meaning is indefinite. The rule should not be

- 1003 complicated further.

1004 The question was raised whether certification can be denied
1005 under present Rule 23(b)(3) on the ground that a class action is

a6" 1006 not superior to other means of adjudication when only de minimis
1007 individual benefits will follow. The Committee has regularly been
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1008 advised that certifications are now denied on this ground. At the
1009 same time, if this ground of denial is proper, it should be
1010 expressed in the rule. Denial can then be stated openly, and
1011 reviewed in its own terms.

1012 Discovery as to probable relief, seems inevitable if factor (F)
1013 should be adopted. This will add administrative burdens and delay.

1014 Factor (F) continued to stir 'discussion of the character of
10'15 Rule '23. 'Is it simplya device for aggregating claims? Or does it
1016 also'serve public enforcement, purposes? How far can we adopt a
1017 "common sense" provision that authorizes rejection ,of proffered
1018 classes that "just ain't' worth"it"? If'the problem is that some
1019 present class certifications should not be made,,, can a good cure`be
1020 found that justifies the-controversy that inevitably~will' surround
1021 any, attempted cure? Adoption of a proposal aime'd$ ati restoring
1022 "common sense" to some portion of present practice inevitably will
1023 lead to a vast body of law seeking to define common isense. It, is
1024 difficult to add precision to concepts that have been developed
1025 into well-defined contours of' vagueness. Attempting to attain
1026 precision will be costly.

1027 VThe, question whether some, version,-, of factor (F) should
1028 continue on the agendaifor further discussion at the October, 1997
1029- meeting, despite misgivings about the published proposal and the
1030 variatilons that have been suggested, was, resolved ,by consensus.
1031 Thei, proposal should carry forward as part of the Rule 23 agenda,
1032 with f;ive alternative forms,: (1) add a reference to aggregate class
1033 relief,: while dropping the reference to recovery'by -individual
1034 class,~IMembers; (2) create an opt-in class thatI is available only as
1035 an alternative to opt-out classes in, small-claims cases; (3) refer
103.6 not ,toP1"probable" relief, but too "likely relief if thll class wins";.
1037 (4) thei proposal as published; and (5) do nothing. lrIt was agreed
1038 that information should be provided about experience with opt-in
1039 classes under the Fair Labor Standards Act propedures, including
1040 experience with Age Discrimination in Employment Act cases.

1041 Other Rule 23 Proposals,

1042 Repeti'tive class attempts. One of the problems that has been noted
1043 is the succession of efforts to win class certification, or to
1044 foster parallel and overlapping classes. In addressing
1045 certification of a (b) (3) class, the court should lbe directed to
1046 consider "whether a class has previously been certified or denied
1047 for the same claims by any court." Even if this practice is
1048 adopted by most courts now, it should be in the body of the rule.
1049 It does not preclude a court from certifying a class that has been
1050 denied by another court, nor from certifying a classl that' has been
1051 certified by another court. It simply urges caution in considering
1052 the predominance and superiority questions. Although there may be
1053 similar problems with (b) (1) and (b) (2) classes, they"'have not been
1054 urged on the Committee and it is better'lnot to tinker with those
1055 classes. The likely place for the amendment wb Fld be as, an
1056 addition to present factor (B). A motion to consider'this proposal
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1057 as part of the Rule 23 agenda was adopted, 8 votes for and 1 vote
1058 against.

1059 Common evidence. Several of those who commented and testified on
1060 the published proposals urged consideration of a "common evidence"
1061 provision to bolster the "predominance" requirement in Rule
1062 23(b) (3). Classes have been certified in which individual elements
1063 predominate. One version would require that the trial evidence be
1064 substantially the same as to all elements of the claims asserted by
1065 class members. A less ambitious version would add a new factor
1066 asking "whether plaintiffs have demonstrated their ability to prove
1067 the fact of injury as to each class member, without making
1068 individualized inquiries as to class member injury." This version
1069 would focus on common evidence of the fact of injury, not the
1070 amount of injury. The point of separation is between liability -
1071 which includes the fact of injury - and proof of the individual
1072 quantum of damages.

K 1073 This proposal would defeat the opportunity to include in a
1074 class members who have not yet experienced injury. Mere exposure
1075 would not establish the "fact of injury," unless state law allows
1076 compensation for the fear ortrisk of future injury.

1077 This proposal is meant to restrict the use of issues classes.
1078 Whether common issues predominate depends on the purposes for which
1079 the class is defined. The focus on common proof as to the fact of
1080 injury would defeat certification of an issues class that is
1081 confined to a subset of the liability issues. All liability issues
1082 should be tried in the class, or there should be no class.
1083 "Issues" classes are a snare and a delusion. Causation questions,
1084 for example, are not as readily divided into "general" and
1085 "specific" issues as some would wish.

1086 The proposal is not meant to defeat the use of subclasses when
1087 the predominance of common issues can be achieved in that way.
1088 Variations in state law, for example, may be met by grouping
1089 different states into a limited number of subclasses that account
1090 for the variations without forcing state-by-state subclasses.

1091 Concern was expressed that this approach may require undue
1092 inquiry into the merits of the claims at the certification stage.

1093 A motion to consider alternative forms of a "common evidence"
1094 requirement carried by 9 votes for, 2 votes against.

1095 Notice: It was urged that the Committee take up for consideration
1096 the draft that would allow sample notice in actions that join in a
1097 (b) (3) class very large numbers of members who typically have small
1098 claims. A thoughtful letter from Professor David Shapiro has urged
1099 this proposal.

1100 Due process concerns were expressed that sample notice may
1101 defeat any justification for an opt-out class.

1102 It was noted that the earlier draft on notice addressed
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1103 several questions. It sought to encourage notice language that is
1104 intelligible to class members. It provided for notice in (b) (1)
1105 and (b) (2) classes. It also provided for notice in opt-in classes.

1106 A motion was made to add a full notice draft to the Rule 23
1107 agenda. The motion was resisted on the ground that the Committee
1108 has been trying to narrow 'the scope of its- further Rule'23 work.'
1109 The motion failed. It was agreed, however, that should the Supreme
1110 Court find occasion to address notice questions the Committee
1111 should study whatever the Court might say.

1112 Burden of persuasion and legal indeterminacy:,An observation was
1113 made lthat noneof the many class-action proposals have suggested a
1114 satisfactory response 'to the,,ceintral dilpemma created by the public-
1115 enforcement function of (b) (3) classes. ,'Private, enforcement of the
1116 public interest is usually' desirable when, clearly established facts
11'17 establish a clear violation of clear law. But the decision to file
1118 is not made by public officials charged 'with discretionary
1119 responsibility to determine whether unremi~tting qenforcement of the r
1120 law in a particular situationserves the publicxinterest. Private
1121 decisions to file may be motivated by mipgudidedviiews ofi the public
1122 interest, or by less worthy, motives. ,, Defendantsmay be at 4an
1123 unfair disadvantage because a class action multiplies the risks of
1124 mistaken factfinding or law application. 'efendait~s'are at risk in
1125 another way as well. Even with thefi bes iof inentins and the most
1126 sophisticated legal advice, it is easy to 'iol'ate" tte rules in many
1127 areas of modern regulatory lawthat abound in "shades of gray L
1128 uncertainty'. The' great l stakesf at risk/ the high costs 'of
1129 litigating,', "and the inesbapabel residual fallibilities 6f
1130 adjudication create 'tirresist ibe 'pressures to settle even ill-
1131 founded claims. These dangers' could "[be a ddressed directly.
1132 Plaintiffs in a (b)(3) classlcfldl&'be required to prove the facts
1133 by clear and convincing evidence, and to, show, thatf the clearly
1134 proved facts establish vip0latipn p,,9f cjlear[legal 'rules. These
1135 elevated showings would berequired onl1r in (b) (3) class actions,
1136 as the price for use of a, procedural1 device ,that combines the
1137 potential for great benefjit with ,the, risk of great injustice.
1138 Ordinary standards of persuasion and enforcement against good-faith
1139 violations would continue 'to apply in other 'sdettfings. This
1140 observation was not made as ialsuggestion for present action or even
1141 further consideration. It was offered insteadi as, an illustration
1142 of the forms of direct response that fmight be made to the
1143 persisting" dilemmas posed'by Rule 23(b)(3)

1144 Rule 81(a)(2)

1145 Rule 81(a) (2) states the time to return a writ of habeas
1146 corpus. Thefstatement is directly inconsistent with the later and Ad
1147 superseding provisions of Rule 4 of the rules that'govern habeas
1148 corpus proceedings governed by 28 U.S.C. ,§ 2254. It also is
1149 probably inconsistent with the rules Ithat govern' other habeas
1150 corpus proceedings, at least to the extent that § 2254 Rule 1(b) XJ,
1151 authorizes resort to Rule 4 in proceedings not governed by § 2254.'

ZJ
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1152 Something must be done to bring Rule 81(a) (2) into conformity with
1153 the later § 2254 rules.

1154 It is not clear what is the best course. It may be that
1155 habeas corpus proceedings governed by the general provisions of 28
1156 U.S.C. § 2241 should be controlled by the § 2254 rules for all
1157 purposes. It may be that distinctions should be drawn, as they now
1158 are. And it may be that a distinction in the time to answer is

L. 1159 appropriate. The possible need for distinctions is most likely in
1160 petitions brought by persons in federal custody but outside the
1161 provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 2255.

1162 All of these matters must be worked out with the Criminal
1163 Rules Advisory Committee, which has had primary responsibility for
1164 the § 2254 Rules. The Committee directed its Reporter to work with

LU' 1165 the Reporters for the Standing Committee and the Criminal Rules
1166 Committee in developing a solution to these questions.

V 1167 Admiralty Rules B, C, and E

1168 Mark Kasanin reported as chair of the Admiralty Subcommittee.
1169 Substantial progress has been made in working on proposed

r" 1170 amendments to Admiralty Rules B, C, and E. Delay has been required
1171 to allow consideration of a revised forfeiture Rule C(6) (a)
1172 proposed by the Department of Justice. It is hoped that a final
1173 draft of the proposed revisions will be ready by early summer, to
1174 be reviewed by the full subcommittee and refined in time to be
1175 presented to this Committee in the fall.

1176 Future Meetings

4 1177 The September meeting will be devoted to the discovery
1178 conference. The October meeting will review the September
1179 discovery conference and select proposals to be developed by the

Lj 1180 Discovery Subcommittee for further consideration at the following
1181 spring meeting. In addition, the October meeting will resume
1182 consideration of Rule 23 proposals and such other matters as prove
1183 ready to be considered.

1184 Respectfully submitted,

L 1185 Edward H. Cooper
1186 Reporter

Al
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DRAFT MINUTES

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Advisory Committee

September 4 to 6, 1997

The Advisory Committee met on September 4 and 5, 1997, at the
Boston College Law School to participate in a symposium on the
discovery system established by the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. The Policy and Agenda subcommittee and the Discovery
subcommittee met at the Boston Park Plaza Hotel on Saturday,

f-1 September 6.

L All Advisory Committee members attended the symposium,
including Judge Paul V. Neimeyer, chair; and Judge John L. Carroll;
Judge David S. Doty; Justice Christine M. Durham; Francis H. Fox,Li Esq; Assistant Attorney General Frank W. Hunger; Judge David F.
Levi; Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.; Carol J. Hansen Posegate, Esq.; Judge
Lee H. Rosenthal; Professor Thomas D. Rowe, Jr.; Judge Anthony J.
Scirica; Chief Judge C. Roger Vinson; and Phillip A. Wittmann, Esq.

tW. Edward H. Cooper attended as Reporter, and Professor Richard Marcus
attended as Special Reporter for the Discovery Subcommittee.
Professor Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr.; Alan W. Parry, Esq.; Judge Morey
L. Sear; and Sol Schreiber, Esq., attended as members of the
Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure. Professor
Daniel R. Coquillette, Reporter for the Standing Committee, acted
as host for the Law School. Peter G. McCabe, John K. Rabiej, and
Mark Shapiro attended for the Administrative Office of the United
States Courts. The many presenters, panel members, and
participants in the symposium are listed with the record of the
symposium.

These Minutes will not attempt to summarize the two days of
papers presented, panel discussions, and general participation
discussion. The papers are to be published in the Boston College
Law Review, and a full record of the discussions is to be prepared.

Judge Niemeyer provided a brief summary of the symposium
L events at the conclusion. On behalf of the Committee, he thanked

all panels, presenters, and participants. The information and
/eQN advice offered to the Committee were invaluable. Inevitably, many

divergent experiences and views were expressed.

He noted that there seemed to be substantial consensus that
uniformity in the disclosure and discovery rules is important.
Some form of disclosure seemed to be acceptable to most
participants. But the discussion suggested changes that might
improve disclosure. The concern that present disclosure rules
distort and invade the relationship between attorney and client
might be addressed by changing disclosure to a sequence in which
the plaintiff first discloses the support presently available for
the plaintiff's position, followed after an interval by the
defendant's disclosure of the support presently available for its
position. The concern that immediate disclosure of damagesr- calculations might require an impossible chore in some
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circumstances suggests reexamination of Rule 26(a)(1)(C). Expert
witness disclosure under Rule 26(a) (2) also may deserve
reconsideration.

There was nearly unanimous agreement that discovery presents
serious problems in only a minor fraction of all federal-court
cases. It is important that any changes made to address the
problem cases not upset the good working of discovery in most
cases. One approach might be to establish a relatively limited
system of discovery to be managed by the attorneys, with court
intervention only as a last'"'resort,i coupled with the right of any
party to opt into a court-supervised system in which greater
discovery is permitted. Access to a judge would be an 'integral
part of the court-supervised system. , J

There was great support for 'an early discovery cut-off,
coupled ewith the early setting "of, a firm trial date. It was C
commonly agreed that-this combination works best if the firm trial
date is close to the discovery cut-off date.

TheAdvisory Committee is notircommittfed to making any changes. V
Discovery is a centrally important ,, aspect of our adversary
procedure. Adjusting it in anylway is a sensitive and delicate
responsibility. The Committee alsob recognizes that Congress
remains in erested in discovery iopicqs, and hope's to continue the
long,,recor of mutually, respectful relationships.

Special thanks and congratulations were expressed to Judge
Levi and Professor Marcus for'organizing an outstanding event, as
well as to Peter McCabe, John Rabie`, and Mark Shapiro. And a
final note of thanks was made9, ,to Professor Coquillette and the
Boston College Law School. ,

I
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DRAFT MINUTES

Policy & Agenda and Discovery Subcommittee Meetings

September 6, 1997

The Policy and Agenda and Discovery Subcommittees met on
Saturday, September 6, 1997. Advisory Committee Chair Judge Paul
V. Niemeyer and Reporter Edward H. Cooper were present for both
meetings. Professor Daniel R. Coquillette attended as Reporter for
the Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure.

The Discovery Subcommittee meeting was attended by Judge David
F. Levi, Chair; Judge David S. Doty; Francis H. Fox, Esq.; Carol J.
Hansen Posegate, Esq.; and Judge Lee H. Rosenthal. Professor
Richard L. Marcus attended as Special Reporter.

The Policy and Agenda Subcommittee meeting was attended by
Judge Anthony J. Scirica, Chair; Judge David F. Levi; and Phillip
A. Wittmann, Esq. Mark 0. Kasanin attended to report on proposals
of the Admiralty Rules subcommittee.

John K. Rabiej and Peter G. McCabe represented the
Administrative Office at both meetings.

Policy and Agenda Subcommittee

The Policy and Agenda Subcommittee meeting began with the
observation that the proposal to amend Civil Rule 23(f) has been
placed on the consent calendar for the September Judicial
Conference meeting.

The main topics for the October 6 and 7 meeting will be
discovery, Rule 23, and proposals to amend the Supplemental
Admiralty Rules.

The Rule 23 work will include all of the proposals held on the
agenda for further study after the May Advisory Committee meeting,
as well as the two new proposals that were added. The discussion
of settlement classes of course will spring from the Supreme Court
decision in the Amchem case.

The Rule 23 work will be tied to continuing work with mass
torts. The Rule 23 study and hearings have provided a great deal
of information about mass tort litigation. The Long-Range Planning
Committee is very interested in exploring mass tort problems
through the Judicial Conference Committee structure, and the Civil
Rules Committee has special advantages because of this longstanding
study. A study group should be formed, perhaps including a few
people who are not Advisory Committee members.

Mark Kasanin described the work being done by the Admiralty
Rules Subcommittee. The Admiralty Rules have applied to forfeiture
proceedings without any variation from the procedures used for in
rem admiralty proceedings. There have been confusions in
terminology arising from this combination, particularly with
respect to divergent uses of the "claim" concept. It seems
desirable to provide more time to respond in forfeiture procedures
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than can be accommodated in admiralty proceedings. And there are
various changes that should be made to catch up, to the
reformulation of Civil Rule 4 and new forfeiture statutes. The
Maritime Law Association will provide further views on the only two
matters that remain uncertain in the proposals. And the
Administrative Office will keep in touch with the progress of
pending> legislation that would directly amend Admiralty Rule C.
Mr. KasaninD reported that representatives of, the Maritime Law
Association and the Department of Justice planned to attend the
October meeting, andV it was agreed that the Admiralty Rules topic
shouldbe placed on the agenda for discussion during the morning of
Tuesday, Octobe 7.'

Professor ~Coquillette observed that he would want half an hour
on the agenda of the October meeting to present information on the
progress of proposals to shape rules affecting attorney conduct.
The Federal Judicial Centelr'has completed its study oflocal rules L.
in this field. The Standing' Committee is interested in studying a
draft of national rules on attorney conduct that would govern
specific matters. One, possible format will be an amendment of
Civil Rule 83 that incorpo ates by reference an appendix of 8 to 10
rules on the problems that most affect the district courts. The
Standing Committee is takng on initial responsibility for this
chore because the topic cuts across the responsibilities of most of
the several advisoryl,,committees. The Bankruptcy Rules Advisory
Committee,, indeed, has already appointed a subcommittee to study f7
this topic. A further1 reaponnfor proceeding with this topic now is
that the Department of Justice and the Conference of Chief Justices
seem to be approaching agreement on a draft Rule 4.2. If everyone
- including the American Bar Association - agrees on aresolution,
a national uniform rule-seems within reach. It was observed that
the district courts that have undertaken to enforce disciplinary
rules themselves, rather than refer infractions to state
disciplinary bodies, have been unhappy with the experience. Local
case law grows up,, creating possible confusions. Professor
Coquillette responded that ,the core rules generally will govern r
matters that a judge must do anyway. The new rules will take over
state disciplinary standards.

Judge Niemeyer stated that a subcommittee of the Advisory
Committee will be appointd to work with the disciplinary rule
proposals. a

It was suggested that proposals by the Department of Justice
to amend Civil Rules 4 and 12 for "Bivens" cases may be ready in
time for consideration on the October agenda. It was concluded,
however, that the agenda will be so crowded with Rule 23,
discovery, and the Admiralty Rules proposals that this topic most 3
likely should be put on the agenda for the spring meeting.D

The lack of organized response by copyright groups to the
proposal to abolish thei Copyright Rules was noted. It was L
concluded that rather than rush them into hasty response, the topic
would be put on the spring agenda.

C
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It was noted that the October agenda could include a technical
change to Civil Rule 6(b) that would abolish the cross-reference to
Civil Rule 74(a), to conform to the repeal of Civil Rule 74.

Finally, the Committee must be sure to attend to the topics
commended to it by the Judicial Conference Report to Congress on
experience under the Civil Justice Reform Act. Many of these
topics are caught up with the ongoing discovery project. At least
one, however, is in part independent, calling for study of Rule 16
to determine whether it should be amended to provide further
support for alternate dispute resolution methods. These items
should be placed on the October agenda, recognizing that most will
carry forward as part of the discovery project.

As a separate matter, Congress continues to be interested in
offer-of-judgment proposals that would shift attorney fees. The
Committee has studied such proposals in the past, and has concluded
that they are very complicated. In addition, 'feeshifting has
manifest substantive characteristics. The central question may be
whether there is some way in which the Committee can be of help to
Congress as Congress wrestles with these intricately difficult
problems. This subject should'be'noted in'the October agenda.

Discovery Subcommittee

Judge Niemeyer began by noting areas in which there was not
much disagreement during the discovery symposium.

There was strong support for restoring uniformity, deleting
the local option to discard the national disclosure rules. If
uniformity is to be restored, there must be some change in Rule
26(a). This will provide the occasion for reconsidering the
present disclosure rules. There also will be problems as local
CJRA plans expire. Without statutory authority, many local
practices will become invalid because they have not been adopted by
Local Rules.

The present disclosure rule could be retained, simply deleting
the local option to reject it. 'But there was much interest in
revisions that would address many of the objections'that have been
advanced since the beginning. One approach is to change disclosure
to a device that elucidates the issues as well as they can be
understood at the beginning of an action, so as to give direction
to subsequent discovery (if any) . A staged sequence could be
developed, beginning with the plaintiff's statement of the issues
as presently understood and with an identification of the witnesses
and documents that will be used to support the plaintiff's position
on those issues. After an interval, the defendant would respond
with a comparable statement of the issues as the defendant
understands them, with comparable identification of the witnesses
and documents the defendant will use to support its position on
those issues. This system would greatly reduce the complaint that
present disclosure forces each attorney to betray client interests
and confidentiality, working to develop the other party's theories.
It also might substantially alleviate the concern that the
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limitation of disclosure to disputed issues alleged with
particularity in the pleadings'does not provide much guidance for
disclosure. There is some prospect that both plaintiffs and LI
defendants can agree on such a system; plaintiffs lawyers at the
conference seemed to react to it with favor. Most of the bar would
prefer to scale back disclosure. The pubcommittee should prepare P
a- statement of this approach for consideration by the Advisory
Committee ini'pctober, understanding thatlikely there is not enough
time to prepare actual draft languag'e.'

The disclosure alternatives submitted for discussion 'should
include, abolition of all disclosure. Even with staged disclosure,
a defendant may not know enough about jthe case to be able, to make
meaningful disclosure early in the proceedings. Notice pleading J
complaints often tell'8;very little. v, ,

It, also may be appropriate to reconsider the expert disclosure
requirements pf Rule 2,6(a) (2). Providing both for a written expert
witness report anda deposition seems unnecessary duplication.
Federal cases require a llarge volume of paper as it is. 7

A second ' step that" i'should" be presented to the Advisory
Committee for study is a two-staged discovery process. The first
phase would be attorney-controlled, Al' probably with substantial
limits on the amount of discovery that can be had. The total hours
of deposition time might be limite0; the number of interrogatories
might be reduced below the present level; some limit on document _

discovery could be added. In this area,, the parties should be Li
expected to manage discovery without interference or help from the
court. This proposal might even, omit the meeting now, required by
Rule 26 (f). Only in case of special difficulties should the judge i
be invoked. Any party wishing dispovery in excess of these limits
would be required to propose a discovery plan, if possible with the
concurrence of other parties. Judicial approval would be required.
This approach would provide the judicial supervision that so many L
participants asked for during the discovery symposium.

It was asked why tIhere should be attempts to amend the rules
to take care of cases that are noltnow a problem. There are many
cases with little, or no discovery,. They present no difficulty.
The response was that a 100 mile-an-hour speed limit is a problem
even if 95% of the travelers drive at 55. Requiring judicial £
supervision for discovery beyond some relatively low threshold
would take care of those who now] take untoward advantage of the
outer boundaries of thei,present discovery rules. The system is a
kind of tracking -it is the lawyers whoL initiate the tracking,
rather than the courtor,,some abstract formula provided by rule.
It responds to the difficulty of drafting rules that tell the court
to get involved when court involv ment is desirable.

One approach tothis 'lawyer-option tracking is to view it as
a means the lawyers have for pushing judicial involvement. it
should go beyond a management plan for thee cases that need it, as
seen by the parties,' to include exhortations that the judge should
be available for prompt disposition of discovery disputes. It C

L
P7
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would be desirable to encourage informal submission of simpler
disputes, without papers or memoranda, and oral disposition. Care
must be taken, however. Some local rules require written
supporting memoranda; to preempt them, an explicit contrary
provision would be needed in the Civil Rules. And however an
explicit provision might be drafted, there is a risk that it would
encourage lawyers in the belief that they have a right not to
submit discovery motions orally in all cases, not alone in thef simpler disputes appropriate to this procedure.

Beyond these provisions, the desire for discovery cutoffs and
early-set, firm trial dates might also be addressed. One approach
would be through the discoveryrules, setting a default rule that
requires all discovery to be initiated within a defined period -
perhaps six months after issue is joined. A rule also could
require early setting of a trial date. This approach runs into the
feeling of some that such matters are better handled as a matter of
practice, not by Civil Rule. iThere is ample provision for this
sort of planning through Rule 16 now. The case can be got moving
by an early Rule 16 conference - the routine cases can meet this
need by providing for handling by someone from the clerk's office.
And when actual judge involvement isrequired, it can be by letter,
by telephone, or by other means measured to the needs of the case.
The Discovery Subcommittee will review these issues and prepare
drafts.

The use of a "time clock" for depositions was discussed
separately. Some local rules, and some state rules, provide time
limits on depositions. Texas is considering rules proposals that
would allocate a set time - 40 hours - for all depositions by eachL "side." A single side could allocate all of its 40 hours to one
deposition, or to 40, or in any other proportion. It was objected
that while a time clock may work at trial, where a judge supervises
the allocation of time between each party, it will be very
difficult to supervise during depositions. This topic will require
further study, but should be part of the proposals brought to the
full Committee.

Discussion turned to the question whether more help should be
asked from the Federal Judicial Center. The FJC staff would like
to undertake an inquiry into the discovery costs incurred by

L clients, information that has not been captured by any past
studies. It seems clear that parties often incur great costs in
responding to discovery, but there are not careful empirical

L studies to sketch the dimensions of the costs. If only the target
would stand still, moreover, a present study by the FJC could
provide an important source of comparative information for laterF studies of the effects of any discovery changes that might be made.

_ It also is possible that the FJC might be able to find a way to
measure the frequent complaint of lawyers that it is difficult tore secure prompt judicial attention to discovery disputes and prompt
discovery rulings. Comprehensive data on the time from submission
of discovery disputes to the time of disposition would give an
important basis for learning whether there are widespread general

L
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problems, or only isolated and occasional difficulties. But it may
be difficult to capture a full picture. Docket information, for
example, may not reflect all discovery activity. There is a
particular danger that docket information may not reflect the
practices, of judges who hold themselves available for telephone
resolution, of discovery disputes at any time. And it is fair to £
ask whether we should force judges to make records of such informal
dispute resolution proceedings, either for present study purposes
or as a long-range policy,.

There,is some indication that, the Product Liability Advisory
Council would like to submit. party-cost information from its rh
members. If in fact they ,should decide to, -provide such
information, it is important. that it be made 'readily available to
all of the interested organizations that' participated in 'the
discovery symposium. Independent reactions will assist the
committee in evaluating any information that might be provided.; In
addition, it is possible that: sIome of the, organizations could
provide competing information, covering~li,,~such matters as the
internal discovery costs ,borne' by, plaintiffs. Such information
would amplify statements at ithe symposium discovering the'Icare that
contingent-fee firms take' in asse~ssing the probable -costs and
benefits of proposed discovery programs. All ,of these groups have
been helpful, and must co~ntdinue tdp be involved`nin 7any further
inquiries. Professor Marcus, as Special Reporter for the discovery
project, will write to the bar groups that participated in the
discovery symposium, thanking them for their participation and l.
inviting submission of information about party costs.

It was concluded thati some combination of, the reporters and
Judge Levi should discuss, three prqjects withy the. FJC. The FJC
should be asked to gatherdata on local federal rules and state
rules that limit the time for individual depositions or limit the
total time available for all depositions in a case. 'The FJC should
be asked to consider thee possible opportunities and to submit
proposals about two added 'studies-, i One would explore the time
required to dispose of discovery disputes. The other would explore
the costs incurred directly by, the, parties,, in responding to A
discovery demands. And, of course, the' FJC should be encouraged to
finish the further steps, it has in 'imind' for using the data gained
in its current discovery survey. 'The FJC will be asked to aim for
a February 1 submission, to be rieady in time for the spring
Advisory Committee meeting.

Turning to other discovery items for the October agenda, it
was agreed that the American College of Trial Lawyers proposal on
the scope of discovery should be included. This proposal should be
coupled with an alternative that would limit the scope of discovery
only as to documents. ' Other proposals as well should be
catalogued.,

The protective order proposal published in 1995 should remain
in the materials to be further considered.

The symposium provided much discussion of the practical

JL
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problems in developing Rule 26(b)(5) privilege logs. There also
was discussion of the great costs incurred to screen documents to
avoid inadvertent waiver of privilege. It was noted that this
problem often is addressed by stipulated protective orders that
include nonwaiver provisions, but recognized that such stipulations
between the parties are not likely to bind nonparties. It also was
noted that there are questions of Enabling Act competence'to deal
with waiver of state-created privileges, and of the special limits
on addressing privilege rules through the Enabling Act. The
Evidence Rules Committee should be consulted on any waiver
provi sions .

The symposium also emphasized the emerging problems that arise
from computer storage of information. The problems are
particularly acute in at least two special areas. One area
involves formulation of the search queries for computer-stored
information, and review of the results of the queries so as to
develop further queries. The inquiring party may prefer to shape
the inquiries - when it is possible to learn enough of the way the
storage system is programmed - but there may be grave objections to
providing access to all of the irrelevant and confidential
information that is likely to be mixed in with the properly
responsive material. Another area involves the great difficulties
of knowing what has become of information that has been moved out
of the organized storage system. Often there are vast quantities
of information stored in back-up media, but stored in essentially
random form and without any workable index. A party may know that
these media have unknown contents, and can certify that there is no
relevant information there only after incredibly expensive searches
through mountains of material that would never have been considered
during earlier and organized storage periods. In addition, there
may be special problems with discarded information. Current
technology frequently means that "erased" information remains
available until something else is written over it. Again, parties
may have much information that they believe they do not have at
all. An inquiring party may prefer that its own experts attempt to
retrieve the information through direct access to the storage
device. And there may be a particularly acute problem that a
discovery order prohibiting the destruction of any current
information will literally freeze a computer system because of the
risk that further ordinary use will write over "deleted" but not
forgotten information.

The problems of discovering computer-stored information seem
vast and unmanageable. A special subcommittee should be appointed,
charged in part with coordinating with the Standing Committee's
technology committee.

Respectfully submitted,

Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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CIVIL RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Agenda Materials: October 6 & 7, 1997submDISCOVERY: 

The report of the Discovery Subcommittee is
submitted as a separate book of material that can be kept for

convenient use at future meetings.
RULE23~: The class action material is voluminous, but the

volume need not be daunting. The two main items are relativelybrief - a memorandum on "Rule 23 Issues Carried Forwardil and a
separate memorandum on the Amchem decision. The first memorandum
covers issues discussed in May, 1997, and carried forward for
further discussion, as well as two new issues raised for the first
time at the May meeting. The second memorandum Provides some
Preliminary reactions to the Amchem decision and its relationship
to the new Rule 23(b)(4) that was Published for comment in 1996.In addition to these new materials, a number of familiar items
are provided for convenience. The issues carried forward are
fleshed out by the most immediately relevant portions of the
memorandum that described them for the May meeting. This
discussion can be supplemented by referring to the relevant
portions of the draft Minutes for the May meeting, set out
separately in this book. Settlement class issues are fleshed out
by Providing the May summary of comments on the published (bo(4)
proposal, and by Providing also the two settlement-class 

proposals
advanced by Professors Coffee and Resnik, and by Judge Schwarzer.
The importance of these supplemental materials will depend on the
direction chosen by the Committee.

ADMIRALTY RULES: The proposals to amend Admiralty Rules B, C,
and E are set out in a self-contained package. To accommodate the
representatives 

from the Maritime Law Association and the
Department of Justice, these proposals have been set for discussion
on Tuesday morning, October 7.

CJRAREPORT: The Judicial Conference Report to Congress on the
Civil Justice Reform Act included several items for consideration
by the Standing Committee and this Committee. Many of these items
are part of the continuing discovery project. The Report is
included in full, with a brief note focusing on the items
recommended to this Committee.

OTHER ITEMS: (1) The Policy and Agenda Committee has set two
topics for the spring agenda. The first is a proposal by the
Department of Justice to address problems that arise when a
government officer is sued in an individual capacity on a "Bivens"
claim. The proposal would amend Rules 4 and 12 to require service
on the United States, and to allow a 60-day period to answer. The
second is the longstanding proposal to do something about the
Copyright Rules, which literally apply only to practice under the

long-since superseded Copyright Act of 1909. (2) Offer-of-judgmentbills continue to be introduced in Congress. Although there is no
present occasion for extensive discussion, materials summarizing
the Committee's most recent consideration 

of Civil Rule 68 are



included as a reminder of the 
complexity of these problems. 

There

is no apparent reason 
to devote any time to 

this enterprise. The

materials are there for anyone who 
wants to refresh the topic. (3)

There is a technical change that needs to be made some time,

perhaps in conjunction 
with a modestly growing 

collection of other

technical changes. 
The Supreme Court has 

transmitted to Congress

the proposal to amend 
Civil Rule 73, and 

to abolish Civil Rules 
74,

75, and 76r to reflect 
repeal ofthe statutory provision that

permitted the parties 
to agree that appeal 

from a final judgment

entered bya magistrate 
judge would be taken 

to the district court.

Civil Rule (b) refers to CiviltRule -74(a) as one of the rules

setting a time period that' cannot 'be 'extended 
by 'the district

court. The#Breference to Rule 
74(a)4 should be stricken from the 

7
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Standing Committee Discussion of Rule 23(c)(1) Proposal

Schreiber opened the discussion by noting that certification
"when" practicable iswhat is happening every day.

Easterbrook first repeated his skepticism about changing one
part of Rule 23 separate from the rest. On the merits, he doubted
the wisdom of the (c)(1) proposal. A fundamental choice was made
in 1966 to require prompt certification decisions, so as to make
the final disposition "res judicata both ways." This proposal will
take us back to the days of one-way intervention. Certification
rulings will be made only after summary judgment has been denied,
and it looks as if the class will win. There are additional
difficulties when the certification decision is delayed so long
that the representative plaintiffs are mooted out - and in some
kinds of benefits litigation, this is a frequent occurrence.

Perry suggested that the proposal may be more substantive than
it first seems. Usually defendants want to limit discovery to
class issues at the outset. Deferring certification could impact
the balance, shifting discovery more toward the merits.

Hazard asked what are the purposes and interests involved in
measuring "practicability"? A definitive rule identifying the
purposes and interests is not likely - all that can be done in the
rule is to provide a protocol. The impact on absentees is the most
serious question. Inasmuch as the Committee has more Rule 23 work
to do, perhaps they should try to articulate better what they want
to do with (c)(1).

Waxman suggested an inclination to oppose the proposal because
it is good to have an exhortatory element in the rule, even if we
cannot live up to the aspiration in every case.

Wilson suggested that one problem at the district court level
is the failure of some district judges to act on things.

Perry said again that the change will be used as a tool to
argue against the bifurcation of discovery, doing class issues
first. Even if there was very little comment on the proposal in
the first round of hearings, there would be more comment if it were
sent out by itself.

Veasey agreed with Easterbrook.

Niemeyer stated the assumption that the present vote on (c) (1)
is only for further consideration by the Advisory Committee, not to
abandon the proposal. There was no dissent from this statement.

The recommendation to send proposed Rule 23(c) (1) to the
Judicial Conference failed on voice vote.
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REPORTER'S MEMORANDUM

Rule 23 Issues Carried Forward

Several class-action issues were considered at the May, 1997
meeting, and held open for further action. These notes summarize
those issues and propose draft language to address them. The
drafts are often quite tentative, reflecting merely one choice
among several competing approaches.

Although these notes are designed to stand alone,
consideration of several of these issues can be eased by consulting
the minutes of the May meeting, and perhaps by referring back to
the memorandum that presented many of the issues on the May agenda.
Portions of the memorandum are appended.
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Rule 23 Issues Revisited
October, 1997

L

2 "Maturity": "Factor (C)" Revisited

3 Discussion of the "maturity" factor at the May, 1997 meetingL 4 centered on its origins in cases that pose the specific problems of
5 scientific uncertainty. The situation that gave rise to the 19967 6 proposal can be illustrated by silicone gel breast implant
7 litigation. The litigation was brought in a setting of great
8 scientific uncertainty as to the effects that might be caused by
9 the implants. There is real reason to fear that an attempt toL 10 reach a comprehensive class-wide resolution in such circumstances

11 will prove wrong. Deserving plaintiffs may be denied compensation,
12 uninjured plaintiffs may be awarded compensation, and both effects
13 may occur simultaneously. Settlements may be reached thatL 14 overcompensate the class or fail to achieve adequate compensation.
15 Recent appellate decisions have focused attention on theseL 16 problems.

17 Public comments and testimony suggested that a general
18 maturity factor could cause unwarranted difficulties for cases that
19 do not involve the scientific uncertainty involved in a few mass
20 tort cases. There are many forms of class action, now
21 "traditional," that involve complex issues of fact and novel issues
-22 of law. Often a class action is superior precisely because of the
23 complexity of the facts and the novelty of the law. Effective
24 litigation requires that the parties marshal the resources that are
25 warranted only by a once-for-all proceeding. Delay to await
26 completion of individual actions can only augment expense at best,
27 and at worst may defeat any relief. The focus of the proposal
28 should be on situations in which the court can be confident that
29 there will be substantial numbers of individual actions, has strong
30 reason to fear the inadequacy of the evidence that can be adduced,
31 and has good reason to hope that significantly better evidence will
32 be developed in the reasonably near future. It may be better,
33 however, to resist the suggestion that maturity should be a factor
34 only in cases that involve uncertain scientific knowledge about the
35 causal nexus between underlying events and claimed injuries.

36 The discussion led to suggestion of this language for a
37 revised factor (B):

38 (B) the extent and nature of any related litigation,
39 and the maturity of the issues involved in the
40 controversy;

E 41 The Note might look like this:

L 42 Subparagraph (B) has been modified in two respects.
43 The focus on "litigation concerning the controversy
44 already commenced by or against members of the class" has
45 been simplified. The new focus on "the, extent and nature
46 of any related litigation" eliminates any requirement

1
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r
47 that the related litigation have been commenced before K
48 the action in which class certification is requested.
49 The court should be able to consider any related ,
50 litigation, including the prospect that better means of
51 resolving the controversy may be found in anaction that
52 has not yet',been filed., The new focus also avoids the
53 complications, that 'might', arise from,, focusing ,on 7
54 litigation involving "members of the class.", Account can LJ
55 be taken, for example,, of, related litigation that
56 involves parties not within a proposed class definition,
57 or partie's who have opted out of the proposed class. The
58 concept of "related". litigation, should be given a
59 practical meaning inpother ways as well. What counts is
60 notnj 'abstract, concept of relatedness but a, realistic Vt
61 appr'alisal, of the, competing opportunities to ,esolve a
62 dispute by on class' action, several. clasp actions, or
63 other methods -of aggregation such'as transfer ,under, 28 t

64 U.S.C. § 1407, voluntary joinder, or intervention.

65 F The other respect in which subparagraph (B) has been
66 mo difled is t e new focus on th~e maturity of the issues
67 invel'ed in, the controversy. The maturity element has
68 been'suggested bycases, that rest or; uncertain lscientific
69 premises about the causal connection. between iunderlying
70 events and assertpd injuries. Premiture certif ication of
71 a class in such circumstances creates grave ,!risks. A LJ
72 s ingj!edetermiiation for or against the class claim may
73 be rog inflicting u~ndeseJrved liability or denying
74 deseredcompensation. A settlementw~rought in face of
75 such }1ncertainties may likewise result in over- ,or under-
76 comnpeinsaV.ionj., If.,clssn certifipation is, deferred,
77 e withindividual litgagtion -may ,hellp develop V
78 the i~omat~~qrdfor a, curate ~,adjdi~iation, or
79 M nsratethat c sf tretme nt 1is nbt warranted.
80 Isial actions bg intbo converge,
81 c ass 'ma be suppofted-, ,if the results

82 IllI!~~~~f ~ $~Vr hri sk of,,erro~r ~jip ancls
., ~ ~~ ~~~ .... I .'' I a y c ,83 a jdcton m dfaany certification.

84 Experience with individual litigation may illuminate
85 the predominance requirement as well as the superiority
86 requirement. Individual trials canishowwhether common
87 issues wi2Iinm~fact predominate at trial, or whether so
88 many individualized matters such ,as' causation,
89 comparative fault, injury,,and damagejs typify the claims
90 that class treatment is not apprIo priafte.

91 The maturity element must be'manjaged with caution.
92 Class certification often may be sppoite~dnot defeated,
93 by the presence of complex fact issues and,:novel legal
94 issues. Examples are providedby man areas of familiar

2
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95 class adjudication, including actions under the
96 antitrust, civil rights, employment discrimination, and
97 securities laws. Many, most, or even all class members
98 may lack the means or incentive required to litigate
99 their claims in separate actions. All parties and the
100 courts may benefit from a single class action that brings
101 together the resources required for effective litigation
102 and the means to avoid unnecessary duplication. Delay of
103 class treatment may only add to costs, encourage
104 inconsistent results in ill-prepared litigation, and
105 defeat recovery by some deserving class members.

106 The focus of the maturity requirement should be on
107 situations in which the court can be confident that there
108 will be substantial numbers of individual actions, has
109 strong reason to fear the inadequacy of the evidence that
110 can be adduced to support accurate decision on the
11 irmerits, and has good reason to hope that significantly
112 better evidence will be developed in the reasonably near
113 future.

3
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114 L

115 Rule 23(b)(3)(F) Revisited: "Just Ain't Worth It"

116 As published, proposed Rule 23(b)(3)(F) made a factor K
117 pertinent to the predominance and superiority requirements "whether
118 the probable relief to individualiclass members justifies the costs
119 and burdens of class litigation." This proposal drew more comment
120 and testimony than any other of the 1996 proposals. Strong support [7'
121 was offered, and equally strong objections were advanced. It was
122 'clear that this factor invited reconsideration of the core purpose
123 and justification of (b) (3) class litigation." The proper outcome l
124 of the recpnsideration, however, has been far from clear.

125 The 'central issue has become so familiar that only a brief
126 reminder is needed.' On one view, 7a-class action is justified only L
127 as an extension of traditional indirid ual"illtigatlon'. Courts are
128 justified in makijng. developing, and enforcing the law only at the
129 behest~liljof a "litigant hwho genuinely desires Judicial relief.
130 Neitherflhlco6urts'nor the!Rules Enablihg tAct' process -'should assume to
131 go beyond this point to authorize enforcementi &fS the public
132 interest through litigation initiated by self-appointed volunteers
133 who would be private attorneys-general. Rule 23(b) (3) was adopted F
134 without any intent to authorize private attorney-general
135 enforcement, and indeed any such intent would have reflected an
136 improper substantive use of the rulemaking process. Practice has
137 developed an undesirable substantive use of (b)(3) class actions,
138 and the original purpose should be restored. The trimming back of
139 Rule 23 (b) (3) is not an improper substantive use of the Enabling
140 Act but an overdue correction of an improper substantive extension
141 of a rule adopted for more limited purposes.

142 The opposing view is implicit in the argument for r7
143 retrenchment. Whatever was intended, the common-law process of
144 judicial development has made Rule 23(b)(3) an indispensable tool
145 for enforcing public law. Public agencies lack the resources _
146 required for effective enforcement. Private supplementation
147 ensures vindication of modern regulatory and social policies, and
148 at the same time provides remedies for the victims of unlawful
149 behavior. Wrongdoers are made to internalize the costs of
150 violating the law, and to disgorge ill-gotten gains. Congress has L

151 come to rely on these means of enforcement; it would be unfair to
152 undermine this enforcement device, and to force Congress to
153 repeatedly enact class-action enforcement provisions for each new
154 statute that is enacted.

155 These views meet in addressing the specific details of the
156 published proposal. It was frequently protested that virtually all L
157 (b) (3) classes would be defeated by literal application of proposed
158 factor (F). The language seems to call for comparison of
159 individual members' recovery to the aggregate costs and burdens of
160 class litigation. Very few classes would include any members whose LE

4
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L 161 claims would survive the comparison. In like vein, it was
162 protested that private benefits, while important, are not the only
163 reason for class actions. Public law-enforcement benefits must be
164 reckoned as well. Finally, it was urged that administration of the
165 probable relief element would entail precertification examination
166 of the probable merits of the class claim. Focus on these protestsL 167 led to several proposals for carrying factor (F) forward for
168 further discussion. Four are discussed here; the fifth,
169 integration of (F) with an opt-in class alternative, involves so
170 many issues that it is addressed separately.,

171 One alternative is to go forward with (F) as published. At a
172 minimum, this approach will require two changes in the Note.7 173 First, it must be explained that it never was intended to require
174 that every - or any - individual class member recovery equal or
175 exceed the entire costs of the entire class litigation. A much-
176 used illustration is provided by the wrong that causes a $100K 177 injury to each of 100,000 people. A class action that imposes
178 litigating costs of $1,000,000 would yield an aggregate recovery of
179 $10,000,000. Class certification may readily be justified. The

- 180 focus on individual benefits is intended to ask whether there is
181 sufficient reason to presume that class members who do not opt out

- 182 wish to participate in the litigation through representation, and
183 whether the benefit to individual members i s sufficient to justify
184 adjudication. Second, the Note should take a position on theL. 185 question whether -measurement of "probable relief" entails
186 consideration of the probable outcome on the merits. The Committee

o 187 explicitly refused to take a position on this question in 'the Note
188 that was first published. The widespread identification of the
189 question and uncertainty as to the answer require that a position
190 be taken.

191 The first alternative also may require resolution of other
192 questions. Many class actions involve a wide spread of individual
193 recoveries. If some class members have suffered injuriesL 194 sufficient to warrant class certification, should smaller-stakes
195 members be excluded nonetheless? If attempts are made to
196 distinguish among class members, how is the class to be defined -r 197 in terms of the claims eventually submitted? What costs are to beL 198 counted, and, how are they to be measured? Should courts simply
199 accept high cost estimates advanced by those who oppose
200 certification, or should an attempt be made to predict realistic
201 levels of expense in relation to the apparent complexity and stakes

L 202 of the litigation? Can such estimates be made without becoming
203 entangled with the probable merits of the litigation? How are

- 204 burdens on the judicial system to be quantified and weighed in theL 205 balance?

2 0 6 A second alternative is to abandon proposed factor (F) without
207 attempting to find a substitute. This alternative does not require

L 2208 any further action.

5
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209 A third alternative is to delete the reference to "probable F
210 relief." This reference was included in the published draft
211 because of the belief that it is ineffective to refer to "requested
212 relief.' Very few class complaints demand insignificant individual
213 relief. The reference, however,,,invites inquiry into the probable
214 merits of the class claims. The Committee considered and
215 explicitly rejected any threshold requirement that certification V
216 decisions include ani estimate of the merits, finding that
217 representatives ,of both ,,plaintiffsand defendants prefer to avoid
218 such preliminary inquiries. It may not be possible, to avoid
219 reference to the merits so long as the costs and burdens of the
220 litigation are to be weighed, but at least this lnvitation can be,'
221 elimin~ated.1j; The proposed 'formula for expressing this alternative
222 is:" '

223 (F) whether the relief likely to be awarded if the
224 class prevails justifies, the, costs and burdens of
225 class litigation. ,

226 A fourth alternative is to. focus on aggregate class relief, -

227 dropping the referenceto individual relief.. This could be
228 accomplished in sevekalI ways. The most frequent suggestions were:
229 "whether the probable relief !to class members" justifies L
230 certificatipn, or whether the aggregate p aorble class, relief"
231 justifies certific tion. iThe frst suggestion, ,would. permit
232 simultaneous consi4 ation of aggregate relief and individual
233 relief.; the second suggestion would focus solely on aggregate
234 relief. The No teu e reflcth th' choice made, This alt native
237 could be whebther wthe relie thd y io barious the s Ones

239 class litigation. _

240 The final, alternative identified at the May meeting was to
241 integrate the role of individual relief with the creation of an
242 opt-in class rule. 'This alternative is explored at length in the
243 next section,.

6
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K 244

245 Opt-In Class Alternative For Small Claims
246 Earlier Rule 23 drafts provided a variety of approaches to247 opt-in classes. These efforts arose primarily from the belief that
248 opt-in classes provide a convenient method of permissive joinder249 that might help in addressing the problems arising from dispersed
250 mass torts. Several benefits were perceived. An opt-in class
251 could be defined in relatively open-ended terms, since only those252 who in fact accept the invitation to join the action would be
253 affected. By the same token, concerns about conflicts of interest
254 among those brought together in the class would be substantially
255 reduced. Opt-in classes could provide a basis for sharing ther 256 costs of litigation among all class members. The class could bei, 257 defined in terms that require consent to particular choices of law258 and to defined means of resolving individual issues after commonL 259 issues are resolved. Adequate representation would still be260 required, but those who opt in would be likely to protect their own261 interests in ways that reduce the problems' of assuring adequacy.
262 In effect,, an opt-in class would provide a clear and well-defined
263 framework, drawing from class-action. practice, for permissive
264 joinder.

265 The suggestion that an opt-in class provision be geared to theF 266 small-claims concerns identified by proposed Rule 23 (b) (3) (F)267 responds to quite different concerns. The purpose of requiring
268 affirmative action to join the litigation is to ensure that class269 members actually wish to be involved, to have their potentialL 270 claims resolved through representation. Failure to opt out is271 thought weak evidence on this point. Small-stakes claimants,

pi 272 however, are the class members least likely to have any alternative
273 means to enforce their claims. The presumption of consent seems if274 anything stronger for them than for class members who have a275 meaiingful alternative in individual litigation. And if the

r 276 presumption of consent is thought to turn on the realistic
277 availability of separate litigation, most members of most opt-out278 classes have no meaningful alternative. Few claims of $500,
279 $1,Q00, or even $5,000 will support separate individual litigation.L 280 The doubts most often expressed about small-stakes classes arise281 from sources other than the relationship between implied consent282 and claim size. Doubts about the fallibility of the factfinding
283 process, the distorting pressures that arise from class284 certification, and the indeterminacy of much modern law are central285 to concerns about (b) (3) class actions. The connection between286 such doubts and the size of individual claims seems weak. At most,287 'it can be said that the justification for' any litigation is the288 actual desire of a party to win relief. We can assume that most289 people desire relief that is not insignificant, small, or trivial.

§ 290 We should not assume that most people desire small relief obtainedL 291 at great cost. Class-action enforcement of many small claims is

L , 7
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292 appropriate only if actual interest is demonstrated by affirmative ,l
293 action to opt into the proposed class.

294 The next step involves the relationship between the general t
295 opt-out class provisions, of Rule 23 (b) (3) .and any new opt-in class
296 provision. The relationship is direct' ',only if all (b) (3) classes
297 are converted to opt-in classes. Otherwise the relationship must
298 'be determined. Should, the court be allowed to choose freely n
299 betweenan opt-in and an opt-out class, as proposed by the
300 Committee's first `drlafts'' Or "should the' court be required to
301 considerlifirst the possibility of a (b)(3) opt-out ciass, turning
302 to the'opt-n pos'sibility' only after concluding that anLopt-out
303 cl'ass ' ,could not be'certified even if there were no, opt-in class
304 alternative'~ "If opt-in classes are tied to the, smail-claims
305 concern, it likely will prove desirable to, tie the opt-in small-'
306 claims class, to an ,explicit (b)(3) provision.' The most,,obvious
307 approach is t0o con.indlel s~omething like factor (F) in (b) (3), and'to
308 allowo6nsideratidn ' a n cls only after cetiiication of i

309 an ~~~opt'6tcas i e4d o h ~sohs expre'ssed~ in F)

310 If 1i'lthe, otpt-in approach is ied- to 'smalit claipms, and m

311 particl4arlyif <it turns on prior d~nial of an bopt-out class, it is
312 necessary to decide whether the opt-in approach should iapply to
313 situations that involve a range of individual damages., If- a
314 significant number ofl'cliaims are not insignificant, ishould an opt-
315 out class be certified for the larger 'claim "only, or also for the
316 smallerlclaims that would A anlone s1pportcertifi caton? What
317 should-be done if the rroresubstantial individual claims are not
318 alone sulfficient to warrant ce ificattion i~i relation to the costs
319 of procqeding,'but the'whole set of claims is suffici'ent? How far
3260 should the , court El take account f the ropositio4 that a eopl
321 with ndi viduaI1 claicrs o 0d r $1000 or pi en' re wilfail to
322 topte in not... fo inkefrens but p frtqm 'far of entanglement?
323 ShoAld th, thesqeyse issues p o to th estage ofea minis tering
324 relief by setting a thashold that ts off claims beowu a
325 desin ate amounst?

3238It actiony p cbe usefulto ask what reasons might support denial
327 ro 8n opt[-i-oppo tunity. If representaives appear and seek the
328 opportuni ty t o ivvel not iCe anO,L liinvite dpt~ins'. bearing the costs of
329 ~~noti ,what~jburdens ~on'the opposing patLih isiya eua
330 to test the le7vel o"finerest in part-icipa~ting through, opt-in?

3 31 All of ,these qu1estions[ go directly, to the questiqns that L
332 surround n'ot-i~nrule~,that~ip' geared to ~small-claims "consumer"
333 classes. Any at-in pr~,,posal, including ,this one, must~ ad~dress a
334- number~of mor geeal qestiosa el

335 !The if ixst q~uestion1 i is'l whether ~an o9pt-in class I s a "cl1ass" in
336 the accepted, Pule' 23 sense. It seems better to 'recogni ze the opot-
337 in class as ~a~ ftamework~N r- pemssv '''ad nom Class-
338 action~ practice provider"S- a familiar,' means of organ zing a

8
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339 proceeding in which most litigants participate only through
340 representation. But the definition of the "class" serves only to
341 define the universe of those who are invited to join the action.
342 Those who do not choose to join do not become members of a class in
343 any functional sense. They are not bound by the judgment and they
344 remain free to bring independent actions. Any other approach would

r 345 bring back all the headaches of opt-out classes, aggravated by the
L 346 greater burden placed on class members. Members of an opt-out

347 class who do nothing may lose their claims, but they also may win
348 relief. If members of an opt-in class who do not elect to join may
349 not win, but may lose, they must be given even greater protection
350 than members of an opt-out class. Only then could there be
351 sufficient assurance that the decision not to opt in represents anV 352 informed decision to waive the claim.

353 If an opt-in class does not bind those who fail to join, it
354 must be decided whether to apply the general prerequisites in Rule
355 23 (a). Typicality and common issues surely should be required.
356 Adequacy of representation may seem more ambiguous, but the better
357 answer seems to be that adequacy should be required. The only
358 difference is that the opt-in character of the class may be
359 considered in applying the always elusive tests of adequacy.
360 Numerto'ity is the most obvious debating point, sincenthe-numbers in
361 the classvwill not be known until the opt-in period has closed.

il* 362 Even here, however, it seems better to apply Rule 23 (a). The courtL 363 can, if it wishes, set an advance minimum number of opt-ins that
364 will be required to support further class proceedings. Other than
365 such case-specific thresholds, it should be enough that there is a
366 reasonable prospect of sufficient opt-ins to justify going forward
367 with notice.

368 A permissive-joinder concept eases the notice requirements for
369 an opt-in class. In effect, notice can be whatever seems
370 reasonable calculated to achieve the purpose of testing the breadth
371 and depth of interest in the litigation. The difference cannot be
372 exaggerated, however, lest the opt-in class be a fruitless exercise

L 373 that imposes burdens on the party opposing the class without any
374 real prospect of meaningful proceedings. The question is,

r 375 particularly ,sharp in small-claims consumer actions. Notice
L 376 calculated to reach large numbers 'of dispersed class` metmbers is

377 likely to be expensive, even if it relies only on repeated but
378 noticeable advertisements in the mass media. A simple one-shot
379 notice of modest dimensions is not likely to accomplish much.

380 Notice ties also to the binding effect of an opt-in class.
381 Although those who fail t6 opt ftin should" ̀At- be barred from
382 pursuing individual actions, should they also be -barred from'
383 seekingicertification of a-class - whether opt-out or opt~in - in
384 another action? The analogy to preclusion by representation in

C 385 present Rule 23, and to emerging concepts of mandatory
L_ 386 intervention, might justify a rule that prohibits participation in

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~9F.
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387 any other action by those who declined an invitation to opt in to
388 the first class. But this theory is likely to work, if at all;1,

389 only ,wi~th respect to those who had notice cast in a form that gives
390 a meaningful o1p tunit'y to opt in. 'Individual notice accompanied

391 by a-postcard reply form might well be sufficient, but the cost
392 could be undue. , If the rule is cast in a form that permits
393 successions of opt-in classes, however,ithe preclusion benefits of r

394 an,,opt-out class may come to seem more attractive. This'prospect,.
395 raises the question whether a defendant,.should be able to ask for
396 certification ofan opt-out plaintiff clas~s as an alternative to an
397 *,,opt,-in class. The prospect of imposing representation of an opt- I

398 iput class on unwilling representative plaintiffs may seem
399 ,uinattractive,,,but the prospect may not often be faced., Plaintiffs!
400 may well routinely seek certification ofIopt-out' classes', viewing[4
401 opt-in classes as an unattractive second-best alternative.

402 If an opt-i class judgment binds only those who in fact opted
403 in, tlhe specter eofolll'tone-.way ,,intery entlion"' must, lbe addressed. Opt- L
404 ,Un elasss 'cquld become ye,ry ,attractie if',they enable plaintiffs Li
405 t o win'for aiast ;,,class ,,by waylof nonmutual issue preclusion, while

406 limiting l to those who actually 6pt in. The only obvious

411 -lrisk 'of nonrmiut!al 'preclusion, <Lr' reover, would,,riskt just as much inh,
412 an opt-in clss as in,'an opt-outIclass. The prlessueto ,settle on

415 .lasntta rty byI antew id not

4417hldFaila: rto tho:dlse who wer nut vfftin nth ~lual ! ass invited to

4,1,g compr fiotnti~e might:,0l IFd tocompli~at~ erglr1 i

420 pjAlperbiveljoinder concept raiesr wotheruld questins about the i
421 tc'ons e ence asin a opt-i n cltas., lShouldS. tts u e:who jon be liable o

423 there Iay rt asatfo dssenyigr~~.bluity? wfar sthou ald h court'

4224 ntseektloh guat j1he terspj attorne1-fte l rtao gm1indeed, ntd

425 rletss Noti a i scl 'wtion How

427 "counttIrlaiiws1 Should i threp e'ofechtn9foil g ' n on mstatutes of

428 lmtaios ifeweanreud an dTIffrne et iggered b theo

432 I' 5 r W aFAAI[uh in Rule

434 f i th allof these open Squestions,. (the fo llowing draft is U
10
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L 435 merely suggestive. The assumption is that some form of (b)(3)(F)
436 will be recommended; the predicate for addressing a small-claims

- 437 opt-in class would be quite different if there is no (b) (3) (F).L 438 The draft adopts the permissive joinder approach of earlier opt-in439 drafts, and addresses notice and binding effects in brief terms.
440 (b) Class Actions Maintainable. An action may be maintained as a

Fin 441 class action if the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are
442 satisfied, and in addition: * * *

~443 (4) certification of a (b) (3) class is denied by application
r 444 of subparagraph (F), but the court determines that

44'5 permissive joinder should be accomplished by allowing
446 putative members to elect to be included in a class.

447 (c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action To Be Maintained;
448 Notice; Judgment; Actions Conducted Partially as Class
449 Actions. * * *

e 450 (3) When ordering certification of an opt-in class actionL 451 under subdivision (b) (4), the court shall direct that
452 appropriate notice be given to the class in a manner
453 calculated to accomplish the purposes of the
454 certification. The notice must:

Ad 455 (A) concisely and clearly describe the action and the
456 terms on which members can request to be included
457 in the class;

458 (B) advise that the judgment will include only those
459 who elected to be included in the class and who
460 were not dismissed from the action on terms that
461 exclude them from the judgment; and

462 (C) state that the judgment will bind the party
L 463 opposing the class only as to those who are'

464 included in "t'he judgmen ''under subpargraph (B).
465 NOTE

L 11
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466 New subdivision (b) (4) creates an opt-in class that is
467 available only when a court has denied certification of a (b) (3)
468 class by applying new subparagraph (b) (3) (F). Subparagraph (F)
469" authorizes denial of certification when the tenuous nature of the
470 benefits to individual class members raises serious questions
471 whether failure to request exclusion reasonably implies consent to
472 participate and be bound. Certification of an opt-in, class can'

473 test the interest'of class members in the litigation by creating an

474 opportunity to request inclusion.

475 The opt-in class created under subdivision (b) (4) is a new
476 permissive joinder device tthat is controlled by Rule 23 class- l

477 action principles. Clas's-a'c'tion' procedures are adopted because
478 they provide a familiar ' framework gfor 'participation by -

479 representation. This framework is peculiarly well suited to effect

480 the aggregation of small claims that do not warrant substantial
481 expenditures of effort or money by each individual claimant.

482 Because-t-hisl'lfiemainsD'lar clll jactlio%.,[nJ[ lh e j i.qisites or,
483 subdivision (a) must be satisfied, although application of the

484 prerequisites should be adju;sted to reflecl[t the nature of the opt-
485 in class. The numerosty prerequisit'e,in particular, can be
486 applied in light of the number of class members who actually r
487 request to be included.

488 Some of the incidents of a (b)(4) opt-in class are specified
489 by new subdivision (c)(3).

490 Notice to members of an opt-in class can be provided by means

491 that are designed to accomplish the purpose of determining the r
492 value of, class adjudication. Little good will be accomplished by

493 notice that reaches only a small portion of those who may be

494 interested in requesting inclusion. Expensive individual notice,

495 on the other hand, would defeat one of the purposes of avoiding the J
496 costs associated with a (b) (3) opt-out class. Since members of the

497 class will not be bound by the judgment unless they learn of the

498 action and opt in, the concerns that support individual notice in

499 (b) (3) classes are greatly reduced. The court should follow a t

500 pragmatic approach.

501 The notice must describe the subject of the action. It also

502 must state the terms on which members can request to be included in 4

503 the class. At a minimum, the identified terms should describe

504 those who will be permitted to request inclusion; set a date that

505 closes the opt-in period; and state whether and how those who opt

506 in may be liable to share in the costs, expenses, and attorney fees

507 attributable to the class. The court also may wish, when possible,

508 to set out the apparent number of those who are eligible to

509 intervene, and to state the parties' contentions as to the amounts

510 of individual and aggregate recoveries. It might be desirable to

511 offer advice on the limitations effects of inclusion, but few cases

512 if any will present circumstances that support meaningful

12 -
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L 513 information on this subject.

514 Notice of the preclusion effects of the judgment must state
515 that the judgment will include only those who elected to be
516 included in the class and who were not dismissed on terms that
517 exclude them from the judgment. It might also state that those who
518 do not elect to be included remain free to commence independent
519 proceedings, including independent class actions.

520 The notice also must state that the judgment will bind the
en~ 521 party opposing the class only as to those who are included in the

522 judgment under subparagraph (B). An opt-in class judgment does not
523 provide an appropriate basis for nonmutual issue preclusion.
524 Members who had notice of the opportunity to request inclusion
525 should not be able to remain aloof, hoping to win a risk-free
526 adjudication of liability in circumstances that leave them free to
527 initiate a second opt-in class should the first class fail.

C 528 Preclusion also is inappropriate as to members who did not have
529 notice of the action. Those who did not receive notice of the
530 action have not been deprived of any opportunity by the action or

e-11 531 judgment. Administering a preclusion line that depends on actual
532 notice, particularly in a system that will rely in large part on
533 published notice, would be difficult. And the party opposing the
534 class should be able to conduct the litigation in ways measured by
535 exposure to the opt-in class members, not all potential claimants
536 who may remain.

537 Rule 23(c) (2) Opt-in Class Alternative

538 A different approach might be taken to the opt-in class
539 alternative for small claims, building on Rule 23 (c) (2) without
540 touching Rule 23 (b) (3). By definition, this approach would not
541 need to be tied to any version of the published (b)(3)(F) proposal.
542 Instead, it would build on the present curious Rule 23 structure.
543 As Rule 23 now stands, there is nothing in subdivision (b) toVw 544 indicate that (b) (1) and (b) (2) classes are "mandatory, " while
545 (b)(3) classes are opt-out. The opt-out right appears only in the
546 provision that requires the notice to describe the right to request
547 exclusion. The logic of this structure would support an
548 alternative opt-in class structure, also built on the (b)(3) class.
549 Without attempting to redraft all of (c) (2) to satisfy current
550 style conventions, the rule could look like this:

551 (2) In any class action maintained under subdivision (b)(3),
552 the court shall direct to the members of the class the
553 best notice practicable under the circumstances,
554 including individual notice to all members who can be
555 identified through reasonable effort. The notice shall
556 advise each member that (A) the ocurc will xcluidc the

13
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557 Erefr tSh elass if the f.mber se refast, by a '

558 cpccifizd datc; (,A_) the judgment, whether favorable or

559 not, will include all' clas's members whe de not requct C
.,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~f ,4W ,-

560 .xclucicn; and (4B) any member who docs -nt rne uctt

561 eme;l:eIenx may, if "the m'ember desires, enter anappearance h

562 through counsel. The notice also must advise each memberce

563 that the' court will exclude the member from the class if

564 the member s'o requests by a sDecified date, unless the

565 court determines ,that the class willinclude only those

566 members who reauest to be included in the class. 'When K

567 the relief likely td beawarded to individual class

568 memberrs does Inot appear2 l t o -justify the costs and burdens V
569 iof' class litigationlandy the'icourt has reason to,,ouestion W

570 whether iclass rnembers would wish to resolve their"dlcaims

571 throi1h` class lrepresenttibn, the notice must advise'each J

572 member ithat i the memberr will be included only if;the

573 member so requests by a speclfied date.

14
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574

575 Repetitive Certification Requests

576 The Committee voted at the May, 1997 meeting to consider a new
577 Rule 23(b) (3) factor focusing on the problems that arise from
578 successive, competing, or otherwise multiple attempts to win
579 certification of the same or similar classes. There is substantial

L 580 anecdotal evidence that genuine problems arise from these efforts.

581 One' set of problems arises when certification of a class is
582 followed by competing efforts to win certification of the same

t,_ 583 class in another court, or to win certification of a class that
584 overlaps the first class. Testimony and comments at the Rule 23
585 hearings, as well as early reports on the RAND class-action ,study,
586 suggest that these problems increasingly arise from attempts to
587 persuade 'state courts to certify na'tl6nwide classes. The most
588 worrisome cases are said to involve efforts to win a free ride on
589 the efforts of those who put together the first class, beating an

*< 590 earlier-certified action''to judgment. Similar but lower-stakes
591 problems may arise from efforts to gain a role in conducting the
592 first-certified action, and with the role a share of attorney fees.
593 It may be possible Io address these problems 'through general
594 doctrines that empower a court to protect its own jurisdiction.
595 The court that first certified a class may be able to enjoin the
596 parallel proceeding, and in any event can control its own

L 597 proceedings so as to defeat any attempt to gain participation
598 through the leverage of a parallel filing. These approaches could
599 be bolstered by revising Rule 23 to reify a certified class. Thel 600 revis~ion woulS~d proevitde'ethat darl ' certif ied bclass"`-is an eitity created
601 and controlled by the certifying court. Any attempt to interfere
602 with the court's jurisdiction over the class would be met by an
603 antisuit injunction. This approach was briefly considered by the
604 Committee in 1995,and rejected as'too conceptual. It would not in
605 any event fully meet the problems lof overlapping opt-out classes,
606 sinc&tihs't eho 'pL out 'woueld nothngerIbe', part 'df t~he'class'
607 entity.1 That gap could be filled by allowing the court to
608 condition the oporttunirtyV t'o ' Fteirt bn$ ms that prohibit
609 participation in 'any& parallel action, individual or class. That
610 approach was suggested in the earliest Committee drafts, but has
611 vanished without discussion.

g 612 Another set of problems arises when one court certifies a
613 class, and another' court is then asked to certify'a different but
614 related class. 6eirtification of a statewide class in one state,
615 for example, could be followed by a request to certify a nationwider 616 class in another court. Or certification of a present-cla4imants
617 class could be followed by a request to certify a class of present
618 and future claimants.

619 Yet another set of problems arises when one court refusesL 620 class certification and another court is then asked to certify the

15
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621 same class or a similar class.

622 Many variations of these patterns can occur. They can arise
623 when the same would-be representatives appear in successive C

624 actions. They can arise with different would-be representatives,
625 but the same counsel. They can arise from competition between
626 groups of representatives and groups of counsel.

627 These variations, defeat any realistic prospect that res
628 judicata principles can resolve all problems. It would be possible
629 to" preclude the 1same would-be representatives from successive
630 efforts to win certifiication of the same class for the same claims
631 on behalf of th'eisame, class. Even then, issue preclusion might be
632 defeated by'pol ting Ito di fferences in the, relevant class-action
633 rules$llthat, present di~fferent issues. If the same counsel seek out,
634 different figurlead representatives to cover for successive -i

635 certification effit 'imight be possible to invoke, pragmatic
636 conced'pts of "Ipriviiy1'r or' 'virtual' representation"I to support,
637 prelouns-iin But preclusiln is likely* to fail, in other settings.

638 Iflcla>isi'certficalion is denied, thbl'members of the'class have not
639 becoe parties aJ de the conditional attempt at rpresentation has
640 failed. If class certification is gran ted; those who are not C

641 includ'ed in tile llass~escape peI iSuSion o'or'the same reasons.

642 M, d.y mdore' ,isses are likely to arisen thi's context ,q It was

643 not sigge'sPed nethatWh l aldopted.. Instead it
644 was` s gges ted rlthl lle[023 simply directa onsid~tat linqjrt ¶Jpart of
645 thelliL, superiority and predominance determination, I of earlier
646 decisions to grant or deny certification. The most obviots,'resting
647 place lfor such provisionis'in present tactor LB. Adapting this
648 proposal t!o the&,L,,i ongoing Ima urity atamendment {lof factor B, the

649 factor| might read:' i .i .

6560 (B)" the l e extent and nature of any related litiigation,
6571 de[isions granting or denying icass certilfia.t on in
652 actios at arising out of the same c nduct,'transactions, or
653 occcrurecess and" the maturityf ' theissues involved in
654 the Nt

655 (If thispsingie fhaEtor seems too 'long,'it t sepatrated into
6565 three fbtherwise lthleextent at ndmnatsqre owifny relateiontof n
657 * (i ) decisions granting or denys.' 'clapss'i certifiation in
658 actions arising ou~t of the same conduct, tran1actions, or
659 occurrences; Azld ilF) the maturtity 'of -then, 4ssues involv~ed in the t
660 controversy. T~his sequencing would 'cr~ ' forward, :h current
6 61 designation of f~actors (C') land'(D).) '

662 The;Note might look like this:

663 ~~~~~~~Facto () i s new. It cailslsattention to! the

664 problems, that can arise from successive,. competing, or
665 oherwie'litipleattempts to' w-in certif ication ofr

666 similar-oi r'erlapping classes. No' ,Opecif ic response is

16
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667 directed. If one court has certified a class, a later
668 court should ask whether certification of a similar or
669 overlapping class will prove a superior means of
670 adjudication despite the risks of duplication, confusion,
671 competition, and interference. If one court has refused
672 certification, a later court should ask whether there
673 have been such changes of circumstance, improved

L 674 information, or changes in the proposed class to justify
675 reconsideration of the certification issue. The
676 reference to "conduct, transactions, or occurrences" is
677 as broad and flexible as similar uses of these words in
678 other rules. The greater the similarities, the greater
679 the deference that may be due an earlier determination.C 680 Concepts akin to issue preclusion may be appropriate if
681 the same representatives seek certification of
682 substantially the same class in successive actions. In
683 most circumstances, however, the governing concept is one
684 of discretionary deference,, not preclusion.

LI

17
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685 L
686 Common Evidence

687 Several of the comments and witnesses on the 1996 proposals ,
688 advanced the new proposal that the purpose of the (b)(3)
689 predominance requirement be restored by adding new language to the
690 rule. The perception is that classes are certified too readily and
691 too early, without adequate anticipation ofithe-evidence demanded
692 for actual 'trial of the 'class claims. Several courts of appeals
693 haveemphasized the, need to consider the actual needs of trial at
694 the,,certification stage, but actual practice falls short of this
695 goal'. Certification of classes thatcannot really be ,tried creates l
696 offsetting, risks. ,FOne risk ,i's that the circumsta ces of a fewd
697 class members will ,be allowed to substitute for actual -proof of the,
698 elements required to prove the claimsof each class'' member. In 'a
699 fraud action thattrequires probo of'reliance,, for example, proof ofr
700 rel~iiance by the ,few most . clearly relying irepresentative class

701 members will Lstand, as if'' proof"Ibof reliance 'by ma y class members F
702 who may" not have relied at all. The offsetting risk is that proof
7C3 of the common class elements will be followed by unmanageable
704 individual proceedings that cannot be brought to conclusion in the r
705 class-action court. L
706 The broader form of this proposal would demand that the trial
707 evidence be substantially the same as to all elements of the claims U
708 asserted by each class member. This approach would limit (b) (3)
709 classes to situations in which individual damages are readily
710 calculated by formulas looking to such events as the time and
711 volume of trading in fraud-affected securities, the number or L4

712 amount of consumer charges exacted, and the like. This approach
713 might best be implemented as a prerequisite in (b)(3):

714 (3) the court finds (i) that the questions of law or C
715 fact common to the members of the class predominate
716 over any questions affecting only individual
717 members, (ii) that the trial evidence will be
718 substantially the same as to all elements of the
719 claims of each class member, and (iii) that a class
720 action is superior to other available methods for
721 the fair and efficient adjudication of the
722 controversy. * * *

723 The Note for this approach might look like this:

724 A new requirement is added to the familiar
725 predominance and superiority requirements for
726 certification of a (b) (3) class. This requirement
727 reinforces the predominance requirement by demanding a
728 finding that the trial evidence will be substantially the
729' same as to all elements of the claims of each class
730 member. Several courts have read this requirement into LJ

18
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731 the predominance requirement, beginning with Alabama v.732 Blue Bird Body Co., Sth Cir.1978, 573 F.2d 309. Actual733 practice appears to have departed from this requirement734 with some frequency, however, justifying its addition to735 the explicit list of requirements for certification.
736 Item designations have been added to promote clarity.
737 A somewhat narrower form of this proposal would require that738 there be common proof as to the fact of injury to each class739 member, but would tolerate the need for individualized proceedings740 to prove the amount of individual damages. This approach might741 best be implemented by adding a new factor - here tentatively742 denoted as (G) - to the list of matters pertinent to the findings743 of predominance and superiority:

744 (G) the ability to prove by common evidence the fact of745 injury to each class member [and the extent of¢ 746 separate proceedings required to prove the amount747 of individual injuries];

748 The Note might look like this:
749 Subparagraph (G) is added to emphasize the problems750 that can arise if a class action seeks to dispose of751 claims that require individualized proof of the fact of752 injury to each class member. If a fraud theory requiresL 753 proof of individual reliance by each victim, for example,754 a class that includes all who engaged in similar755 transactions may unwittingly bypass a required756 substantive element, or may break down at the stage of757 attempting to resolve the individual issues. Another758 example may arise from exposure to a toxic substance.tW 759 Unless the applicable law provides compensation for760 exposure alone, without resulting injury, the fact of761 injury must be tried as to each class member. TheP 762 difficulties of managing these proofs in a 'single763 proceeding may defeat the requirements of predominance or764 superiority. In some settings, however, these765 difficulties instead may be met by alternative solutionsC 766 such as a narrower class definition, creation of767 subclasses, or certification of an "issues" class under768 subdivision C(4).

19
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4Zenct~ f 3
769 Anchem: First Thoughts

r 770

771 These notes are designed to open the discussion of Amchem, not
772 to propose specific rules that might be adopted in response to the
773 opinions. If Advisory Committee members can share their responses,

L 774 the combined reactions will be the basis for a memorandum that - if
775 successful - can establish a framework for discussion at the

r~ 776 October meeting. The goal for the October meeting may be the
i 777 relatively modest one of identifying any approaches that seem so

778 attractive as to warrant development of detailed proposals :or
779 consideration at the spring meeting. Even with the wealth ofC 780 comments addressed to the published Rule 23(b)(4) proposal, it is
781 likely to be premature to aim at more ambitious goals for October.
782 Not only will repeated deliberation provide greater reassurance.
783 There is little advantage in recommending publication of proposalsL 784 at the January, 1998 meeting of the Standing Committee.
785 Publication in February or March might lead to recommendations :or
786 adoption in the fall, but the January, 1999 meeting of the Standing
787 Committee is not likely to recommend that the March meeting of fihe

L 788 Judicial Conference transmit proposals to the Supreme Court for
789 action by the end of April.

790 The questions that continue after the Amchem decision fall
791 into two broad and familiar categories. The role of settlement and
792 of settlement classes continues to command attention. The moreCr 793 specific questions of mass tort litigation remain virtually

LI 794 unchanged. In addition, there may be a few related questions that
795 deserve renewed attention.r 796 Settlement Classes

797 The Published (b) (4) Proposal

798 The history of Advisory Committee deliberations on settlement
799 classes can be roughly divided into three periods.

800 During the first period, various timid draft proposals
801 relating to (b) (3) settlement classes were circulated but had
802 little effect. It seems fair to characterize the relatively brief
803 discussion of these proposals as hesitant. The Committee was
804 confident that there are many important and difficult questionsF 805 surrounding settlement classes, and diffident about the prospect of

At 806 any specific answers.

80 7 The second period, overlapping the first, began with
808 discussion of the Third Circuit opinion in the General Motors
809 Pickup Truck litigation. Doubts were expressed whether the Third
810 Circuit really meant to rule that a class could be certified for

1 811 settlement purposes only if the same class would be certified for
At. 812 trial. The Third Circuit decision in the Georgine case resolved

813 the doubts. Coupled with the frequent use of settlement classesr 814 found by the FJC study, the Georgine case was the stimulus that
815 prompted the (b) (4) proposal. The proposal was intended only -o
816 overrule the aspect of the Georgine opinion that allowed
817 certification of a settlement class only if the same class would be
818 certified for trial. The Committee did not feel able to make more

-o 819 detailed proposals for settlement classes.

820
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821 The third period remains open. It began with the
822' prepublication letters addressed to the June, 1996 meeting of the Gi
823 Standing Committee by many academics. The cautions urged by these
824 letters were renewed and expanded in many ways during the public A
825 comments and testimony ,on the (b) (4), proposal after it was
826 published. The comments and testimony provide much advice to the
827 Committees. The Advisory Committee .has put off, consideration of
828 this advice pending decision of theAmchem case.

829 The Amchem' decision appear's to resolve the, one question
830 clearly addressedLby ,the (b) (4) proposal. A (b) (3) claps can be
831 certified "for -slettlement even Ithough "intractable management
832 problems"' would defeat certification of the same class for trial.
833 See the prefatory portions of Part IV, 65 Law Week 4643.

834 There'is a4 strong argument ithat there is no need to proceed
835 further with the published (bL)(4) proposal. The Supreme Court has
836 confirmed that courts can do under,(,b) (3) what many courts have
837 long been doing - certify settlement classes that satisfy the
838 prerequisites ofl subdivision (a) and meett the requirements of at
839 least one paragraph of subdivision (b) 'Adopting a rule simply to
840 confirm the Supreme Court's interpretation of Rule 23 is tricky
841 business. If'the only purpose is to enshrine the' Court',s ruling,
842 the value of giving clear Inotice is ooffs et by the irisk 'that the
843 rule will be misinterpreted.' Aid it will be difficult to-be sure
844 that any proposal simply confirms the Supreme Court's opinion as it
845 will come to be interpreted in 'the future. The published (b)(4)
846 proposal, for example, was expresslyzlimited to (b) (3) classes. It
847 is possible to read the Supreme Court opinion to touch (b)(1) and
848 (2) classes as well, particu'arly in the emphasis on class
849 definition and the heed for adequate representation (Part IV
850 prefatory paragraphs, and Part IV B.)

851 Impact of Settlement on Certification

852 The most obvious area for 6 dpanif'oni the Supreme Court's
853 opinion is thetask'"Ufl 'delinlnglithe role that settlement plays in
854 a certifi'c'ati~on decision. The Court says expressly that L
855 "settlement is relevant to a class certification," 65 LW 4643
856 right. Again, it saysI that "settlement is a factor in the
857 calculus," 65 LW 4644 right. And it cautions, n. 16, that
858 settlement "does not inevitably signal that class action
859 certification should be granted more readily than it would, be were
860 the case to be litigated. For reasons the Third Circuit aired, see
861 83 F.3d 610, 626-635 * * *, proposed settlement classes sometimes
862 warrant more, not lesscaution on the question of certification."
863 Justice Breyer responds that the Court does not give any
864 significant guidance on the ways in which settlement is relevant.
865 The more detailed explanations offered by the Court indeed leave
866 many open questions.

867 Perhaps the broadest theme in the Court's discussion is that
868 a class must have "sufficient unity so that absent members can U
869 fairly be bound by decisions of class representatives." 65 LW 4644,
870 left. In the same vein, the predominance inquiry is said to 7

fL
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871 "test[] whether proposed classes are sufficiently cohesive toL. 872 warrant adjudication by representation." It is "class cohesion
873 that legitimizes representative action in the first place."

874 The need for a unity of class interests is tied to the 23(e)
875 review and approval of settlements. The 23(e) process is not a
876 substitute for class unity. The requirements of 23 (a) and (b) must
877 be met, to avoid "certifications dependent upon the court's gestalt
878 judgment or overarching impression of the settlement's fairness."
879 This concern is tied to two concerns made familiar by the Rule 23
880 hearings: both class counsel and the court would be "disarmed" ifL 881 the (a) and (b) requirements were subordinated to a measurement of
882 a settlement's fairness. "Class counsel confined to settlement
883 negotiations could not use the threat of litigation to press for a
884 better offer, see Coffee," and the court would be deprived of3 885 adversary investigation and presentations on the fairness of the
886 settlement.

r 887 The more specific focus on predominance contributes someL 888 negative observations about the role of settlement. Settlement may
889 advance the interests of class members in achieving prompt and fair

Fln 890 compensation at low cost and without the risk of litigation. But
891 that interest is not enough; predominance must be measured by "the
892 legal or factual questions that qualify each class member's case as
893 a genuine controversy, questions that preexist any settlement." 653 894 LW 4644 right. (Justice Breyer finds this statement inconsistent
895 with the ruling that settlement is relevant to certification, 65 LW
896 4647 right,- 4648.) An evaluation of the fairness of a settlement
897 does not provide a predominating common question [even if it is in
898 some sense the only question submitted as to the class].

899 The actual terms of the settlement play a more obvious role in3 900 the Part IV B discussion of adequate representation. The
901 settlement covers both "currently injured" and "exposure-only"
902 plaintiffs. There are manifest conflicts of interest between these
903 groups. Future plaintiffs, for example, likely would be interested
904 in inflation adjustments for future payments, in an opportunity to
905 opt out after injury becomes manifest, and in recognition of future
906 medical advances that may expand the categories of injuries caused
907 by asbestos. These interests are part of the bargaining process in
908 which the defendants surrender money and various defenses, and in
909 which presently injured plaintiffs may trade an unfair part of the
910 future-injury plaintiffs' interests for greater present benefits.
911 Only subclasses could provide the "structural assurance of fair and

46-1 912 adequate representation for the diverse groups and individuals
913 affected."

914 None of this provides any obvious guidance in framing a rule
L 915 that "might describe the ways in which settlement bears on

916 certification. The opinion is focused on the actual setting, in
917 which settlement is accomplished at the time ofcertification.L 918 Unlike the (b) (4) proposal, however, there is nothing' in the
919 opinion that suggests'that it is improper to certify a class for
920 settlement before an actual agreement has been -reached. At the
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921 same time, there is perforce nothing that bears on the question
922 whether different considerations shape certification if settlement
923 is merely a prospect, not a concrete agreement. The Court notes,
924 but does not reach, additional problems presented by the Amchem
925 case itself - particularly the problem of claimed conflicts of
926 interest affecting class counsel,' see n. 20. If rule provisions
927 are to be proposed for measuring the impact of settlement on the
928 calculus of Rule 23,(a) and (b), they must be, generated" out of
929 sources other than the C'burt's opinion.

930 I L.,Qne way to beginthinking aboutthe bearing of settlement on'
931 certification is; torl,;eflecton the settlement attempted in the'
9321 Arnc1.emi case. .,>There~d~ae many reasons to, recoil aghast 4from the
933 attempt if, it' is "viewed from, the traditionaly perspectives of
934 inndividua litigation, due, processi. 'But thereI, 'al~soare' strong
935 attractionsl to the settlement. Asbestos litigation': insnothing itf f
936 not mature. The lawyers who represented the plaintijffs were not
937 simply selected by the defendants - they had yearn of experience in
938 asbestos litigation, and they were - or were connected with - the
939 cochairs of the plaintiffs' ,steering committee that first attempted.
940 settlement under the court's auspices. The bargain they reached
941 may have achieved more fairness for more victims than could
942 possibly, be achieved by lit'LtIpn in any structure.' Xthigqurth

94:4 on !the legislative side of things' to, support judicial approval.
945 Certainly the 'result suggests that ,a, settl~ement['Sd6es 'ot support
94'6 class 'certification-if' the settlement is unduly creative" in
947 seeking ways out' of the problems of transaction costs, inconsistent
948 results ,choice of law, and the like. ' , r
949 Another way to begin thinking about the bearingof settlement
950 is to go through the' prerequisites of 23(a) and, the class
951 categories of 23 (b).'' .

952 As, to the 23,(a) prerequisites, settlement isnot likely to
953 justify a lower numerosity threshold;' if anything, the threshold
954 might ,,we'll be set- higher for settlement than, for litigation.
955 Commonality , (and predominance) are difficult to grasp in the
956 settlement context, unless by, analogy to the likely course of
957 litigation if settlement fails. . Typicality offers the same
'958 difficulty to 'the extent that Sit is related to commonality.
959 Typicality also ties to adequacy of representation, and the Court's
960 clear,' emphasis Lon the need to sort through actual and potential
961 conflicts of interest. Conflicts of interest may take quite
962 different shape in settlement than at trial, in, ways that may be
963 shown by examination of the settlement agreement but also in ways
964 that cannot be known without detailed supervision of the settlement
965 process. Although 23 (a) does not list it explicitly, the very l
966 definition of the class is tied to all of these prerequisites.
967 Here too the fact of settlement may"have a great imn act; the class
968 definition may be tailored to the deal that' was possible. The
969 Amche ,case itself shows clearly'the possibility that the class
970 definition was controlled by the defendants'-ov rriding need to
971 achieve global 'peace. All of these 'multifold posibilities could F

971 chi-s 11multfbld pos~ibiita''es oul
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Go 972 be expanded by numerous illustrations. Trying to capture them in
973 a rule will be difficult.

974 Application of the class categories of 23(b) may be subject to
975 similar complications. The predominance and superiority

L 976 requirements of (b)(3) are the most obvious illustrations. There
977 may be less obvious illustrations. Settlements of (b) (2) class

- 978 actions, for example, often suggest that public official defendantsL 979 are acquiescing in remedial measures that they find attractive but
980 are unable to wring from legislative bodies. Decrees regulating
981 conditions and practices in prisons, hospitals, and schools are
982 familiar examples.

983 The Court is clear that Rule 23 (e) approval of a settlement as
984 fair cannot substitute for honoring the requirements of (a) and
985 (b). But application of (a) and (b) in light of settlement, actual

L 986 or merely potential, seems a process as variable as the subjects of
987 litigation and the possibilities of settlement. At least at first

r 988 blush, there is little hope that a rule can capture and illuminate
L 989 the ways in which settlement affects the certification decision.

990 Settlement Proceedings

F 991 Regulation of the settlement process was discussed at length
L 992 during the recent hearings. The proposal sketched out by

993 Professors Resnik and Coffee is the most concrete model we have.F 994 This discussion explores adoption of one or both of two distinct
995 approaches.

996, One approach is to define by rule'the structure and steps of
997 the settlement process. The earliest points of regulation might be
998 the means of selecting class representatives and class counsel.
999 Definition of the class might be shaped in various ways, most
1000 obviously by seeking out as many potential subclasses and subclass
1001 representatives as possible to participate during the negotiation
1002 process before tradeoffs are made. (The corresponding impediments
1003 are obvious.) It might be insisted that there be some measure of
1004 discovery or exchange of information on the merits, and that this

l 4, 1005 information be made readily available to objectors. The role of
1006 objectors might be institutionalized, at least by providing
1007 financial and information support. Appointment of a classL 1008 "guardian" or steering committee might be considered - one obvious
1009 form would be to appoint a group of class members who were not
1010 involved in the settlement negotiations to investigate and present
1011 objections. Special emphasis might be placed on the "maturity"

t* 1012 factor with respect to dispersed mass injuries - the contrast
1013 between asbestos and the silicone gel breast implant litigations isL 1014 illustration enough.

1015 Another approach is to require that the court be more closely
1016 involved in the settlement process, whether through the district

C 1017 judge, a magistrate judge, or a "special master" of some sort. The
1018 need to separate participation from later 23(e) evaluation is
1019 manifest - the model followed in Amchem, where the fairness hearing
1020 was conducted by a judge not involved with the settlement process,

¢
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1021 is an obvious illustration.

1022 The structural and judicial-involvement models could be
1023 combined. The greater the regulation, the greater will be the
1024 transformation of class actions away from bargaining in the shadow 77
10,25 of -litigation. That may be to the good. All of the conversation,
1026 however, seems to be infused with the'belief that it is plaintiff
1027 classes that need protection. There is at least room for C
1028 considering whether the system should be designed also to protect
1029 defendants against settlements coerced by the costs and magnified
1030 risks of class litigation. ,

1031 Settlement Review

1032 The most familiar questions are those explored by Judge
1033 Schwazrzer- s proposal vthat tIfRule I~t23s,(e"-,sh6ould be ̀ expanded to require,
1034 findings on specified matters as part of the settlement approval
1035 process. His detailed list has been before the Advisory Committee
1036 for some time. The main questionis whether it- is better to adopt
1037 such checklists into the body of Rule 23, or toleave such matters
1038 to more flexible embodiment in the Manual for Complex Litigation.

1039 Some of the references to Rule 23(e) in the Amchem opinion may
1040 imply a wish for expansion. The Court notes that "iThe Advisory L
1041 Committee's sole, comment on thlsiisterse final provision * * *
1042 restates the rule's instruction ,without elaboration * * *." 65 LW
1043 4643 left. In the next paragraph, the 'Court cites Judge
1044 Schwarzer's article in a context that has no obvious connection to L
1045 23(e). Later, references, to, 23'(e) are in the context of
1046 establishing it "as an additional requirement, not a superseding
1047 direction" that might justify ,class certification in disregard of P
1048 the 23(a) and (b) provisions. :65 LW ,4644 left.

1049 MASS ,TORTS

1050 The Amchem,,decision also ma~y provide some stimulus to renew
1051 thea Advisory Committeel s a ttenWtilblTMtmass tort titilgationl

1052 The Court's opinion provides tantalizing hints. In part III,
1053 it notes the,"tugsl of individual a6tonomyl' and quotes Professor
1054 Kaplan for the proposition 'that -the individual interest in
1055 individual control can be high h~ere the stake of each member
1056 "bulks large." 65 LBW 464) 'rightr TThen it seems to suggest that 6_4
1057 Rule 23(b) (3) is best used to aggreqate small claims. 65 LW 4643
1058 left. Three paragraphs I ter ,Irhdwever, it notes that "ever more
1059 'adventuresome uses have beii' nimade of Rule 23, reflecting
1060 concerns about thel lefficienll en e" of court resources and the
1061 conservation ,of fuds to compen sate`]claimants 'who do not'line up
1062 early in a litigation queue." Later, 65 LW 4645 left, it observes
1063 that common disaster mass tort cases may satisfy the (b) (3) LJ
1064 predominance test. Then it, quot: the 1966 Advisory Committee Note
1065 cautioning against cdertification of mass tort classes, but notes
1066 that the caution i s[ not a categoricaI exclusion and that such cases L
1067 are being certified in increas igLnumbers. The "warning, however,
1068 continues to call fior cautiqn wren individual stakes arehigh and
1069 disparities among class members great" r
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1070 The disposition of the Amchem case, and the remand in the
1071 Fifth Circuit asbestos case, will enhance the continuing pressure
1072 to think about mass tort classes. The Advisory Committee has
1073 considered and put aside some rather modest approaches to mass tort
1074 classes, beginning with the proposal that collapsed the 23 (b) class
1075 categories and permitted opt-in classes. The opt-in class was
1076 thought a promising means of addressing the interest in
1077 individually controlling individual litigation, and resolving
1078 choice-of-law problems. There was a parallel provision that would
1079 allow the court to control the preclusion consequences of opting
1080 out, a device that could easily achieve greater uniformity in mass
1081 tort outcomes without forcing participation in a class. Several of
1082 the (b) (3) factors proposed in the 1996 publication bore on mass
1083 torts; the "maturity" factor continues on the agenda. In addition,
1084 two items new to the Rule 23 agenda may bear on mass tort classes:
1085 the effort to regulate repetitive requests to certify the same
1086 class, and the enhanced "common evidence" requirement.

1087 Beyond these possible changes in present Rule 23, and others
1088 that might be proposed, the Advisory Committee has periodically
1089 considered the possibility of drafting a new Rule 23.x specifically
1090 for mass torts. The greatest uncertainty is whether the more
1091 desirable possible approaches can be adopted through the Rules
1092 Enabling Act process. Justice Breyer's opinion in the Amchem case
1093 presents forcefully the advantages of substituting a claims-
1094 processing structure for the costs and inconsistencies of
1095 traditional litigation. The need to conserve potentially
1096 inadequate assets for later claimants is equally apparent. The
1097 direct means of addressing these concerns are manifestly
1098 substantive. It is quite uncertain how far reasonable success can
1099 be achieved by indirect but more nearly procedural means.

1100 Definition of a "mass tort" remains the most obvious threshold
1101 problem in drafting a special mass tort rule. Personal physical
1102 injury and death cases may be the most workable focus. A
1103 necessarily arbitrary numerical threshold may be important.
1104 Probably "single- event" as well as dispersed torts should be
1105 included.

1106 Choice of law problems are central, even in a single-event
1107 tort that typically involves many defendants and a variety of
1108 contending laws. Legislative attempts to draft choice provisions
1109 show just how intrinsically difficult the chore is. Attempting to
1110 find solutions that fit within the Rules Enabling Act will be
1111 challenging indeed.

1112 The means of resolving individual issues after common issues
1113 are resolved on a centralized basis are equally challenging,
1114 particularly because of the interdependence that often exists
1115 between individual and common issues. A finding that a product is
1116 defective for lack of proper warnings, for example, is difficult to
1117 separate from a defense of individual misuse. At the extreme, it
1118 may be argued that the Seventh Amendment defeats some combinations
1119 of common and individual litigation - that a jury determination of
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1120 the common issue cannot be reexamined by a second jury, while the
1121 second jury's determination of the individual issue cannot be P
1122 distorted by precluding reconsideration of the common issue on
1123 evidence that conduces to an inconsistent determination.

1124 The greatest benefits of mass tort clas actions may be L
1125 achieved by settlements' that, defy' 'all acceptable, theories of
1126 individualized due' process, and' that 'disregard many of the
1127 substantive ,rules ,that would 'control 'individualized litigation.' L
1128 That possibility ties back"' to, settlement, class issues, and also(
1129 underscores Rules Enabling Act concerns. 1

1130 Mass torts also involve '"futures" 'plainti'ffs, a problem the'
1131 Advisory Committee 1~has repeatedly puti aside. One 'ear y dra ft
1132 provided - by rathericircumspect mlmean -, alright to'opt out or the
1133 class after individual , injury becomes apparent.'i, This provision
1134 disappeared in 1faceof vehement observations that r no ds fendant
1135 could, settle' on terms that left open tihepossibtility that the class
1136 might disintegrate ;in face of Massve later opting out.' The
1137 o , h impinio n, in the. Anc hem case h" ilalustat th cnflictp of, interest
1138 between prese a fr ass m eeers by, the -strict
1139 limitsl on its committees, remain interested in~efforts to devise1139 liit at incatd to eXn ,'Lhe settlemenet 6 5 LW

4645 u es plaitif I great, problems OqrL1140 465alpesn
1141 notlgicl the mhether wopini notesrnhatie ans ofditollanrs werespe' 'J t i' ro FLp .s thadequacy'
11425 liits on otihe, ru faing frot pa maing uc f noti
1143 but Dslgvt geravit oafs th ci

1158 ' One feature of~~~~~~~~~~~~',the Consti Iffe prps l frsetemn

1144 note.cs[1a1ficietkne h ostLto n ue23~ 1~oul'd ever be
1145 givento legic~~~~~s s~~unself~conscious an wrhdsste F eposurre

1156 onlya css dmes ervs spa aeW 4646 lpft. md i

1147 Tho ai n t theh comapstort class prodblres made familiar by past
1148 AdvisotyCon tte'e, dLbe erationsom Thu Judicial Coafrerence and
1149 several of its comnitte, remain interested intaefforts to devise
1150 ncW and bett an g.prpioa-hes The Court nolted in The Amshem opinion r
1151 tar t Cnres has faaled to accept the onloiJdicia1 coiference 2c
1152 reo mmendati d A ed "on hothe ad hocl committbee report, that
115 o 6address asbestos probdms" The most
1154 e lc sse satus'has o ably are available only through J
1155 legislation. Whether worthy alternatives can be fouic d within the
1156 limits of the,,Rules~ Enabling Act remains ,uncertai~n.

1157 [1~vey ase
1158 One ifeature of,' the Resnik-Cof fee proposal f or settlement
1159 classes deservres separate -attention. Their model includes
1160 provisions that contemplate class procedures, limited to pretrial
1161 "litigation." TIhere can be enormous advantages in arranging for
1162 common discovery, once-for-~all, in Settings that involve -issues
1163 commnt ny .pri'ble number Of plaintiffs. These advantagesF
1164 are reflected in part 'if the ongoing Rule 26,(c) protective-order
1165 proposals, and in the "on hold" proposal-to prohibit destruction of
1166 discovery materials. F

1167 Class stat"us hais some potential advantagies-in establishing a
1168 common discovery system.] A federal discove~ry' class could be the

Y,~~~~~~~~~
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1169 basis for prohibiting duplicative discovery in other courts, state
1170 as well as federal. It is not clear whether there is any other
1171 advantage in borrowing Rule 23 as the framework for common
1172 discovery. If not, it should be possible to develop an adequate
1173 justification for control by nonclass theories.

1174 Common discovery includes such matters as documentLa 1175 depositories, and raises difficult questions of sharing discovery
1176 costs among discovery beneficiaries. In our crazy-quilt of
1177 privilege rules, it also presents choice-of-law problems. The
1178 obvious approach of allowing discovery of anything that would be
1179 discoverable under any one of the possibly applicable rules may be
1180 sufficient, but care must be taken.

1181 Time still remains for integrating the possibility of commonL 1182 discovery with the discovery project. The integration question
1183 should be addressed as soon as possible.

1184 Reading The Tealeaves

L 1185 The true fun has yet to begin. The sport of reading important
1186 meanings into the subtleties of Supreme Court opinion writing will

r 1187 generate many suggestions for Rule 23 revision. A few of the most
1188 obvious possibilities may be noted as an invitation to join theL 1189 game.

1190 Footnote 14 is attached to the observation in text that state
1191 law varies widely on such matters as the viability of exposure-only
1192 claims, and the availability of causes of action for medical
1193 monitoring, increased risk of cancer, and fear of future injury.E 1194 Footnote 14 itself simply notes the assertion of the objectors that
1195 statewide recoveries for mesothelioma in California average 209%
1196 above the $200,000 settlement maximum for most mesothelioma claims.

r 1197 Does this suggest that nationwide classes are improper because the
1198 street value of a claim depends not only on the substantive law,
1199 but on the actual damages awards typical of different state court
1200 systems? Or that nationwide classes are proper, but that some sortE 1201 of adjustment must be made for this reality in settlement, or even
1202 in litigation? California plaintiffs get more - and North Dakota
1203 juries are told to pretend that they are Californians?

1204 At 65 LW 4642 left the Court, drawing from Professor Kaplan,
1205 notes that Rule 23 (b) (3) was the most adventuresome of the 1966
1206 changes. It also notes that the Advisory Committee was
1207 !r[s]ensitive to the competing tugs of individual autonomy," and
1208 that Kaplan urged that a "close look" should be taken at
1209 certification of (b)(3) classes. Are these notes of caution? To
1210 what effect? In the same passages, however, the Court also notesE 1211 that Rule 23 aims to "'achieve economies of time, effort, and

L 1212 expense, and promote . . . uniformity of decision as to persons
1213 similarly situated * * *.'" Does this enhance the desire for
1214 uniformity in ways that support "adventuresome" use of Rule 23?

U
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(Bench Opinion)

L NOTE: Where it is feasible, a syllabus (headnote) will be released, as is

in connecticn with this case, at the time the opinion is issued.
The syllabus consttutes no par.t of the opinion of the Court but has been
prepared by the Repor ter of Decisions for the convenience of the reader.
See United States v. Detroit Dlmber & Lumber Co., 200 U. S. 321, 337.

SUPREME COURT OF TIE UNITED STATES
L

Syllabus

AMCHEM PROD UCTS, INC., ET AL. v. VINDSOR
[~~~~~~~~E AL.

7 CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR -.

L THE THIRD CIRCUIT

No. 96-270. Argued February 18, 1997-Decided June 25, 1997

7 ., 2 This case concerns the legitimacy unzder Rule 23 of the Federal Rules

L - , , of Civil Procedure of a class-action certification sought to achieve
s ~~global settlementofcu rrent and future asbestos-related claims. Never

intending to litigate, tlhe settling parties-petitioners and the repre-
sentatives of the plaintiff class described below-presented to the

I,, ' District Court a class Fction complaint, an answer, a proposed settle-
u m~~ienit agreement, and ajobit motion for conditional class certification.

The complaint identifes nine lead plaintiffs, designating them and

members of their families as representatives of a class comprised of
all persons who had not previously sued any of the asbestos-
manufacturing compahies that are petitioners in this suit, but who

C(V) had been exposed-upatiopauy or through the occupational ex-K powure of a spouse or lousehold member-to asbestos attributable to a
petitioner, or (2) wos> spouse or family member had been so exposed.
Potentially hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions, of individuals

Imay fit this descriptiqn. All named plaintiffs alleged exposure; more

than half of them alleged ialready eniested physical injuries; the
others, so al ed "expcsr ly~lclaimants 'alleged that they had not
yet, manifrted any a bstos-reltea condition. The complaint delin-
eated~no s asses; all named plairtiffs were designated as represent-
i atves of the entire class.

The Oe~ e tive agr ement, inter~ai, (1) proposed to settle, and to

r preclude nearly all clss membes from litigatg, clans not previous-

| . *.> .. -.. < .* ly filed aghst petitinehs;!(2) [detahed man adm strative m~nechanism
. ~~~~~and a schedue of pas ents to comp~nsate class members who meet

defined l'sture anid medicl~ c iliteria; (3) described four categories of

r ~, > , ^ , i,; > . cow penhie cancers adnonml~at conditions and' specified the~
LW .> <.-;.,;,+_ A' S 2 1' ] ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
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Before: BECKER, GREENBERG, and WELLFORD, Circuit Judges. [FN***]

FN*** Honorable Harry W. Wellford, United States Circuit Judge for the Sixth
Circuit, sitting by designation.

*617 OPINION OF THE COURT

BECKER, Circuit Judge.
Every decade presents a few great cases that force the judicial system to choose

between forging a solution to a major social problem on the one hand, and
L preserving its institutional values on the other. This is such a case. It is a
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class action that seeks to, settle the claims of between 250,000 and 2,000,000 Lt
individuals who have been exposed to asbestos products against the twenty
companies known as the Center for Claims Resolution (CCR). [FN1] Most notably,
the, settlement would extinguish asbestos-related causes of action of exposed
individuals who currently suffer no physical ailments, but who may, in the
future, develop possibly, fatal asbestos-related disease. These "futures claims"
of "exposure-only" plaintiffs would be extinguished even though they have, not yet
accrued.

FNI., The CCR Companies are Amchem Products, Inc.; uA.,P. Green Industries,,
Inc .; Armstrong World Industries, Inc..; Asbestos Claims,, Management Corp.
(formerly known, as,,National Gypsum Co.); CertainTeed Corp.; CL.E. Thurston'
and ,Sons, Inc.; Dana Corp.; Ferodo America, Inc.'; Flexitallic ,Inc.; GAY
Building Materials Corp,.; II..U. North, America,, Inc.,; Maremont Corp.;
National Services, Industries, ,Inc.; Nosroc Corp. ;, Pfizer Inc.; Quigley!
Co.;, 'Inc.; Shook Z & Fletcher Insulation Co.; T & IN, plc, Urion Carbide,
Corp.; and, ,Unitec. States Gypsum Co.
All of the CCR defendants stopped manufacturing asbestos products circa
1975.,, Thee assetsiof the CCR companies, togjether with their insurance
coverage, represent a significant portion ,of the ,funds that will,;I ever be
availa be to pay asbestos-rellated claims.

The settlement, ,memorlalized in ,a, 106 page document, Iswas not craftedlovernight. A,
Indeed, more than, a case, this ,.i,a saga, reflecting the efforts, of creative l
lawyers and Jan extremely able, ,d strict judge to deal, with the asbestos litigation
explosion. Asbestos litigation has, burdened the dockets ,of many state and
federal 'courts, and has particularly challenged the capacity of the federal
judicial system. The ,resolution, posed in this settlement is arguably a brilliant
partial solution, to the iscourge |fasbestos ,, that ,has heretofore, defied, global
management in any venue. ',l

However, against the need for effective resolution of the asbestos crisis, we
must balance the integrity of the judicial system. Scholars have complained that
the use of h class actions to resolve-,mass toxic torts, particularly those r
involving futures claims, imprerly involves the judiciary in the crafting of
legislative solutions to vexing 'social problems. These criticisms are, not merely
abstract;, they are levied in terms of the fundaments,1 of the federal judicial
polity: jurisdiction, justiciability, notice, and the requirements of Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 23. Ea
This opinion addresses appeals of the district court's September 22, 1994,
preliminary injunction, which prohibits members, of the so-called Georgine class
from pursuing asbestos-related personal injury claims in any other court pending
the issuance of a final order in this case. The appellants ("objectors") are
three groups of individuals with aligned interests who challenge the district
court's injunction: the "Windsor Group"; the New Jersey uWhite Lung Group";
and the "Cargile Group" (mesothelioma victims from California) .1 The objectors
challenge the district court's jurisdiction (both personal and subject matter)
over the underlying class action,, the justiciability of the case, the adequacy of
class notice, and the propriety of classcertification under Federal Rule of L

Copr. © West 1997 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works
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L Civil Procedure 23.

Although we have serious doubts as to the existence of the requisite
jurisdictional amount, justiciability, adequacy of notice, and personalL jurisdiction over absent class members, we will,'for reasons explained below,
pass over these difficult issues and limit our discussion to the class
certification issues. We conclude that this class meets neither the 23(a)

L requirements of typicality and adequacy of representation, nor the 23(b)(3)
requirements of predominance and superiority. In In re General Motors Corp.
Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Products Liability Litigation, 55 F.3d 768 (3d Cir.)

E [Hereinafter GM Trucks 1, cert. denied sub nom. General Motors Corp. v. French,
X --- U.S., - , 116 S.Ct. 88, 133 L.Ed.2d 45 (1995), we held that, for settlement

classes, the 23(a) requirements must be applied as if the case were going to be
C~ litigated. 'We now hold that, because the 23(b)(3) requirements protect the same

L interests in fairness and efficiency as the 23(a) requirements, *618 and because

"[t,]here is no language in [Rule 23] that can be read to authorize separate,
liberalized criteria for settlement classes," id. at 799, the 23(b) (3) criteria

L must also be applied as if the case were to be litigated. While, the better
L policy may be to alter the class certification inquiry to take settlement into

account, the current Rule'23 does not permit such an exception.
Examined as a litigation class, this case is so much larger and more complex
than all other class actions on record that it cannot conceivably satisfy Rule
23. Initially, each'individtial plaintiff'ssclaim raises radically different

C factual and legal issues from those of other plaintiffs. These differences, when
L exponentially magnified by choice of law considerations, eclipse any common

issues in this case. In such circumstances, thelpredominance! requirement of Rule
23(b) cannot be met. -Furthermore, this amalgamation of factually and legally

L7 different plaintiffs creates problematic conflicts',of interest, which thwart
fulfillment of the typicality and adequacy 'of representation requirements of Rule
23(a). Primarily, the interests of the exposure only plaintiffs are at odds withL those of the presently injured': the former have an interest in preserving as
large a fund as possible while the latter sleek toqrmaximize front-end benefits.

This class also fails Rule 23(b) 's superiority prong. Even utilizing theL management techniques pioneerediby the Federal Judicial Center, we do not see how
an action of thins magnitude and lcomplexi iycould practically',be tried as a
litigation class. This problem, when combined with the serious fairness concerns
caused by the inclusion of futures claimsi, make i1l impossible to conclude thatr this class action is superior to alternativ means of adjudication.

L. For the reasons we have preliminarily outlined,1 and which we will now explain in

depth, we will vacate theldistrict courtll'sordr certifying the plaintiff class
and remand with directions to decertify theoclass and vacate the injunction. We

L recognize thatiour decision undermines the partial solution to the asbestos
litigation crisis. However,, iin doing so; we avo'id a serious rend in the garment

r of the federal judiciary that would resultli fro the Court, even with the noblest
L motives, exercising power that it lacks. We thusilllleave legislative solutions to

legislative channels. l

I. BACKGROUND FACTS AND NPROCEDURAL HISTORY
Reciting the background facts and procedural history of this case could consume
pages by the dozen. This history is, however, already well known. It has been
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ronicled in the opinion of the district court, see Georgine v. Amchem Prods., L
-., 157 F.R.D. 246, 254-67 (E.D.Pa.1994); in the Cornell Law Review, see
-nposium, Mass Tortes:, Serving Up Just Desserts, 80 Cornell L.Rev. 811 (1995); 7
i has even surfaced on the Continuing Legal Education (CLE) circuit, see Legal US
telligencer (Philadelphia), Jan 31, 1996, at 34 (announcing a CLE Course on the
essons of Georgine"). [FN2] In short, the asbestos law worldl1knows this case
ckwards and forwards. We shall, therefore,, set forth only the essentials.

FN2. In addition to the Cornell Law Review Symposium, numerous articl'es ,4lhave
addressed the issues raised in this case. 'See, e.g., John iQ. Coffee, Jr.,
Class Wars:, The Dilemma of the Mass Tort Class Action, 95 Colum. L.Rev. LJ
1343 (1995)l(arguing for prudential limits on masstort class actions and
using this class action as a case study); iRichard A. Nagareda, Turning-,,From
Tort to, Administration, 54 Mich. L.'Rev. 899 (1996) ' l(discussing judicial,,
review of mass tort settlements Iand'focusing in part on this case); Note,
And Justici.ability for All?: tFuture.sInjury Plaintiffs and the tSeparation of-
Powers, 109 Hav,-,y 'L.Rev. 10661 (1996) (addressing the, justiciability of K
futures clalim~sD) l"d W ;; :¢ 1

A. The Genesis of the Case,,,
As case arises against, the background of anjp Iasbestos litigation crisis:
-This] is a tale of danger known Kinl the ll930sl, exposurte inflicted upon millions
Americans in the 1940s and 1950s', inX'Juries that began to take their toll in 7
Ž 1960s, and a flood~of lawsuitsq!IiPeginning inm theq ,l70s.I -On the basis of past
I current filing data,,and becau's'e ofa latency period that may last as long as
years for some asbestos. relatedll diqseases, acontning stream ofcla ms can be
.ected. The *619 final toll of abestpos related ,!,njtuies is uinknown.,J
3dictions have been made of 2 Q%9 00 asbesiosf disease deaths before the year
)0 and as many as 265,0,00 lby the' yearL2015.'
The most objectionable ,aspects of asbesltos litigation can be briefly
nmarized: dockets in both federha and, stte, courts 1 ~1 continue to grow; 'long
.ays are routine;' trials arel itoo 1,long; ihth 1 [ same, issues are litigated, over and
3r; transaction costs'lexceed the victimsl trcovezry~by nearl, twolk to one;
iaustion iof assets threatens, adl, istorltal,,,,tste process; and ,future claimants K

lose altogether. i1'
ire Asbestos .Prods. Li"b. JLiti4 (No. VI), 771 F~s up., 41,11 418-19
P .M . L . 19 91 ) ( quoting. 9 Rep~ort 1 of 4 hlll Fe PreJudicial Confrence Ad Hoc Committee on
)estos, 1-3 (1991)) (foo'tnote 'omli.tted).' I i
,eking, solutions to theo asbestos Ilitigation crisis , 1 1 eight ~federal judges with
;nificant asbestos expeprencxewrote' to the'Ju,1dicial Panel. pn Multidistrict
:igation (,"MDL Panel"), urging ilt to, consolidate alll jhel federal asbestos K
,igation in a single distr!ict. ehesej1judges ,argued: that ,lonbsolidation would
.cilitate global settlements, 'an e low. te transferee court, to fully explore

national disposition pechniqem l sch as ,classes', d subv'classesaunder Rule
Georgine, 157 F.R.D. at 265 (citation and internal qotationslomitted).

MDL Panel ag~reed, transferring!ll pending federal courtl asbestos cases that
-e not yet on trial to thei,.Easter Districtiof Peii vania, 1 and assigning them
Judge Charles R., Weiner for ,consoldatedj lpretriall proceedings, See In re

Copr. C West 1997 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. iWorks r
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w as}3bestos Prods. Liab. Litig. (No. VI), 771 F.SUpp. at 424.

After the MDL Panel transfer, steering committees for the plaintiffs and

defendants were formed and commenced global settlement negotiations.' Judge

Keiner appointed two of the class counsel in this case, Ronald Motley and Gene
Locks, as co-chairs of the Plaintiffs' Steering Committee. Counsel for CCR were

active participants on the Defendants' Steering Committee.
When these negotiations reached an impasse, class counsel and CCR beganE negotiations to resolve CCR's asbestos liability. After a year of discussions,
the two sides reached a settlement agreement, and then filed this class action.

B. Proceedings in the District Court

a, On January 15, 1993, the named plaintiffs filed a complaint on behalf of a class
consisting of (1) all persons exposed occupationally or through the occupational
exposure of a spouse or household member to asbestos-containing products or

asbestos supplied by any CCR defendant, and 12) the spouses and family members of

id such persons, who had not filed an asbestos-related lawsuit against a CCR
LJ defendant as of the date the class action was commenced. 1FN3] Five of the named

plaintiffs allege that they have sustained physical injuries as a result of
exposure to the defendants' asbestos products. Four named plaintiffs allege that

they have' been exposed to the CCR defendants' asbestos- containing products but

have not yet sustained 'lany asbestos-related conditio'on. On December 22, 1993, the

settling parties stipulated to the substitution of Robert A. Georgine for Edward

Fr J. carlough as the lead plaintiff, and the caption of the case has been *620

L changed accordingly. gee Georgine, 157 F.R.D. at 257 n. 1. We thus refer to the
plaintiff class as theiGeorgine class.

FN3. The complaint defines the class as follows:
(a) All persons (or their legal representatives) who have been exposed in
the United States oir its territories (or while working aboard U.S. military,
merchant, or passenger ships), either occupationally or through the

LI occupational exposure "of a spouse or household member, to asbestos or to

asbestos-containing products for which lone or more of the Defendants may
bear legal liability and who, ~as of January 15, 1993, reside in the United

States or its terrttories, and who have not, as of January 15, 1993, filed a
lawsuit for asbestos-related personal injury, or damage, or death in any

state or federal court against the Defendant(s) (or against entities forr whose actions or omisslions the Defendant(s) bear legal liability)-
(b) All spouses, parents, children, and other relatives (or their legal
representatives) of the olass]]] membersdescribed in paragraph (a) above who
have not, as of January 15., 1993r,, filed a lawsuit for the asbestos-related
personal injury, or, a F age>, or death of a class member described in
paragraph (a) above'.in any atate or federal court against the Dfefendant(s)
(or against entities f or whose actions or omissions the Defendant(s) bear
legal liailty).

The complaint asserts variouis legal theories, including (1) negligent failure to
C warn, (2) strict liability, (3) breach of express and implied warranty, (4)

negligent infliction, of emotional distress, (5) enhanced risk of disease, (6)
medical monitoring, and (7) civil conspiracy. Etah plaintiff seeks unspecified

l Copr. C West 1997 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works
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damages in excess of $100,000.
On the same day, the CCR'defendants filed an answer, denying the allegations of
the plaintiffs, class action complaint and asserting eleven affirmative defenses.
Also on the sameday, the,,plaintiffs and defendants ("the settling parties") K
jointlyfiled a motion seeking conditional class certification for purposes of
settlement accompanied by a stipulation of settlement. [FN4] Simultaneously, the
settling parties concluded another agreement: class counsel agreed to settle
their inventoriesof,,,pending'asbestos claims--claims that were expressly excluded
from the class action--against the CCR defendants for over $200 million.

FN4. Additionally>, on January 15, theCCRdefendants filed a third party K
action against their insuarers, seeking a declaratory judgment that,,the
insurers are liable 'Ihfor the costs of the settlement. The insurance
litigation is Utill ,lpending in the, district court. See, e.g., GeorgLne v. s,
.1Amchem Prods., Innc~sNq. 93-0215, 1994 WL 502475 (E.D.Pa., ept. 2, 1994).

Amphem~~~~~~~~' Pi 93 2 2, F

The stipulation of "sett'lement jpurports to settle all present and future.claims
of class members 'for"laslestos-relatedpersonalinjury or wrongful death against Li
the CCR meersa, fthat wereot filed before January 15, 1993. ",The stipulation
establishesd qan adminlistrative !procedure ,.that ,providesi iompensat~ion for, claimants
meeting'specified e xosure and medical criteria. Ifthe exposure'criteria are
met, the stip'ulatio provides lcompensationfor four categories of, disease
mesotheliomaj, LIlung ilIcance certain"othercancers" (includi ng clon- rectal, p
laryngeal, 1esophageali, andl1 stomach cancer',) iand, "non-malligiont,[co6nditions"
(asbestosis and bilateral pleural thickening)., ThestipuJation provides, !

objective criteria for medical diagnoses. For those claimants that qualify, the
stipulation fixes a range of ,damages that CCR will aw rd ,, orojeachr disease, and K
places ,caps'both on the amount that a,,particulark,,fvicdt mmayl recyer ,and ,onlthe
numberiiof qualifying cla3ims'that tmay be paid4lsin'any glven year. , ,I
Claimants ,f ound to havel I"extraordinary" claims lanib# awadd more than the cap ,

allows, bu+ inly a mlited'lnu ner,,of OlaimsqIthriee, per enti!iifIrthe tptalinumber of L
qualified messotheligma, 1' el ;ancer andl "otheracance laims,; ,and up to one
percent' of lthetota l ubr tIor qualijfid "norJ-maignat lconditions"',claims) can
be f ound to be if ¶extr46r' ay 'rtheroe t~ totar ~iauount of compensation
available, Ito Ictirns1 t such clai s is t''it eap[ Payment undetr the
settlementi isnot difteyars -
The stipulaisedoes liaot somi clmntsfhqp alifyf]'or paymlenctbut are,,
dissatisfie 7 th thjeIeLn ffr4 yf C top ule, their llclaims 'in court.
However,1 fearI Iunb i|e Ifl t cl aimants who can take

adcevantioe 0Feli5De jL kA9 lii o hett'lemnt i-" nfi~ a t'on Mespthlimal F7

and lung ci9 No C~c6nc iraimsl, and onehalf of a LW
percent of 'd~nia aitatlc in" epevosyea&r maiiy' Isue in
the tort snii .'JIifsirr eeaf budtthej'settlement
in perpetuty,' the,4 ape~at ae not so lii .Ec eedptmycos to d
withdraw fom the setl en ftrten Lyears.'

The claim -sertd by epsuei ol la~intiff s-~-claims fort increa'sed risk
of cancer, fe6A 11Of ~ Jts; 6,1-'Aited, inury, and mIpdical monitoring--

nt I -i ~ f t temn. In adiin, "Pleural",receiv ropamnne te srplat6ion
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L. claims, which involve asbestos-related plaques on the lungs but no physical
impairment, receive no cash compensation, even though such claims regularly

r- receive substantial monetary payments in the tort system.
L On the other hand, the settlement does provide exposure-only and pleural

claimants with significant benefits. First, the stipulation tolls all statutes
r of limitations, so that any claim that was not time-barred when the class action

was commenced may be filed at any time in the future. Thus, unlike in the *621
tort system, where pleural claimants may have to rush to file suit on discovery
of changes in the lining surrounding their lungs (before their. full injuries are
known), under the stipulation claimants do not submit their claims until they
develop an impairing illness. Second, the stipulation provides certain
"comeback" rights, so that claimants who have been compensated for a non-

F malignant condition may file a second claim and receive further compensation if
L they later develop an, asbestos-related cancer. It is estimated that almost

100,000 claims will be paid under the settlement over the courseQof the next ten
t ~years. [FN5]

FN5. The terms of the Stipulation are discussed in greater detail in
Georgine, 157 F.R.D. at 267-86.

On January 29, 1993, Judge Weiner conditionally certified this opt-out class.
He then referred the matter to Judge Lowell A. Reed for the establishment of
settlement procedures and the resolution of objections to the settlement. Judge
Reed held hearings on a number of aspects of the case and issued several
comprehensive opinions. On October,6, 1993, he ruled that the court had subject

- matter jurisdiction and that the action presented a justiciable case or
controversy. See Carlough v. Amchem Prods., Inc., 834 F.Supp. 1437
(E.D.Pa.1993). On October 27, 1993, he concluded that the proposed settlement
satisfied a threshold level of fairness sufficient to warrant class notice and

r approved a notice plan. See Carlough v. Amchem Prods., Inc., 158 F.R.D,. 314
(E.D.Pa.1993). We summarize the highlights of these decisions in the margin.
[FN6],

FN6. First, Judge Reed rejected the objectors' contentions that exposure-
only plaintiffs, who may not presently have sufficient physical harm to
state a valid cause of action, lack standing to pursue this litigation.
Carlough,'834 F.Supp. at 1446-56. 'He reasoned that Article III standing is
not dependent upon the plaintiffs', ability to state a valid cause of action,
but that it depends upon whether these plaintiffs have "suffered an injury
in fact which is concrete and particularized, and actual ort imminent rather
than merely conjectural or hypothetical." Id. at 1450 (citing Lujan v.
Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 559, 112 S.Ct. 2130, 2136, 119 L.Ed.2d
351 (1992)). He concluded that "exposure to a toxic substance constitutes
sufficient injury in fact to give a plaintiff standing to sue in federal
court." Id. at 1454.
Second, with respect to amount-in-controversy, Judge Reed noted that "the
sum claimed by the plaintiff controls if the claim is apparently made in
good faith," and the case will not be dismissed unless it appears to a
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"legal certainty" that the $50,000 amount cannot be satisfied. Id. at 1456 L
(citations and internal quotations omitted). He then rejected the
objectors' argument that exposure-only plaintiffs did notmeet this ,

standard. Judge Reed held first that "it is enough that the kind of factual
injuries alleged by the exposure-only plaintiffs--physical, monetary and
emotional injuries--plainly support a claim to more than $50,000.-" Id. at
1459 (citation omitted). He also ruled that, even if he were required to do
aclaim-by-claim analysis of the exposure-only plaintiffs' claims, it could
not be said dto ,a legal certainty that a jury might ,,notaward $50P00O toany
plaintiff. iSee id. at 1462.,
Third, Judge Reed rejected the objectors' Iclaim that the litigation was
"collusive"r-andtherefore, did not present acase or controversy-because,,
the Stipulation-,,of Settlement was negotiated before class,counsel fqrmally
filed thedcomplaintl,!, IIsd. at 1462-66. %Heheld that this [case "is one
involving genuinely ladverse interests,, but, because ,ot , the, settlement, it
lacks a dispute as to the remedy."n Id. at 1465.
On October 27, 1993, Judge Reed ruled that "the proposed settlement is fair
for the~preliminazylpurpose pf decidingqwhether to send, notice to Ithe class
in that it appears to be theproduct of serious, informed, non-collusive
negotiations, it has no obvious deficiencies, it does not improperly grant
preferential treatment towclass representatives or segments of the class,
andlit clearly,,lIfalls within,,ll,,the l;,rangevpilof possiblle approval." Carlough v.
Amchem ,Prods,,., Inc., 158 F.R1D. 314 !320 ,,(E .. Pa.l993) (footnotes omitted). -
He the~n ana yzed the noticel, conc ud' ngt1,at the proposed notice (with L
certain speciffied modificf~laations) r'us~isatifX7Lf.Ied ]fthe equirementsofRules
23(c) (2) And&!! 1) and the uelproeess clause of the Constitution. Carlough,
158 F.R.D. at 333. [I ,` i

Finally, Judgej o1ecttoreIcontention othat, regardless of
the contentiior formi 1-of thel notice plahnl!, notileregaring potential future
personal inj, ry claims, for, past toxicdiexpds~ ,is per seunconstitutional, 7
either becausell suchthi claimants may no t!JIders"t'ddjtaltthey, are members of L
the class or because they cannot make an informed opt-out decision without
knowing what disease, if any, they may suffer in the future. Id. at 334-36.

On February 22,- I994, iafter j~several months !of _pe-trial, proceedings, discovery,
and motions, Judge!Re(ed commenced Ihearing totasissisthefairness of the
settlement. The hearing took eighteen days andi 4i olveqdthe testimony of some
twenty-nine witnesses, 1IOn August16, 1994, ;eI ReedIfiled ,,an opinion approving
the Stipulation fSettlement dfinl lyf the Georgine settlement *622
class. In the course off 4his iopinin, heheldith t te ~cllass met the requirements
of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23| "that t#e sett lement was fair and,
reasonablel and .that noticeto the class mlet the llrX irementsiof Rule 23 and the
Due Process Clause,. rni-SeelGeorgine v., Amchem Prods .V , b1c ,157 F.R.D. 246
(E.D.Pa.1994). (FN7] F i r I i

FN7. Judge Reed later established a new notice and opt-out period, voiding a
prior notice and opt-out period, toiremedy alleqed Iimproper communications 7
made by counsel opposing the settlement. $ee Georgine v. Amchem Prods.,
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L Inc., 160 F.R.D. 478 (E.D.Pa.1995).

Pr The settling parties then moved for a preliminary injunction barring class
tnmembers from initiating claims against any CCR defendant pending a final judgment
in this case. On September 21, 1994, he granted the motion, explaining that theK injunction is necessary because "the cost and time expended defending claims in
multiple jurisdictions would likely result in the disintegration of the Georgine
settlement." Georgine v. Amchem Prods., Inc., 878 F.Supp. 716, 723
(E.D.Pa.1994). These appeals followed.

C. The Contentions on Appeal
Although this opinion will address only the class certification issues, these
appeals have not been so circumscribed. Indeed, far from acceding to any of

t Judge Reed's rulings, see supra note 6, the objectors have also vigorously
L pressed challenges to justiciability, subject matter jurisdiction, personal

jurisdiction over absent class members, and the adequacy of class notice.
First, the objectors argue that this is a feigned suit--and thus is not a

L justiciable case or controversy under Article III of the Constitution--because
neither plaintiffs nor plaintiffs' counsel had any intention of litigating their
"futures" claims, but merely seek approval of a result that plaintiffs and
defendants have jointly pursued. This contention is supported by the fact that

L class counsel presented the suit and settlement together with counsel for the CCR
defendants in one package, after having negotiated with CCR a side- settlement of
over $200 million for cases in their "inventory." Second, the objectors contend

L that the exposure only plaintiffs lack standing to bring their claims because
they currently suffer no actual injuries. Third, they assert that the court
lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the exposure-only plaintiffs' claims
because such claims cannot exceed the $50,000 minimum required by the diversity

L statute. Fourth, they argue that the court cannot assert personal jurisdiction
over class members lacking minimum contacts with the forum, because such class

iC members have not had a meaningful opportunity to opt out and thus have not
L consented to jurisdiction. See Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Shutts, 472 U.S. 797,

811-12, 105 S.Ct. 2965, 2974-75, 86 L.Ed.2d 628 (1985).
- Finally, the objectors have marshalled a powerful three-pronged argument that,
L in this futures class action with virtually no delayed opt-out rights, notice to

absent class members cannot meet the requirements of Rule 23 or the Constitution.
See Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 313, 70 S.Ct. 652,
656-57, 94 L.Ed. 865 (1950). The objectors argue that notice is problematic for
futures plaintiffs because (1) such plaintiffs may not know that they have been
exposed to asbestos within the terms of this class action; (2) even if aware of

r their exposure, these plaintiffs, who suffer no physical injuries, have little
L. reason to pay attention to class action announcements; and (3) even if class

members find out about the class action and realize they fall within the class
definition, they lack adequate information to properly evaluate whether to opt

L out of the settlement.
(1] The settling parties counter these contentions, arguing that the

jurisdiction of the district court is secure and that the strictures of due
process have been satisfied. First, to rebut the objectors' argument that this

lo suit is feigned, the settling parties point out that the district court's
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resolution of that issue in their favor rested largely on fact findings, and that L
this appeal does not challenge any factual determinations of the district court.

The settling parties also allege that, against the background of bitter
adversarial litigation that has ,gone on for many years between plaintiffs and
asbestos companies (and between counselin this case)-, this suit was no more or

less ncollusive " than *623 other similar actions brought and settled. Second,,

regarding the, existence of, the requisite amount in controversy, the settling r

parties cite to precedent (within a checkered body of, caselaw) holding that,

claims for future injury and medical monitoring with accompanying emotional,
distress meet the jurisdictional threshold. [FN8]

FN8. The settling parties also contend that a prior decision in this case,
Carlough v. Amchem Prods.,, I7nc., 10 F.3d 189 (3d Cir.1993) [Hereinafter Gore
], decided the jurisdictional challenges raised in this' appeal. We are

unpersuaded. After the Georgine class action,, had commenced butprior to the

establishmentof an opt-out period, the Gore plaintiffs (several absent
members of, the Georgine c'lapsl)'l filed,a class action complaint in West

Virginia state court. T.e pqqore plaintiffs sought a declaration that they

were authorized to "opt out!uri' olcqf the Geprigineiaction on behalf of a West

Virginia class, and to initiatie their rown asbes'tos class action. The-

distr,,ict, court granted preliminary ,injun-tion as "nece sary, in aid of K
[its] jurisdiLction" n9 tph All-,W4r iand Anti-Injunct on ,Acts, enjoining
the Gore pl~aintiff s fropropecutin gtheir ,separate class, action., On appeal

to Lthis Court, e,,the iGore plaintifE 'il,,,,atr4edltht fthe district court lacked

jurisdicitio tolienjoitn because the distrct , cfurt had issued the

injunctioniibefore,, proyidli3 astnp pprtun ty to ,opt out of

the Georginelic asls, whici Sss toe 11talh prnal jurisdiction

over ~ ~ ~ mir~~ixr~~um contacts ~~~~~Ait 1ef~r and beoetheK
district, cort Lfoddtat it hd Suije mat'ek iursdiction piov ehrI theGeorgine F I !h~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IIl- J
peorgiod actn oPan~ up e dst court's injunction bepause, r
af ter lissuing ic nucin[[Ite iti ~lir~t"establised an Opt-outL
period and foiund that itiIIII d subjct 1atte ij sd ictIo I id,, at 20 0-01.
Although thedistrict c, ourt should ae n iq edlinto its jurisdiction.

before ~~ we ~ie~l~dnji~atqte ds-rict c'ourt's subseun
order cons'tu'd n *"* ialh necessary to support LJ

its preliminary~ilnj uncin.3 Id a ltl. it iqq ukp sture,

Gore ltvery narrowly. Gor heiissue a wereliminarya
injunction ;agaipl i tp anj threaten K
complete ly u, une*irne phejfderal, actiom-wihout a full, -scale

threatene with b0o~ ~.r~ ~~issaction is,

dtermiatinpn , and oI' inut period, even

comrmences, anM "4ta idcx21a niy~-h "may be', bashe'd on the

inifqrmat1' ~~aJydfY~& ~ t 1 1 tecour~t, id.--is

suf ficient to~pottecuts i~sdtto Pii ue aproective

pnrJF=li1mina~y, injunction dimo11ct'eqeio~ie in~thisg -~is

case: the:, prbpritrp , 0rt , ofi jiict t ion,

aftertCop .in Of tes l9 97 N z Claim,,t rio. enjoin F indii dualr
plaintiff fr " m ursuing , 1,1 ,
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L Third, as to the adequacy of class notice, the settling parties submit that the
class members, having the terms of the settlement before them, were in a better
position to exercise a choice than the usual notice recipient who has no idea how
the case will come out. Finally, they assert, though far less convincingly in
the wake of GM Trucks, that the requisites of Rule 23 are met'as well.

r (2][3][4]'Although the existence of justiciability and subject matter
L jurisdiction are not free from doubt, and although we have serious concerns as to

the constitutional adequacy of class notice, we decline to reach these issues,
and pass on to the class certification issues. The class certification issues
are dispositive, and we believe it prudent not to decide issues unnecessary to

L the disposition of the case, especially when many of these issues implicate
constitutional questions. See, e.g,., Spector Motor Serv., Inc. v. McLaughlin,
323 U.S. 101, 105, 65 S.Ct. 152, 154, 89 L.'Ed. 101 (1944) (expressing the rule

L that courts will avoid constitutional questions when possible)'. In doing'so, we
offend no principle of constitutional law, for the jurisdictional issues in this
case would not exist but for the certification of this class action. Absent the
class certification, there is no nded'for a determination' of jurisdiction over
futures claims, the justiciability of such claims, the adequacy of'notice, or the
propriety of a nationwide protective injunction. Moreover, a court need not
reach'difficult questions of jurisdiction when the' case can be resolved on some
other ground in favor of the same party. See Norton v. Mathews, 427 U!S. 524,
528-33, 96 S.Ct. 2771, 2773-76, 491L.Ed.2d 672 (1976)'; Eakin v.' Fauvet, 969 F.2d
48, 52 n. 1 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 506 U.S. '977, 113' S.8Ct. 473,' 121 L.Ed.,2d 379
(1992); United States v. We'athersby, 958 F.2d 65, 66 (5th Cir.1992'); Wolder v.
United States, 807 F.2d 1506, 1507 '{9th 'Cir.1987).

II. APPELLATE JURISDICTION
Although we deem it wise not to decide mQ'st of the jurisdictional issues posed
by this case, we are obliged to cohsidej?'fthe threshold question whether we have
appellate jurisdiction to review the propriety under Federal *624 Rule of CivilL Procedure 23, of the district court' s class certification.

L 5] Although the district court has approved the'stipulation of settlement and
certified the Georgine settlement class, it has'notlentered a final judgment
because the stipulation of settlement"is expressly conditioned on the CCR's
insurers assuming liability for the settlement. See supra note 4. This is an
appeal of the district court's September 22', 1994, preliminary injunction, which
prohibits Georqine class members from pursuing claims for asbestos-related
personal injury in any other court pending the issuance of a final order. The

L; district court issued the preliminary injunction pursuant to the All-Writs Act,
28 U.S.C. § 1651, and the Anti-Injunction Act, 28 US.C.`§ 2283, which provide
authority to enjoin collateral litigation if "Inecessary in aid" of the court's
jurisdiction. See Gore, 10 F.3d 189, 201- 04i(3d Cir.1993). The district court
found that the'injunction is necessary b6ecausecollateral litigation would

r- undermine implementation of the settlement.
[6] 7] [8] An order granting or denying class certification is generally not

appealable until a final border has been issued. See Coopers & Lybrand v.
Livesay, 437 U.S. 463, 98 S.Ct. 2454, 57%L.Ed.2d 351"(1978) (class certification
not appealable under 28 U.S.C. § 1291); Gardner v. Westinghouse Broadcasting
L o., 437 U.S. 478, 98 S.Ct. 2451, 57 L.Ed.2d 364 (1978) (class certification not
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appealable under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1)). This Court has jurisdiction, of course, K
under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1) to review the preliminary injunction issued by the

district court. We further conclude that we have pendent appellate jurisdiction
to review class certification.
[9] In Kershner v. lMazurkiewicz,,670 F.2d 440 (3d Cir.1982) (in banc), we held,

that class certification is reviewable on appeal from issuance of a preliminaryv,
injunction, if !"the preliminary injunction cannot properly be decided without

reference to 6the class certification question.," Id. at 449. We reasoned that if
the propriety of class certification "directly controlsdisposition of the

[injunction],, or [if] the issues are,, in some way, inextricably bound[,,] then
both issuesi must lbeeaddressed in order to,, resolve properly the section 1292(a) (1) L
preliminary injuncti'op. Id. (emphasis in original), (,footnote,, omitted),; accord
Roxworth v.L , Blinder,,Robinson & Co.,9,03 F.2d,186,j208-09 (3d Cir.1990). To do
otherwise xwould lpipnge on the rightto a 1292,(a) (1) appeal. See Kershner,,, 670
F.2d at 449.
In thip, case, class certification directly cot rols disposintion iof the
[injunctions] l." The, Fentire basi ~o he dithitcuru njtgi ion is t o
prote undurlying, ritActl toeiclass was not properly certified,
the di,,strifc~t court,,was w.thout, authorlty to issue its preliminary' injuction. To
give ~ful effect to pthe ppellaet'right t ireview ofthe, injntion, we must
reach ,asscerification. We,,alsonote thatiponce ht Fate
against ,reviewpaxretnolt, sentin thiq case, TMost notably, there is no

indic~~~~~~~~~ai ilas erifIcattion order.
indicaition ttha~trthe l4disktirict lcourrt mighft a-late+ litsFF~ascri~ca~~o re.f
Compare r(ershne, 670e 2d at t essing this ,,cponcern). ,

III. ICLAS CERTIFICATION F.L

[10] To obtain class certification, plI~aintiffs I~must satisfy all 'of the
requirements of Rule 23(a) athii on Oyis On of C.,Rule 23(b). See

NJetzeL 'v. Liberty Pi'utual Ins. noS.,28.,,cr.dnid 2
UJ.S. 10111, 95, s.Ct.I 2415,,,,44 L1t d.2d. j679 1995. fRUl&3( mandates a showing
of (1) numerosity; (2) commornality;,R 4''3)jl t icli,; and (4)'adequacy of
representation: l I, l ' t

One or more members of, a class may sue eorbe sued asrepresentative parties on
behalf of all only if, (1) the_ class :lL6 I L1qn merpus that ljoirider of all members is

impracticab~le, (2) there are Ruestions of law oir fwat common to the class, (3)

the claims ,or defensesof the&I representative parti s arke ,jtypicalof the claims or
defenses of the class,, and (4,I)l the reepresentaatire parties will fairly and
adequately protect the interestsof-t1he class.,,

Fed. R., Civ. P. 23(a). b
[111 We held in GM Trucks that, Alth h" c"t o'ns' bmay certified for

settlement purposes only, Ruliej3,,a) ' rskequir eents must be satisfied as if the

case were going to be litigated.,See 1 lF55' .23d *625i799-800 (3d Cir.), cert. F
denied sub nom., General MotorsCorp. v. French, --- U.S! --- ,,116 S.Ct. 88, 133
L.Ed.2d 45 (1995)n. Strict application of, the criteria issmandated, even when the
parties have re,~ched a ProposodLsettlement ,~, beause

Ris d ed v o as sure that curts wi ntify he common interests of

class members and evaluate thqi1Fnam, odplit. f n ounse p L abilittofil
and adequately protect tlass Fihte £ 1fF F ow:ri !standards for the

ft rul n the f199c7 fh Na t ilU..pGv.ures confronted by
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L courts adjudicating very large and complex actions would erode the protection
afforded by the rule almost entirely.
Id. at 799 (citation omitted). Therefore, despite the possibility that
settlement-only class actions might serve the "useful purpose of ridding the
courts" of the "albatross[ ]" represented by mass tort actions, the rule in this
circuit is that settlement class certification is not permissible unless the case
would have been "triable in class form." Id.

L In addition to satisfying the Rule 23(a) requirements, a putative class must
meet the conditions of one of the parts of subsection (b). In this case, the
settling parties seek certification pursuant to 23(b)(3), which requires findings
of predominance and superiority--i.e., "that the questions of law or fact common
to the members1 of the class predominate over any questions affecting only

r individual members, and that a class action is superior to other available
methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the--controversy. Fed. R.
Civ. P. 23(b) (3).
[12][13] In GM Trucks we reserved the question whether, in the case of

settlement classes, [FN9] the fact of settlement may be considered in applying
L the 23(b)(3) requirements. 55 F.3d at 796. The settling parties assert that in

contrast to the 23(a) factors, which protect absent class members' rights, the
r 23(b)(3) factors promote the "fair and efficient resolution of justice." The

fact of settlement, they argue, goes to the heart of Rule 23(b)(3)'s
"manageability concerns" and thus must be considered.

FN9. A settlement class is a device whereby the court postpones formal class
- ~ certification until the parties have successfully concluded a settlement.

If settlement negotiations succeed, the court certifies the class for
settlement purposes only and sends a combined notice of the commencement of
the class action and the settlement to the class members. By conditionally
certifying the class for settlement purposes only, the court allows the
defendant to challenge class certification in the event that the settlement

L falls apart. For a more detailed description of settlement classes and
their costs and benefits, see GM Trucks, 55 F.3d at 786-92.

We disagree. The 23(b)(3) requirements protect the same interests in fairness
pi and efficiency as the 23(a) requirements. More importantly, we based our

pronouncement in GM Trucks that "a class is a class is a class" in large part on
the fact that "C[t]here is no language in the rule that can be read to authorize

L separate, liberalized criteria for settlement classes., Id. at 799. Whatever
the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules (and, of course, Congress) may ultimately
determine the better rule to be, we do not believe that the drafters of the

I present rule included a more liberal standard for 23(b)(3). [FN10]

FN10. The settling parties argue that In re School Asbestos Litig., 789 F.2d
996 (3d Cir.), cert. denied sub nom. Celotex Corp. v. School District, 479
U.S. 852, 107 S.Ct. 182, 93 L.Ed.2d 117, and National Gypsum Co. v. School
Dist. of Lancaster, 479 U.S. 915, 107 S.Ct. 318, 93 L.Ed.2d 291 (1986),
requires the Court to take the possibility of settlement into account inL applying Rule 23(b)(3). We reject this contention. In re School Asbestos
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Litig. stated, in relevant part:
Concentration of individual damage suits in one forum can lead to formidable
problems, but the realities of 'litigation should not be overlooked in
theoretical musings. Most tort cases settle, and the preliminary i
maneuverings in litigation today are designed as much, if not more, for
settlement purposes than for trial. Settlements'of class actions often
result in savings for all concerned.
Id. at 1009. This statement, whatever its import, does not constitute a L
holding. :'i jIts language is- broad, general, and grammatically permissive.
Moreover, this statement appears in a section in which the Court does both a
Rule 23(a) and 23(b) analysis. Thus, insofar as In re School Asbestos L
Litig. requires a consideration of settlement this requirement would apply
to Rule 23(a) aswelli'las 2,31(b). But GM Trucks held that Ruile 23(a) must be
applied without reference to settlement, thereby rejectingithe settling
parties' argument.

*626 The district court did not have the benefit of OM Trucks when it decided
the Rule 23 issues, and 'it applied an incorrect standard. First, i took the-
view that Rule 23 requirements are lower for settlement classes. See, e.g.,
Georgine v. Amchem Prods.,, 157 F.R.D.L 246, 315 (E.D.Pa.1994) ( "The 'Rule 23
requirements for'l classceritiification ..l are often zmore readily satisfied in the !

settlement context because the issues'ffor resolution by thetCoprt are more
limited than in the litigation context.1). Second, the district court erred by r
relying in significant part on the presence of the settlement 'to satisfy the Rule
23(a) requirements of commonality, typicality, and adequacy of representation,
and the Rule 23 (b) (3)I ,requirements of predominance andisuperiority.- See
Georgine, 157 F.R.D. fat 314-19. 1`But each of^ these requirements must be satisfied
without taking into account the settlement, ;and as i'f the action"were goin to be LJ
litigated. See GM 'Trucks, 55'F.3d at 799.
[14] With a proper understanding of the Rule 23 factors, we turn now to their

application. For the reasons explained below, we6 [conclude that thisll class,
considered as a litigation class, cannot meet thet23(a) requirements of '
typicality and adequacy of representation, nor the 23(b) requirements of
predominance and superiority. [FN11] We will discuss each of these requirements.
Instead of addressing, them in the donv etional sequence, we wil use- a functional
arrangement, linkingllrelated 'provisions. I ' ll.

FNll.' This class;, which may stretch into the millions, easily satisfies the L
numerosity requirement. '1

A. Commonality & Predominance
[15] Rule 23(a)(2) requires that "there are questions of law or fact common to

the class," and Rule!23(b)(3) requires Othat the questions of law'or fact common
to the members of the class predominate over any questions affecting only
individual members." Fed. R. Civ. P. 23. Because 23(b)(3)'s predominance Li
requirement incorporates the commonality requirement, we will treat them
together.
All of the putative class members assert claims based on exposure to the
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asbestos sold by the CCR defendants. The capacity of asbestos fibers to cause
physical injury is surely a common question, though that issue was settled long
ago. See, e.g., In re School Asbestos Litig., 789 F.2d 996, 1000 (3d Cir.),

L cert. denied sub nom. Celotex Corp. v. School Dist., 479 U.S. 852, 107 S.Ct.
182, 93 L.Ed.2d 117, and National Gypsum Co. v. School Dist., 479 U.S. 915, 107
S.Ct. 318, 93 L.Ed.2d'291 (1986). Although not identified by the district court,
there may be several other common questions, such as whether the defendants had
knowledge of the hazards of asbestos, whether the defendants adequately tested
their asbestos products, and whether the warnings accompanying their products
were adequate. See id. at 1009. [FN12]

FN12. The only common questions identified by the district court are (1) the
fairness of the settlement--an impermissible consideration--and (2) the
harmfulness of asbestos exposure. See Georgine, 157 F.R.D. at 316.

However, beyond these broad issues, the class members' claims vary widely in
character., Class members were exposed to different asbestos-containing products,
for different amounts of time, in different ways, and over different periods.
Some class members suffer no physical injury or have only asymptomatic pleural
changes, while others suffer from'lung cancer, disabling asbestosis, or from
mesothelioma--a disease which, despite a latency period of approximately fifteen
to forty yearsi, generally kills its victims within two years after they become

v symptomatic. Each has a-differient history of cigarette smoking, a factor that
complicates the causation inquiry.
The futures plaintiffs especially share little in common, either with each other
or with the presently injured class members. It is unclear whether they will
contract a$bestos-related disease and, if so, what disease each will suffer.
They will also incur differentimedical expenses because their monitoring and
treatment willidepend on singular circumstances and individual medical histories.
*627 These factual differences translate into significant legal differences.

L Differences in amountioftexposure and nexus between exposure and injury lead to
disparate applications of legal rules, including matters of causation,
comparative fault,Iand the types of damages available to each plaintiff.
Furthermore, because wemust apply an individualized cholice of law analysis to

E each plaintiffs claims, see Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Shutts, 472 U.S. 797, 823,
105 S.Ct. 2965, 2980, 86 L.Ed.2d,628 (1985) ,(constitutional limitations on choice
of law apply even in nationwide class actions), the proliferation of disparate

L factual and legal issues is compounded exponentially. The states have different
rules governing the whole range ofissues raised by the plaintiffs' claims:

t viability of futures claims; availability of causes of action for medical
monitoring, increased risk of, cancer, and fear of futureijinjury; causation; the
type of proof necessary to prove asbestos exposure; statutesiof limitations;
joint and several liability; and coiparative/co6tributory negligence. In short,
the number of uncommon issues in this humongous class action, with perhaps as
many as a million class members, iscolossal. a
The settling parties point out that our cases have sometimes stated a very low
threshold for commonality. InlNeal v. Casey, 43 F.3d 48,-,56 (3d Cir.1994), for
example, we stated that "[t]he commonality requirement will be satisfied if the
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named plaintiffs share at least one question of fact or law with the grievances L
of the prospective class." And, in In re School Asbestos Litigation, 789 F.2d at
1010, we stated that "the 'threshold of commonality is not high.' " (citation Am
omitted). But those cases are quite different from this one. Neal involved a 7
class action for injunctive relief,' and thus raised infinitely fewer '
individualized issues than, are posed here. And In re School Asbestos Litigationr
upheld the certification of a nationwide class action for damages associated with K
asbestos removal' explicitly on 'the ground that case involved only property 'L
damages. See,, e.g.,' 789 F.2d at 1009 ("([T~he claims are limited to property
damage, and school districts are unlikely to have strong emotional ties to the
litigation."). [FN13] We believe that the commonality barrier is higher in a V
personal injury damages class action, like this one,, that seeks to resolve all
issues, 'including noncomnmon issues, of 'liability and damages.,

FN13. Moreover, In re School Asbestos Litigation involved vastly fewer
individualized questions than this one. Cf. id. at 1010 (noting lthat the
complexity of causationquiestions in' personal injury suits is much greater
than for property damage suits)l And, choice of law' arguably did not
greatly magnify 'the number of disparate issuese. Class, counsel had made a
credible argument that the Iapplicable law, of the different states 'could be
broken into approximately four' patterns,,,see i and e noted that the
district court could decertifyithe class if lthis prediption provedlto be
faulty. Of course'i, this case Fcruld not be brokeod into~lfanywhere near that
small a number of patterns.

Nevertheless, ,we ,do not hold that this class fails the commonality requirement
because the test ofcommonality[ is subsumed by the11,Ipredominance requirement,f
which this class paninotl'copce~ivably meet. Weproc' ed lcautiiously here because F
establishing a, high 'thres1ld for cpmmonality 'mightibhave Fepercussi6ns for class
actions very different from this [casesuch as ajRiull 23(b)(l)(BA limited fund
class action, in which the action presented claimansts iwithi ,itheir, only chance at l
recovery.
Turning to predominance, we hold that the limitediommon iissues identified,
primarily the single question of the harmfulnessrftlof '.sbests canot satisfy the
predominance requirement in this case. iIndeed, lit HIdoes not even come close. We
start by noting the; Advisory i Committee'Is well-known caution againstI certifying
class actions involving mass torts:
A "mass accident"iresulting in injuries to numerous persons is ordinarily not L

appropriate for a, class action becauseiof the, lielihood 4 that significant
questions, not only of ido4amages but!,of liability and defenses of liability, would f
be present, affecting thelindividuals in diffeent iways. In these circumstances i
an action conductedinominally as a class action woild degenerate in practice into
multiple lawsuits, separately tried.Sr [!L

Fed. R. Civ. P., 23(b) (3) Advlsory[ Notesto 1966 Amendmenxt. K
*628 [16] While, notwithstanding this cautionary not masstorts involving a I
single accident are sometimes susceptible to Rule 23,(bY )' c31) !lass action
treatment, the individualized issues can become overw elming in actions involving
long-term mass torts (i.e., those which do notiiiarise out of a single accident).
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L s the Ninth Circuit stated in In re Northern District of California Dalkon
Shield IUD Products Liability Litigation, 693 F.2d 847 (9th Cir.1982), cert.

At denied sub nom. A.H. Robins Co., Inc. v. Abed-, 459 U.S. 1171, 103 S.Ct. 817, 74
L.Ed.2d 1015 (1983):

L LIn the typical mass tort situation, such as an airplane crash or a cruise ship
food poisoning, proximate cause can be determined on a class-wide basis becauseU the cause of the common disaster is the same for each of the plaintiffs.

In products liability actions, however, individual issues may outnumber common
issues. No single happening or accident occurs to cause similar types of[ physical harm or property damage. No one set of operative facts establishes
liability. No single proximate cause applies equally to each potential class
member and each defendant. Furthermore, the alleged tortfeasor's affirmativeL defenses (such as failure to follow directions, assumption of the risk,
contributory negligence, and the statute of limitations) may depend on facts
peculiar to each plaintiff's case.

Id. at 853 (citations omitted).
Other cases are in accord. See, e.g., Sterling v. Velsicol Chem. Corp., 855

L F.2d 1188, 1197 (6th Cir.1988) ("In complex, mass, toxic tort accidents, where no
one set of operative facts establishes liability, no single proximate causer equally applies to each potential class member and each defendant, and individual
issues outnumber common issues, the district court should properly question the
appropriateness of a class action for resolving the controversy."); cf. Watson
v. Shell Oil Co., 979 F.2d 1014, 1023 (5th Cir.1992) (approving a class of some7 18,000 plaintiffs injured in an oil refinery explosion but noting that "[t]hisLt litigation differs markedly from toxic tort cases such as Jenkins, Fibreboard,
and [In re] Tetracycline [107 F.R.D. 719 (W.D.Mo.1985)], in which numerousL plaintiffs suffer varying types of injury at different times and through
different causal mechanisms, thereby creating many separate issues"!), reh'g
granted, 990 F.2d 805 (5th Cir.1993), appeal dismissed, 5,3 F.3d 663 (5thr Zir.1994). These concerns recently led the Sixth Circuit to decertify a
nationwide class action for injuries caused by penile prostheses. See In re
American Medical 'is., Inc., 75 F.3d 1069, 1081 (6th Cir.1996') ("Proofs as to
strict liability, negligence, failure to warn, breach off express and implied
warranties will aLso vary from plaintiff to plaintiff because complications with
an AMS device may be due to a variety of factors....a).

Although some courts have approved class certification of long-term mass torts,
these cases have generally involved the centrality of a single issue. See In re
"Agent Orange" Prod. Liab. Litig., 818 F.2d 145, 166-67 (2d Cir.1987) (expressingconcern over the difficulties of managing mass tort suits but finding that class
certification was justified because of the Centrality of the military contractor

i defense), cert. denied 'sub nom. Pinkney v. Dow Chem. Co., 184 FU.S. 1004, 108
S.Ct. 695, 98 L.Ed.2d 648 (1988); In re A.H. Robins Co., Inc., 880 F.2d 709, 747
(4th Cir.') ("Just as the military [contractor] defense was central to the case in
Agent Orange, so the question whether Aetna was Ia joint tortfeasor here was theL critical issue common to alil the cases against Aetna, and one which, if not
established, would dispose of the entire litigation."), cert. denied sub nom.

r Anderson v. Aetna Casualty and Sur. Co., 493 U.,S. 959, 110 S.Ct. 377, 107 L.Ed.2d
L 362 (1989). This case, of course, lacks any single central issue.
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The lack of predominant common issues has been a particular problem in asbestos- D
related class actions. For example, in In re Fibreboard Corp., 893 F.2d 706 (5th
Cir.1990), the Fifth Circuit stated:,

The 2,990 [asbestos personal injury] class members cannot be certified for
trial as proposed 'under Rule 23(b) (3). Rule 23(b) (3) requires that e the,
questions of 'law or -fact common to the members of the class predominate over, any
questions affecting individual members." There are *629 too many disparities
among the''various plaintiffs for their common concerns to predominate. The
plaintiffs suffer from different diseases, some of which are more likely to have
been caused by asbestos than others. The plaintiffs were exposed to asbestos in
various manners and to'varying'degreels..' The plaintiffs' lifestyles differed in
material respects. To create the requisite commonality for trial, the discrete
components of the class members' claims and the asbestos manufacturers' defenses l
must be submerg'ed',
Id. at 712 (citations omitted). In In re Temple, 851 F.2d 12609 (11th Cir,1988),
the Eleventh Circuit expressed similar concerns:
Althoughithe record on commonality and typicality of the class. is sparse, the

district court's o;rder on its face encompasses a potentially wide variety of
different conditibxis caused by numerous different types of exposures. We haveno
indication that claim nts' experiences share any factors, other thanasbestos and
Raymark, inl coimon. [

Id. at 1273 (footnote and`citatiozs omitted);.'
We also driawinstruction from Yandle,,. PPG Industries', Inc. 65 F.RD. 566 7
(E.D.Tex.1974),'/ where' the district court refused to certify a much more ,narrowly L
circumscribed asbestos claissl act ion--one brought by former employees of'_an,_
asbestos plaint. ~The c~ourti stated:

IT]he Pitptslu hcorning lanti was in operation in Tyler for a ten year period,
during whi cI peksc s wer'e eployed for different periods of time. These
employees X~re iAvros Isitionsat the plant, and some, were exposed to
gTreater conetr[in f etsds hnwere others,. Of thes emloyees it
I S only naL.ri ht sne fhhr~ had ocuaional ~ diseases When they entered
their emplomnt F itt t~ onn. Tee are other issues that will be
peculiar g dominate in this case, uch as: The
employees w lid pc iiton of the danger of breathing albestos dust
and furthe w ,, t heM z ioyee was given hatrespirator and whether he used it
or refusedait~~s [it.. E

Additionil6 t~paintifft have asserted' vaistheoe of reoeyagainst
tdefens nt d, e riin6a fen t de'a ' nd' f

the the nin defendants have allged dIffering af firmative
defenseS [iiWfl laintif `r thesttutpf iimit maybar

sMen of He iifsIF cit by~t others. seting the te In y ppor the state f e
nowledge [IC c1 ain whch has a significant beariing on, It4e defendants' jduty

to war o 3 Tings alle bhse factors into onsideration, the cLurt is
convinced Ithal t thCnukober~op etions of l awN C and fact wouldrpredominate F
over the~ Co nn iIstians nthcae would ~therefo' rel [d 'dtegenerate,... ,into
multipl l1 Su1tjepratel tIe.
id. at 570 7liFlF FFF F7Man Of th 6a8es cited by the settling parties in supp ort Of class L

certfictionare distinguishable 'because they involved only partial
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L certification of common issues. See Central Wesleyan College v. W.R. Grace &
so., 6 F.3d 177, 184 (4th Cir.1993) ("[T]he district court exercised its
discretion under Fed.R.Civ.P. 23(c)(1) and 23(c)(4)(A) to certify the class
conditionally ... on eight common issues."); Jenkins v. Raymark Indus., Inc.,
782 F.2d 468, 471 (5th Cir.) ("Accordingly, [the district court] certified the
class as to the common questions, ordering them resolved for the class by a class

7, action jury.'), reh'g denied, 785 F.2d 1034 (5th Cir.1986); Payton v. Abbott
L.abs, 83 F.R.D. 382, 386 (D.Mass.1979) (certifying class as to limited common
issues), vacated, 100 F.R.D. 336 (D.Mass.1983). Other cases reliedon by theF settling parties are mass tort cases where it appeared possible to try a number
of common issues and leave the individual issues to trials of small groups of
plaintiffs. See, e.g., Sterling v. Velsicol Chem. Corp., 855 F.2d,1188,, 1197

F (6th Cir.1988) ( ",[Ilndividual members of the class still will be required to
submit evidence concerning their particularized damage claims in subsequentL proceedings."). These cases did not seek to resolve anywhere near the number of
individual issues presented in this, case.
In view of the factors setforth at pages thirty-five to thirty-six, and for the
reasons stated on pagesthirty-six to forty-two, we *630 conclude that this class
fails the test of predominance. Even if we were to assume that some issues
common to the class beyondthe essentially settled question of the harmfulness of
asbestos exposure remain, the huge number of important individualized issues
overwhelm any common questions. Given the multiplicity of individualized factual
and legal issues, magnifiedby choice of law considerations, we can by no means
conclude "that the questions of law or fact common to the membersl of the class
predominate over any questions affecting only individual members,",

B. Adequacy of Representation
[17][18] Rule 23(a)(4) requires that "the representative parties will fairly and

adequately protect the interests of the class. Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(a)(4). The
adequacy of representation inquiry has two components designed to ensure thatL absentees' interests are fully pursued,,. First, the interests ofithe named
plaintiffsmust be sufficiently aligned with those of the aibsentees. GM Trucks,
55 F.3d at 800'. This component includes 'an inquiry into potentia]. conflicts
among various members of the class, see id.at 8'00' 01, bedause the named
plaintiffs' interests cannot align withi those, of absent class mem s if the
interests of different class membersarinolt Ihemselves inlalignment. Second,
class counsel must, be qualified and must serve the interestsof the entire class.
Id. at 801. ,I

__ Although questions have been raised concerning the second prong of the inquiry,
we do not resolve them here,. As we have briefly noted above, the objectors have
forcefully argued that class counsel c.nnot ad equately represent the class
becauselof a c6onflict of interest. In the ey~s of the objectors, class counsel
have brought a collusive action on behalf of the CCR defendants after having been
paid over $200 million to settle their inventory of previously filed cases. The
objectors also adduce evidence that class counsel, as part of the settlement,

L have abjured any intention to litigate the claims ofany futures plaintiffs.
These allegations are, of course, rife with ethical, overtones, which have been
vigorously debated in the academy. See Sympolium, Mass Tortes: Serving Up Just

L Desserts, 80 Cornell L.Rev. 811 ('1995). However,, Judge Reed resolved this issue
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in favor of class counsel largely on the basis of fact findings that theL
objectors have not challenged. See Georgine, 157 F.R.D. at 326-330.
As to the first; prong of the inquiry, however, we conclude that serious intra-
class conflicts preclude this class from meeting the adequacy of representation
requirement. The district court'is certainly correct that "the members',of the
class are Iunited' in seeking the maximum possible recovery for their asbestos-
related claims."I' Georgine,, 15,7 F.R.D. at 317,(citation omitted). But the l
settlement does more than simply provide a general recovery fund. Ratheri
makes important judgments, on how recovery is to be allocated among different
kinds of plaintiffs, cdecisions that necessarily favor some claimants ov'er others.
For example,' under ~the' settlement many'kinds of claimants '(e.g.', those 'with L
asymptomatic pleural, thicken'ing) g4et no monetary awaid'at all. The settlement
makes no provision for medical monitoring or for payment for loss of consortium. 7
The back-end'opt. out is limited~ to a' few~ persons'per year. The settlement
relegates tho4e-who are unhlucky enough to contract mdsotheliolma in ten. or fifteen
years to a modest recovery, whereas the average recovery of Imesothelioma
plaintiff in the4 tort system runs into the millionsr tof dollars. In` short, the
settlement' make ~umerou's deocis~ions on which the i'.nt~erests` of,~ di f fereiht" types o
class meimb ersaea~d
The most isalient !conflic't in~ this claIss action isbetee th peenl ijre
and futures p'ainftiFTfsQ Arainlcts, hoewo are idl etinjured would L
want reicd t ir~ ao ts through cas on cornpengation~ Awards ~and limits on

the number o~~~ cl~iims that can'1~e pai~ ech 'y'ear)'. The 'fu~ture-s plaintif f s should
also be reinte"e!t" inpoeci agzst inhflation, in no av.ing preset limits
on how many cases, can Ibl' handle, adin, lirn.t~ingith ablity ,s, 4f dfdat
companies to~ exit the stlmi'. 'rcvr in C~m.so the structure of the
alternative dispute ,respiiiniec ~ salished1 b h settleiezj they
should desire-caUsiatio eprvis inthai[ence eepand
medicine, rather [*31tanfrejg n".c the" wthagn science9 and,
because of the,11adi~fi ftyT Wha scrc[o~'~3 Faldi precaJ c 1g ther 1i~~hlte ol
probably de-p,.s!,Ire deaye o'to.6lk fh oe~'~~Ln ~ fizer,
Inc., 143iF--D 10 1herevaWS~et

compensati~~s~f a~s a~ hat~~e)
In contrat ths h r urt~i~udwui~ ainally"A ~a3,t 'to maximize

current p9u'vbilrhmoec~e& ijue ~~t~f old cae little
about inf laltion-protection. The dreJwydop ulds dby f i1t res plaintiffs
would also bel o'f littl' interest to &h rI~i~~~jL~ ned thit
interests are aganst -such "an opt o3a"ti'mr po.~~lnoi
settlement, ,'tie more~rlikely it'iplic' e [Fnjured~
class representa, es [am a~de ii rebeetF~ nue L
interests adiC1 e6 ~ ~paitff

FN!. . "The'F co eee utre s an'd prke s e n"tily' iinj ;ilt s is
obvios. b ~ng exaPI eii the'depO'Sitip ~et~onV of representative

pl~njtffKA~aBa~n~rner wh~e us~x~1Mdi 1! iti , he

t~~~~~~~uch~nae under the ettem n, d&1't
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deserve to be compensated by anyone," despite the fact that such plaintiffs
currently win large awards in the tort system.

This conflict (as well as other conflicts among different types of claimants)
precludes a finding of adequacy of representation. The class is not unlike the
one in GM Trucks, where a conflict between individual and fleet truck owners
prevented a finding of adequacy of representation. See GM Trucks, 55 F.3d at 801

- ("[W] e must be concerned that the individual owners had no incentive to maximize
the recovery of'the government entities; they could skew the terms of the
settlement to their own benefit.").
Absent structural protections to assure that differently situated plaintiffs
negotiate for their own unique interests, the fact that plaintiffs of different

r types were among the named plaintiffs does not rectify the conflict. This
i principle was explained by the Second Circuit in In re Joint Eastern & Southern

District Asbestos Litigation, 982 F.2d 721 (2d Cir.1992), modified sub nom.
- Findley v. Blinken, 993 F.2d 7 (2d Cir.1993), a case arising out of the Manville
K Bankruptcy reorganization. In addressing a-conflict'created by placing both
a asbestos victims and co-defendant manufacturers in the same'subclass, the court

observed, "Their interests are profoundly adverse to'each other. The health
claimants wish'ito receive as much as possible from the co- defendant

L manufacturers, land the latter wish to hold their payment obligations to a
minimum."" Id.lat 739. The court concluded:''
The clas's representatives may well have thought that the Settlement serves the

aggregate interests of the entire class. 'But the adversity among subgroups
requires that the members of each subgroup cannot be bound to a settlement except
by consents given by those who understand that their role is to represent solely
the members of their respective subgroups.
Id. at 743'. The lack of any structural protections in this case thwarted the

adequate representation of the disparate groups of plaintiffs.V . C. Typicality
> [19][20] Typic lity requires that "the claims or defenses of the representative

parties are typical of the claims or defenses of the class." Fed. R. Civ. P. 23.
The typic lity requirement is intended to preclude certification of those cases
where the lJegal theories of the named'plaintifjfs potentially conflict with those
of the absentees. See Neal v. Casey,"43 F.3d 48, 57 (3d Cir.1994); Eisenberg v.
37agnon, 766 F. 2d 770.,786 (3d Cir.), cert. denied sub nom. Weinstein v.
Eisenberg, 474IU.S. 946, 106 S.Ct. 342, 88 Li.Ed.2d 290, and Wasserstrom v.
Eisenberg, 474 U.S. 946, 106 S.Ct. 342, 88 L.`Ed.'2d 290, and Pelino, Wasserstrom,
Chucas and Monteverde, P.C. v. Eisenberg, 47 4 U.S. 946, 106 S.Ct. 343, 88 L.Ed.2d

g 290 (1985). The inq iry assesses whptherithe-named plaintiffs have incentivesL that align with those of absent class members Iso that the absentees' interests
will be fairly'represented. See Neal, 43 F.l3d at 57.
*632 [21] Some commentators believe that the concepts of commonality and

typicality merge. See 7A Charles Alan Wright, Arthur R. Miller & Mary Kay Kane,
Federal Practi e and Procedure § 1764, at 2413-r47 (1986). Both criteria, to be
sure, seek to assure' that the action can be practically and efficiently
maintained and that the interests of the absenitees will be fairly and adequately
represented. See General Tel. Co. of Sduthwest v. Falcon, 457 U.S. 147, 157 n.
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13, 102 S.Ct.,2364, 2371 n. 13, 72 L.Ed.2d 740 (1982). But despite their
similarity, commonality and typicality are distinct requirements underRule 23.
See Hassine v. Jeffes, 846 F.2d 169, 176 n. 4 (3d Cir.1988) (O '[C]ommonalityr
like,'numerosity' evaluates thesufficiency of the class itself, and 'typicality'
like 'adequacy of representation' evaluates the sufficiency of the named
plaintiff...."); Weiss v. York Hosp., 745 F.2d 786, 810 n. 36 (3d Cir.i984),
cert.,denied,,470 U,.S. 1060, 105 S.Ct. 1777, 84 L.Ed.2d 836, and cert. denied sub
nom. Medical and Dental Staff of York Hospital v. Weiss, 470 US. ,1060,,105 S.Ct.
1777, 84 L,.Ed.2d 836 (1985). lWe think that typicality is moreakin to adequacy
of representation: both look to the potential for conflictsinthe class.
As our discussion of commonality and predominancemake ,clear, this class is a
hodgepodge of factually as well as legally jdifferent plaintiffs. Moreover, as
our discussion' of adequacy of representation shows,, these differences ,,[create
problematic conflicts of interestamong ,different members of the class. ,These
problems lead us, to hold that n-o set of representatives canbe "typical" of this
class. Even though thenamedjplaintiffs include a fairly representative mix of
futures and inj~ured plaintiffs,the , underlying Ilack of commont lityr and attendant
conflictsnecessarily, destroy the possibility ,of typicali See In re American L
Medical Sys., ,,,Inc.,, 75 F.3d 1069,6 61082, (6thl ^ ir.1996) I("EWe~ iow ,from the
amended complawint that each pla#iztiff useda, diffe'rent fatJl t each, a
experienced a t~i t d ict .,.~ Th~esallegations 1 estalisha
claim typical to each other, let alone,-Ida Lchlass."). dTh[eclaims of thejname!
futures plaintiffs are not typicall ,of,,thelinIured class coversely,
the cla imof t ed jured plaintiffs s 11are rnot typiieal tht futures, class
members. 1 li
Even if itq s class included ohlyl 'futu be se ptical'I that

any representative coul be deeme4 typj.a 'of e class. i , fo t te
problems ,created by differences in medical, l oniatodrIngcosts ceach
plaintiff's future is cornplete y imcertain,. As' we pointed Ioutan[ ,ur discussion
of commonality, some plaintiffs ;may% 'timatJLl contract mesothel.oma, some ay
get asbestosis, some iwill suff er', les eri~cis pdiseases, and sone wlll incur,

[I .J~ II I 1 I. IM .,,-

little or,, nQ physical impairment .1 Gwen ithese uncertaanties, whichwill
ulti.mately trninto vi ouy ~prdi , the~ futures plalint~iffs'share ,too
little in jcommonto vgenerate a tetative'. nt is la f1 ipossible

tsay thatithe legal theodrie'sIi o Iamd lLTt. a~rei not[ ~in cofdt with thos
Of the absentees, se Neal,L 43[ F 1 7~2seI~br ~ l;Gagn~r [6'2d 770,
786 (3d Cir.19685) or that the named plai3is have incentivest th lign with f
those of,,abJsent class mF iers, I, S 57 . 'I

[22JE[2321 Rule,23 (b) (3) Irequires,1 nad.4ont redominance, "that a class
action issupertorto ter vaila f th ir and efficient,
adjudication of the 3ontroversy " Fe. R [C y.(h.23(b)(3)_ The riqle asks us to
balance,l in terms of-fairness and ffS of a Class action
against t~hose of llalt'erntive, av~l #os f Ad~i dic-ation. See Kat~z v.
Carte Blanche Corp., 496 X'.2d4I)en bcert. ae6nied, 419
U.S. 885, 95 S'.Ct. 152, 4 99' clude that -in this cae a
class action~ has, ser~qiou probld ichother, i
adjudication, a.re -not ouoohe enso
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L~ The proposed class action suffers serious problems in both efficiency and
fairness. In terms of efficiency, a class of this magnitude and complexity could
not be tried. There are simply too many uncommon issues, and the number of class
members is surely too large. Considered as a litigation class, then, the
difficulties likely to be encountered in the *633 management of this action are
insurmountable. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3)(D). [FN151

L FN15. Rule 23(b)(3) specifically directs the court to consider:
(A) the interest of members of the class in individually controlling the

F prosecution or defense of separate actions; (B) the extent and nature of
any litigation concerning the controversy already commenced by or against
members of the class; (C) the desirability or undesirability of
concentrating the litigation of the claims in the particular forum; [and]

L (D) the difficulties likely to be encountered in the management of a class
action.

F Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3).

This class action also suffers from serious problems in the fairness it accords
to the plaintiffs. Each plaintiff has a significant interest in individually
controlling the prosecution of separate actions. See supra note 15 (Fed. R.L .iv.P.23(b)(3)(A)). This is not a case where "the amounts at stake for
individuals [are] so smalL that separate'suits would be impracticable." Fed. R.

e Civ. P. 23(b)(3) Advisory Notes to 1966'Amendment. Rather, this action involves
claims for personal injury and death--claims that have a significant impact on
the lives of the plaintiffs and that frequently receive'huge awards in the tortj system. See Yandle v. PPG Indus., Inc., 65 F.R.D. 566, 572 (E.D.Tex.1974)
(" The court finds that the members'of the purported class have a vital interest
in controlling their own litigation because it involves serious personal injuries
and death>in some -cases."))1. Plaintiffs have a substantial stake in making
individual decisions on whether and when to settle.,L. Furthermore, inthis class action, plaintiffs may become bound to the settlement
even if they are unaware of the class action or lack sufficient information to

r- evaluate it. Problems in adequately notifying and informing exposure-only
plaintiffs of what is at stak6' in this class action'may be insurmountable.
First, exposure-only plaintiffs may not know that they have been exposed to
asbestos within the terms of this class action. Many, especially the spouses of
the occupationally exposed, may have n6oknowledge of the exposure. For example,
class representatives LaVerne Winbun and Nalfssica Kekiides di not learn that
their husbands had been occupationally exposedlto asbestos until the men
contracted mesothelioma. Second, class members whokknow of their exposure but
manifest no physical disease may pay little attentionito class action'
announcements. Without physical injuries, people arhe unlikely to be on notice
that they can give up causes of action that have notlyetlaccrued. Third, even if
class members fpind out about the class action anid realize they fall within the
class definition, they may lack adequate information to properly evaluate whether
to opt out of the settlement. [FN16]

L FN16. Of course, these concerns would be alleviated to the extent the class
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action provided for an opt-in rather than opt-out procedure, or allowed
plaintiffs to opt-out after they contract a disease. But this case,
encompassing a huge number of futures plaintiffs, is an opt-out class actionin which back-ended opt outs are greatly limited. l.

mplify, the fairness concerns created by the difficulties in providing
ate notice are especially serious because exposure-only plaintiffs may l
ually contract afatal disease, mesothelioma, from only incidental exposurebestos. Although only ,a small fraction oflexposure- only plaintiffs will
op mesothelioma, the disease is presently always fatal1 generally within twoof diagnosis. Prior, to death, mesothelioma victims invariably suffer great
and disability. Mesothelioma can be caused by slight and incidental
ire toasbestos fibers. The disease has been.known tooccur in persons who Cwith an asbestos-exposed'parent,,or,_in householdrnmembers who washed the Lf
as of people who worked with asbestos. Unlike other asbestos-related
rs, mesothelioma has only one medically established cause,: L asbestos L

ire. The unpredictability of mesotheliomla is further exacerbated by the
latency period between exposure, to,a sbestos, and the,, onset of iK the'r disease,illy between fifteen to forty years. As a result;,i~persons -contracting the
se today may have little or no, knowledgeorlmemory of being, exposed. It islistic to expect every i'ndividual wi th incidentalexposure to asbestos to
Be that he or she could, somedayac'onra5ct a deadly disease and make ,alied decision 'about whether to' stay in t1hisl6clasls action.
We make noidecisiononwhether the C 6nsitution ,Por, iRule 23, prohibits J
ig futures plaintiffs, ,to a 23,(b(3 optl)tlc tionHowev)er, it isis that ift his'lclass action se en r some plaintiffs would
nd desp'ite` 6a'doplete lack of f ce orrrterms of theaction.luded that thecually bys a the distric c serious fairness
--ns. Thus, fa'lss, actiono Culaim toagig.!iU. S.a. G nt es. W overr'iative meah.~os adjudic'ation be 9re jt4 oul so i 1,way-to
re this case. See Yandle, ~65 F~RD.Iat ~72As reason the.ority req~einemnt' was ,not sat~i 'fOf of the "
-es cla m~,t~iezk xl be pers t, :"'FdrtO I opot' f theand th me, y,,,e aatctedn

IM7 eror otrp P ' ~ ~ aRtosis, lun <cancero 1 o0a ies
-advantage~s ae lackizn e'ewholly iheffic~l g hr.'iou14 1 o 'l claimantswholy i fx~l i that i[s ILI 'IO ~ ony~ept . Aseries ofride or 71~Tmore nax ;4Jy a a, L ~h~~trpugh consolidation
Rule 42(a z as clas~s ato~ ~d~~ae23,~pi se preferable. Seeilliam W ciwrze r truct i~A ltc~rn~irLalo:Should Rule 23 Be
d?,1 9 4 Mi 1 LRv 1 150), 164 .~)4"msi 1 ~t~aie hardly
.ed to the class t~in n h ~nLie n In~vd uncoordinated
ts, on th~ ~hr " ' a'.ln 1 1 oni n Wrk'o h
Comuittee 966Poeue 1,8L.Rev.35,36(167))<r 'he1 sof iylPoetr (I,8

ye concluded that the class certi id by the d tit court cannot pass
under Rule~ 23 because it,, fails th ~typ~i .tyfF,,anOdIadequacy of
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representation requirements of Rule 23(a), as well as the predominance and

superiority requirements of Rule 23 (b). Indeed, Gm Trucks requires an order of

vacatur on these facts. Moreover, we cannot conceive of how any class of this

magnitude could be certified.
The desirability of innovation in the management of mass tort litigation 

does

not escape the collective judicial experience of the panel.' But reform must come

from the policy-makers, not the courts. Such reform efforts are not, needless to

say, without problems, and it is unclear through what mechanism such reform might

best be effected. The most direct and encompassing solution would be legislative

L action. The Congress, after appropriate study and hearings, might authorize the

kind of class action that would facilitate the global settlement sought here.

Although we have not adjudicated the due process issues raised, we trust 
that

f ongress would deal with futures claims in a way that would maximize opt-out
rights and minimize due process concerns that could undermine its work. 

On the

other hand, congressional inhospitability toclass actions, as reflected in the

recently enacted Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Pub.L. No.

104-67, 109 Stat. 737 (1995), and by its recently expressed concern about the

workload of the federal courts, might not bode well for such a prospect.

In a different vein, Congress might enact copensation-like statutes dealing

with particular mass torts.' fFN17] Alternatively, Congress might enact a statute

L that would deal with choice of law in mass tort cases, and provide that one set

of laws would apply to all cases within a class, at least on issues of liability.

Such 'legislation could dot!more to simplify, (and facilitate) 'mass tort 
litigation

than anything else we can imagine.

FN17. For example, Judge Weinstein calls for a broad compensatory legal

framework to give mass tort victims a means of recovery independent 
of tort

law. See Jack B. Weinstein, Individual Justice in Mass Tort Litigation

(1995).

Another route would be an amendment to the Federal Rule of Civil 
Procedure 23.

iwe are aware that the Judicial Conference Advisory Committee on Civil Rules 
is in

fact studying Rule 23, including the matter of settlement classes. One approach

the Rules Committee might pursue would be to amend Rule 23 to provide that

settlement classes need not meet the requirements of litigation classes. 
The

Rules Committee, of course, *635 should minimize due process concerns, but it

might address them via opt-in classes, orgby classes with greater opt-out rights,

so as to avoid possible due process problems.
The Rules, ommittee 4txight also consider incorporating, as an element of

certification, a test, akin to preliminary injunction analysis, that balances the

probable outcome on the merits against the burdens imposed by class

certification. This kind of balancing might engender confidence in the integrity

of classes thus developed. But this approach has problems too, not only in terms

of the potential for satellite litigation, but also in terms of the impact of the

threshold decision orn the outcome of the case.
Perhaps this case, with its rich matrix of factual and legal issues, will serve

as a calipers by which the various proposals before the Rules Committee might be

measured. While we hope that these observations are useful, we express doubts

r
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that anything less than statutory revisions effecting wholesale changes in the
law of mass torts could justify certification of this humongous class. In short,
we think that what the district court did here might be ordered by a legislature,
but should not have been ordered by a court.
The order of the district court certifying the plaintiff class will be vacated

and the case remanded to the district court with directions to decertify the
class. The injunction granted by the district court will'also be vacated. The
parties will bear their own costs.

WELLFORD, Circuit Judge, concurring:
I fully subscribe to the decision of Judge Becker that the plaintiffs in this

case have not met the requirements of Rule 23. I have some reservatiQns,
however, about any intimation that Congress might or should enact compensation-
like statutes to deal with mass tortsor that we approve any suggestion of Judge
Weinstein "for a broad compensatory legal framework to give mass-tort victims a
means of recovery independent of tort law." See n.l7`., I concurfin the
observation, however, that Rule 23-might be amended to aid in the process of-mass V
settlement in the class action context-.
I am of the view, moreover, that'the' "futures claims" presented by certain
plaintiffs, as described in the court's opinion, do not confer standing to these C

exposure only plaintiffs. !Plaintiffs of this type do not claim presently to L
suffer from any clinically diagnopable asbestos-related condition; they merely
assert that they wereI exposed -to asbestos fibers at some time in the past. In
Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 5064U.S. 555, 112 S.Ct. 2130, 119 L.'E2d 351
(1992), we were reminded that federal-,courts under the Constitution have
jurisdiction to consider,only reall, cases and controversiies.' Id. at 559, 112
S.Ct. at 2135. At a minimum, standing requires: L

First, the plaintiff must have suffered an "injury in fact"'--an invasion of a X
legally protected interest which is (a) concrete and particularized, see [Allen
v. Wright] 'id. [468U.S. 4737],,at 756i [104 S.Ct. 3315,t 3327, 82 L.Ed.2d 556
(1984)]; Warth voideldin, 422 U.rS. 490, 508, 95 S.Ct. 21971, 2210I,i'45 L.Ed.2d 343
(1975); Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727, 740-741, n. 16, 92 S.Ct. 1361,
1368-1369, n. 16, 31 L.Ed.2d 636 (1972); and (b) "actual or imminent, not
'conjectural' orJ, 4h pothetical,' " Whitmore [v. Arkansas], supra [495'U.S. 149],
at 155 [110 S.Ct ll 7, 1722, 109 L.Ed.2d 135 (1990Y] (quoting Los ngeles v.
Lyons, 461 U.S. 95,, 102, 103 $.Ct. 1660, 1665, 75 L.Ed.2d 675' (1983)I). Second,
there must beJ a cusal ction between the injury and the conduct complained C

of--the injury has boebe2'fairly ... trace [able] to thecchalleng ed action of the !
defendant, and not 1#. thEe] 0esult [of] the independent action of some third
party not before the court Simon vy, Eastern Ky. Welfare Rights Organization,
426 U.S. 26, 41-42, Il96 S.Ct.2 1917, 1926, 48i L.Ed.2d 450 (197w. Third, it must
be "likely," as`oppolsed to merely "speculative," that,the injuriy will be
"redressed by aq favor6ble ldecision.'
Lujan, 504 U.S t 560-61, 1112IS.Ct. at 2136 (footnote omitted). l
Plaintiffs bearlkthe ?urden of lestablishing federal jurisdiction and their

standing to procvied.J Lujan 504 U.S. at 561, 112 S.Ct. at 2136; F/PBS, Inc. v.
Dallas, 493 U.S. 215, 231, 110 $.Ct. 596, 607, 107 L.Ed.2d 603 *6 5 (1990);
Warth v. Seldin, 1A22 U.S. 490,1 518, 95 S.Ct. 2197, 2215,, 45 L.Ed.2d 343 (1975). '
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I do not believe exposure only plaintiffs have demonstrated any "injury in fact"
as of the time of filing. Furthermore, I would conclude that such plaintiffs

* have not presented a "likely" as opposed to a mere aspeculative," current injury
that could be redressed at trial. The court's decision in such a case would
necessarily be conjectural at best. Fear and apprehension about a possible
future physical or medical consequence of exposure to asbestos is not enough to
establish an injury in fact. I do not believe that Duke Power Co. v. Carolina
Environmental Study Group, Inc., 438 U.S. 59, 98 S.Ct. 2620, 57 L.Ed.2d 595
(1978), a case involving actual nuclear power emissions, supports the plaintiffs'
position. The case, moreover, did not contain claims for money damages. Nor
does Helling v. McKinney, 509 U.S. 25, 113 S.Ct. 2475, 125 L.Ed.2d 22 (1993),
constitute precedent on which these plaintiffs can rely to support standing.
R Helling involved a plaintiff who was continuously exposed to tobacco smoke in
limited quarters and claimed that he had certain health problems caused by
exposure to cigarette smoke and that he feared further injury if he continued to
be exposed involuntarily to this hazard., Id. at 28, 113 S.Ct. at 2478. Standing
was not discussed by the Supreme 'Court, nor by the court of appeals (see McKinney
v. Anderson, 924 F.2d 1500 (9th Cir.1991)), presumably because the plaintiff
claimed present injury.
In re "Agent Orange" Products Liability Litigation (Ivy v. Diamond Shamrock
-Chemicals Co.), 996 F.2d 1425, 1434 (2d Cir.1993), cert. denied, 510 U.S. 1140,
114 S.Ct. 1125, 127 L.Ed.2d 434 (1994), may suggest to the contrary, but I would
adopt here a prudential limitation on standing, under these particularl-
circumstances, as to exposure only plaintiffs who have not yet manifested a
distinct and palpable injury-in-fact. See John C. Coffee, Jr., Class Wars: The
Dilemma of the Mass Tort Class Action, 95 Col. Law Rev. 1343, 1422-1433'(1995).
I do not intimate that prudence would always preclude any and all suits by
Ofuture claimants",who have been exposed to some calamitous occurrence or'
substance. This view in this case is supported by the testimony of the
plaintiffs themselves. The exposure only class representatives admitted under
oath that they would not have continued with thellitigation in the absence of a
settlement. Robert Georgine responded to questioning:
Q. Have you ever gone to a lawyer for your own personal reasons to file a claim

for yourself?
A. No.
Q. --for asbestos related injury?
A. No.
Q. And why is that?
A. I haven't had a problem.
Q. Is that still true today? That you haven't had a problem?
A. Well, I don't--I breathe normal--I don't have any problems that I'm aware

of. That's not to say that one can't develop.
Q. Oh, I understand that.
A. Okay.
Q. And God forbid, I hope nothing ever does develop, but until you develop an

asbestos-related problem, you have no intention of filing a lawsuit for damages,
do you?
A. Other than the present--present case?
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Q. Well, in the present case, do you believe that the asbestos companies owe
you money? M-O-N-E-Y.
A. Owe me personally?
Q. Yes.
A. I believe that if there was anything that happened to my lungs that was

asbestos-related, that they would owe me money, yes.
Q. But ,,as of today, nothing has happened to your lungs that's asbestos- related

that you know of?'

A. For myself, that's right.

Q. As you sit here today,Iyou are not suffering any emotional distress because
you mightcome down with, an asbestos-- ,
A. No, I am not.> I am not. EJX
J/A 12'04-06 (emphasis added). iAt the fairness hearing, Ambrose Vogt testified-
similarly:
Q. Now, prior toLyour participation in this class action, you had never

consulted *637 with a lawyer for the purpose of filing a claim as a result of
your asbestos exposure, isn't that right?
A. Yes. ! ,
Q. You testified,,under oath on January 12th, 1994, that you were not seeking

money,,damages at the timeL that you agreed to be a class representative in this
case, and at 'the time that the lawsuit was filed? You testified that way under
oath then, isn't that correct? [ L
A. Yes L
Q. And that wastrue thpn, is that right?
A. Yes.
Q. Andjit is true today, it is not, you are not seeking money damages today?
A. Not today, no.
Id. altr1280-81. At his deposition, class representative Ty Annas also made

clear that he would not have brought suit had it not been for the settlement. Id. LJ
at 1179. On cross-examination, Annas stated:
Q. As of today, can you think of any out-of-pocket loss that you've had as a F

result of your exposure to asbestos?
A. Not from mine.
Q. So, Mr. Annas, would it be fair to say that you don't believe you've lost

any money at all as a result of your exposure to asbestos? L
A. No, sir.

Q. So you, on January 15, 1993, had no interest in recovering money for V
yourself from the asbestos companies; is that right?
A. Yes.
Id. at 1178-79. At the fairness hearing, Mr. Annas reiterated even more clearly
that he did not seek damages of any kind from the CCR defendants: L
Q. At deposition you testified that as of January 15th, 1993 that you hadn't

authorized anybody to sue for money for yourself because of your asbestos
exposure, is that right?
A. That's right.
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L Q. And that is correct today?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And when you appeared at deposition, you testified I believe that you got

L involved in this case in order to help to get the case resolved and to help
people before the money runs out, is that correct?V A. That's my statement.

Q. If they're [people exposed to asbestos] not impaired they should receive no
compensation whatsoever?
A. That's my feelings.

L, Id. at 1269-72. Representative plaintiffs Timothy Murphy and Carlos Raver also
stated emphatically that they were not seeking damages of any kind at the time

~ the complaint was filed. At his deposition, Murphy testified as follows:
Q. Let's go back, let's say, a month in time, prior to the communication that

you had with Mr. Weingarten [counsel for Greitzer & Locks] three or four weeks
ago. Before that communication, did you know what it was that you were claiming

F in this lawsuit?
At A. I know what I--that I claimed that I was occupationally exposed to asbestos

over a long period of time.
Q. Did you know that you were claiming money damages?
A. No.
Q. To this day, do you believe you are claiming money damages in this case?
A. No.
Q. So you are not seeking any recovery in terms of money damages in this case;

is that right?
A. No. Not at this time.

Id. at 1124 (emphasis added). Raver testified to the same effect:
Q. Did you conclude in 1991, sir, that based on your physical condition at that

time that you, in your words, didn't deserve any money and didn't need any money?
Ras that a decision that you made?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. When you filed this lawsuit, the one that was filed in January of 1993, at

the time that you filed the lawsuit, had you decided that based on your condition
at that time that you didn't deserve any money and didn't want any money at that
time?

*638 A. That's true, sir. I didn't want any money at that time. Still don't
want any money.
Id. at 1147-49. These representative plaintiffs clearly conceded at the

fairness hearing that, absent the settlement, they did not intend to pursue the
claims in the class complaint. They claimed no damages and no present injury. I
would hold, accordingly, that the exposure only plaintiffs had no standing to
pursue this class action suit.
I concur in the court's decision to reverse the district court, vacate the order

certifying the plaintiff class, and remand with instructions to vacate the
injunction. I would also hold further that exposure only plaintiffs have no
standing to pursue their claims.

Present: BECKER, STAPLETON, MANSMANN, GREENBERG, SCIRICA, COWEN, NYGAARD,
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ALITO, ROTH, LEWIS, McKEE, SAROKIN, Circuit Judges and WELLFORD, [FN1J District
Judge.

FN1. As to panel rehearing only.
SUR PETITION FOR PANEL REHEARING WITH SUGGESTION FOR REHEARING IN BANC

June 27, 1996
The petitions of plaintiffs/appellees Robert A. Georgine, et al., on behalf of
themselves and all others similarly situated, and of defendants/appellees Amchem
Products, Inc. Ltd. (other than GAF Corporation) for rehearing having been
submitted to the judges who participated in the decision of this Court and to all
the other available circuit judges in active service, and no judge who concurred
in the decision having asked for rehearing, and a majority of the circuit judges
of the circuit in regular active service not having voted for rehearing by the
court in banc, the petition for rehearing is DENIED.

Judge SCIRICA would grant rehearing.
END OF DOCUMENT
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1216 August, 1996 Rule 23 Proposals: Review
1217 Introduction

1218 Five years of Advisory Committee study led up to the Rule 23L 1219 revisions published for comment in August, 1996. The Committee
1220 process reflected the important role that class actions have come
1221 to play. The Committee participated in several symposia, sought
1222 advice from an array of individual lawyers and lawyers'
1223 associations, and continually revised its drafts. Many significant
1224 issues were put aside at the time of publication, not because they
1225 had been studied and found unworthy, but because the Committee

L 1226 sought the maximum advantage to be gained by narrowing the focus of
1227 the comments and testimony. The comments and testimony have indeed
1228 proved invaluable. Great effort and careful thought were lavished
1229 by many. Not only the Committee but the bench and bar are indebted
1230 to the many lawyers who voluntarily assumed the responsibility of
1231 participating in the rulemaking process.

1232 Helpful advice does not always make for easier work. The
1233 public comments and testimony did not generate many surprises. The
1234 central issues remain the familiar issues that have been studied
1235 and debated at length within the Committee. The many and various
1236 cogent expressions of deeply held views, however, demonstrate anew
1237 the difficulty of choosing between opposing values. These
1238 expressions also underscore the difficulty of implementing whatever
1239 choices are made. Any language chosen to effect a new choice will
1240 be pushed and pulled through the shredder of adversary contention.
1241 Arguments that might seem captious to those sympathetic to a new
1242 approach will be made by those hostile to the approach. The
1243 hostile arguments may at times succeed, and invariably will
1244 generate uncertainty, delay, and expense. Even with the best of
1245 good will, moreover, the sheer variety of substantive and factual
1246 complexities that beset many class actions assures that
1247 unanticipated ambiguities and some measure of unanticipated
1248 consequences will attend any change.

1249 The immediate task is to determine whether all, some, or none
1250 of the published proposals should go forward with a recommendation
1251 for adoption. This task is coupled with the task of deciding
1252 whether to pursue further other proposals that were put aside in
1253 1996, or still other proposals that have emerged from the public
1254 comments and testimony.

1255 The central issues are identified in Judge Niemeyer's March
1256 memorandum. They are substantively and tactically interdependent.
1257 Interdependence affects the order of discussion. The most that can
1258 be attempted is to reduce the effects of interdependence by
1259 beginning with relatively clear issues and working toward the more
1260 difficult. To this end, the published proposals are gathered in
1261 three groups. New proposals are explored at the end.
1262 The first group of published proposals covers the "when
1263 practicable" revision of Rule 23 (c) (1) and the proposed
1264 interlocutory appeal addition of Rule 23 (f). There was little
1265 controversy about Rule 23 (c) (1). There was substantial debate
1266 about Rule 23(f), but it was addressed directly to the prospect of
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1267 permissive interlocutory appeals. One or both of these amendments L
1268 could be proposed for adoption now, without concern that the proper
1269 disposition should'depend on the fate of other proposals. The only
1270 likely basis for deferring action would be that other proposals
1271 that are notready for proposal now will soon be ready, and that a K
1272 single' package is better than piecemeal' amendment.,

1273 The second group of published proposals coversproposed Rule
1274 23 (b) (3), factors'l(A), (B), and (C). (A),,and (C), drew substantial
1275 comment; (B) drew very little. The comments refltected significant
1276 disagreement about the likelyeffects these amendmentsitwould have, 7
1277 land also about the desirability of the different projected effects. _
1278 The case for going forward with these,,proposals, now 'is that the
1279 public comment process has illuminated the, issues'Labout as 'well as
1280 can be done. If the Committee concludes that they should be
1281 adopted as published, or with modificationsltoo modest to require Jo
1282 a' second round of public comment, they could go 'topr9ard now. The
1283 possible grounds for deferring'laction -[i apart froim the intrinsic C-
1284 merits of these proposals - arise from possible intdrdependence L
1285 with other proposals, present,!`lor 'future, and frtokridl he1Plack lof any
1286 real need for immediate action As for "interaendencd' these
1287 factors were proposed in larg part 'in 'reactidn [t'o the"' poblems
1288 that surround mass- tort css litigatin,' and' particularly
1289 dispersed mass tort class litigation. The C6mm'mtte8 lmay,`l`wish to
1290 consider mass'tort Iitigatiod.further fo rseveral'! reasons. The
1291 most' prominent rea'sons forX'' further ' consideration ''are the
1292 interdependence of -mass tort 'class litigationl with settlement
1293 claslses, and the deeper questions that have4bien Taised abut the
1294 use of'class action's in this setting. As for uircy, the, is no V
1295 indication that district courts are regiil'rly acting in ways
1296 inconsistent with the policies underlying these propo'a4.s Present
1297 adoption might contribute in some small was1 to tdpe4 thoightful fief
1298 evaluation of class-certification requesKt,, ub ta
1299 transformation can, be expected. r b no fundamental

1300 The third group of published propoals 'covers the small claims r
1301 balancing factor in (b) (3) (F), the (b) (4) settlement cllass, and the
1302 hearing requirement added to (e). These p'-oposals are those most
1303 likely to require further deliberation. Fractor '(b) (3) (F) has met
1304 with substantial support and vehement attack. It also is tied to
1305 some of the ,'suggestions fore mendments ,differenh than
1306 published in' 1996.One quite specific tier has been the suggestion
1307 that doubts about the cost/benefit ratio of a small-claims class
1308 might be resolved not by denying any class'but by certifying an
1309 opt-in class. Settlement classes involve issues now pending in the
1310 Supreme Court. It would be folly to attert to go forward with la
1311 rule before the Supreme Court 'decision. Even if the Supreme Court
1312 should deliver a clear and simple decisionwellin advance of the
1313 Committee meeting, the underlying problems re so complex,,'and the
1314 public comments so rich, that much hard 1tbgh6t will be required to
1315 justify a possible i,4eterminatid'n to recommer~d final -adoption 6f
1316 (b) (4) as published. The hearing requirement was added to (e) as

2 Fl
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1317 part of the settlement-class discussion. So long as settlement
1318 classes remain on the agenda, there are strong reasons to keep
1319 subdivision (e) on the agenda.. Many of the comments have suggestedF 1320 that (e) should be amended along the lines suggested by JudgeL 1321 Schwarzer, requiring specific findings on each of a number of
1322 identified factors bearing on the fairness of the settlement. And1323 there is little need for prompt action; it has been recognized from1324 the beginning that most courts require hearings as part of process.
1325 of reviewing and approving class-action settlements.
1326 In addition to the proposals published last summer, the
1327 comments and testimony suggested consideration of several other
1328 Rule 23 amendments. Some of these amendments have been considered
1329 and put aside by the Committee. Some are new. In no particular
13301 order, these suggestions include: preliminary consideration of the
1331 merits as part of the certification decision; generating a new and
1332 separate rule for mass torts; adding a (b) (3) factor that would
1333 emphasize the need for common evidence - implicitly moving awayL 1334 from the focus of earlier Committee drafts that promoted the use of1335 issues classes; requiring greater pleading particularity in classr 1336 actions, in part to serve the same purposes as would be pursued by
1337 the "same evidence" and preliminary look at the merits proposals.;L 1338 adding an opt-in class alternative, or substituting an opt-in
1339 procedure for the 'opt-out procedure now attached to (b) (3);
1340 ensuring an -effective opt-out opportunity for "fouturest class1341 members; adding an opt-out opportunity to (b) (1) and (b) (2)
1342 classes; addressing attorney fees; reducing the problems created by
1343 overlapping and competing class actions; defeating the power of
1344 state courts to certify nationwide classes, mole likely by
1345 suggesting legislation than by ruleakin ; enhancin quality of
1346 notices to class members; permitting notice by samp-ing in small-
1347 claims classes; and measuring the need for class 'lcerti icationLo 1348 against the prospect that effective relief might be obtained by
1349 other regulatory agencies.

I
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1350 I1 Proposals In Mid-Ground

1351 Proposed Rule 23(b)(3) factors (A), (B), and (C) are brought
1352 together in this mid-ground, section. None, of them drew the 77
1353 firestorms of conflicting argument that were drawn by proposed V
1354 factor (b) (3) (F) or by the '(b) (4) settlement class proposal. There
1355 were, however, substantial protests, particularly as to,,factor (A)
1356 These three factors are brought together, however, by ties otheri~~~~~~~ ~~~L
1357 and more important than these rough assessments of J
1358 controversiality. All three factors were inspired largely by a
1359 desire totremind district courts of concernsthatare important in
1360 approaching requests to certify nass tort classes., Each is to some L

1361 extent tied 'to settlement class issues ,'through ,thismass-tort
1362 nexus. None of the three responds to a pressing need for iimmediate
1363 action; to the, contrary, a, growing number of appellate decisions
1364 haveiprQvided much of 1'he focus that these proposals" would have
1365 brought to the text ofRule23(b)i,)., If the Committee 'determines
1366 to study further thetirole of class,,actions in mas.s-tort llitigation,
1367 there ,are ,strong arg entsi for, ,iAncluding these',, factortiin that LJ
1368 study.'

1369 . Beyond thiese ties'lie tw6'o-more fundamental connections to the V
1370 issues raised by the(Wb) (3) }F]') 'prcpposal. One, is therole of t
13771 (b)'(3) opttioni, to request exclugion from the clasis. Thei'fa tor (A,)
1372 discussion ',focuses orP the pragmatic factors thatl may make the opt-
13i73 out 'opportunity a more 'ol less meaningful.devicefor proteclting the a

.37~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~d ticLee

1374 interest q i en individualt c itigt onin. The flactorl mF) disc n on
1375 thers othed bhad a finl ctteotmm n tapethe very leitimacy teot-out

1385 on allafour prpoe (b(3 fatos (A) (B) (Cad(.Ec

1376 clsses i tand d the optuial bm ustifetcatiior preofn obf
,ereeito. that,' F) ". ItU&

1337, ist hol by wegeTnthee complexon calculatin of predominanher L

1377 representd that mte satisfied tot wclosely cbaund toifefirst,
1379 seem' caJtclte t in'it 1ls litigtion to, claims ta renot

1380 tNo lasrgb irede tpo staningu 'jusa aight. Together, slent issues
138 d lleglI nbe` 6f Classes ~nd rai ~~ ubling

1381 ihnlng the vicetinry certification deiin ihtepsil

1382 questionsthat reach out to (b) (1 and (b) ()casses mall.d i

1383 The frequent cost of proposing relatively minor amendments is
1384 underscored by a f inal common aspect of the comments and testimony
1385 on al fsour proposed (b) (3) fpactors, (A), (B), (C) and (F) Each
1386 is clearly intended to be merely an identification of one factor
1387 that should be weighed in the complex calculations of predominance LI
1388 and superiority. None was intended to be in any way an independent
1389 requirement that must be satisfied to warrant class certification. L

13 90 None was intended to be, standing alone, a uniquely salient factor UJ
1391 in the discretionary certification decision, with the possible
1392 exception of factor (F). Lawyer after lawyer, however, made it
13 93 clear that any change in the form of these proposals will become

1394 the occasion for vigorous partisan advocacy, seeking to wrest
1395 unintended advantage from intentionally modest shadings of emphasis
1396 and degree. The cost of achieving modest improvements in the rule,
1397 expressing concerns that enter many well-informed certification
1398 decisions today, will be several years of fractious litigating

4
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1399 efforts to obscure and extend the intended meaning. These comments
1400 may have been intended in part to intimidate by overstatement. The
1401 risk, however, is sufficiently real to be weighed in deciding
1402 whether to press for immediate adoption. The risk may be1403 underscored by the many comments that Rule 23 works well now.
1404 These comments were made most frequently with respect to antitrust
1405 and securities litigation, with employment discrimination added at1406 times.

5
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1407 (C) Maturity

1408 Proposed factor (C) amends present factor (B) to emphasize the
1409 maturity of, "related litigation" and make other changes:

1410 (C) the extent,, en-d nature, and maturity of any related F,,
1411 litigation enecrning the acntrcrsy alreday
1412 cemmnezed by or against involving class members ef n
1413 the class;

1414 There was substantial - although far from unanimous - support

1415 for the view that a class action should not be certified to resolve
1416 a claim that rests on uncertain and still developing scientific LA
1417 evidence. Set against this proposition was concern that any focus
1418 on maturity may be seriously out of place in better-established
1419 fields of class litigation. More elaborate reactions were built L
1420 around this core, focusing in part on the fear that relief for
1421 class members may be delayed inordinately while the class court
1422 awaits the maturing of the class claim.

1423 The importance of maturity was most often illustrated by mass
1424 torts. It was urged that there is a race to file the first class
1425 action, often hard on the heels of the first announcement of a new
1426 theory of injury and causation. The race is prompted by the desire
1427 to become class counsel, or at least a member of a steering
1428 committee. With little experience of the outcome of individual
1429 actions, there is a great pressure to settle and little guidance as
1430 to appropriate terms. Time and experience with individual
1431 litigation are needed. Only time will enable real science,
1432 developed by agencies independent of the litigation, to displace
1433 "junk science," bolstering the claims, sorting out the good from
1434 the bad, or refuting them. Experience facilitates realistic
1435 settlement.

1436 Challenges to the proposal took several directions. In the

1437 familiar vein of fears that a concept growing out of mass tort will
1438 disrupt settled areas of practice, it is argued that maturity is
1439 out of place in regulatory enforcement actions. A securities law

1440 violation, for example, should be corrected by a single class U
1441 action without awaiting the results of individual actions
1442 challenging the same violation. Far from needing time to develop

1443 fact information, fact information is much better developed and L
1444 presented in the framework of a single class action that supports
1445 the full investment of resources required for full exploration of

1446 the facts. E i
1447 In another familiar vein, it is urged that there is no
1448 definition, no "index" of maturity. The lack of definition will
1449 confuse practice, and will provide yet another excuse for judges U
1450 hostile to class actions to deny certification. Meeting this
1451 argument, it was suggested that maturity could be defined - most
1452 likely in the Note - in various ways. One, attributed to the C

1453 Manual for Complex Litigation,'is that a class claim is mature when

6
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1454 individual actions show that it has merit. Another, and the most
1455 popular, was that maturity emerges when individual actions begin to
1456 converge on consistent outcomes.

1457 The lack of definitions also was noted with respect to the
1458 concept of "related" litigation. How much similarity is
1459 contemplated in the dimensions of subject-matter, named parties,
1460 format, or locale? There also may be a drafting misstep in1461 referring to related litigation "involving class members." This
1462 phrase is a style version of the present rule, which refers to
1463 litigation by or against "members of the class." The parties to
1464 related litigation may not be class members, however, because they
1465 have been excluded from the class definition or have opted out of
1466 the class. It would be better to refer only to "related
1467 litigation," leaving any need for amplification to the Note.

1468 Delay is yet another common theme in addressing the (b) (3)
1469 proposals. With respect to maturity, the proposition is quite
1470 direct. The attempted class action is stayed, and most likely all
1471 discovery is stayed as well, until some indeterminate time when an
1472 undefined number of individual case outcomes demonstrate maturity.
1473 Who is to be charged with maintaining vigil over the maturing
1474 process? When is ripeness achieved? How long are courts prepared
1475 to wait if, as may well happen, the individual actions settle in
1476 such large numbers that actual litigated results - most likely to
1477 be in cases that are unusually strong for claim or defense, and
1478 thus most likely to lead to disparate results establish maturity?,
1479 As maturity plods its patient way, moreover, the courts will be
1480 swamped with individual actions.

1481 Specific suggestions to amend the proposal come from a variety
1482 of perspectives. Some are related to suggestions made with respect
1483 to other of the proposals. It is suggested that the Note should
1484 state that maturity depends on part on the state of government
1485 enforcement efforts - that the need for class certification, and
1486 thus maturity, cannot be resolved until there is no clear prospect
1487 of government enforcement. In a different direction, it is
1488 suggested that one of the advantages of maturity is that experience
1489 with the litigation of several individual actions will facilitate
1490 a determination whether certification will meet a "common evidence"
1491 test that proof of the class claim will also prove all elements of
1492 individual class members' claims. This connection should be
1493 described in the Note, or added to a new factor that focuses on
1494 common evidence.

1495 The amendment most often suggested is that maturity should be
1496 a factor only in mass tort classes, and perhaps should be limited
1497 to cases involving scientific evidence of causation. The focus
1498 should be on "the state of existing knowledge."

1499 Other amendments are quite specific. Some way should be found
1500 to ensure that courts will consider as related actions only those
1501 that are sufficiently similar to the proposed class action. It

7
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1502 should be made clear that the focus is on the maturity of the class L
1503 claim, not simply the progress of- individual actions toward
1504 judgment. The progress of the attempted class action should not be

1505 stayed to await the outcome of related individual litigation - if
1506 there is a risk of interfering with the individual actions, the V
1507 individual plaintiffs can be excluded from the class definition or

1508 can opt out of the'class. Related litigation'should be considered

1509 only if it is pending at the time of the certification hearing. i
1510 And the Note should not' refer to the progress of individual actions

1511 - the concern that the class' action may intrude can be met through
1512 wise application of factors (A) and ('(B) and through opting:out of
1-513 the class.'

1514 ,Together, these ,comments and suggestions may support rather
1515 modest changes, in 'factor (C) and thef note, but do not reveal

1516 unanticipated flaws. The fears mostly anticipate improvident
1517 administration and the continual prospect that any change will

1518 generate an initial period of uncertainty. The central focus of

1519 the proposal has been'on situations in which the court can be

1520 confident that there will be sub taztial numbers of individual

152i actions, has strong reason to fear the inadequacy of then evidence

1522 that can 'bee adduced, and has good ref2;ason' fto hoape that significantly
1523 better evidgenfe 'will be developed in th e reasonably near future.

1524 DI spersed mass torts" provided thr imetus',; and well may provide

1525 Tos , t X Ven all - (cClions for 'lc oi There is no' arm I15~26 slayin so ~"HŽ the Note.,Byndta cttrl it, 'teeilittle
152"7' reas'ona tbo'"fear that d efendants will[beguile courts mt 6 ' unwise
1528 diel'y,' 'orIt' that -courtb will be lost'w{lthbut+'a de+finion of
1529 maturity. i' V
1530 'As with factors (A) and (B), the pro pect that factor (C) need

1531 not 'cause significant' harm does not Snake out'an urgent case for'

153'2 adopting, it. The probiem has been clearly identified by the courts L

15333' ofia-ppeals. There may be little remaining need to highlight this

15341 aspectof'superiority'in the text of Rule 23(b)(3). And there will

153$5li bes'btrong reasons for deferring action as long as relalted portions

1536 of ¢Rule 23 remain open, including settlement classes.'

[7
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L 1537 'Factors (A), (B), (C) Note

1538 Many of the suggestions have addressed the Note discussion of1539 proposed factors (A), (B), and (C). The following draft
1540 illustrates the Note that could be drafted in response to several
1541 of the suggestions. The draft follows the present pattern by using
1542 several paragraphs to introduce all of the new (b) (3) factors,

7 1543 including factor (F). As before, redlining is used to indicate
6-if 1544 portions of the present note that seem to present a particularly

1545 close balance in the choice between continuation, amendment, orr- 1546 deletion.

L 1547 NOTE

1548 Subdivision (b) (3). Subdivision (b) (3) has been amended in1549 several respceto by adding several new factors that are pertinent
1550 in findinq whether common auestions'predominate and whether a class1551 action is superior to other available methods for the fair and1552 efficient adjudication of the controversy. These factors, as withL 1553 the present rule, are only factors. None of them establishes a1554 threshold requirement that must be satisfied in every case as a1555 condition of class certification. Any of them mav be important in1556 one particular action, and irrelevant in another. Each of them isL 1557 to be applied with discretion and a pragmatic view of the needs of
1558 successful class-action administration. Parties who oppose classL 1559 certification must not be allowed to wield these factors as weapons
156ff0 of cost, delay, and 'confusion. ICourts must be particularly
1561 reluctant to allow consideration of these factors to degenerate
15612 into attempts to preview the merits of the class claims, issues, or1563 defenses, or to countenance efforts to entangle individual class1564 members in the certification debate.

1565 eO of the ehangez aq.rc The newifactors are designed in part1566 to redefine the role of class adjudication in ways that sharpen the1567 distinction between the aggregation of individual claims that would1568 support individual litigation and the aggregation of claims that1569 would not support individual litigation. Current, attempts by1570 courts and lawyers to adapt Rule 23 to address the problems that1571 arise from torts that injure many people are, reflected in, Po in1572 some of' these changes, but these attempts have not matured to aL 1573 point that would support comprehensive rulemaking. iFactors (A),
1574 (B) and (C)I are 'particularly desianed. to emphasize elements that
1575 are likelv td weigh he'avily' in determining whether to certify class1576 treatment of dispersed mass tort'claims.
1577 Individual litigation 'may affect class certification in a1578 differept way, by rshaping the time when a substantial number of1579 individual decisions illuminate the nature of the' class claims.1580 Exploration of mass tort questions'time and again led experienced1581 lawyers' to offer the 'advice that it is better to defer class1582 litigation until there has been substantial experience with actualL 1583 trials and decisions in individual actions. The need to wait until1584 a class of claims has become "mature" seems'to apply peculiarly to

9
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1585 claims that involve highly uncertain facts that may come to be K
1586 better understood over time. Problems of uncertain scientific A

1587 understanding of the connection between perceived injuries and a

1588 suspected cause provide the central examples. New and developing
1589 law may make the fact uncertainty even more daunting. A claim that
1590 a widely used medical device has caused serious side effects, for

1591 example, may not be fully understood for many years after the first

1592 injuries are claimed. Pre-maturity rpremature?l class L
1593 certification runs the risk ofTmistaken: decision, whether for or

1594 against the'class. This risk may be translated' ito settlement
1595 terms that reflect the uncertainty of exacting far too much from n
1596 the defendant or according far too little to the plaintiffs. L

1597 thE

604 Subparaqraph F~~~~~~~~aco gC, homel u-rva~-atr() a

1598 khm3) lff 'bfi .n pextinent . th e itigatio. c bw~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...... .... ...............
1599 Lind. lso long , . d't> over L

1600 thereis~t noneedt~os deerin whethrthe'' othe. r action ln's ome tQ

1601 ot1~~ ~av~J..leb~e hotf~h 'fia~ fILi en Tad lct

16028 h scoioensthoezlsy a ei controversy. ;,,,IKT t thuiemeiit~ thtte '16049 Subparagraphionlenv-olve cl C), fomberml*'is delet~ed in reco of eerly Jsup(

16012 befnitamnde in fseveralgespects Ohritigation can be
1604 6supar irainh consid eresoln a it rel lyd nisub olvphz z reBgrd h.

1608 thee,,jjtmendedi~n in sev relat-resetso ~tlhhtieo flitigtin thecass be

1601 there is 'no heed-to nwheher "the, otr litiga tion , MSomehl I

6108 'cc~rns the same iontrove hy The reuirement tha the other

160$ litigatibnton nvolve cla s rmers ersis delted in recognitio' n of the1 6 IL factithl o1v eatd litgation mayi in~volve 1 itjg~nt5 -~,who hav

162l opted out ef the cl ass to'i who Iare otherwise t excluded f rom, the clatss' I

1612 definition.m Th, focus, on6thEr l1iti4tion"aready c;iimended" i

1613 deleted, permitting consi derationo litigation without regard tb
1614 the time of filing in reation Lo ythe1 timestof filing the class

1615 acti6n. n yet

1616 more important -hane ini factor`, (C) authorizes
1617 cohsideration of the "Imatu;tVH y f reeated t
1618 dimension, maturity c~an J~rdflect' the n~ede oaod inhterfering with

1619 ~~the iIprogress ,,of r~elated l'itigatina a, ll~vne oard

1620 'Liland _judgmerrnt.! ~this S'~dlmengion of'I mauf may dncourage a
1621 co~urt' to- ex~cludi- pa1r Tes" fOm the crla.sdfnt~n rt tak

1622 t~her ,steps btopotect their ~inte rests'fin, iJpein h related L
1623 fhtgto.QWe t~tplVlisil aris if1out o d dipersedl evenths
162 ~ eee--m~ ity liialso flect's 'th h'ned~o pport clas
1625 adjudication by experilente ̀ ~igained- i di I~lt~ t of
162 6 seera idvidual claims IftersuFso niid~+litigation

1627 ~~belgin, to cophyergel, css1 ajiiatnjmy en prorte Class
162 8 adjuai~cation-~~ may tonti nue~,,~,~IJ to'JJi ~e aporit 8hwever, if 7

1629 ind~~~.yid~ial I ild reutsoL
16309 inidivyid ai~Jtigat ion- deon nstrateesi hascnot yot

1631 aAane freiong o1 supo~ ofifenid deiinoiacl aIS.

1632 ihs dmnin ~ mLirt asgi~t bee 'lutrtd~piaivby F
16,33 =diJ~spersed p~eEsoa -nvr~~s ~ ,~dso ip~ ned to
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1634 insist on multiple individual adjudications before classLJ 1635 certification in the better-settled areas of class-action practice.

r
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1636 III (b) (3) (F), (b) (4), and the Nature and Future of Class Actions F
1637 The full package of proposals published in 1996 was seen by

1638 the Committee as a modest revision of Rule 23. More sweeping C

1639 revisions were deliberately put aside, often without full

1640 examination, as at best premature. Comments and testimony

1641 addressed to the published proposals were necessarily framed by the

1642 perspective of the proposals. The deepest issues were not framed

1643 for debate. Nonetheless, examination of "just ain't worth it" and L
1644 settlement classes stimulated much discussion that, followed to its

1645 roots, challenges the very assumptions of contemporary class-action

1646 practice. Judge Niemeyer's March 15 Memorandum and Preface neatly L

1647 identifies the nature of these challenges. The following notes

1648 provide a more discursive exploration. For want of any clearly

1649 coherent organization, they begin with a general statement,

1650 identify some of the broad conceptual issues, and then return L
1651 briefly to the specifics of the (b)(3)(F) and (b)(4) proposals.

1652 Rule 23: Representation Challenged

1653 Rule 23 is but one rule, yet it has developed to serve an

1654 astonishing array of functions. Many of these functions were not

1655 foreseen at the times of drafting and adopting Rule 23. Unintended C

1656 and uninvited as they may be, they may represent the wise product

1657 of a common-law process that continues to evolve and improve. Even

1658 if unwise or dangerously harmful, these functions have become

1659 interwoven with substantive law enforcement in ways that may put

1660 them beyond amendment through the Rules Enabling Act process. The

1661 argument that the Enabling Act process surely must be able to undo

1662 what it has created - that if Rule 23 is a valid product of a

1663 process that cannot abridge, enlarge, or modify any substantive LJ
1664 right, the same process can correct its unintended substantive

1665 effects - may be sound, but it is not alone the test of practical

1666 Enabling Act limits. There are constraints of gathering the

1667 information necessary for wise decision, of weighing the

1668 information and resolving the manifold conflicts of perception and

1669 policy, and of shepherding the final product through the final step

1670 of congressional acquiescence. Some of the concepts described

1671 below are surely beyond practical reach, at least during the near

1672 future. Yet they are indispensable foundations for the issues that C

1673 may be open. L

1674 The functions of Rule 23 begin with the (b) (1) and (b) (2)

1675 classes that the Committee has chosen to accept. These classes are

1676 thought to represent the core of the traditional and continuing

1677 legitimate class-action functions. Early drafts would have

1678 authorized the court to permit class members to opt out of these

1679 classes, perhaps subject to conditions, and one draft would have

1680 required separate certification of an opt-out class if damages were

1681 to be awarded incident to a (b) (2) class. These limited incursions

1682 on present practice have been put aside, and the public comments

1683 and testimony have touched only incidentally on (b)(1) and (b)(2)

12
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L.

7 1684 classes. There is no reason to suppose that the core of these
F. 1685 classes should be opened to reconsideration. These uses of Rule 231686 will endure. The "mandatory," non-opt-out character of theser- 1687 classes, however, is necessarily implicated by the repeatedL 1688 challenges to the adequacy of opt-out opportunities. The core1689 justification for representation of unwilling nonparties has been

1690 put in issue. The old suggestion that opt-in classes should be1691 added to Rule 23, and the new suggestions that opt-in classes
L>. 1692 should displace some (or even all) present uses of (b) (3) opt-out

1693 classes, require identification of a theory of representation.
1694 Virtually all of the comments and testimony have -L 1695 appropriately enough - focused on (b)(3) classes. The one clear
1696 conclusion is that (b) (3) serves widely divergent purposes. TheL 1697 extremes are relatively easy to identify. At one end lies the1698 class whose members all have suffered very small individual1699 damages. At the other end lies the class whose members all have
1700 suffered serious personal physical'injury or death. 'In between lie1701 classes whose members' have" been affected by conduct that may1702 violate any of many different substantive laws, and who have been1703 affected in ways that would - if the, facts of violation, causation,r 1704 and damages were'proved - support a remarkably wideand variable1705 level of individual recovery. Many of the comments have suggested
1706 that at least the mass tort class does' not belong in this common

r 1707 procedural pool. Many other comments have suggested that the veryL 1708 small individual damages classes do not belong in any, class-action
1709 rule. Much as it is easy to make light of the "Goldilocks" "not1710 too big, not too small, but just right" argument, it may reflectL 1711 important issues.

1712 The different uses served by Rule 23 shape the nature of the1713 concerns that surround it. Challenges to classes that seek redress1714 for small individual claims are quite different from challenges toL~ 1715 classes that bring together claims that could - and indeed often1716 would - support'individual litigation. There may be connections,
1717 however, in questions about the substitution of representation for1718 individual initiation and control of litigation.
1719 Defenders of small claims classes point to willful violations
1720 of clear law amply proved. They invoke the public interest inL 1721 enforcing regulatdry requirements, and rely as well on the view1722 that even small awards have important symbolic meaning to all class1723 members and may have important tangible meaning to some class1724 members. Many of the examples they select are compelling. These1725 examples are bolstered by pointing to the many, classes that include1726 a wide spectrum of dollar claims, and by urging that none of theL 1727 claims should be denied the benefits of class justice.
1728 Those who attack small claims classes point to quite different1729 examples. Often they place a thin veil, or none at all, onL 1730 arguments that the underlying substantive law is too indeterminate,

L, 1731 or too foolish, to deserve full-bore enforcement. The public
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1732 interest may be better served, on this view, by no enforcement.
1733 Going beyond these substantive doubts, they focus on the
1734 fallibility of adversary civil procedure'.' The cost of class

1735 litigation and the uncertaintyof outcome - particularly with jury K
1736 trial - are said to coerce settlement of worthless, claims. The LJ
1737 effect, of a 10,000-member class is said to be'far greater than the
1738 prospect that 10,0OOO members might bring 10,000 separate actions.
1739 Given the vagaries of our, courts and procedure, ther'e may be a .10;"

1740 probability of 'losing any "one of' those, individual lawsuits. The'

1741 expected risk 'of theI 10,000 potential individual actions, however,
1742 is much lower than the expected risk of the single class action. C

1743 Even if lthere were a 9d0% chance of winning the class, action, the L,
1744 stakes may be so high that theisk' cannot be run. T'he very fact

1745 of class' certification, moreover, may itself alter'the p@rospect of

1746 success. The sheer niimber f putative ,,victims may 'l'have an L
1747 irrational, rimpact that aggravates thesee.ming wrong, and-in any

1748 event the tribmnal may 'be int~jmidated by the respons''il lity of
1749 denying any recovery to, so many. A class btrial, more ver, is 7

17550 lkely to 'focus onS ai crefuy seectedn tseOt of reliativeso
1751 whose individual clatims "re the tthnsgeetinthucas
1752 defendayat should, wi 'n o90 f 'the ft t00 jeopardize fc that
1753 moreover, it-is not likely tohat 41, t5f the retnmsnn l9,90
1754 potent 'h actions wail tbe queue it

1755 Similar urguments surround the mass-tort classes. Reliance on

1756 individual litigation, ,'o,, nonclass ggregationi, means enormous
1757 delay and court, congesthe tenmIt may jeopardize the" sect that

1758 resources willr be available to compensate all victims, leaving

1759 those who came late to the queue with no remedy' at aoney Itemay t

1760 fail utterly 'to achieve the distinctive treatment of each

1761 individual case'accoreing to its' distinctive' merits, as hundreds or

1762 event thkousands of' victrim become nomina cm en lilts l, of .ttorheys Who

1775 ~ ~ ~~1 sai -I trd stog clim forl wek exerting , aooenz

1763 settle their inventories of cases "in large 1Patche s with no

1764 effective constraint on the terms or allocation of the"settlementsC
1765 The only orceedies avai lable are those awarded e in n traditional
1766 li1~tigation, based' on urnigue events that aff ect n, h mo're',than. a f ew F
1767 people. The transaction costs 'are staggering'; it 'iscortmnon to

1768 observe that something like two-thirds opf~, the', poney devoted to
1769 .asbestos litigation ges to the costs oQ Ii~a n levng ~barely

1770 one-third for victim compensation. Class treatment ca#n avoid these
1771 problems, and carefully 'crafted settlementrs can providae su~perior
1772 iremedies that simply are not available through ad.judicatipn.

1773 Mass-tort classes 'are subject to attacks as vigorous as the

1774 att'acks addressed to traditional piecemeal' itigtionl. ,1They are
1775 si totad srng,' claims f or weak, ertin a, homog6,nizing
1776 inf luence '~that tranis forms but cannot reduce ''the inesdapabl e

1777 conflicts -of interest among class members.,, -The state laws tha.t
17 78 provide the foundation of, most mass-tort cl~aims are j~given similar
1779 homogen~izing treatment,, defeating the attempts of different states
1780 to ~enforce -different substantive principles,. ,Settlement~ - the
1781 fate of most mass-tort classes - are particularly assailed as the

14
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1782 fruit of a "reverse auction" process in which defendants buy1783 "global peace" at bargain-basement prices by pitting would-be class
1784 representatives against each other, and even shopping different1785 courts in the quest for approval by an acquiescent judge. It isL 1786 pointed out that no single court can possibly try the individual1787' issues of causation, proportional fault, and damages that inhere in1788 mass torts. The most that could be achieved as~an alternative toL 1789 settlement is disposition of common issues, to be followed byL 1790 individualized determination of issues that in fact cannot be1791 resolved without retrying the supposedly common issues.1792 Disposition of issues of comparative fault and individual causation1793 are held out as particularly compelling demonstrations of the1794 distortions that must arise from any attempt to avoid complete1795 relitigation of all issues.

L. 1796 The justifications for substituting representation for1797 individual litigation are forced to the front by these divergentr 1798 views. Here too, the questions raised by small claims are quite1799 different from those raised by large claims. Despite obvious1800 blurring in a significant middle range, large claims raise the1801 concern that class litigation may diminish or destroy the value of1802 a claim that would have yielded more in separate litigation
1803 controlled by the individual class member. This is the concern1804 that has animated most of the'vigorous opposition to the settlementgo 1805 class proposal in (b) (4) . Small claims raise the concern that1806 there is no'legitimate justification for judicial intervention to1807 adjudicate matters that never would be litigated by an individual1808 class member. This "is the concern that has animated most of the1809 vigorous opposition'to'the small-claims proposal in (b)(3)(F).
1810 The risk that a settlement class may impair the positions of1811 many, most, or virtually all class members has been amply debated1812 in the comments and' testimony. ' By far the most poignant1813 illustrations have drawn from mass torts that inflict grievous1814 personal injury and death. The conflicts of interest among class1815 members, and perhaps between class counsel and the class, are clearL 1816 and deep. Most of the countervailing testimony has focused on1817 experience with antitrust and securities litigation. Classes in1818 these areas commonly involve' many members whose claims - even quite1819 sizable claims - would not support individual litigation. Often1820 they involve little apparent conflict of interest as to damages, in1821 part because damages may seem susceptible to calculation by1822 formulas based on reasonably objective- facts.
1823 Representation for class settlement must draw on quite1824 different justifications in these quite different settings. The1825 antitrust and securities actions involve the common justifications:L. 1826 justice is provided to many class members whose injuries otherwise1827 would go unredressed, members who could sue, alone benefit fromV 1828 sharing the expenses and other burdens of litigation, courts1829 realize important efficiencies, a single adjudication avoids the1830 danger of inconsistent outcomes, and important public policies are

L 15
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1831 fully enforced. L

1832 The mass tort cases severely try the force of these
1833 justifications. The concerns raised can be protected in important 7
1834 ways by sophisticated administration of present Rule 23. The K
1835 central concern is that there 'cannot be adequate representation;.
1836 Rule 23 (a) (4) 'requires adequate representation, and even now is

1837 administered to require adequate representation by,counsel as well

1838 as by the representative parties. The Rule 23 (a) (3) requirement

1839 that the claims of the representative parties .be typical of the
1840 claims of the ,class further bolsters the adequacy requirement. The

1841 predominance 'and superiority,,'requirements of (b)(3) add 1to these L
1842 'protectionfls. The opportunity to opt out,, however, remains crucial.
1843 The sub'stantial concerns that remain after'accounting for the other

1844 protections built into the rule would disappear if the opportunity
1845 to opt out gave assurancei that every class, member has,' made a welfl-

184.6 advised decision,,that, class ilitigation Pist, a better choice than

1847 individua.l litigation (or deliberate waiver of, !the claim). The

1848 opt-outb Wprotection 'has ,,been given substantial 'support in the L
1849 comments itland, testimony. No one, howevert, has cared ito advance the

1850 full-,protection hypothesis.jAndno one has dared to a,dvance any
1851 hypothes'Sis, ,'ttlhat ,,wouldi,,support in these tem termination of the L
1852 opt-out right as to, future claimants who may not even be aware of

185 3 exposur~el or~h,,injury duringg the class ?,not ice and settlement process.
1854 Even, apatrti', from thesei "fut'urpI", claimants, at ,any lrate, ,'there will

1855 be some,,, ,class, members who ae a caught .1up in cJass litigation and L
1856, settlement ,wh6, lfully inforied, tlwo~uld Phave chosen to k opt, out in
1857 favor ojf ill~i,,nfpiiyidua l'liiitiantin. I Some, of the would, fareji better in
1858 individual liftilgatlionp ,een aftjeraccounting fft the efficiencies .
1859 of class litigation. Represe tation requires strong justification L

1860 in these circdstanstes. a' f "' z

1861 XT4i-is thallenge to Rule 231,representation cannot be confined to
1862 settiement, classes, t ,.>The- same piroble arises inh any class action,

1863 and isiq' Iparticullarly acutle,, in 'mandatory l(b) (1) and (b) (2) classes
1864 that do,'ot' allow, class meber~sT, to,. opt out. Ouir, deep-rooted
186,5 histoick tr adi,,cltion is that, ,,everypnell ,should have his' own day in J
1866 court, Martn . Wilks, -1,989, ,A490 U,.S. 755, 761, 109 S.Ct,. 2180,
1867 2184. ,The' CoI'ittese' searly -drafts implicitly recognized this
1868 concern,,by pIrovyiding',',IthatjIthejltrial, ,court ,ould Lallow class members
1869 to request exclusioifrom any a clV s, whether certified on', (b) (1),
1870 (b)f(2) ,. or (')',(3) gro'unds-. The concerns reflected in (b) (1) and
1871 (b) (2) classes ,thatiZ I separate ,E litigation - might have 1 unfair t'
1872 consequences for other class members or those opposing the class L
1873 were addresisedfhno'tfOnly Ify the power to deny any opportunity to opt
1874 out but also by preating the power to impose conditions on the
1875 'right tO6f opft oXital1' The fcfpndffitkiornsfIcould extend even to denying any p

1876 day in co r t ,l rpb{fbiting anyl separate actioi Although'renewal
1877 of any such proposal seems bound'bto stir 'subustantial opposition,
1878 there is muchil KLo orommend it in'principle. '

1879 If, reprses tnation is to continue to allow settlementclasses

16
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1880 - a matter soon to be illuminated by the Supreme Court - much may
1881 be done to supplement representation by imposing greater burdens on
1882 the courts. The Committee has not yet considered any detailed
1883 proposal to increase judicial responsibility. There are at least
1884 three major approaches that can be taken separately or in
1885 combination. One is to specify by rule the structure of theLief 1886 representation and settlement process. The second requires the
1887 court to become directly involved, through the judge or judicial
1888 adjuncts, in the settlement process. The third requires more
1889 elaborate methods of reviewing the actual settlement terms, both by
1890 increasing the procedural support for challengers and by specifying

4Li 1891 review procedures and criteria for the court. Sketches of some of
1892 these possibilities are set out below.

1893 Small-claims cases present quite different challenges to the
L~ 1894 representation theory. These challenges draw from the, same roots

1895 as established justiciability 'concepts that draw both from
1896 prudential concerns and from" the core conceptualization of the
1897 Article III "judicial power." Among the separately labeled
1898 justiciability concepts, standing provides the closest analogy.
1899 The prudential rules that limit third-party, standing are

C 1900 particularly close, in part because they focus on Rule-23-like
L 1901 concerns withthe need for, and adequacy of, representation. Part

1902 of the focus on representation often asks whether there is a
1903 nonlitigating relationship between the party and the nonpartiesL 1904 whose rights are asserted. Ordinarily it is clear-that there is a
19'05 case or controversy between the party and it's judicial adversary;1906 the only question is whether 'the party, can, by Rlying on the
1907 rights of others, sustain its position and win for'itself relief
1908 that it could not win in its own right. So in a small-claims
1909 class, ordinarily it is clear that!there is a case or controversy

F~ 1910 between at least the representative class, members and theirt
L 1911 adversary. But unlike third-,party standing cases, the rights and

1912 interests of the nonparticipating class members are supposed to be
1913 the same as those of the representatives. Thei representatives cant
1914 in theory, win the same relief for 'jthemselved withoutany need to
1915 act on behalf of others. Representation is used solely for the
1916 purpose of championi ng those whohd e not sought toe'hforce their
1917 own rights. The onl!kindications Ithat absent cliass mem ers wish toL 1918 enforce their rights come from faililre, to opt oiat ,and4- if occasion
1919 should arise - b pa rticipfat ing<in "the claim p7ose6s.

1920 The small-claims balancing process embodied , in proposed
1921 (b) (3) (F) was, supported in the 1 lMarch, 1996 draft Ncte on grounds
1922 that reflect doubts 'about re iance on representation in this
1923 setting. The most pertinent potions of the"draft, lines 446 to
1924 499, said this:

1925 The value of'class-action enforcement of public values,
1926 however, is not always clear. It cannot be forgotten that
1927 Rule 23 does not authorize actions to enforce, the publicby 1928 interest on behalf of the public interest. Rule 23 depends on

L 17
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1929 identification of a class of real persons or legal entities,
1930 some of whom must appear as actual representative parties.
1931 Rule 23 does not explicitly authorize substituted relief that
1932 flows to the public at,,large, or to court- or party-selected 7
1933 champions of the public interest. Adoption of a provision for U
1934 "fluid" or "cy pres" class recoverywould severely test the
1935 limits of the Rules Enabling Act, particularly if used to,
1936 enforce statutory rightsIthat do not provide-for such relief.
1937 The persisting justification of ,a class action is the-
193.8 controversy betweenclass members and their adversaries, and
1939 the,final, judgment is entered for or against theclass. It is,
1940 clasmemberswho reap thel, benefits, of-victory,, andare bound
1941 by the res judicata efffects of, victory, or defeatli., If there is
1942 no prospect of meaningful class relief, an action nominally.
1943 framed as a class action' become sin fact a ,naked action for L
1944 lpublic enf orcement maitainedby the6class attorneys without
1945 statutory authorization',and with no'support in' ,-he original
1946 purpose 'of class 1itigation. CoW.rts pay the price, of
1947 administering thesle class Qactions2. '0' And the burdeh on the,,
1948 courts is ' displaced oito, other litig tsl Iwho present
1949 ihdividually` important claims t aat lsi enf5ce Amportant.
1950 public 'policies. Class adversaries Ia so fpay 'the price of r
1951 ciass Ienforcement efforts'. The fost lof' ddlldending' class
1952 litigation through t"o ic'v' i cnthe meri ts cai>be enormous.
1953 This cost, coupled wi hIe eni a Inall, risko,[ of losinsgon the
1954 merits,i can generatei great prestn'e t I slett eer'bnmteltms'that dc
1955 flttle' bor nothingA tovindcai t atv b ptbi iters a
1956 undeorlie the's s 'at tv e iL & vkeg by t .

1957 , The prospect,'lof ,significant benefit to class members
1958 combines wit1h the public yile of enfbrci g legal,,, norms to
1959 justifyl thae, Lcosts, jburdens, and coercive effects of, class
1960. actions thatl otherwisei satisfy .Rule ,23 ,,,requirements. If I
1961 probable individual reliefis ,so,~s,,>sl~ightI as to ,be:Ies!sential~ly
1962 triviial, or meaningless,. howeyer, thp core justificiation of
1963 class enforcemefment fails, Only ,publlicr.values can'i;ustify class
1964 ceritif ication. P~ubli~c~yalues'do inot always provid e~ stfficiepi
1965 justification. .... mia i .V BeS ProptQ
1966 rCO i ot

1969 any individual recover~y 1S' insilgnificantr, certitication can be
1970 denield with littleFd~iflficuity' lBut even a strong' prospect of ,
1971 success on the merits may lln6,t' be 'suffidient rto'~justify

1973 policie~s embodied in' much tnode < 're~ilatoi'y Jt e i aion to
1974 recognize that the effort to c~ontrol highly coimplexc private L

1975 behavior can rout lawmuch behaviorhphat involves merely trivial
1976 or stechnical, Eviolations.Some'wrongdorg" repreIsents nothing
1977 worse, than a wrong guiegssl ,about tlhe uincertailn req~uirements of (
1978 ambiguous law, yieldn 'lgaSins" that could have been won by
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1979 slightly different conduct of no greater social value.
1980 Disgorgement and deterrence in such circumstances may be
1981 unfair, and indeed may thwart important public interests by

C 1982 discouraging desirable behavior in areas of legal
1983 indeterminacy.

1984 A different perspective was suggested by, some of the comments
C~ 1985 and testimony. Anecdotes were provided of responses to class-
, 1986 action notices by class members who expressed vigorous disapproval

1987 of the class action nominally brought in their interests. Although
1988 relatively few in number, these anecdotes draw added forcefrom the

L 1989 effort taken by the class members to unravel the notice,, decide to
1990 opt out, and express an opinion about theattempt to enlist them in
1991 a cause they disapproved. It is not merely that some unknown
1992 number of class members are indifferent to enforcement of their
1993 claims. It is that some unknown number - perhaps small, and
1994 perhaps not so small - actively oppose enforcement of their nominal

P 1995 claims. What theory of representation justifies, enforcing the
1996 "rights" of those who reprehend the right?

1997 Doubts about the justification for representation in anyC 1998 setting could be met easily by rather straight-forward changes in
1999 Rule 23. A right to opt out could be added for all (b) (1) and
2000 (b) (2) classes, subject to! conditions protecting the rights of
2001 remaining class members andithe party opposing the class. (b)(3)
2002 classes could be limited to members who affirmatively opt in. Some
2003 effort might be required to reinforce the rather porous boundaries
2004 between these separate class "categories, but it might be enough to

¢ 2005 begin with comments in the'Committee Note. If the concept is clear
2006 and the draftingeasy, however, winning acceptance likely would be
2007 difficult. Even if more than three decades of experience suggest
2008 that the brilliant invention of opt-out classes in the 1966
2009 amendments has metastasized beyond any sufficient justification,
2010 the growth has come as the process of deliberate evolution at the
2011 hands of courts that need not have gone so far but'that believed in
2012 the rightness of the cause.

2013 An intermediate alternative would be to preserve the present
2014 structure of (b) (1), (b)'(2), and (b) (3) classes, adding a new

C 2015 alternative that allows "permissive joinder [to] be accomplished by
L 2016 allowing putative members to elect to be included in a class."

2017 This alternative was included in several of the recent drafts, and
2018 was dropped without direct review as part of the decision to go

t 2019 forward only with a package of relatively modest changes. Informal
go- 2020 reactions suggested that the greatest concern was that courts

2021 hostile to class actionstwould seize this opportunity as an excuse
2022 to deny (b)(3) certification. That fear could be addressed - but
2023 probably would not be much allayed - by a requirement that an opt-
2024 in class could be certified only'after explicit findings that the
2025 (b)(3) requirements for an opt-out class were not met.

2026 A more modest opt-in alternative has emerged from the comments
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L.

2027 and testimony on proposed (b) (3) (F). Some version of the balancing
2028 process sketched in (F) could be used, not to deny any
2029 certification but to control the choice between an opt-out class
2030 and an opt-in class, This approachwould be a limited adoption of 7
2031 the view that class actions should not become the occasion for Li
2032 purely private enforcement of predominantly, public values. The
2033 theory of representation 'of individual interests of individual'
2034 claimants is ,stretched thin when, the relief to 'class menbers is
2035 nearly meaningless. The more persuasive,,justification for class
2036 enforcement lies in the public interest of disgo ging the gains
2037 from unlawfuli, ̀ con'duct and, deterring future unlawful conduct.
2038 Private 'enforcement of public values is' easily l accepted when
2039 specifically authorized b'y Congress, and also' 'when it' is an-
2040 ilncdent of-providing 'relief to ,claimants who genuinely desire
2 041 relie"f. But a cleatr sub~tahtive choice i's 'made' whfen IRule' 23 i s
2042 used fo&iublic enorcl men't without any leg i ative direction or
2043 neafgflindicatipn~ thde,`6 cas's members wish relief. Adoption 6,f
2044 a p-nalternativeK would etnqh tisuntned ubatie

2045 us f e 3. I s a rate tht s upiports'

2046 enfo ,ement, ell andgood,, ITf ,so few, opt;4t'in that, thel litigation,
2047 founders for wantof support, soIbe, it.,

2048 Public6ation':, f ',anr OpIt-7in proposal would direct,, discussion L
2049 squarely to&the pboint of publi5 enforcement values. The Committee
2050 has bzeen" unc'ber aihjjf thejustif idations fo usn he Enabling Adt
205 t eiedpandlgt1le s~lmubisthant5ve la by p d a remedy thca't may sweep
2052 farl eyond athihg' cofnthe Mplate'sd by' Congress. Thed souce of these
2053 d5.abti s~ ex p4.liedl'by substan a at f tii ~pblic Icommenl
2064 and t'sntis4o l fEnoremtent dec sions at theK npi~on ofa clasp
2055 aictiol Are'# jtgaLe qn a balanbe of the pibalc ic fhtiere't by" publpead
20561 8ff ici s2h in t4alis'fc urs~itb of indivcduan peavat interest s,

~prd of f X pr ts e fnt aOuri tnd theiaght
2057 uto tqllopt~d vol~l ewtF fa bbillris ,,la tmeaningful prot~ctsion , that be jdoubted
20 58 dne.y tli nesand evenc cass m~nbr~ Thdpi'vip'w of t1~e
2059 nert re o bha b the cl~ass ofje~n Tepr s~ssincere
2060 5 rict ~ 1 neeyhld. At 'times, thNe ft~reismyb
2 06 1 tinged ~ih hopes of counsel fee I'. Altouh qut must be

206 enlistena, ion ht seem to protect, agains, ithe nr t prlf-intere. a
2063 ore~~s~ dent jjp~sam l,1f the class,, s self -appo nteld charrpions, thexe

2064 is ~~t~ron~~ ~up~ort lf orthe view that this p~otectijjon. isj~ijinadqae
2065 Weak ~~~~~~ ~~Ad do suvive mot'!ons to~~d dismis~s or ~for summary

206 6 jdmIlra1t risks and costs ,of classp litigation may forte
2067 sptltnlI ns # twart, rather than 'advance, p~ oiis~n
2068 is

206~ ''H~Th~f~ndiA~naI cJ~a~ members continue to havean opportunity to
2 0I7 0 assert I Ciii''aims by opting in to a class, th ju~stification's

071 tillt erame'dubre ', riat
072 ~ ~ &eadvanced to ovrcm 0 out about rvt

2072 enf ~~~t[~juldvalues can be`~ evaluated inij their own terms.
2073 Te siJo piaebnftwith public values *ill be I~Ch
2074 retrist face the'task of te~ il a Jin~ ~ hy the right F
2075 to tp.<u s a meaningful prot ection, that justifies ;L

2 07 6 repreettowile the right to opt in doIes not providea
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2077 meaningful method of protecting individual interests. The obvious
2078 explanation is that every class-action practitioner knows that
2079 there is a great gap between opt-out rights and opt-in
2080 opportunities. Inertia, the complexity of class notices, and the

a. 2081 widespread fear of any entanglement with legal proceedings will
2082 lead many reluctant class members to forgo the opportunity to opt
2083 out, and likewise will deter many willing class members from
2084 seizing the opportunity to opt in. This explanation, however,
2085 casts real doubt on the justification for representation assumed to
2086 arise from failure to opt out.
2087 In the end, any modification of the familiar Rule 23(b)
2088 structure must overcome powerful arguments for holding to the
2089 present course. To be sure, there are profound reasons to doubt
2090 the adequacy of the conceptual theories of representation that make
2091 (b) (1) and (b) (2) classes mandatory, and that rely on the uncertain
2092 opt-out process for (b) (3) classes. More important, there are

C 2093 compelling illustrations of class actions run amok. If much good
2094 has been done through Rule 23(b)(3), there are at least occasional
2095 instances of significant harm. But many believe that the balance
2096 between good and bad weighs heavily in favor of the present rule.
2097 Wise administration of the protections built into the rule can
2098 avoid the bad results in almost all cases. And any modified rule
2099 must be drawn with great care if it is to achieve a better balance
2100 between good and bad class actions.

-v' 2101 Even if there is no change in the structure of Rule 23,) all of
2102 these doubts about representation provide new support for examining
2103 notice requirements. The draft that was put aside at the time of
2104 the decision to go forward with the 1996 published proposals is
2105 invoked with the separate discussion of notice bellow.

L'

L
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2106 (b)(3)(F) Responses h

2107 Proposed factor (b)(3)(F) would make pertinent to the
2108 determinations of predominance and superiority "whether the '7
2109 probable relief to individual class members justifies the costs and L
2110 burdens of class litigation."' The volume of comment and-testimony
2111 on this proposal was nearly overwhelming. Before attempting
2112 redrafting, at least three core issues must be resolved if this
2113' proposal "is to, be pursued further. Additional complications of
2114 'administration also must be addressed. Ifthe resolution is that
2115 the proposal should go ahead for adoption as published, it is safe V
2116 to predict a maelstrom of protest.,

2117 The first ground of protest is that it is not safe to rely on
2118 common-sese" implication in administering the proposal The simple
2119 illustration is a class involving a`$l0'injury to 'each of 1,000,000
2120 peoplelthat could be litiga tedthrough to judgment on the merits at
2121 a cost'of 1,`000,000. The argument is that it is folly to compare 7<
2122 anl individual beneifit of $10 'to an" aggregate cast of, $1,000,000.
2123 Thr coesarison ther should weigh the $16F &.dividualm benefit
2124 agitnst the` prorata individualr lost - of $1, ,or, the_ aggregate

2132~ 10 cotlf, , .1 6 1 icat[ I bysal,i>ca prce11ip. It Ia proveIby

2125 $0,0'0 ,pO beei gainst 'the aggrejdte $~,Q0pl,00'O cost. The
21236 focus oninditvlnever was inte n to cmpty anything as
2127 1udic`O-us as p gduaalbenefits agan aggrate costs;'.
2128 The sMeconn c sreou oi pcatid in phi val Judicisbe
2129 Center 'study, for ex amp e, wibeten accilte throoighdut the
2130 process as benefits that wouldre ,readly justify o least most class
2131 actisomns, ievinf thoughe such ecoveries awouldIstcarocely support the
2132 costs -of to adjuficeatinon by smal.claims procendues It may prm e
2133 dinftfricultizhow t o a cta o their wn anys in ch the blends of
2134 individualnd aggretgate costs pand benef itsArey to be counted.

213S The second ground of protest is that public values must be
2136 counted as well. Witness after witness bewailed the inadequacy of
2137 public enforcement resources, tactfully questioned the cogency of
2138 some public enforcement decisions, and extolled the benefits of
2139 class-action enforcement. On this view, wrongdoers must be made to
2140 internalize the costs of their wrongs; only then will policies of
2141 social regulation be properly enforced, and only then will adequate
2142 deterrence be realized. This argument involves very important
2143 questions on the merits of the proposal. It also suggests grave t
2144 drafting problems if the Committee concludes that deterrence and
2145 disgorgement deserve to be weighed in the determination whether to
2146 certify a (b) (3) class.

2147 Both' of these first two grounds of objection could be met, at
2148 least in part, by reverting to an earlier draft formulation. The
2149 version that emerged from the November, 1995, meeting looked to
2150 "whether the public interest in - and the private benefits of - the
2151 probable relief to individual class members justify the burdens of
2152 the litigation."1 The private benefits could easily include C
2153 consideration of the aggregate private relief. The public interest
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L 2154 is explicitly included in the calculation, in terms that would

2155 allow consideration of any relevant factor. The Committee was wary
2156 of this formulation, however, because it seemed to justify

C 2157 discriminations based on case-specific appraisals of the
2158 substantive value of substantive principles. A court hostile to
2159 the policies embodied in constitutional, legislative,
2160 administrative, or common-law rules could simply determine that
2161 there is no public interest in enforcement, much less an interest
2162 sufficient to justify class litigation.

2163 The third protest went to an issue that was deliberately held
2164 open by the Committee. Reference to probable relief seems to many
2165 observers to require consideration of the probable merits of the
2166 class claim. The objections to preliminary consideration of the
2167 merits raised all of the difficulties that led the Committee to

L. 2168 recede from earlier proposals to require some measure of predicted
2169 success on the merits as a prerequisite to certification of any
2170 (b) (3) class. Whatever else is done, it is imperative that the
2171 Committee decide whether the reference to probable relief requires
2172 or justifies consideration of the merits.-

2173 Beyond these three core issues lie a number of additional
2174 comments. The many challenges to proposed factor (F) are
2175 summarized first, both because they demand attention and because
2176 they set the framework for, the comments that support it or urge
2177 extension of the underlying principle. In all, there is much to
2178 discuss.

2179 Factor (F) Opposed

2180 No Need. In a variety of ways, it is urged that there is no need
2181 for factor (F). Many say that Rule 23 works now. No need to trim
2182 it back has been shown; there are no empiric studies that document
2183 any of the alleged abuses. To the extent that (F) reflects
2184 legitimate concerns, these concerns are taken into account now as
2185 courts administer the general superiority, predominance, and
2186 manageability criteria. Superiority assumes that there are other
2187 available means for adjudicating wrongs; for small-claims classes,
2188 there are no other means. At the very least, the Note should give
2189 illustrations of "bad" class actions that should not have beenL 2190 certified.

2191 A specific variation on these themes was provided by the
2192 observation that class actions typically are undertaken on
2193 contingent-fee arrangements. Contingent-fee lawyers will undertake
2194 only "good" litigation that promises Success on the merits.

2195 A more general variation was that (F) is not an effective
L 2196 means of addressing such problems as may arise from actions

2197 undertaken solely to gain attorney fees. Direct regulation of fee
2198 awards is a better approach.

L 2199 Statutes. Various statutes specifically regulate small-claims
2200 classes and recoveries in them. It is urged that the proposal is
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2J

2201 antithetical to the Fair Debt Collection Practices, Magnuson-Moss

2202 Warranty,,Social Security, and Truth-in-Lending Acts. HOW

2203 A more general argument is that Congress has relied on the
2204 existence of Rule 23,(b)(3),classenforcement in many (unspecified), F
2205 statutes adopted'since 1966. There has been no need to legislate
2206 overlapping and rep'etitious small-claims class procedures. The

2207 Committee should not defeat this reliance by adopting (F).

2208 Vagueness, Discretion, and Evasion. The general open-ended
2209 character ,of factor (F) has fueled many arguments,. Some go
2210- directly'to problemsIdea discretion, and evasion FC
2211 of fiRule 23., Others, noted, separately below, go to more specif ic
22i2 difficulties ofadmiLnistration.1

2213 'ThelO;16central argument is that (OF) is vague and Istandardless.
2214 This vagiLSe #&',concept 'IlThst Abet app lied at the beginning of the

2215 litigation, 1when thdre is -little 'satisfactory information for

2216 guidance, l

2217 The vagueness argu ment is elaborated into the, argument that
2218 balancing tests, cost-benefit calculations, are not appropriate for
2219 judicial adiministration'!l6f' Rule 2. This i's social'`engineering,
2220 not procedure: What i sI"worth ,it" toone judge will not be to U
2221 another judge. Courts hostiletlo clas actions 'or -to specific

2222 substantiive, policies wi~l be given fred rein toiengage in social

2223 engineering and legislative policXaking.'

2224 Administration. Many of the arguments go to anticipated
2225 difficulties of administration. With such vague guidance, courts

2226 and wouldr-be ,classrepresentatives willbe buried with preliminary

2227 certification 'litigation. This litigation will be more costly,

2228 more protracted, and less effective than the tools now available to

2229 dispatch improper class actionsl'lk, through wise administration of 2

2230 present Rul e 23 (b) (3) and Rules 11, 12(b) (6) , 16, and 56.

2231 The focus on probable relief requires the court to guess at

2232 what relief will be available after trial on the merits. This will
2233 lead to'wrangling over probable damages. 'Damages often cannot be

2234 estimated without considering the merits of the claims - different

2235 theories olfiviolation will support different measures of recovery.

2236 Experts will be called 'by all parties to give' mutually i

2237 contradictory theories and estimates. Defendants will demand

2238 discovery of'individual injuries. Plaintiffs will need discovery

2239 to obtain, information about probable, class injuries that is
2240 available doly to defendants - securities and antitrust cases are 4

2241 common examples.

2242- The pro~posal does not state whether it addresses mean

2243 recoveries lby, individual class members, median recoveries by them,

2244 or only the recoveries of the representatives. Individual damages
2245 ordinarily will be spread over a wide'range. At the least, the

2246 Note should- state that the lowest of the FJC median recovery

2247 figures - $31,5 - is enough. And if the rule is retained, it should
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2248 explicitly draw the line at "trivial" relief, approving small
U. 2249 relief.

2250 There is no indication of the party costs that are to be
2251 counted. Discovery costs may be staggering in some actions,

v 2252 undermining very sizable aggregate claims. Counsel fees, if they
2253 count, will have to be explored. Defense estimates of counsel fees
2254 will be high; plaintiffs will insist on responding that the
2255 proposed fee arrangements and costs are unreasonable, and should
2256 not be counted in the balance. It is urged that class actions are
2257 expensive to litigate because defendants make them expensive,
2258 behavior that should not be encouraged and rewarded by denying
2259 certification.

t 2260 Projecting costs is particularly difficult because costs
2261 depend on whether, and when, the case settles.

2262 The Note references to complexity are inappropriate. Most
s' 2263 class actions involve complex issues and are necessary to support

2264 litigation of complex issues. The implicit sliding scale that
2265 requires greater individual class member benefits as complexity
2266 increases will generate much motion practice.

2267 The only legitimate focus, if there is one, should be on the
2268 costs of notice and distributing class relief. Only if these
2269 administrative costs will surpass total class relief should
2270 certification be denied.

2271 Court burdens. How are the burdens on the judicial system to be
2272 figured? What is judicial time worth? Why should only class
2273 plaintiffs be turned away because of the public costs of providing
2274 justice?

2275 Specific relief. The proposal does not seem to take account of
2276 injunctive or other in-kind relief. Even if such relief is2277 included in the probable individual relief, there is no guide to
2278 evaluating the relief and weighing it in the balance.

2279 Moral values. It is not moral to treat people with small claims as
2280 null quantities. (F) "is pernicious. To say to people, 'you just
2281 ain't worth it"' is a terrible message. "Junk (F). Junk it. It's
2282 bad philosophy. It's bad social engineering."

2283 One comment seems to advance the apparently substantive
2284 suggestion that it would be better to establish a minimum pay-out
2285 to all class members - perhaps $10 - regardless of actual injury.
2286 Relation to settlement classes. One comment argues that proposed
2287 (b) (4) would allow certification for settlement of a $2 class that
2288 (F) would not allow to be certified for trial.

2289 Deterrence. Most of the many deterrence arguments are captured in
2290 the core concern noted above. One comment focuses on current
2291 legislative patterns: As legislatures "deregulate," courts must2292 "provide legal redress ex post in order to compensate for the
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2293 consequences of oversight ex ante." V
2294 Substantive impact. Many comments assert that (F) is an attempt to
2295 move in an outcome-determinative direction, implementing
2296 substantive policies. They make it clear that, in the words of one F1
2297 witness, any, revision of Rule 23 is "a very delicate matter.'1 ,
2298 Typical statements include: "It is not the role of the courts orI
2299 the rulemakers to, decide that some of the rights established by :
2300 federal and state substantive law are unworthy of enforcement."
2301 "tThe Advisoryi Committee approach addresses the public interest by
2302 denying its relevance * * *. [T]he problemis far more complex * *

2303 *, and is freighted with major considerations, of substantive 0
2304 policy." (F) "embodies a value judgment about the worth of small
2305 claims class actions," in violation of the Enabling Act. The point
2306 of adjudication i's to enforce the substantive, law; it is not
2307 realistic to impose on Congre s thee burden of specifically
2308 authorizing small-,claims, classes in each piece of -substantive,
2309 legislation.

2310 Factor (F) Supported or Extended

2311 Make Threshold Recquirement. Someisupporters were so enthusiastic
2312 that they urged that (F) should be elevated from a mere matter V
2313 pertinent to a requirement. 'It should be made a condition of X

2314 certification along with superiority and predominance.

2315 Public perceptions. Many testified that small-claims class action

2316 practice is giving lawyers, courts, and the law a bad public image.
2317 The public is right - many of these actions exist only to enrich
2318 lawyers.

2319 Small claims beneficiaries. Some urge that the image of providing

2320 relief to impecunious victims to whom even a few dollars are
2321 significant is romantic delusion. It is not the genuinely poor who fl
2322 participate in the small-claims judgments. The beneficiaries are Q

2323 the middle-class and more affluent who buy insurance, use credit
2324 cards, and take auto-purchase loans.

2325 No real representatives. Discovery, invariably reveals that

2326 representative plaintiffs have relatively little knowledge of, or

2327 interest in, the claims advanced Usually they come into the case

2328 at the invitation of the lawyers, not the other way around. The

2329 idea of providing meaningful relief to vast numbers of caring
2330 victims shatters on the reality that not even the representatives
2331 know or care.

2332 "Market-value" cases. Representatives of the automobile industry
2333 urged that classes claiming that product defects have diminished
2334 the market value of automobiles involve imaginary defects, or
2335 follow on campaigns to cure the defects. The only purpose is to

2336 generate publicity that will cause a decline in market values,

2337 justifying a recovery that rewards counsel for an injury counsel
2338 caused. LJ
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2339 Deterrence-Private Attorney General. The theory that small-claims
2340 class actions are necessary to enforce substantive law was assailed
2341 in many forms.

2342 The role of public enforcement through executive and
2343 regulatory agencies was frequently stressed. "[C] ourts are not the
2344 only agency of government with the capacity to govern."

L 2345 The need for deterrence was challenged from a different
2346 perspective. Lawyers overestimate the impact of litigation on
2347 business behavior. Litigation is far too uncertain to count for
2348 much in business planning decisions.

2349 A somewhat conflicting argument was made that small-claims
2350 classes deter, or at least punish, conduct that in the best of theL 2351 cases involves technical violations of vague law. This is not a
2352 matter of catching those who cheat. Indeed, the costs inflicted by
2353 class litigation work in the long run to inflict greater injury on

i 2354 consumers than class litigation returns in the way of benefits.L; 2355 And of course there is no class-action remedy to return to business
2356 the costs incurred in the mistaken belief that regulatoryV 2357 legislation requires expensive forms of compliance.

2358 It also is argued that vast numbers of legal wrongs that
2359 inflict small injury, and indeed that inflict quite substantial

t 2360 injury, go unchallenged and unredressed. Justice and public policy
2361 have never led to insistence that all- violations of the law be
2362 litigated, nor even to provision of free public lawyers for
2363 everyone who cannot afford to pursue a desired private remedy.
2364 Small-claims class actions have no special justification that makes
2365 them different.

2366 Finally, it is argued in many ways that the Enabling Act does
2367 not permit adoption of a rule designed to increase deterrence by
2368 supplementing public enforcement. "It is outside the scope of the
2369 Rules Enabling Act for the Advisory Committee to confer upon class
2370 counsel the role of a private attorney general."

2371 Dollar Threshold. Several suggestions were made that a bright-line
2372 threshold of minimum injury should be adopted. The figures

FII 2373 suggested ranged from $10 to $300. The bright line apparently
L 2374 would exclude from the class anyone whose individual injury fell

2375 below the stated amount.

2376 Criticisms rebutted. The proponents believe that (F) is not
2377 unworkably vague. To the contrary, it is in the nature of the
2378 Federal Rules to provide general guidelines that are filled in by
2379 trial-court discretion.

2380 Note changes. Supporters urged several changes in the Note to
2381 bolster the effect of the proposal. The Note is seen as taking
2382 back some of the good that the text should accomplish.

2383 The Note should not refer at all to the value of enforcing
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2384 small claims. It should not imply that the median potential
2385 recoveries reported by the FJC study are sufficient to justify L
2386 class certification.

2387 The Note should urge that account be taken of such factors as
2388 the number of complaints that have been made to the defendant or
2389 public officials about the challenged conduct; whether the
2390 defendant has undertaken voluntary corrective measures; whether
2391 there are preexisting relationships between representative class
2392 members and counsel. The references to "trivial" claims might be
2393 changed to -"'small claims," allowing refusal to certify even though
2394 individual recoveries will rise above the trivial.

2395 A suggestion that reflected the frequent arguments for
2396 adopting opt-in classes was that (F) should be administered by
2397 considering whether a substantial' number of individuals seek
2398 actively 'to pursue claims 'on behalf o'f the proposed class. The
2399 worthiness of the class enterprise would be supported by showing
2400 that class members, without' solicitation or influence by class
2401 counsel, spontaneously believe that enforcement is important.

2402 , (F) In Balance,,

2403 These summaries do not reflect-the deepest themes opened by
2404 the comments and testimony.' There are forceful arguments that
2405 small-claims classes have become anessential means of enforcing,
2406 important, legal rules and the public policies embodied in those
2407 rules. There also are forceful arguments that small-claims classes
2408 are misused in ways that] not only inflict unjustified costs on
2409 defendants but also exact great public costs. The proposal was
2410 designed to address these competing problems bydrawing from the 4
2411 belief that private adversary civil litigation justifies the risks
2412 of judicial lawmaking and law, enforcement only when it yields
2413 significant individual recoveries." It has been assailed directly
2414 on the ground-that Rule 23-also 'is an iimportant means of public
2415 enforcement. It has been assailed also on the ground that it i's
2416 vague, engendering all the problems of discriminatbry, costly, and
2417 arbitrary enforcement that underlie one part ,of "void-for-
2418 vagueness doctrine. It has been defended, as a modest, beginning in
2419 a more important enterprise, ithat must lead, to more profound
2420 controls on Rule 23 excesses8,, The perceived ,administrative
2421 problems are met with the confident response that thq ,Federal Rules
2422 witness the repeated triumph of open-ended discretionary procedure
2423 administered by strong district judges.

2424 The core arguments havei been considered repeatedly.
2425 Resolution has not been made easier by the,, volumes of cogent
2426 comments and testimony. The more specific predictions of
2427 administrative problems to be engendered'bt adversary litigating
2428 responses are, in some part, new. If it isvaccepted that 'there is
2429 something about small-claims class practice that needs to be cured,
2430 it remains to decide whether, (F), as proposed or as 'it may be L
2431 modified, remains the best prescription.
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2432 (b)(4) and (e): Waiting on the Supreme Court

2433 Until the April, 1996 meeting, successive drafts referred to
2434 settlement classes only through a new' factor in the (b)(3) list of
2435 matters pertinent to the, determination of predominance and
2436 superiority: "the opportunity to settle on a class basis claims
2437 that could not be litigated on a class basis or could not be
2438 litigated by [or against?] a class as comprehensive as the
2439 settlement class." This approach was not much discussed, in part
2440 because brief discussion sufficed to demonstrate the complexity of
2441 the issues presented by settlement classes. Thepublished (b)(4)
2442 proposal was substituted at the April meeting for the earlier draft
2443 in response to the clear Third Circuit ruling that a class can be
2444 certified for settlement only if the same class would be certified
2445 for trial. The gradual growth of settlement classesito become a
2446 regular feature of Rule 23 practice was shown by the FJC study, and
2447 the central purpose of the, (b) (4) proposal was to restore that
2448 practice. No attempt was made, to address the many questions that
2449 continue to surround settlement classes.

2450 The hearing requirement added to subdivision (e) was proposed
2451 on the basis of a few minutes of discussion in conjunction with the
2452 Committee-floor drafting of (b)'(4). It was meant si i'y to confirm
2453 the Committee understanding of'common practice.

C'~' 2454 Public comments and testimony have underscored the complexity
2455 of the settlement class phenomenon. Many witnesses urged that
2456 settlement classes have become a central and important aspect of

7~ 2457 practice in areas where Rule 23 practice has matured. Securities
2458 and antitrust litigation provided the most frequent examples.L- 2459 Other witnesses, stressed the grave theoretical problems that
2460 surround binding disposition of class members' claims, by private
2461 agreement, not official adjudication. Most of the problems were
2462 illustrated by reference to, dispersed mass tort litigation, and
2463 particularly pending attempts to resolve large classes of asbestos
2464 claims by settlement. Solutions to the problems were offered in
2465 many forms. Rule 23 couldi specify detailed, procedures for the
2466 settlement process; judges or judicial adjuncts could become2467 directly involved in structuring the negotiations or in the
2468 negotiation process itself; the procedures and criteria for

tv 2469 reviewing the substance of any settlement could be developed in
2470 greater detail.

V 2471 At one level, these reactions suggest a simple question that
2472 is easily stated. The (b) (4) proposal rested on the belief that it
2473 is better to authorize settlement classes, but to leave answers to

-r 2474 the many surrounding problems to be found in the continuing common-
2475 law process of judicial improvisation. Not enough is yet known to
2476 provide clear answers in the text of Rule 23. The question is
2477 whether this is wise, or whether the time has come to regularizeFS 2478 settlement class practice in some measure. The most obvious
2479 alternative, adoption of the Third Circuit approach, would simply
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2480 remove one preliminary step from this question. Even if the same
2481 class would warrant certification for purposes of trial - a premise
2482 that at best must survive the uncertain pressures of application in
2483 face of an actual or prospective settlement - the quality of a
2484 settlement must eventually be faced in, any case that does not in F
2485 fact go to trial. The other obvious alternative, is so unthinkable
2486 that it does not seem obvious. Settlement of class actions could -

2487 be prohibited, completely avoiding the problems that 'arise from
2488 authorizing self-selected (or, worse, 'adversary-selected)
2489 representatives and counsel to barter away the rights of others.
249'0 If Rule,[ 23 could' survive at- all without the possibility of
2491 settlement, it must be'limited to an' exquisitely small number of g

2493 The1 question,, Nwhether to attempt l greatjer regulation of
2494 s,'ettlement classes, is not,,yet ripe. mAs umuch information ,as has
24915 been gathered, Supreme Court giUidance islikely to emerge from the
249,,6 dedcision in the ! eorgine litigation. , AThei! Cofnmittee, published r
2497 (b)(4) as a reaction- to the, ,,Third iCircuit lopinion. Certiorari was
2498 then granted, the case has been argued, and decision is imminent.
2499 As' •ll~ustrafi foAs tof lapproac hs that mi be tken however, two
2500 detaleldp proposals 'are appended. Kone, the Resni Cof fee proposal,

b2501 involvepl' Legu tiolof the sttleeT eend, Judge V
2502 Schwarzer'Is proposal woi~xad 1e~~ii n()poces o
2503 reviewing propobed settlements[

2504 Tho'~ fc.tei f biisdbn4 (6) ,is~ inextricably tied to the (b) (4)
250 5 proposaT, bf h i in C'1tt h'istory and" ,in concept. Further
256 cn iderationhofthe publis hedproposal making explicit the hearing
2507 quiree hud it actio, on thebro'ader questions. Even if
2508 the prop s me to`stand alone in the end, concerns
2 50Q9 have been Sx ss that'la arn frhr: considerat'ion. Pro se
2 510 pisnrcrpJans often-' inclti.~ las 1iations; requiring a

PII .eg.E

2511 hn~1~L dis"MI'ssa ~ ofalsuch actions could impose
2512 subsanti1co ff i ttl e urdfeclass, actions may,

2 513 e stise' 1 i ucrfiatninohecir-icumstances that do
2514 not ~~~~~~~~'tre ,,st8s of, n tive c"laar mmber and that do

2515 not ,~vos&k ltionL at class'epn. Dlsmts'sal may' itself rest
2516 6n juicn, asi1 iundetxA Rue ~(b) (6)`,br 5, or u4pon completje

,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~V , T ,J ~ I ~'

2517 ~1th 1~clais-r8 n~y that 'sati sf ies Lany hearing
2518 ed1lt-t boa S ,n
2519 text of (e) or in the Note. 1
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2520 IV Other Proposals

2521 The hearings and comments advanced a variety of other
2522 proposals for Rule 23 revision. Some were offered to improve the
2523 proposals actually made. Others reflected a deeper concern that
2524 the published proposals offered no more than modest initial steps
2525 toward more important changes. Some of the proposals involve
2526 matters that were worked out in Committee drafts but never fully
2527 discussed. Others are substantially new to this study. The more
2528 prominent of the proposals may be summarized briefly.

2529 Mass Torts

2530 The Committee has considered and put aside the prospect of
2531 creating a new "Rule 23.X" for mass torts. Several comments have
2532 suggested that Rule 23 is not an appropriate means of addressing
2533 mass tort litigation problems.

r 2534 Common Evidence

L 2535 Many comments have urged that the purpose of Rule 23(b) (3) be
2536 restored by adding an explicit requirement that trial evidence be
2537 substantially the same as to all elements of the claims asserted by
2538 class members. Several appellate decisions have emphasized this
2539 need, but district court practice is said to be variable. The
2540 comments often tie to specific substantive areas. The need to show
2541 individual reliance in fraud-based claims is a common example.

L. 2542 Proof of reliance by representative plaintiffs may allow recovery
2543 on behalf of many other class members who did not rely.

r 2544 Substantive rights are altered by dispensing with individual
L'I 2545 evidence on matters required for individual recovery. A variation

2546 suggests a new factor (G): "whether plaintiffs have demonstrated
2547 their ability to prove the fact of injury as to each class member,
2548 without making individualized inquiries as to class member injury."

LH 2549

L

IL3
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2550 (b)(3)(F) - Opt-in Draft

2551 Built into (b)(3) F
2552 (3) The court finds that the questions of law or fact common

2553 to the members of the class predominate over any C

2554 questions affecting only individual members, and that an

2555 opt-out class action under this paragraph is superior to m

2556 other available methods, including an opt-in class action L
2557 under paragraph (4) for' the fair and efficient

2558 adjudication ofithe controversy. The matters pertinent

2559 to the findings include: * * *

F 7 g~~~~~
2560 (This alternative sweeps well beyond rejection on factor (F),

2561 grounds, but it focuses the issue. And it has the advantage of

2562 bringing the opt-out language into the text of (b) (3) for the first

2563 time.)

2564 Tied to' (F), but not built into (b)(3)

2565 (4) certification of a (b) (3) class is denied {by application

2566 of factor (F),}[because the public interest and private

2567 benefits do not justify the burdens of class litigation,]

2568 but the court determines that permissive joinder should

2569 be accomplished by allowing putative members to elect to

2570 be included in a class. 7L
2571 (c) * * *

2572 (2) (A) When ordering certification of a class action under

2573 this rule, the court shall direct that appropriate

2574 notice be given to the class. The notice must cm
2575 concisely and clearly describe * * * the right to

2576 elect to be included in a class certified under

2577 subdivision (b)(4), and the potential consequences

2578 of class membership. * * *
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L 2579 (iii) In any class action certified under subdivision
2580 (b) (4), the court shall direct a means of notice

2581 calculated to accomplish the purposes ofL 2582 certification.

L 2583 (3) Whether or not favorable to the class, * * *

2584 (C) The judgment in an action certified as a class

2585 action under subdivision (b) (4) shall include all

2586 those who elected to be included in the class and
} 2587 who were not earlier dismissed from the class.

2588 ((And (b) (3) (F) could be amended to include reference to (b) (4),L 2589 e.g.: "(F) whether the public interest in - and the private

2590 benefits of - the probable relief to individual class membersr 2591 justify the burdens of litigation as an opt-out (b) (3) class,
L 2592 taking account of the possibility of certifying an opt-in (b) (4)
( 2593 class."))

F
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FLSA/ADEA Opt-In "Classes"

This is a preliminary observation on the reasons why there
does not seem much to be learned for Rule 23 purposes from
practices under the opt-in "class" proceedings under the Fair Labor
Standards Act, adopted into the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act.

The Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. § 216(b), provides for
an action to recover:

by any one or more employees for and in behalf of himself
or themselves and other employees similarly situated. No
employee shall be a party-plaintiff to any such action
unless he gives his consent in writing to become such a
party and such consent is filed in the court in which
such action is brought.

Although the statute does not use the term, it is common to refer
to these proceedings as opt-in class actions. The same procedure
is incorporated into the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29
U.S.C. § 626(b).

Representative plaintiffs are never formally designated as
class representatives by the court. The court can approve notice
to potential plaintiffs, and establish a deadline for filing
consent to become a party. Discovery can be had to identify
potential plaintiffs. The statute of limitations runs against each
potential plaintiff until the written consent is filed. There is
no statutory definition of the requirement that plaintiffs be
"similarly situated"; apparently the requirement is found satisfied
in some cases that nonetheless proceed much as if so many
plaintiffs had intervened in a nonclass proceeding.

There is little indication that this device creates a "class"
that has the consequences of a Rule 23 class. It is accepted that
Rule 23 does not apply to these proceedings, and apparently Rule 23
is not independently available for FLSA or ADEA claims. The
practice indeed seems to be a voluntary, large-scale joinder
device. It took on this form in 1947. From adoption of the FLSA
in 1938 until the 1947 Portal-to-Portal Act, there was no
requirement of written consent, and apparently the
"representatives"-plaintiffs did not even have to be employees.
There is little indication that either in 1938 or in 1947 Congress
was thinking in terms at all analogous to contemporary class
actions, much less to Rule 23 as it has become in 1997.

Advisory Committee consideration of opt-in classes has
proceeded on the assumption that all of the incidents of Rule 23
would be adopted, beginning with the'Rule 23(a) prerequisites and
going through whatever variation on Rule 23(b) requirements might
seem appropriate. Apart from changes in notice procedures,
subdivisions (c), (d), and (e) would continue to apply.
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Li Resnik-Coffee Proposed Rule 23(b)(4)

7

The Proposed Language

L Proposed 23(b)(4)

(4) the court finds that provisional certification under
subdivision (b)(3) for the purposes of litigation or settlement
would constitute a fair and efficient method by which to advance
the resolution of the dispute, and such certification is
requested either:

L
A) by the plaintiffs, who seek certification but are

not able to establish that they can meet all the requirements of23(b)(3). When making such a provisional certification, theL court shall:

7 i. indicate that the proposed certification isL conditional and for litigating purposes only
("litigating certification");

L A < -/ ii. make specific findings as to which requirements ofL CAn subdivision (b)(3) it finds satisfied, unsatisfied, or.O<V "' \Mto which it reserves judgment;
t* \C

iii. require that members be notified of the
limitations placed on the certification. Should
defendants or class members object, the court shallK provide a hearing, after notice, on the issue of thepropriety of certification. After such a hearing, the
court may alter the certification and/or appoint
additional representatives, a guardian ad l.:.tem, oremploy other procedures to ensure that all interests
within the class are adequately represented during the
litigation process.

L i v. either upon motion of the parties or sua sponte,
revisit the certification and alter it, either by
decertifying the class, recertifying it under
subdivision (b)(3) or (b)(4)(B), or by creating
subclasses for certification as it deems appropriate;

7 or,

W.,
rule23 .pro
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B) jointly by one or more of the defendants to the L
action and by a plaintiffs' steering committee, appointed by the

court, even though all of the requirements of subdivision (b)(3)

might not be satisfied for the purpose of trial. Before K
certifying such a provisional class, the court shall:

i. make specific findings as to whether each of the

requirements of subdivision (B)(3) are satisfied;

ii. if one or more of the requirements of subdivision

(b)(3) are found not to be satisfied, determine

whether any discrete subcategory of class members

would be likely to obtain a',superiorresult (via

settlement, trial or other form of disposition) Fin

another available forum or proceeding (including K
actions pending or to be'commencedinthe foreseeable J

future). In so determining, the court shall consider

whether similarly situated individualshave obtained

superior results in the past in other proceedings;

whether individual or representative litigation in the

future ,in other proceedings constitutes a viable

alternative for most of the kclassi or an identifiable
subcategory thereof, whetheir delayiis likely to affect

materially the effectiveness or enforceability of any
judgment or remedy, and ,other factors, (including,,the r
availability of counsel) bearing on the' ability of
class members-to receive just-and fair treatment. If

the court determines, either before or after
certification, that one or more discrete subcategories
of class members wouldlikelyiobtain orlhas obtained a

superior result in another,.forum or by means of
another procedure, thec6o6rt shall exclude such C
subcategory from the certifPed cllass; and '

iii. determine and make ispecifc, findings as to
whether a' need exists for subclasses, special counsel,

guardian ad litem, or othrLadditional procedures are
needed, because of the pote i ial differential in

impact of any proposed settl nent upon class members
or because of the need for negotiation among A

subcategories as to the allocation of any proposed
settlements. [ ,' I

C) When considering the request to approve a class

action settlement, and whether the class is certified "pursuant

to 23(b)(3) or 23(b)(4), the court has fiduciary obligations to

protect the interests of absentees. Prior to approval of any

proposed settlement, the court shall require that the parties

rule23 .pro
January 8, 1997 4
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requesting the settlement provide the court with detailed
information about:

i. the means by which the lawyers seeking to represent
the plaintiffs came to engage in negotiations with
lawyers seeking to represent defendants;

ii. the degree to which the proposed settlement treats
all members of the class equally or, if distinctions
are made, the bases on which such distinctions are
claimed to be proper;

iii. the means by which the remedial provisions shall
be accomplished;

iv. why it is in the interest of the members of the
proposed class action to accept the proposed
settlement in lieu of either individual litigation or
other forms of aggregate litigation, in either state
or federal court or in an administrative proceeding;

v. information, if available, about the amount of
compensation, including costs and fees, provided to
the attorneys representing the class and the
relationship between that compensation and that
received by, class members;

vi. information about payment of fees or costs
associated with special counsel, guardians ad litem,
court experts, objectors, or others;

vii. information about the methods by which other
lawyers, if any represent individual class members,
shall be compensated (including fees and costs) and
the amounts of such compensation; and

viii. such other information as the court deems
necessary and appropriate.2

A Proposed Advisory Committee Note

Under this subdivision, a court may consider two kinds
of certification not provided for in 23(b)(3) -- certification
of classes in which, at the time of certification, it is not yet
known whether the case can proceed through all phases, and
particularly through trial as a class action ("litigation

2 The provisions we have proposed for 23(b)(4)(C) could
alternatively be placed in an expanded 23(e).

rule23 . pro
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classes") and certification of classes jointly requested by
lawyers for plaintiffs and defendants (and often, but not
exclusively, includingproposed settlements as well).

The purpose of litigation classes is to enable an
initial exploration, 'on notice to affected parties, of the
possibility of, a group-wide disposition,, either through the
pretrial process or'via seittlement.,' Building on the model of
the multi-litigation statute, 28 U.S.C.-, §1407, a litigation
class permits' discovery and exploration iof settlement on a class L
wide basis, but only upon notice to', affected members and
opponents. This rule revision is proposed to complement the
spirit of other rules involving parties, 'speciifica l1y Rules 19
and 24, which endeavor to enable particiation of" li gants with
somewhat divergent';interests within a single lawsuit. The rule
revisionlis also1'deldsigned to makel the pr'actice in class actions
accord with that Lnhother aspecs f'civil1litigation, namely

thit~"L~e'r~!li'~a"§"i"I "!IIreiii'a d~t~dispos'eA[ l y ral but manyV proceed
through i undertpretrial hef m d Rule 16.
The propsTed amendment to Rulei 23,3 platcifrdns on judges to
ensure that thoseL affectedby such litigation are adequately

represent j es revisi pretrial processe and furrther
apreqpriatitf'th e ques tionl of letiictinwhen

The other kind of certiftcation ~ohtsmplated by the
rule is that requested joinptly by plaintiff counsel, seeking to
represent a class, ' and I oneo ior more cofd fAat ;counsel, joining
in that app~licatio Dn.i '[AL 'co m on form !of such'requests is that of
the settlement class ' In' hich I'a certificatln of a class is a
means to implement a settlement but the findings in 23(b)(4)(B)
should be madeJhenevtiie court"iha's reas 'to bel'ieve that the
requests forCO cls e~f~ati16l 'ad, Ifor alpprova of ar
settlement arerlt lne 1 6, n e 6r ; erns about such
cases (see John CI JrCo.f eclass Wars:l T1h-e 'Dilemma of the
Mass Tort Class Action, 95 CPLUM.. REV. 13A43 (1995)), the rule
imposes highe bur dens o'n, sutich i oint sti ation requests,
including that oIt ts, determin''[l wheithe; ['si&l as'ses s'hould also
be certified to ensure that all of the int ests of class
members are ad'q ely rpeente wi h h? liiation
structure and that those affecr th. ly or practically
by a judgment are eit'er appop ely,! r''hte or beyond the

scope of any p,,roposed j3idamen.

sed ins I iso Z'tetrm"superiorKAs used in ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~teIt frm
result," achievedl "AL s te g ial ot oer form o
disposition" req irhs Ih cdrltto `&~ oAi h mre than a
comparison of thel'likely monetary results of the pending action
as compared with 1likelyresults Xn another forum (e.g. an
individual actioni inilstats Ordhfederal clourt A, an administrative
remedy, other forms opl, # regate ll'itigatio1 formal or informal,

rule23 .pro
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in state or federal court),. In class actions involving monetary
recoveries, the court should also evaluate how proposed
recoveries will be funded (including the adequacy of insurance
coverage) and whether relegating class members to individual
actions, to multi-district litigation, or to other processes
will give such class members viable remedies, if liability is
established, against defendants who are likely to remain solvent
in the foreseeable future. When evaluating non-pecuniary
aspects of proposed settlements, the court should evaluate
carefully the actual utility of those proposals and the means by
which they will be provided to class members. If the court
finds that identifiable groups of class members have a viable
and established remedy by means of processes other than a
settling on certification class, the court shall consider the
effect of divesting class members of such remedies by approving
of the proposed certification,. In short, this comparative
analysis requires the court not only to consider the class and
settlement proposed simultaneouslybut the other options
practically available to class members, the incentives of the
litigants and their attorneys to proceed by means of a class as
compared to those other ways, and the availability of counsel
and of access to such other fora. The questionbefore ,,the court
is whether there are better ways to respond to the, alleged
injuries of the plaintiffs than by means of a settlement class
action or whether, under the particular circumstances of a
specific case, such a certification is appropriate.

When certified under any provision of 23(b), the
provisions of 23(f) that permit discretionary appeals apply.
Judges considering certifying litigating classes may take into
account the concerns either that class certification
inappropriately creates undue pressures to settle or,
alternatively, inappropriately undermines the authority of the
class representatives.

Classes certified for litigationand those certified
at the behest of both plaintiffs and defendants should be
accompanied by notice to class members, thereby enabling the
development of information relevant to the settlement
negotiations and relevant to the propriety of maintaining the
class certification.

The proposed revision also provides for the
appointment, by the court, of more than one kind of
representative or lead counsel and the utilization of an array
of lawyers and others to ensure a process of litigation and
negotiation that will, in turn, facilitate the district judge's
task in considering the adequacy of proposed settlements, if any
result, and will assist the judge in the discharge of his/her
fiduciary task of monitoring the class representatives.
"Judging" consent -- evaluating the reasonableness, adequacy,

rule23 .pro
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and fairness of an agreement -- is a very difficult task. See
Judith Resnik, Judging Consent, 1987 U. CHI. LEGAL FORUM 43. The
proposed language provides the framework by which judges are to Lb
discharge their fiduciary obligations to the absent members of
the class. Because this proposal anticipates that more lawyers
may participate in the pretrial proceeding and in the
negotiations, judges should -- in cases involving-court-awarded L

attorneys' fees and costs ~or when approving settlements that m
provide for fees and costs ---b consider awarding or requiring
that attorneys' fees be paid to'6a wider array of lawyers than
those designated as attorneys for a class, those on a
Plaintiffs' Steering Committee, in other "lead counsel"b
positions. See Judith Resnik, Dennis E. Curtis, & Deborah"'R. !',
Hensler, Individuals within the Agregate.jRelationships,
Representation,, and ,Fees,' 71 N.Y.U. L. REV. 296 (1i996)1 Thelnew
language pxpressly calls forl information to be provideddto theri
court about the propo ed compensation, including costs and fees, L
for all 1llwers", be ,they class representatives, individually-
retained attorneys, objector or others.: - ' ' I

i While the standaridsfor 'considerin of FsettlementSi,
filed ~contcurrent ilwith 'requ' 'fftrcert~ificatiLon rdo ntpeld
so-ca~lled`'ifutures C clseZ po se, thd, standards requ'ire close,
scrutiny by the court of the treatmt of all segments of a
class whenhsettlements are pr6bposd. F F,

The court shpld einsure an inclusive array of

members or'thei attog eys mlh6 tiM mpgi~ t o exert control over 17
to other, and possibly, o','rxftlmeers 9f ehleclass. I The

requirement of disc~losur~e olf alrl~ll fee 'azj-id dst ~tarrangements, f7
including those among plain tiffs' law es !-aa s wel l` 1as between Lb
rplaintfse an,' deen s i aim att eal te cou -rt to

assess the jn~ages I Qf all "a~II ip Xa thedere owhc

specalesounsel obtn 17 c
represete thea setl$ otspn Ihe sideof p provesetime interso other xlntooudrf, and ouribyi[~IL, notes. ,We wudb
happyitomeet wit yot discussu-C mean by ari wgeients, t
winlling thoshl h qisr omite ainn annta tat~ ise sefl

to I
assess We have erre on thsideo en copehensiv winh
terms of our explanation, our draft~~~7, , and our nots. e oulb

hpcappy to deet wit~i yo odsusmasb hc ecudL
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A~pllE
Rule 23(e) Factors

William W. Schwarzer
Settlement of Mass Tort Class Actions: Order Out of Chaos

1995, 80 Cornell L. Rev. 837, 843-844

be transsubstantive, suitable for any action subject to Rule 23; they
should be neutral, avoiding substantive ethical rules and principles:
they should not dictate the terms of settlements or stifle creativity and
adaptation to unique circumstances; they should be practical and flex-
ible: and they should be reasonably comprehensive but not so detailed
that they lead to a failure to see the forest for the trees. Finally, guide-
lines should not be prescriptive but should give direction that would
lead the court to give the settlement the consideration necessary to
bring to light any serious defect and ensure that it is truly fair and
equitable. Precedent for such an approach is found in Rules 16(c),
19(b), 26(b), and 26(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, all of
which enumerate factors or items to be considered bv the court in
particular contexts.

Relying merely on appellate decisions for such guidelines has
drawbacks: the law rmav varv across circuits, decisions are ad hoc, and
their precedential effect will be circumscribed by the unique facts of
the case. Amendment of Rule 23(e) is therefore worthy of considera-
tion. The thrust of such an amendment would be to require the court
to make findings, and hence to ensure its consideration of a number
of factors relevant to the fairness and reasonableness of a settlement
The statement of such factors should be sufficiently specific to provide
guidance but not so elaborate as to defeat the utility and flexibiliy of
the rule.

The following formulation is suggested as an addition to the cur-
rent text of Rule 23(e):

W hen ruling on an application for approval of a dismissal or com-
promise of a class action, the court shall consider and make findings
with respect to the following matters, so far as applicable to the
action:

(1) Whether the prerequisites set forth in subdivisions (a) and
(b) have been met;
(2) Whether the class definition is appropriate and fair, taking
into account among other things whether it is consistent with
the purpose for which the class is certified, whether it may be
overinclusive or underinclusive, and whether division into sub-
classes may be necessary or advisable;
(3) Whether persons with similar claims will receive similar
treatment, taking into account any differences in treatment be-
tween present and future claimants;
(4) Whether notice to members of the class is adequate, taking
into account the ability of persons to understand the notice
and its significance to them:
(5) Whether the representation of members of the class is ade-
quate, taking into account the possibility of conflicts of interest
in the representation of persons whose claims differ in material
respects from those of other claimants;
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H
,

(6) Whether opt-out rights are adequate to fairly protect inter-

ests of class members; f a
(7) Whether provisions for attornevs' fes are reasonable, tak-

ing into account the value and amount of services rendered

and the risks assumed; LI

(8) Whether the settlementwill have significant effects on par-

ties in other actions pending in state or federal courts;
(9) Whether the settlement willihave significant effects on po-

tential claims of class, members for injury or loss arising out of

the same or related occurrences but excluded from the

settlement;
(10) Whether the compensation for loss and damage provided

bv the settlement is within the range of reason, taking into ac-

count the balance of costs to defendant and benefits to class H
members;, and '
(11'3) i ''hether the claims process under the settlement is likely

to be fair and equitable in its operation.

In identifying these factors relevant to most class action settle- L
ments, thee rule would establish neither substantive requirements nor

minimum standards for approval. 'Rather, it would set out guide-

lines-a kind, iof checklist-for the consideration and evaluation of

settlements. Each factor relates to matters that could bear on the fair-

ness and equity of the settlement and present a possible obstacle to

approval, but none of them ipso facto defines' the terms for approval H
or disapproval. Rule 23 would continue to leave the decision whether

to approve'br disapprove a settlement to the discretion of the trial

judge, but the exercise of that 'discretion would no longer be un- 7
guided. However,5so long as the trial court record reflects considera-

tion by the trial judge of each of these factos (to the extent relevant

under the circumstances of the litigation), and anv others related

thereto, and findings with respect to each, the court's ruling should L

be entitled to a presumption of reasonableness 'on appeal. By lending

structure to thel process of approval of class action settlements, this

proposed rule would also provide guidance toparties in negotiating

settlement agreements. While this rMle would not set limits on what is

permissible, it would inform them of the issues'they must address.

Amending Rule 23(e) along the lines suggested would help bring

order out of the present chaos, enhancepredictability and stability,

increase the utility of class actions, and sedge the interests of justice. H

LJ
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2594

2595 Rule 23 Comments: (b)(4) Settlement Class

2596 John Leubsdorf, 96CV026: The (b)(4) settlement proposal should be
2597 withdrawn for further work. Settlement classes pose many dangers.
2598 Defendants may select plaintiff counsel and representatives; class
2599 counsel may have individual clients that are excluded from the
2600 class and receive better terms; large numbers of class members may
2601 receive nothing; the right to opt out may be denied; class members
2602 may be enjoined from suing in other courts, restricting
2603 opportunities for collateral attack; the law of a single state may
2604 be forced on all class members; lIa new set of procedures and
2605 remedies" may be substituted for legal remedies. Consequences will
2606 include diminished ability to choose among competing lawyers to
2607 seek the most effective class representative; stronger pressure to
2608 accept inadequate settlements, lest the suit must be dismissed
2609 because the case cannot be tried as a class action; and greater
2610 difficulty in controlling lawyer fees by advance restrictions. The
2611 effects of these problems cannot be forecast - they will sweep
2612 across more and more areas of the law. And as settlement classes
2613 proliferate; litigators will tend more and more to seek out certain
2614 states that seem favorably inclined. The drafting should be
2615 changed to make it clear that the parties not only must "request"
2616 certification, but also must show that they meet the requirements
2617 of (b) (3). There is a special problem of adjusting this proposal
2618 with the securities law procedures that require notice and
2619 opportunity for rival representatives to appear and claim the right
2620 of representation. The securities law procedures, indeed, should
2621 be considered for all classes.

2622 Improvements in the settlement class provision would include:
2623 (1) Bar consideration of settlement until the certification
2624 decision has been made. (2) Require that class lawyers, as well as
2625 representative members, fairly and adequately represent the class.
2626 (3) Appoint a lawyer to challenge any proposed settlement,
2627 providing reasonable discovery "concerning the settlement" and
2628 payment out of the class recovery. (This is not a guardian for the
2629 class but an objector.) (4) Require notice of any settlement to
2630 include comprehensible information about the essential terms. (5)
2631 Amend Rule 23 (c) (2) to provide a right to opt out of any class, no
2632 matter whether certified as a (b) (1), (2), or (3) class if
2633 "significant money damages are claimed or awarded."

2634 John McBryde, 96CV027: This proposal "will tend to defeat
2635 safeguards built into Rule 23 against improper class action
2636 activity."

2637 Susan P. Koniak, 96CV031: The (b) (4) proposal makes worse the
2638 already nefarious use of settlement classes. It should be
2639 withdrawn. Adopts the suggestion of Professor Coffee about
2640 (b)(3)(F).

2641 The suggestions for reform are set out in the conclusion: (1)
2642 The Rule should forbid settlement of a class that cannot be tried.
2643 (2) It is legitimate to certify a class for settlement without an
2644 initial litigated dispute over the ability to try the class claim,
2645 but if certification is uncontested the court must provide special
2646 scrutiny of the settlement, the representation of the class, and
2647 the process of negotiating the settlement. (3) The Rule should
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2648 ensurethat class notices are understandable to ordinary people,
2649 and are printed in normal type. (4) The Committee should consider
2650 4ways of making, more meaningful thelrequirement of adequate
2631 representation.. Class counsel should'be forbidden to represent
2652 individual clients simultaneously with theclass. (5) An explicit _

2653 duty should'be imposedon al'l, counsel seeking approval of ,a class
2654 settlement to brief, fuflly,,d fairly,,the potentialobjectionsto _
2655 the settlement, weaknesses.in the terms proposed, Iiand potential'
2656 conflicts of Lnterest of clas~s, counsel,.' _6) ProfessorLe L
2.68 5 7, jsgglshould-be ,padopted byI, requiring appointment, of an
2658 advocate,,, for the class whois respionsiblesfor challenging the
2659 ,'sett'lementand class representation.

2660 :, These suggestions I'are supportedby 'an expositi n of the
2661 'dange''rs's lof presen practice and the risks created by the proposals.
2662 Pre sent l Ow i s nbt11 atl least- in the"Ibooks acotraryl to' the Third
2663 Crcuit v as the nComittee Minutes and draft Committee Note
2664 sugge's!t. ettlbment classes are 'suectedl'to special 'scrutiny. >

266'S The p op'os laI aiuthorizes the "malignant form of settlement class"
2666 that' carnnot possiblybQe tried.' ', It [isa!particularly dangerous to L
2667 requ ire'ithat siett ementbe reached before certification is sought.
2668 Defendantsi can select compliant plaint'iff's counsel, ho has no
2669 bargainini& power arising fro the' Pspect of trying I the class L
2'6 70 cla irs .i. Exen if'ounsel ha's no " fonfi cting interests arising from
2671 representation of individual 'clienits, and can rise above the
2672 prospect .of fees from a successful settlement,, there is a fear that K
2673 reection of the lbest negotiable deal may lead defe#pdants, to find K
2674 o0her, pcllass counsel who will accept an, even less attractive deal.
2675 Ifc~u nelhas present clients, there i±s a conflict,,!over, advising V
2676 them on pting out, and a rislk that an alternative. settlement will
2677 take them anyway., .,Objectors, mroeover, icannot be counted on.
2678 C elll~lshouJd no, advise counsel to stay in iia bad settlement class
2679 s he can objqet. Objections are- .costly, and not l'ikely to
2680 succee. It is betterjto raise, the shadow of objection, accept a
2681 role T as cooperating 4,jcounsel,' and surrender; this is; not a
2682 theoretica1 risk, but an actual event. Courts, moreover, accept
2683 '[tu y ' eivery proffered class settlement;, they are not motivated
2684 to look for abuse, and "find class settlements all but irresistible
2685 and spnd precious little energy ferretin out abuse."

$ Pr >,,ret 1 g out abuse.

2686 "Large-scale problems that defy ready disposition by
2687 traditional adversary litigation," offered in the Committee Note as
2688 a justifJication for' settlement classes, instead raise questions
2689 whether such matters are properly in 'court at 'all. ''Choice-of-law
2690 problems are problems because, we are a federation of states, and -

2691 because large-scale problems are properly governed in various parts
2692 by the. laws of different states. If subclassing is required to F
2693 reflect the different positions and interests of "class"rmembers,
2694 that ,j, is no reason ,or ignoring the differences by fostering a
2695 spurious settlement class.

26,96 " Although the Committee Note professes to'take no position on

2 '
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2697 futures classes, the proposal will support and encourage
L 2698 settlements that include claimants who do not yet even know that

2699 they have been injured. Of course settlement is easier, but it is
2700 irresponsible or even reckless to reopen this prospect without
2701 careful safeguards.

2702 John P. Frank, 96CV032: "Settlement classes should not be allowed
t 2703 at all; if we are to have them, they should be subject to the same

2704 criteria as litigation classes." Effective judicial review
2705 requires great amounts of time that often are not available. There
2706 is a great risk of collusion. The collusion hazard was greatly

t 2707 increased Jeff D. v. Evans, 1986, 475 U.S. 717, overruling the rule
2708 of Pandrini v. National Tea Co., 3d Cir.1977, 557 F.2d 1015, 1021,
2709 that required determination of legal fees separately and after
2710 settlement. The Pandrini rule "reduced the bribery potential.
2711 One effect of the current practice that negotiates a settlement
2712 first, then seeks certification, is the emergence of dueling
2713 classes: the statute of limitations is suspended by filing the
2714 first action, so rival counsel can emerge to file parallel actions
2715 and solicit opt-outs by promising more favorable settlements.

2716 Stephen Gardner, 96CV034: The coupon settlement in the General
7 2717 Motors pickup truck litigation is a clear example of the problem.
L 2718 "[N]othing in the settlement addressed the animating principle of

2719 the lawsuit: that these General Motors pickup trucks pose a serious
2720 - but remediable - safety hazard." It was a settlement class.
2721 Compensation for counsel was not in any way based on money paid to
2722 the class. And "the trial bench is in many instances absolutely
C 2723 failing nits independent duty to scrutinize any settlement * * *."
2724 Trial judges are under pressure to administer their dockets
2725 effectively; this approach "fails miserably with respect to class
2726 actions * * * trial courts fall back on the hoary precept that
2727 settlements are to be viewed with favor and bend over backwards to

L 2728 find ways to approve them." Appellate courts often exacerbate the
2729 problem. The abuse of discretion standard of review should be
2730 replaced by plenary appellate review of any decision approving a
2731 settlement. Uncertifiable settlement classes should be outlawed,
2732 not encouraged. The best rule would require certification before
2733 any discussion of settlement. If a settlement is reached before
2734 certification, at least there should be a two-step process. The
2735 first notice and hearing should say nothing of the terms of the
2736 settlement. If certification is approved, there should be a second
2737 notice and hearing to review the fairness of the{ settlement. At
2738 least if there is a combined hearing, the court should conduct a

Li 2739 plenary hearing into certification and reach fairness issues only
2740 after determining the nature of the class to be 6ertified. And
2741 approval of a settlement class could be made conditional on
2742 approval of the settlement, "providing no res ju4 icata effect if
2743 the settlement itself is rejected." Coupon settlements should be
2744 rejected; they reward, not punish, the wrongdoer.

2745 Leslie A. Brueckner, 96CV035 & Sunk.: Appears on behalf of Trial
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V
Rule 23(b)(4) Comments

Summary

2746 Lawyers for Public Justice. Opposes both (b) (4) and (b) (3) (F)
2747 proposals. J

2748 Under (b) (4), "precisely because the participants in the,
2749 settlement negotiations would know the case- couldnot be litigated T
2750 as a class action, the settlement negotiations would be truly ILA
2751 W perverse.U" ' The defendant, in a mass'tort, actionhopes to pay
2752 significantly, less than through individual litigation;, it'does not'
2753 fear clasps counsel , because there isno 'realistic threat of trial.
2754 Class lcounsel> gets no fees ,unless there is a settlement. The
2755 courts ,_will ,be flooded with "legally que Lstionable class actions."
275,6 The ,prospect ,of settlement even beforea complaint is Ifiled is,
2757 , particularly, disturbing defense counsel can pick their own,
2758 a4versary. The right to opt out is nTot a, meaningful protectioA',
2759 and istauseless for "'tfuture" victims. ",Nothing should be,'done until
2760 Georgine is ,decided. But the (b),i (4) proposal should be abandoned L
2761 no ,nb~matterlw~hat the Supreme CourtiI does. ItWwouldIvastly 'increase
2762 the potential for abusive settl ements. A mass-tort defendant wants
2763 tosettl on terms, ithat, cost Fless ltthan,,, alternative I'o'des ,of- t tl
2764 ,prpceediing; class counsel wants to s,'ettle todwin ,' feed. "lBut the
2765 class members would get far less thanl, they deserved .''" Attorneys
2766 interested in a fee would simply fle classesiL,[! 11un1i:kely to be
2767 c ertified for trial. gettlements reahed belforl ffiling will enable t
2768 def;' h"beI7endanfts to- shop fo t sb~ bargasr~, and presure "leven the
2769 most eth.cal attorney" to acpep o off lf spmeone else
2770 accept an even worse offer.' The~re are 6bo !adequael fequards. The
2771 riht' to' 'opt out is epsential toof, doe' process, bu As reality io
2772 sttcutory m pembersoblems, and (33 it, to exightszes uh
2773 a Uhng'ful fontrovern. a Future Victimsc i out.
2774 Notice is "Often I Rneffectivel e difftllc t the nteeterihe L
2775 whett46rethe class isemtoo Ibtcad, A12 n to2776 context'.F Conflicts of intC'rest ewuall be' el >lcu
2777 te. And d, ' trict ju " a ,, dis g, , e p4p~n gac"

2778 Jtuit RieSturdevant 96CV03A9. BPersonallyr Dn ai eeril, Counsel,
2779 Oatio S,' o" sc ia t ion of ConsU~Mer Adbo~a e.As pbi n t ed4 ot by 150o
2780 Moraw fetzs96Cv037sThissors, this peroposal (1) cote o i irbuidelineo
2781 'sprlniles, (2) it fail's t'os addreasn serious constitutional and
2782 tatutory,, problem, and (3) it tfhrmaly ,swhat until nowem has be
2783 an sekairetely controversial pract cei n induvites, anduseion" "It 'Is
2784 unnecessary to amend Rule 2,3 FaL~l, ~~banthe pQ,,i. bene f.1t S'
2785 of Apnrodciate settlement 1aseF.', And not should bel
2786 corisirdered , until 1the Supreme Cor has ~decided ArchmProd.v
2787 Wgin ds'pr.',- I

2788 Ju~dith RSnik, Margaret A. Ber.er, Dennis E. Curtis, Nancy
2789 morawel t i, 96CV037': This ~ statement, ~accepts- Ithe desirability of
2790 'ettlement classes, and suggests the 'need to 'improve, proposed
2791 (b)'(Y' many ways. It, is tightly written;L this attempt to
2792' sumrz he many, observations is inadequate, and serves only as
2793 an introduction t6 a statement' that sold be rediful
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Rule 23(b)(4) Comments
_61 Summary

to 2794 There is special danger in encouraging settlement before
2795 certification when there has been no determination that the
2796 representatives are adequate, without notice to many class members,

P 2797 and in some instances without the development of information by
2798 discovery. This setting invites the criticisms that are so
2799 cogently advanced by many. A judicial hearing after settlement is
2800 no substitute for presettlement supervision. Although it would be
2 2801 unwise to preclude any opportunity to settle before seeking

L 2802 certification, the practice should not be encourage.

2 2803 The first principle to be recognized should be that settlement
2804 is appropriate in class actions, as it is in other actions. It is

L 2805 appropriate even if the class claim could not be tried. There is
2806 much value in aggregation for pretrial purposes - recognizing that

,~ 2807 pretrial work commonly will lead to settlement - even when it is
2808 understood that if pretrial disposition is not possible, the class
2809 must be decertified.

2810 The second principle is that judges have special duties to
2811 ensure adequate representation 'of absent class members. The
2812 problem is difficult because there are many plaintiffs, many of
2813 whom have individual lawyers; many differing relationships between
2814 clients and lawyers, and many different views by lawyers of their
2815 responsibilities to their clients; many different roles played by
2816 lawyers in the class action, and complex relationships among the
2817 lawyers; and great difficulties in supervision of counsel by
2818 clients.

2819 The third principle is that judges should seek to ensure that
2820 as many distinctive class-member interests as possible are actually
2821 represented during the settlement negotiation process, not later.
2822 This may make it harder to achieve settlement, but it is an
2823 important guaranty of any settlement that is achieved.

l Ad 2824 Robert N. Kaplan, 96CV038: As to (b)(4), there may be problems in
2825 mass tort litigation, but "[s]ettlement classes have been routinely
2826 utilized in antitrust and securities litigation for many years,
2827 without any adverse effect. * * * This proposed rule would
2828 recognize what has been a routine practice in those litigations."

2829 Roger C. Cramton, 96CV040: This too is tightly written, and summary
2830 is perilous. The essence is a plea to abandon (b)(4) settlement

i' 2831 classes, and in any event to adopt into subdivision (e) the
2832 settlement-review criteria advanced by Judge Schwarzer. The
2833 proposals "are not a 'cautious increment' but an unwise
2834 initiative."

2835 It is unwise- to attempt rule changes while the settlement
2836 class issue is pending in the Supreme Court.

2837 The (b)(4) proposal violates the Rules Enabling Act.
2838 Settlement classes will "promulgate new substantive law,"
2839 displacing existing state or federal law. Rules devised by the
2840 parties, not any' legislature, will govern. Wholesale schemes of

5
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LI

2841 reparation will, be substituted for judicial procedure; systems 1
2842 comparable to bankruptcy, without its safeguards and procedures,
2843 are created. Such vast administrative schemes require legislation,
2844 not rulemaking. Managerial judges will be so involved in crafting
2845 settlements that impartialxreview is impossible. Defendants will
2846 choose plaintiffs, representatives. Thexright lto opt-out will not
2847 'be protected in meaningf ul ways. The parties will, shop for a court
2848 willing to approve their deal.,, Side settlements, for the benefit of
2849 current clients. will be,,,made in. some, cases. 1"A class action
2850 settlement with these features would have been, unthinkable to,
2851 lawye'rs and judges of a decade or so ago.

2852 The pr posal , moreover, has no limiting 'principles. ,w}
2853 Subdivisiqn jola) , iis not,, alone ienough ,, Although the proposal,
2854 formallyjI .requiresl ,,that ! the '~,'predomi.nance 411-gand ji,,i'supperiorityql C
2855 requirements of (b) (3)'lbe met, in ifacte,"[c],,aseioadpmanagement and'?
2856 judicial convenience displace the certifilcationstandarrds ,listed in -

2857 23 (b)." In practice, whatever the theoryy., settlementclasses will
2858 be unhooked from the tests of (b) (3) i

2859 The proposal "does not support the kiid of rigorous and,
2860 careful, scrutiny f otf attorney incentiveslI that jjli'Hcertification of a
2861 settlement, class demands.,",t, A prepackaged sdttlement leaves no
2862 incentive for , the defendant ,to challeng~e, the cLass definition or L
2863 adequarcy lof vi,,,representation;, to the I ontrary, there is every
2864 incentive, to,.lsell thedeal already cut. lrt:Opt-out rights, are scant
2865 protection - notices often are incomprehensible, and may not be
2866 taken seriously; future. claimants cannot protept themselves. The
2867 important lissues suggested as justifticatiois forll settlement classes
2868 - choice' of law,, manageability, brbLad-1aseid 0oluton of large
2869 controver'ies - are; to importantto be left'to othie 'open-ended
2870 discretion proposed. ' 'B

2871 Constitutional concerns are raised. There, may not be a true
2872 case or cpntroversy when the' first 3Judicial event is a proposal by
2873 all partie fo+ approval of a settledent. An action that cannot be
2874 tried Iay not be a case or controversy. The conistitationality of C
2875 resolvi g future claims is 'a matter"'lnow in ll,'iti:gationl, and should Lt
2876 not be reolved 'so quickly. Due iprocess','standards of adequate
2,877 representation may not be satisfied when the only lawyers who can
2878 represent the class are those who have already struck a deal with
2879 the defendants. ' , ,

2880 Many have written at length on the ways in 'which packaged
2881 settlement classes invite collusion;' Even with the best of
2882 intentions, would-be class lawyers who know they have' nothing
2883 unless there isa settlement agreeable to the def'endants are hard-
2884 pressed to provide adequate representation. They know that if
2885 their deal fails, another lawyer may strike an even less favorable '

2886 deal.

2887 Whatever comes of the (b) (4), proposal, Judge Schwarzer's i
2888 proposed check-list of settlement-approval factors shouldbe added i
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Rule 23(b)(4) Comments
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2889 to subdivision (e).

L- 2890 The several suggestions made by John Leubsdorf (96CV026) all
2891 are sound.

k-) 2892 Roger C. Cramton, 96CV040 (November 23, 1996 letter): Taking issue
2893 with testimony by Melvin Weiss at the Philadelphia hearing, and

atl 2894 with comments by Francis Fox, urges that class counsel has a
2895 fiduciary duty to absent class members that requires disclosure toLv 2896 the court of possible weaknesses in a settlement. A duty of candor
2897 is owed to the court in ex parte proceedings, and also in cases
2898 involving persons under the court's protection. "In a class action
2899 involving absent and passive class members, the court is a guardian
2900 for the class, and the lawyers for the class are trustees of the~
2901 interests of all members of the class. The lawyer for a class owes
2902 fiduciary duties to its absent members and therefore has a duty to
2903 inform the court about aspects of the settlement that may not be in
2904 their interest." "The settling parties should be required to

ta 2905 disclose to the court all relevant facts concerning the negotiation
2906 of the settlement and its terms so that the-court may make an
2907 informed determination that the settlement is in the best interests
2908 of the class." "For example, the court should be told * * *
2909 whether class representatives are getting special treatment,
2910 whether side settlements have carved some similarly situated
2911 persons out of the class on terms different than those applied to
2912 class members, whether the resulting negotiation sacrifices the
2913 claims of a group of class members to provide larger awards to
2914 another group, etc."

2915 In addition, Rule 23(e) should require specific findings in every
2916 case in which a settlement is approved, and "in appropriate cases"
2917 should require appointment of an advocate to oppose settlement.

2918 Alliance for Justice, 96CV041: Many problems are reduced by
Lv. 2919 requiring that all classes meet the standards of certification for

2920 trial. A single wrong may affect many people in different ways, so
2921 that they have divergent interests and cannot be included in a
2922 single class; a toxic spill, for example, may cause property damage
2923 to some; small present physical injury to others, great physical
2924 injury on some, and unknowable future physical injuries on many.
2925 A class that would not be certified for trial includes people of
2926 such different positions that they are not similarly situated. The
2927 opt-out alternative is not real. For "future" claimants it is not
2928 even possible. There is a danger of collusive settlements, and
2929 judges cannot be effective guardians. Settlement classes will be
2930 certified in contexts that exert a hydraulic pressure to settled.
2931 Unusual cases such as the asbestos cases "require their own
2932 solution, perhaps a legislative solution. They should not justify
2933 a change of rules that would affect the vast majority of other
2934 cases."

2935 Public Citizen Litigation Group, 96CV044: (b) (4) on settlement
L 2936 classes "offers no guidance, standards, or criteria." The emphasis

7
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2937 on precertification settlement "creates a breeding ground for,
2938 settlement classes in which the defendants have chosen' the class
2939 counsel._' Rule 23 should be restructured to encourage
2940 participation of class counsel who champion class interests; this
2941 proposal has the opposite effect. It will mean either that
2942 settlement is reached even before a complaint is filed, or that the ?
2943 original co'mplaint will be replaced by, an amended complaint after
2944 settlement is reached. ,Defendantsl,,will have, enormous leverage
2945 because the case cannot 'belitigated as a (b) (3) class - and this
2946 is, particular problem ',in the'current, litigationtclimate, where
2947 defendants often face multiple class actions filed by ,different'
2948 class,, counsel in different Iforums,.:, They will engage in a ireverse
2949 auction, rselecting, Class counsel Iwho provide the, imost ifavorablid '
2950 sett~limentLThe requiremen thatsetttlement predate certification
2951 does -not pro'tect the class.,,i It1 is in ,aapy eventl irresppnsible tbo
2952 prppose a r~ule, that, will oencourage ilsettlemenxt iof lfutures.~ claims, r
2953 without at ijea~st maki IIt ' clear l thatii th e Cow tteeis noeI-
2954 eadorsing futulrs clakss actJos 4 !Iwhich raise ,ndamental due
2955 pejrocess concerns oregarding notlape, and opt out~i * * anld~ iseriois
29I56 3utilciability iprobllems." 1

2957 H., Laddie 7Montaaue, Jr., 96CV0146: lThe (b) (4) ' ettlement proposal
29~58 "19 the 'mo0ist ! si Ifian and cbn~r u2btjiv&' Settlemi~6 classs are
2959 valuable. Of' e f , .ca o I esVc d

s, n =[ ,,4 b t2~~60 ~partipp canno age o uc matters as indi~yidual

2964 settlement. Class members must be allowed to[' [optI ou. And
2965 defe,,ndants who, agree jto. jslett-lte caxot; claitn qoe~r~iojn.. ,, ,,, ,

2966 Stua H.4 S~avett, 96CV0418: (b>)'(4) should be apedl. Settlement a
2967 d' agles afe an imp'ortatmeans of spee'd'y an4 eficicn± rgesolutiozL
2968 ,Therle are adequat~e protections.' "'I strong~l [r¢ n !approval."1
2 nI6 q6" [6' al ar2969 JohiaI'C. Coffee, Jr.ck Caffee, 96CV049: If (b) is detaine d atal shoul, it1
2970 sho-ldX ben" 1i(nitedby aingth require inent4cof ss

2971 tha&'l~latherte i9 norealisti'gbl~ passibilty tha peeih~e 9lthe orlusimi f
2982as bastis) inn c any ot~hierll court ohe foiskm." 'X'tlhoustey

2974 asettement, ttlem members p oat boe Acu on laedsoht might
2975 s'ti44 d in orth wntmes assreas dcledtiv paresl otiondstt rqre , Y , ~ 7i~ in

29768 The ar ad ~ po less tons I~] I approvsaThili

29770 parih ulrlbte as togfuture clauimant. chodur i ti afpoor2971 pa'o oe~ut fairnstidpss bHl ila

29792 uihRsi &aJ ck Cffeey a9sCe04ed Th dt. Ipopsa hol
2980 be a pbende totthe e(b ()coutes o t f s atrfoetlmn-ls

2982 itt~ernn cls e whle arsdunghtherss t~h outst, he
2983 reea their I view wy thateb requiin a osmae eteeto

298 ag6 t the prset prosa focuseson thetmst. dageos V
2985s7n tof all " It inaiites"sml coetis fpanifad

297 Jd hRenik& ackCofee'9CV09-Thede~ild~ipopsa1shu8



(b) (4) comments -9-

2986 defendant lawyers" to negotiate before filing, without any judicialL 2987 determination that the representatives are adequate, without notice
_ 2988 to anyone, and often without development of information sufficient

2989 to support an informed settlement. Often is it impractical to opt
S 2990 out. Such settlements are seldom reshaped in any meaningful way

2991 during the process of court review and approval. Turning to their
4- 2992 proposal, they distinguish between two settings: the first is a

2993 "litigating" class, tentatively certified with the recognition that
2994 it is likely to be useful for discovery and settlement; this class
2995 may be sought by plaintiffs alone, and the standards for
2996 certification are less searching than the standards for the second
2997 type of settlement class. The second type is sought jointly by a
2998 plaintiffs' steering committee and one or more defendants. For
2999 both types, [the proposal emphasizes the need to include more
3000 participants, the eimportance of 'developing a comprehensive
3001 information base, and more exacting judicial scrutiny. It
3002 expressly stated that the court has a fiduciary duty 'to class
3003 members. There is heavy emphasis on considering divergent
3004 interests within the class ,and the possible need to create
3005 subclasses. The need to consider alternative modes of aggregation
3006 is stated explicitly. Use of special counsel,, guardians ad litem,
3007 "ori *other additional, procedures," is encouraged. Detailed
3008 information is required in conjunction with' requests for approval
3009 of a settlement, -including the means by whichplaintiffs's lawyers
3010 came to engage in negotiations; the reasons for any differences in
3011 treatment of class members; "the means by which the remedial

L 3012 provisions shall be accomplished"tIC, and detailed information about
3013 compensation for all attorneys'involved, including special counsel,

> 3014 and about compensation for guardians ad litem, court experts,
3015 objectors, or others. The Note'observes that "close scrutiny" is
3016 required when 11futures" 'classes are involved'.

at 3017 Melvin I. Weiss, 96CV050: The (b)(4) settlement proposal "does have
3018 merit." The parties have far greater control of their destiny when
3019 they negotiate a settlement than when - at great expense - they
3020 risk the hazards of jury trials, But there is also great risk that
3021 settlement will be auctioned off to the lowest bidder, as was
3022 attempted in Georgine. The court should be required to examine the
3023 "ethical underpinnings" of the settlement, and should "allow
3024 limited discovery to test the strength and weakness of asserted
3025 claims. Judicial oversight of the negotiation process can
3026 eliminate any concerns of collusion." And notices to the class
3027 should be comprehensive and comprehensible.

3028 Edwin C. Schallert, for Comm. on Fed. Cts.- ABCNY, 96CV053: The
3029 (b) (4) settlement-class proposal advances the core purposes of Rule
3030 23. Settlement classes can ameliorate problems~with choice of law,
3031 proof problems, and "the very scope of certain kinds of cases."
3032 The proposal codifies the practices of many courts. There are
3033 substantial concerns with collusive or inadequate settlements, but
3034 the Note points to the variousidevices that can be used to protect
3035 against these risks. r

9
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3036 Fed.Cts.Comm., Assn. of Bar of City of NY, 96CV053 (SuPP): Supports
3037 the proposal as confirming present practice that "has emerged as an
3038 important method for achieving many of the core purposes" of class hW
3039 actions. The risk of "unexamined and even collusive settlements"
3040 "is, considerably overdramatized." The risk exists for litigation^ t1
3041 classes as well as settlement. classes, There are a number of
3042 protections. The requirementslof Rule-23(a) must be satisfied, as
3043 well as,,,the superiority and manageability requirements of (b) (3)
3044. (although these, matters Ishould be made more' explicit in the text of
3045 the rule). Notice and, the right opt out provide the central means,
3046 of, protection. ,Courts eihave, iriherent ipower, tomonitor settlement
3047 negotiationsy includingthepowers to ,estfablishf protocols for
3048 negotiat~ions, Ito utilize special masters, wand to appoint,zdifferentlt
3049 counsel to representconflicting int iress.B The benefits outweigh.
3050 therrisks. (n. " Affairs% Committee ,of
3051 A3BCNY, opposess t(b) (4t.1 F, ritwil4,,encourage lpaintiffs'.counseloto
3052 comprqmise cl assilclis a 1tp ql'n :tanms Uislficfi¢ient 'guidelines for A
3Q53 tlrial,,' J'udges b The' lri h 'ltorpt tis nt sugfficbi ent 'rotection in,

305;4 consur~aer H'cla s Faction future cl4mants must lhave Paright to opt

3055 out ,At l a, eanitngfU~iwe ;F s and il;omprehense
3056 repriespntation f the s of the, se-ttlementmust be set
3057 out in ythe c5Ila~sia notice. s lI~iish8l 6PI to enzsure that
3058 persons with 01si mq1mr ,.claims l receive siimiir ritrieat ent, 1iand that r
3059- class Iapre instI he,,sk f conflicti t
3 060 interelst~si.) Ii

3061 National 1 IAI! SnmeucliiSi Attorneys, 96CV059:I ",n of e Its 1l &
3062 9 b') I(il)li s'ettlement lii4sw are~ desa ble. If 4.efendanr s risk a

3073~~~~~~~~1g ca, FFrel Shiel!1l- neI, llnilles"l i, il,, 16i .

3063 ItcrLf ,at ion fo (ial 1at te seAtlion stage, regardless

3C76 Third Circun~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t ( 11 Crp

33C778 of t4out f!me f thel" s l t o !e y coe'll ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-_YT411 b~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ln on a~i ingclt
3085 settilJe unt ils eificationlin anylevcnt, ad'
306 66 certification. onic ew cdnie.s '-
3067 interp tjarela4eis i tb pioturos clsase 1 the r ed rule
368 "doe AoIdielfhF[fheecbtJii6y

3069 and lilexiblellp maSnnr [ OFo u s~o n nde rin 'Onerenst.
3070 Steeting ncommititees ,clgcdin d for rthe classes, limited
3071 di scovty Iby ,obj etr xteded out per~d admini stratO1 f

3072 determinations i ofilsetleenpyo~i tfure and like means
3073 Can, addre~sl thes cn~n~

3074 Beverl'y. C. Moort JrJ'i (Edi! or. Class' Action Report~s), 96CV060:
3675 clitr "~ not1 f r the 'reasons that mos

3076 comenatriiAFllfi ,Th T,4ir~d Circuit pro~perly disapproved
3077 th inadequate E i Georgie n Gerieal Motors Cord
3078 Pik Ip ITruck. Bt t4 rog tb allow a class ,settlement only if
3079 the asame- cla ~ 1 d~td~av bee, 1certif i e for litigation.
3 0 80 Se'ttli~mehnHdi~scusl in~wlpecede certification in any event, and
3 081 willrbe ~ haped b~ te 1is that cer~tifi'catipn W~iJ4 be, denied. As
3082 ~important-,I~ to! insist tat a et ieet dlatss meleti the tests fobr a
3083 ~~litigationlt cls w~ ea[t w xfruate results. One result

3 084 wil.l b~i th4t a]e La~e~A nnsf~o le to~ a litigation class,
3 0 85 creating undeirbl ircd~n frea ltitonclasses. The

10
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3086 other result will be denial of certification in such settings as
3087 large personal injury mass tort actions, where settlement classes

it 3088 may be desirable. The proposal "should be accepted, so as to
3089 require federal judges to do their duty of disapproving proposed
3090 inadequate settlements under Rule 23(e), which judges have
3091 heretofore usually declined to do."

3092 It remains an issue "to devise some amendment to Rule 23(e) toLt 3093 make judges disapprove inadequate settlements under that
3094 provision."

3095 John D. Aldock,' 96CV061: As national counsel for the Center for
3096 Claims Resolution, is petitioner in Georgine. A summary of the
3097 facts found by Judge Reed in Georgine is provided; the Supreme
3098 Court Brief for Petitioners in Georgine is attached as an appendix.

Ad 3099 Supports the (b) (4) proposal. A. Settlement classes promote
3100 settlement. Settlement of "many cases" at once multiplies the
3101 benefits of settlement; uniform treatment of class members is
3102 ensured; and the particular expense of litigating on a class basis

C 3103 is spared. Settlement classes have been used for at least 25
3104 years. They embrace not only mass torts but also securities, civil
3105 rights, and antitrust disputes. Many kinds of cases cannot meet
3106 the standards for certification for litigation; requiring that they
3107 be resolved individually, or in small groups, will'create enormous

C' 3108 burdens. And in cases involving individual claims too small to
3109 support individual litigation, the alternative to a settlement
3110 class is no remedy at all. If a defendant cannot agree to aL 3111 settlement class, there is a strong incentive not to stipulate to
3112 a litigation class. B. The supposed risks of settlement classes
3113 are overstated. All the elements of 23(a) and (b) must be met, and
3114 the court must approve under (e). In Georgine, the objectors were
3115 afforded extensive discovery and there was a five-week fairness
3116 hearing. The hearing reviewed the course of negotiations, the

C 3117 allegations of collusion, and the adequacy of representation.
3118 Class counsel has negotiating leverage arising from the costs of
3119 single litigations as an alternative to class settlement. Looking
3120 at the terms of a proposed settlement provides better evidence of
3121 adequate representation than the speculation made before a result
3122 has been reached. Class members can protect themselves far better
3123 because they know the outcome before deciding whether to opt out.
3124 Courts need not be concerned about drawing state cases to federal
3125 courts - the cases are there now. Settlement is proper judicial
3126 business, as emphasized by Civil Rule 16. C. Other available means
3127 of resolving multiclaimant disputes are far worse. In asbestos
3128 litigation, individual torte actions face great delay, high
3129 transaction costs, capricious verdicts, and settlements that force
3130 surrender of any opportunity to recover for future aggravated
3131 injury. In reality, moreover, the vast majority of asbestos cases
3132 are resolved by group settlements of hundreds or thousands of
3133 cases; the plaintiffs' lawyer unilaterally allocates the proceeds.
3134 There is no judicial supervision of the amount of the group
3135 settlement, nor of the allocation, nor of the reasonableness of

-L11
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3136 attorney fees.

3137 Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., & Kathleen L. Blaner, 96CV063(Sunp): LI
3138 "Under theThird Circuit standard, most, if not all, of the mass
313,9 tort settlements over the last twenty years would not have passed
3140 muster. * * * The same holds true for other t'ypesof damages claims
3141 for which Rule 23(b) (3) class status" often i sought, such as t
314I2 consumer fraud actions., Since there is no realistic, possibility of
3143 a fair trial, class certification serves as a vise pressuring the
3144 parties to settle. Although using the class action rule, as' a LI
3145 device to coerce settlement is unfair and should be ,discouraged,,
3146 the ability to settle clailms" as a class at times maybe ethe only
3147 viable 'alternative 'for resolving massive numbers of' widely
3148 dispersed, disparate individual 'claims. In rare 'instances, the
3149 availability of class settlements can be: an essential safety valve
3150 even 'though the same claims' could not' be certified for clas,s
3151 adjudication. 't It 'maybe wise, howeveir, to await the Georgine
3152 decision.

3153 Alan R.i-,Dial, 9,6CV067: IHearngs, should be, postponed, ,until the
3154 S.preme Court has ,decided the "GeorgineP' case. ' l tj

315'5 Eric D. Green, 96CV072: Supports the proposal so enthusiastically
3158 as' to recommend' consideratioon' of extension -to (b) (1) and (b) (2)
3157 c as as well. (1) The pro osal "will' clarifyuncertainty aboutclasses as well. (I) ThSet mt clas'-,Iincd
3158 the legsitimacy f !settI1 mant classesJ. increase fairness and
3159 ef'ficiency in mass tort litigation, 'reduce, transaction costs, j,
3160 increase compens~Ltionto deserving plaintiffs, 'decrease ruinous
311 exposure~s and bankruptcy t~o ,efendants, and provide a reasonable
3162 and fair tool ** i'*." It 's ,made- ncessafryby the Third Circuit
3163 decision in Georgine. I(2) Th. objection that there'are no limiting
3164 D inciples in the plroposal is unpersuasive. 'All the present class-
3165 a tiobr protectiio s remain unchanged. Shifting the fodis to state
3166 urts,, "where blem cases may be more numerous,' does not
31 7 _bvidef ~helpf ul gdnc for 4federal court, practiFe 1Y popc
3168 of stettlement 0esonal t'he "factor.~s that. must be',considered
3169 #nder 1b)(3), d the ne1 proposed ,factojs mae IfIurther
3170 i~ prLoverentb nti poess .II[`,ppe~llate review under (f') adds still

3171 f~~~irh~~rpro~ecti~~n. Any.a tpti to spell I LI ou e~ldlnItatos
3172 autlrthe be - it is

3182 v'ie"ifot'l repri sewouj prnmaAd&~fe btt iso lealy sethtlemen

3172 and t ratiay hpfrcascuslwow;' belllsjhori2ten

3 173 settlement classe ~ athier experienice as at de8el T he<r (3 Th
3174 "ca~~S or con1trover. objdt.idn cannot'be rn~de int~teastc;i

3175 m~ay bp eli C icF ~ qbut mutis ,e~ evaluatedoa caeby~
3176 case ba" Irtiple II' 1 snHe4 r teo

3177 Wntsroveisy be t`iablTe i rn, o y particu f isrmat nt Ju',nceability
3178 arl'sto futures claimants urns on theelextdcat t'ss ate lrka
317 pque12 i ry, and
3d0o 2h likK 'Adequa e- ersnai~ muil`tl begis'sured. (iThe fealr

3181 6!'f ouion ad. a "ac ltp th6 ,bottom" as wuld--be ,, counsel
3182 kre fr ~eresen4tatipn a' isees "not, ,uniqup to stlement.
3183 ~ee~a~snysipfor clasc nel vibb wi2, be~fless~ hrateni:hg
3184 istra unel The th~t fcolilusion is not' nedessarily
3185 i'rh~b hprosp~ect hath sanie clas's cannot be certified Ii4
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(b)(4) comments -13-

3186 for trial. Experience in many mass tort classes shows that the
3187 threat of multiple individual actions, or small groups of
3188 aggregated actions, with perhaps multiple punitive awards, is a
3189 greater threat to defendants. Denying the possibility of class
3190 settlement may seriously harm class members. Class lawyers are
3191 likely to be the most experienced, knowledgeable, and passionate
3192 lawyers, the ones who initially developed the evidence and law and
3193 made the claims into viable class claims. And a properly conducted( 3194 fairness hearing is adequate protection. (4) A guardian ad litem

L, 3195 can be used as an effective tool to gather information, communicate
3196 with class members, engage in discovery as to the substance of the
3197 settlement and the negotiations that led up to it, review attorney
31198 fee arrangements, and the rest. A guardian could be an even more
3199 effective tool if appointed before final negotiation of the
3200 settlement, but negotiation dynamics may preclude this. (5)

,½ 3201 Settlement classes must be judged in relation to the real-world
3202 alternatives. "In many cases, the alternative will mean no
3203 effective recovery at all to the absent class members * * *.
3204 Experience in mass torts teaches that bankruptcy is not an
3205 effective approach to these problems."

3206 Michael Caddell, 96CV076: Was lead or co-lead counsel in two state-
3207 court polybutylene class actions that settled. (b) (4) is "a
3208 positive step toward assuring <the continued use of settlement
3209 classes." (a), (b) (3), and (e) provide adequate protection. By
3210 requiring that there be a settlement agreement the rule protects
3211 against pressure to settle an otherwise uncertifiable case. The

'-s 3212 result is efficient and fair. And if ai litigation class cannot be
3213 certified, the alternative to a settlement class often is
3214 individual litigation that cannot be brought, leaving no remedy.

3215 Stanley M. Chesley, 96CV078: "As a practical matter, the proposed
3216 amendment addresses a need and facilitates settlement. * * * [Ilt
3217 must be remembered that every proposed-settlement must be approved
3218 by a court. * * * [A] court can easily conduct la 'collusion'
3219 inquiry should allegations arise."

3220 Linda Silberman & Marcel Kahan, 96CV079: The comments are based onl 3221 their article on the Matsushita decision in the Supreme Court
3222 Review. They urge five specific suggestions, in addition to

r"', 3223 endorsing the proposals made by Judge Schwarzer in 80 Corn.L.Rev.
3224 837: (1) A preliminary fairness hearing on the settlement beforeL 3225 notice is sent to class members. (2) Require disclosure of any
~ 3226 parallel litigation, and invite participation by plaintiffs in any
t 3227 other action; if counsel for a parallel class has contributed to
3228 the value of the claims, the fees from the settled case should be
3229 shared. (3) The benefits of global settlement must be explicitly
3230 weighted against the risks of "plaintiff-shopping" and "forum-
3231 shopping" for collusive settlements. (4) There be a substantial

e-> 3232 nexus between the court approving the settlement and the claims or
3233 parties, so as to reduce forum shopping. (5) That the settlement
3234 include only claims that are "transactionally related."'

13
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(b)(4) comments -14-

3235 Samuel Issacharoff, Douglas Laycock, & Charles Silver, 96CV082:
3236 Settlement should be encouraged, but the FJC study shows there is
3237 no pressing need to further encourage settlement of class actions.
,3238 They settle now at about the same rate as other litigation. The
3239 chore is to find anfacceptable half-way house;,the (b) (4), proposal,
3240 does not ,satisfy. There are special-,,problems when.,,there are
3241 parallel, class,,actions.,, Fee arrangementsexacerbate the problems',
3242 because the lodestar method "idiscourages plaintiffs' attorneys from,
3243 maxi-mizing the value ,of class members,' claims. There is' little
3244 overt collusion,, but inadequate representationt doesioccur., Coupon
32,45 settlements are' ,the nostupnotQorious examplesL;'yene counsellfor the
32'46 plaintiff class in, the airlines pricef lixing casehjunowi recognizes the

3247 ndqucoft 4 seteet u ahetlrntip~also~ cA~j raise F
32,48 qu stions, -,as shown by j,,the iadequate funding for thet proposd
3249 br~east implant settlement,,aid tIhe ,xhaustiolilof the, J hnManville I
32F50 settilemenit Questions also lani be, raised, about eli ni'rled fund" [!
3251 isettle4e6ns tjha., 1a`ow,: shLreholtde to k.ep a consi al'ebportion
3252 of, , def endant sIv e. Pilgaintjiafst att orneys oftenlijndervalue
325~3 cla~ claims, i'becau~se, a,~~re~iIo oraigude np ppriate
32 54 i ncezntires." "The ' i s i .gnifat C 9 r t ei where6
3255 the claims, of absent cla ss mr2rs are sol~ bf to beneit an

32=l~~~~~~~~ j [

3256 invn torylafiof fYby n ai ptii rlo at to class
3 257 cbunsel, or, orit ~counsel
3258 incom}ensu qe Rulem23
32159 musth protect a44nst | sltemelt!Ldnly class
3260 derves counsel11,of t '&Ket' tye eraing the
3261 classi araining trt a

LJ

32162 g~rea Ltelss opxrdswh h '.

32Z6 3 [This mffay men Lo-i )rge~t ~ pi~o 'f
3264 stogcamplahM fsiae"crRc' [~3~4 ~~~ko ek
3265 cl aim plaintitf s 111nd ~~us~ tcnb 1 ~Pxaeto~ allow a

3267 purposepl that doesL lg rbifia~ fc fi 'et falls
3268 ~thxrough; this wbul i aen, thoutl
3269 ~~commi t'tingl th~e d.d-fe ant 1 ai 1clas 1 bai. The

3270 danger's persist, bhwvradny'vrsbQf 4) s aud address
32 71 the, pro'blems~ expl tick i~f ~I'!~,~ L,. ~ ~ <,, ,,'l,

372 Frederick M. -BaroaIs. mK~o8S~ '~ rt'd da it sl lozig hungry
3 273 fox- a, w'ay to Ca~ [tIirlbixsbkor sett meit class
3274 negotiations have zeerd l~'ltyiVrl eform e~forts an
3275 ob; iete, mean'st itj4) ~~s yex eae the agency
3276 prdblem because i~ teids t~bJas dquac o prsentation
3277 iA n iry into an Lval~io flf'e setteAnt' if hestlmn
3 2 78 s~em fair I is Co de hflpesen ir sa.qa~e. "But
3279 ~ othoc r.rr4sb1a optcan never
3280 s st ueforL Zea~los unnflc e r~~ etaion by th~e actual
3281 notiators.", A 11pur n~r r lr1tors Corp.
332 82 n~Itterchai, Ltg& ~~p~ F2 1 l~ n. 24,
32 83 t integrity oft~ 'gan~g~rys~~i5t~bcuethe

32 84 cLit1s only conxo Meo a ndqat ~l~et the
32 85 court cannot u ~~t]~h ta's 5!b~Tig fr ti'r erms.
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(b)(4) comments -15-

3286 The fairness hearing, moreover, provides grossly inadequate
3287 information. "Finally, * * * a court's interest in clearing its
3288 dockets can and does cloud the judgment of otherwise fair-minded
3289 judges." And there is a further difficulty with future tort
3290 claims. Apart from the single event mass tort, any comprehensive
3291 solution must encompass future claimants. (b) (4) will permit
3292 settlement of future claims cases unless it is altered to expressly
3293 forbid them. Future claims settlements violate the Constitution,
3294 but it is not clear that the Court will even resolve that question
3295 in the Georgine case.

3296 Clinton A. Krislov, 96CV088: "The issue of whether mass-tort/large-
3297 damage personal injury suits should be tried or settled as class
3298 actions binding on smitten future claimants (with or without
3299 permitted opt-outs) is a substantive due process issue." The

S 3300 choice will be made by the Supreme Court; it is not for this
3301 Committee.

3302 G. Luke Ashley, 96CV091: "The addition of subdivision (b) (4)
3303 properly makes clear that, in proper circumstances a party can
3304 waive objections to the structure of a proposed (b)(3) proceeding
3305 in 'the settlement context."

3306 Bartlett H. McGuire, 96CV092: The proposal is good. "In complex
3307 cases, the parties can sometimes develop creative settlement
3308 structures to resolve issues that would be horrific to try." These
3309 settlements need not be rejected merely because individual issues
3310 wouldI predominate at trial, and perhaps make the class
3311 unmanageable.

3312 John L. Hill, Jr., 96CV094: Classes have been certified for
3313 settlement for years without inquiring whether Rule 23 requirements
3314 are met. The proposal is sound. It will help defendants who wish
3315 to "achieve peace regarding somewhat varied individual claims."
3316 Without this rule, parties will be tempted to stipulate to class
3317 certification, but face the risk that the certification will carry
3318 forward if the proposed settlement is not approved. Without this
3319 rule/ parties will feel coerced to offer more in settlement to
3320 ensure approval. Without this rule, futures settlements will be
3321 prohibited. And without this rule, certifications made for the
3322 purpose of settlement will set bad precedent for litigated class
3323 certifications.

3324 FRCP Committee, American College of> Trial Lawyers, 96CV095: Despite
3325 possible advantages of efficiency and economy, there is a
3326 substantial potential for abuse of settlement classes. There is a
3327 risk of collusion between class counsel and defendants.
3328 Prepackaged settlements can be arranged by defendants with
3329 sympathetic class attorneys pre-selected by defendants, and then
3330 presented to a court chosen by all these lawyers as one likely to
33331 approve. "Futures" claims remain a problem that is not addressed.
3332 "There are frequently issues of the adequacy of notice on opt-out
3333 provisions." The proposal raises Enabling Act concerns.

15



(b) (4) comments -16-

3334 Lewis H. Goldfarb (Chrysler Corp..), 96CV099: Settlement classes
3335 should meet all the requirements of (b) (3), but further comment is
3336 inappropriate while the Georgine case remains in the Supreme Court. V
3337 It is tempting for a defendant to buy res judicata by settling
3338 unfounded claims, but "the more you feed this monster, the greater
3339 its appetite grows., Succumbing to this temptation also infuriates
3340 our customers when theylearn that they've been used by the class,
3341 action lawyers", ,

3342 ,: Hon. James G. Carr, 96CV104: This comment arises from Judge Carr;',s
3343 experience with a class action in which: he had granted summary
3344 judgment in; favor of theputative pqlaiitiff ,lclas~s representative on
3345 the merits as ;a preluide to,,, considering certification. He then
3346 learned,,,that a' Texas state'" Fourt, hadgranted~ prel iminary approval
3347 to, a settlement of the paine class claims,,', and, drected notice and
3348 planned la; hearing,, on thi ,estion whether to grant fina&lapproval
3349 to the settlement. Judge Carr concluded in his casethatlthe due
3350 processrights of his would-be class representative were denied by
3351 the lffailre to provid 'lnotice before the preliminaryl approval,
3352 becauseei olo een pry approval.
353 His nwrudrthti esol ertiify the~

3354 class in his court he would deny res 3udicata effect to any final
3355 judgment, i the Texas acti d wouldk impose on the defendant the

3356 ~costs of notice to, the c ~iis suggestion i~ t~1•at ifst~j,~tlement
3357 claISses ae to be 'approve, th eedn hul~d, be' required to

3358 cert~~~fy whether "-ay[ oAe "1',lasA['action~s av enfi ed., Notice

3359 wpul d be giVent th6p' taieforny0 rlapping claps,
3360 and an opportunity even prem ryi approval of
3361 the proposed settlement. The competing class representatives can
3362 plrovide information aMbOutthe ftid its and weakne~es of the proposed
3363 settlement, (In his case,'coutsl f or thellreprtent atfeplaintliff tl
3364 aisserted that he had iejected h same! settle n~iitthatwas accepted
3365 - along with a $2,,000,000 fee award, - bycouIsd1 for , the class in
3366 Texas.)

3367 Lawrence W. Schonbrun,9 96CV105: Based:,jon experienc! e asan objector
3368 in a nudmber of class-l.ctn IQ settlements.) 'An dverworked judiciary
3369 *, * too often finds ift easier to follow the maxim, better a bad
3370 settleme nt than ,a gooibd. Coupon settleme ts hyve produced
3371 'la long string- of :sttements' whose, terms lk f ,Eavlorable , to

3372 ~~plain~tiffs onte 's'urface- but olyo the!! surface." [Tlh

3373 parties often provide the judge with purported ,expert projections,
3374 forecasts,, and guesses!E~lVas to ,,Ihow manV class ` mebers,ll will avail
3375 themselves of the doupoxs 'f-bein9 offered, the idea * * * being to
3376 legitimate the size6of the fee they have negotiated with the
3377 defendant. * * * And linlmany ,cases, veryllittle money 'is actually
3378 paid ouit." The prohlle i's greatly exacerbated by theiractice of
3379 separately negotiat`inllfor feesl to b be~! paid by t&e de'Eendant, not C
3380 out of the class recover; even thoughA they Ifollow'IIthe form of
3381 negotiating the sett'le ent before the fee, ther i Js an irremediable
3382 conflict of interests. (This problem is described further with the
3383 notes on attorney fees.,
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(b)(4) comments -17-

3384 Sheila Birnbaum, 96CA107: The proposal merely confirms common
; 3385 practices, dispelling the contrary Third Circuit developments.

3386 Although further action should await the Supreme Court decision,
3387 comment seems appropriate now. "Settlement classes are different

h 3388 creatures from trial classes." Defendants voluntarily waive a
3389 number of due process rights, such as the right to demand state-by-
3390 state application of the law. This waiver is the reason why
3391 certification of a settlement class cannot support conversion into
3392 a litigation class; the Note should make that point clear. Rule
3 3393 23 (a) still must be satisfied. The fear that the parties and court
3394 will approve inadequate settlements from the desire to avoid

, 3395 litigation has been unfounded; courts do review settlementsL 3 3396 carefully. The fear of "collusion" includes, the argument that
3397 defendants will shop for quiescent "low bidders" to reach a
3398 settlement. This is a hypothetical danger, not reality. If there
3399 is any merit to the class claim, dueling class actions are often
3400 filed; any class attorney willing to sell out would face strong
3401 opposition from other firms who would object to the settlement or
3402 pursue parallel opt-out litigation. Some counsel file class
3403 actions on a "settlement speculative" basis, merelyto test whether
3404 a cheap settlement can be won without much work. This concern can
3405 be addressed in the Note by "an admonition that courts should not
3406 entertain proposed settlements unless the litigation of the mattert Ad 3407 has generated a Isuffici ent factual record to allow a meaningful
3408 review of the adequacy of whatever settlement is propose. * * *
3409 [Blef ore approvinga proposed settlement class, a court should have
3410 'lived with' the case (ot related litigation) long enou1h and have
3411 before it sufficient rdcord evidence to determine hether the
3412 settlement is fair. Further, * * * the Note should urgeocourts to
3413 restrict attorneys' fee awards in purported class actions that
3414 settle at an early stage, particularly those that yield only
3415 minimal awards',lfor, the individual class Hembers."

3416 John W. Stamper, 96CV108: The settlement class proposal is
3417 consistent with widespread practice. One special use may be to
3418 facilitate classes in which the common issues are settled and ADRP 3419 mechanisms are adopted to resolve individual issues, an emerging
3420 practice that deserves more development. in my experience - mostly
3421 confined to defense of securities class actions - there has not

it 3422 been a problem of collusion. The problem is that it is easy to
3423 obtain certification of marginal clain s, "[t]he problem is not that
3424 the settlements are not genuine but rather that the claims are
3425 not." Finally, the right to opt out protects any class member "who

Fl 3426 would be sufficiently motivated to file and litigate an individual
3427 claim * * *."

3428 Arthur R. Miller. 96CVlll: This modest proposal "merely recognizes
3429 an existing fact of life - settlement classes serve important
3430 purposes in today's complex litigation." Of course they raise
3431 claims of abuse. But defendants' may not have as much bargaining

An 3432 power as the critics fear, since the alternative is dozens of
3433 smaller class actions or hundreds of individual actions. "Indeed,

17
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3434 the seemingly pervasive monitoring of cases by other interested
3435 lawyers serves, as an effective deterrent to the success of such
3436 tactics." ,,And the perceived problems can be minimized through
3437 diligent examination' of proposed settlements. "Indeed, most
3438 circuits have longstanding, well-established criteria to m'ake that
3439 determination." The requirement that the terms:;of settlement be K
3440 defined before certification increases thel court's objectivity in
3441, reviewing sthe XsttlJement. 'Objecting,, class membersi ."!almost always
3442, appea~r." Thecourt-, cr1n' permit '"limited confirmatory discovery to
3443,,3,,, test, the strengths and welakness esof 'easserted claims, r and class
3444 members, tcanF op, outl * * f " Courts also can appoin't
3445 represdenta yesafor absent class ,,members- limit the right of class
344,6 counsel tofrepresen clients injrela~ted~iIndiyidual litigatbion, and
3447 appo int masters towjevlew ettlements, "hen thetcour thasidplayed a
344h8,, role in s~ettl~emen~t,,n~legotiations. ,,ulAdelquacy of ,irepresentatidn should
3449 be ireviewed as wellr.' ',i K ,

345 0 Millhs -N. Ruhbr 5i6CVZll ~ b` b)( s
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ o g l u p r t s ( b ) ( 4 a

345 codif, tono h l ta'Pe~fs Otsid the a Ti dCircuit
3452 Se'ttiemept, -3- tare, tn;pensabi oluntary repolution of,

mas 3456trigt enKlasllses ar+ pepceivd a a buse c f3453, e ,ascrlutli, . [ie sol tipn o, 1

3464 soeryl 'ision' ' 'r'95' r prtoe1t' d because ,them, the mutconsenst.
P~~~iaint re p~~-e' msotethe

364 1 1 efuf them Not sstenc3a) A
3 47356 Te qauitment, eaatt 1 s. dtat , Supre , rid6ppt out.
3457 ,e,~ab~l:Z¢,l~l g tt trT'ho m I C'5iart does 4.-n

3457 Thwe affiehaffidt eu~ rooe clpss,Jl cetPl,aon nd,

3458 setlmn, th fet the' se t (wi eisiotl o should the,

347` 9 d'he mean ndfBago~alnsc 's onqld~e ~asltill, -

34860 Lsa'mpoe ,D,#tefl% c4ases' hnte otep, gotto
34591 i(f :'es4k L4 i indrisepal tiria osawtl. the ,posec to lthse (A)oand
3482 cpnr no.'t I 4d, se fi: b cotson C note ispaid opto

34' 62 4ghdg'L 'hat atioee d eferre pending

3463 any way tortid 1tingtieifthtb a 't'3464 c~ be Thicost~ed"[ th4L ~18n pso recovery
34 65 ofles tharw 1uta reovr
3466 fori plaint4I.f f SIrl An! he Noe sbuld stat epssythat~, -a L
3 467 qerti~f icatlpn 'for ~, ettlemen 'i l Precedet frcetf ying 'a
3468 1litd.gat ioni, ill as .r K

3469 Rxoger Dale Kleld ,, ~96C13: Th avill ility of the _consensual
34-70 settTe~merit, nlycRlssi device and ti~ne toi be ,essential
34 71 to a~~ ~~~nants to and i£aae h~eir ,poduict
3472 lbityrs ' 'snot, isurl for the i~lls'dof 'unrestricted
3473 Claimt igi praton, pitr
3474 r~estaiie r ld prac nse of I settlement

3475 ~ ~ ~ ~ r h]~Tird Circ4tap ' deed~ishave
3476 p& fu I esn~t refuse pro sd cls eriiato n
3477 settlement, for fear that the settlement will not su~i~bt Ue
3 4'7 8 certiffication. wijil ~fsurvive. I., AL Settlement class '5 ~better than
347 9 other means lof lagglomeration such s, 'consolidrtd 1nass' rill
348 0 lsample obr'ftest casesi that are extr~p~olated t9 ohe cases, comrion
3481 isus!ral, 1 rsparate t'rials ~w~~thi the pt setofnnu~
3482 preclusion. 1 "K!N,6ig of'thes moeomon aggr6gativ techni e slin
3483 ~~any 'wysuj ekto: te scrutiny, :and restrains n~das cin
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(b)(4) comments -19-

3484 litigation * * *." At least the settlement class gives the
3485 defendant an opportunity to win "global peace."

3486 John P. Zaimes, 96CV115(Supp): Settlement classes could be an
3487 important tool, but also could be a powerful tool for abuse byL 3488 class lawyers. "Additional safeguards are necessary to avoid
3489 settlements of questionable or meritless claims and to' avoid
3490 classwide settlements which may advance the interests of defendants
3491 and class lawyers, but eliminate the legitimate claims of
3492 individual class members."

3493 John L. McGoldrick (Bristol-Myers Squibb), 96CV116: The Committee
En 3494 has heard much evidence and should speak out without waiting for

3495 the Georgine decision. The proposal "simply makes good practical
3496 sense. There are numerous multiple-claim disputes - mass torts
3497 come to mind - that lend themselves neither to class action
3498 litigation under Rule 23, nor to individual litigation with its
3499 heightened transaction costs and collective action problems.
3500 Without the possibility of class settlement, however, there is no
3501 way short of class certification and a trial on the merits for the
3502 judicial system to satisfy the numerous individual claims" and
3503 achieve res judicata. Trial courts - with the help of objectors -
3504 can protect against collusion. The self-interest of defendants in
3505 achieving the durable protection of res judicata, and in not
3506 encouraging future suits, will work against collusion. And
3507 defendants shouldlbe free to waive the protections of commonality,
3508 typicality, and other related Rule requirements that exist to
3509 protect defendants.

3510 Jeffrey J. Greenbaum, 96CV119: This is a good compromise. The
3511 potential for collusive settlements can be minimized by court
3512 review of the settlement; the explicit hearing requirement in
3513 proposed (e) is a help. It would be wise to redraft to make it
3514 even more clear that there is a right to opt out. And the Note
3515 should "be clarified to elaborate on how the court is expected to
3516 apply the (b) (3) factors of predominance and superiority in the
3517 settlement context and to highlight that particular care should be
3518 given to defining the scope of class membership."

3519 William A. Montgomery (State Farm Ins. Cos.), 96CV122: "For the
3520 same reasons advanced by other supporters of this change, we
3521 believe that it is important affirmatively to recognize the
3522 propriety of certifying classes for purposes of settlement."

3523 Gerson H. Smoger, for ATLA, 96CV126: (1) A trial class cannot bind
3524 individual class members with respect to individual damages issues;
3525 a settlement class should not be permitted to do this. (2)
3526 Claimants who have not yet suffered injury, or who do not have
3527 reason to recognize present injury or to connect it to the
3528 defendant, must be allowed a reasonable opportunity to opt out
3529 after they have suffered injury and have reason to know of its
3530 existence and causation. (3) Representative plaintiffs often are
3531 ignored by class counsel, and were chosen because they were the
3532 first to appear, or are believed pliable, or were simple random
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(b)(4) comments -20- r

3533 choices. (4) Mandatory settlements on a limited fund theory have
3534 been misused, and,, are particularly strange when a single defendant
3535 seeks a limited-fund class for punitive damages while accepting an
3536 opt-out c'lass for compensatory damages. The combination seems to
3537 imply'that funds are limited for one purpose, but not another. (5)
3538 The supposed need'ifor finality' for corporate wrongdoers cannot
3539 justify the expansion of class actions to mass torts. The right to
3540 individual choice of jury 'trial, and 'individual' co ntrol of
3541 litigation,' 'should be p `reserved. As the'Court ,observed in Fuentes,,
3542 v. Shevin, 1972, 407 U.S. 67, 90 n 22, "[plrocedural due process
3543 is not intended to, promote ef ficienicy... it is intendedlt6 protect,.
3351444 the partici 4ar in;, nof ehe person wh 'he possessions are about
3545 to be taken." i,

3546 John F.,AKlebba, 96CV131; Opp`oses'. There is no',,problem with weak
I It t I P

3547 settlements 'now. But, thePHse~ttlemfnt-only class means counsel has T7
3548 n'o lleverage. 'There 1rs,1a risk' -f settlements engineered to ensure
3549 tecove i of atat'lorhey f~~ , I , "All ~a dfendant need do is,, convin e
3550 class c'oinsel a'd the c'tri thath te settlement is a good'one.

3551 RonaldAJavl_ SmolJow 96 CVl821A ttlement class that' does not at
35'52 least xgua the ,Ibreqqirements of til,23(a) riand! (b) makes'no
3553 sense.i -I roprgine rgillib eausle ~ ,Ilthe parties should have the right
35154 to Fljlstipulate'jo clajss trUificati'on as part of 'la settlement. lIt
36fi55 is, I wouldsl " Iest, ijmp~rpexr for ltheo court tol involve itself in,
3556 thelslett4,liementjal~lef~otiatliqns ~f~aridtlisecond. guess whether theIdefendant
3557 1Ais coirrectto rior icIrIre t qitnifI~s~decisi onmaking as to h ether the
3558 case meets Rule 23 crlteria." And when i ertification and
3559 settlement are proposed courts should belconcerned with fairness
3560 and with protection 'oft'ihie ritiht's of absent class 'members.

3541 Richard AI,. Kofifman, 96CV133:il The fear of abuse -expressed by
3562 PTofesss.8 Koniak, andl-iJResnik, "is FIhnot supported "lby', actual
3563 experienc e." They proveisde no xampJesof abusive settlements. The
3564 overwhelming nmajor ity ltl ocf class counsel take,' thei ,ethical
35165 responsiblities seriou sly.iWithout a seittlement class, ma'ny class
3566 members wouhldiachieve' not rc6very because a litigation class could
3567 not be certified IF ', I

3568 James N.',Roethe (Bank of Americia),, 96CV134: If settlement classes
3569 d'ffererit fromi~j trial classesjizar eto be permitted, the Rule should
3570 clearly iset 4 t ,ithe differences so there is no risk that a
3571 settlemept lcklas cert~ificat'ion will' transmute' into' a trial
3572 certification when a settlement fails.

3573 Ron M. [Feder<l 96CVl3 E:4 I Opp -oses all of the proposals, and
3574 particularly (b) (4). "Jr particX arly object to any provision that
3575 denies.,the individual the 'iightr', to consult and employ counsel and
3576 any provision 4which would denydireliefto potential class members
3577 who, have inot yet developed, an4iury. 'The proposed Georgine was an Til
3578 abomination.j II'Nationa lj.classactions' should not be 'Hallowed to
3579 destroy state- ate esoluti'n of personal injury and commercial
3580 claims."
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3581 David C. Vladeck, 96CV139: Writes to Judge Levi to follow an
3582 exchange at the Philadelphia hearing. The choice-of-law problem

L 3583 cannot be resolved by treating a decision not to opt out as consent
3584 to application of the law chosen by the court. Class notices have

< 3585 not explained choice-of-law problems, and it is difficult to
3586 imagine a notice that explains such complex problems. Settlement
3587 under one law, moreover, may sacrifice the interests of claimants
3588 from states whose law gives a more valuable claim for the benefitC 3589 of claimants from states whose law gives a less valuable claim or
3590 no claim at all. The problem is better solved by subclasses that
3591 correspond to the strength of different state-law claims. "[WIler 3592 [the Public Citizen Litigation Group] simply do not have enough

L 3593 faith in the notice and opt out process to say that they cure all
3594 ills."

3595 Paul D. Rheincold, 96CV145: The proposal does not address the
3596 impracticalities of opting out. Often notice is given too quickly.
3597 And there are penalties for opting out, such as mandatory
3598 arbitration or delay for trial. "The pernicious practice has
3599 developed of defendants exposed to mass tort liability approaching
3600 willing plaintiffs' counsel to set up a settlement class to get rid
3601 of claims cheaply and yet to give fees to counsel." "[T]he greatL 3602 abuse today is in settlement classes. One of the best means of
3603 control is to ensure that the facts of the action would have
3604 qualified the matter otherwise as a (b)(3) class."

to 3605 Commercial & Fed. Litig. §, New York State Bar Assn., 96CV147: This
_ 3606 proposal "is necessary to confirm the legitimacy of an already

3607 common and useful practice." It is proper to limit certification
3608 to cases in which settlement has already been reached, so as to
3609 avoid the risk of undue settlement pressure. There are problems
3610 with "futures" claimants, but "there is nothing inherent in the
,3611 proposed rule that would permit courts to provide anything lessC 3612 than vigorous protection for the rights of those and all other
3613 class members." But the Note should state that the court must take
3614 particular care to consider the ability of counsel to represent all
3615 members of the settlement class, including consideration of the
3616 need for subclasses. The court should consider also theKA 3617 desirability of appointing a guardian ad litem for different
3618 subclasses, or formation of "a broad and representative committeeC 3619 to either approve or re-negotiate a proposed settlement on behalf
3620 of a class." But "[of] course it should be emphasized that the
3621 need for multiple counsel is in most cases unnecessary and should
3622 be balanced with the desire to ensure an adequate settlement fund
3623 * * * which fund might otherwise be decimated by attorneys' fees."
3624 And (c) (2) and (c) (3) should be revised to refer to (b) (4) to make
3625 clear the right to opt out.

3626 Fed Cts. Comm., Chicago Council of Lawyers, 96CV148: "It is notable
3627 that the only proposal likely to expand the availability of class
3628 certification is one that the defense bar currently endorses * *
3629 *." This will encourage the quick "sell-out" variety of class.L 3630 The Steering Committee has well stated the corrupting influence
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3631 that this will have on class-action practice. "The new (b) (4)
3632 class removes the brakes and guardrails of subsection (b) (3). It
3633 provides no standards to guide district court discretion * *. It
3634 also tips the balance in favor of quick, cheap settlements * * *."I
3635 And it omits the ,opt-,out,,procedure; although the Note states that
3636 there, is a right to opt, out, the text of the rule does not state
3637 the right,., "Any rule that, fosters class settlement's ought to
3638 provide, a lot of protection for unnamed- class members," yet this
3639 proposal lessensprotections "by encouraging negotiation',bypersons
3640 whose, adequacy .has ,not yet been Reestablished. ,Objectors,
3641 historically, have had ,a !tIough row to, ,hoe. once a, 4 settlement is
3642, tentatively,, approved., , The %drafters of ilthis proposal lIhave not
3643 addressed theobjectors' needs atfall" ,., d the~reis no apparent
3644 need for this proposal "courts have long allowed settlemept sclasses
3645 under current Rule 23, subject to, the normal conditions of
3646 certification." *

3647 Honward M., Downs, 9S6CV149: 1The comment sl supported by an l!Ippended
3648 artLicle, ,Dowps, ,Fderal Class7Ac tiosi inirhed Protec6ion for
3649 the Class and the Case For Ref1or, 1994 ,w23 Nebr.L.Rev. .546; see
3650 alTso s'Downs,, ,-Due Processp by equacyi[ oRepreseptation, (-Idntityof
3651 Claims) and l;the Impa1 t ofF General #6Felephonev alcon,, 1993 54
3652 Ohio St.L. JNo. [3 Adoption of (b) (3) would have several bad
3653 effects. 1) IThe basic aprotectins 1of!1 typicality, adequacy of Ef
3654 representation,, and conflict-of -intrestyare dimrrnished even though
3 65 5 formally the requi~rements oRue2a)c ntneo apply. (2) If
3656 di*fferent tlassm frenersl coul i4v~~feetsa~9aws, to govern3657 their caie s a c ' o 3 t t between thse whose

3658 state law is mor lifavorIale andthos e'wi t alsestate law is less
3659 favorable-a cotprheonflbnfitbiwct by w4ay
3660 of' a iteeralized ̀J1cmpbosite-i,' espeD 1qProtectibn requires

3661 repr esentatlve0 lfrq ac. s oatJ eas e ch group of states
3662 wi~th similar law.1", (3)4 Court aproa, 1 I l lot protect the class.
3663 The settletnent presenttati)islll1ot 2 1d` Lrial' Therei~s little
3664 di scovery, a scant' recordl ohtlhul nets itslrIland t tch inquiry by
3665 the court. - e pConflctsoed d ssi#s are
3666 not reported; n not particlipate in n
3667 shaping "the sttiemen. IE voice
3 6 68 pref erences, ther ves ma eigoe. W TeptCtion
3669 aff orded by d ting I itoecabse t otices
360b ar in d(equae.-"dquacy ~frepreitatoh al~d abI neof
3671 conflicts ~no dec'bdin an d'%~lin the ntc.
3672 Objectionsto thesttlnt are, tdisc sed. Often thp of
3673 di'stribution, isnotescribed. lThi defXiciencie's i~n tIh&ipresent
3674 rule cannot be met b7 Note su estionsi4triparticul r carl should
3675 be taken by the court. Useof~prbposee (b1) (4) rin mass t ots will
3676 be inappropriate.

3677 David L. Shapiro, 9,6CV153: '1 Although there may be standing and
3678 ripeness problems with'respect to ssa ch matt'lr s future claimants,
3679 Artidle,'III permits some settlement cla'sseis Even' when settlement-
3680 is reached before suit is filed iArticle1 III permits a federal
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3681 court "to play a role that only a court can fulfill in such a
t 3682 case." Court approval is necessary to bind the class. We accept

3683 negotiated guilty pleas, and consent decrees. The judicial role in
3684 a settlement class "consists primarily of evaluating and, if
3685 appropriate, approving the settlement after full opportunity forr 3686 hearing." (2) The benefits of a settlement class may outweigh the
3687 costs. The settlement class that now is proposed for the blood
3688 solids litigation is a good illustration. There are real fears of
3689 such dangers as the "reverse auction," sacrifice of class interests
3690 for the benefit of individual actions simultaneously pursued by
3691 class counsel, and' the strong bargaining position of a defendant
3692 who knows that class' trial will not happen. "But these fears may
3693 well be overstated." There is little empirical evidence of the
3694 reverse auction. The defendant's bargaining position is weakened
3695 by the risk of such alternatives as multiple state-wide class
3696 actions, or "'the defendant's 'nightmare of one-way nonmutual

K. 3697 offensive issue preclusion." Settlements reached before filing',
3698 moreover, reduce the probabilitythat the judge will be involved in
3699 negotiating the terms and thus enhance the prospect of objective
3700 judicial review. The very prospect that the settlement can be

of 3701 rejected without forcing a class, trial may increase the objectivity
3702 of judicial review. (3) The teyt' ''of the proposal is far too' brief;r 3703 the Note is "disturbingly vague or confusing on some points. The
3704 Note, moreover, is not law in the way that the Rule is. The text
3705 is not clear "whether certification is contemplated under (b) (3),"
3 3706 or whether the (b) (3)' limitations apply. It would, be far more
3707 clear to incorporate settlement classes 'into (b) (3); the suggestion
3708 in the April, 1996 Minutes is a start. (4) The Rule should address
3709 "the special difficulties that arise when a settlement class is
3710 certified at the outset of litigation." These include the risks

IL- 3711 that there have been no adversary proceedings, no discovery, no
3712 submission of material from objectors; 'that lawyers will be torn

r- 3713 between the interests"'of the clas's and the interests 'of individual
3714 clients; that dramatic! differences inapplicable state laws will be
3715 overlooked, overvaluing some claims and undervaluing others; and
3716 that lawyers will be awarded disproportionately large fees.
3717 Perhaps these risks should be addressed in subdivision ('e); the
3718 suggestions of Leubsdorf and Schwarzer are good. Thought should be
3719 given to'provisions for appointing an advocate for absent class
3720 members; limiting' of even prohibiting representation by class
3721 counsel of clients who are maintaining individual actions; and
3722 limiting the! ability of a 'judge, who has taken any part in
3723 settlement negotiations in the iev'iew and approval process.

3724 Jeffrey Petrucelly, 96CV157: The proposals !!would foster collusive
3725 settlements."l

3726 Reporters Comm. for Freedom of Press, by Jane E. KirtleV, 96CV160:
3727 (b)(4) will encourage "the already increasing use of confidential
3728 settlement proceedings and agreements to which the First AmendmentrS 3729 and common law, right of access do not attach." Courts generally
3730 hold that the right of access does not extend to settlement
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3731, negotiations or agreements. And increasingly, courts "are
3732 approving confidentiality orders that restrict the release of
3733 information about the terms of settlement agreements." "Secret
3734 settlements are particularly troublesome in cases of heightened
3735 public scrutiny," ,including class actions. This amendment would
3736 permit denial ,of access to settlement proceedings or documents.
3737 "Our concern is that a dispositive tool not be overused for the
3738 purpose of clearing the court's docket, particularly atthe expense
3739 of public access." Confidentiality orders have a great potential
3740 for abuse,2', but70often are signed, on a routine basis.

3741 Litigation Comm., American 'Corporate Counsel Assn., by Theodore J.
3742 Fischkin, 96CV1 61: The proposal "would further the highlyimportant
3743 policy of promoting loluntary settlement of disputes." "It would be, n
374-4 anomalous if this strong substantive policy could be frustrated by
3745 a procedural rule. Since the Georgine decision threatens to do just
37'46 that, it is properly overruled byathe proposed-ame-dnment."

3747 American Bar As'sn., 96CV162: Supports, "provide'dlthati adequate due
3748 process protedtiongb are 'provided for ;the parties." C

3749 ABAI Section on Litigiation,, 96CV[162,: (This report is not ABA,
3750 pol icy.j) This"is a good com p-omrmi~e that allows the qontinued use
3751 of ,, this psett lemptbIclass]- deyic, despite recent adverse
3752 decisions, while reducing ,,Mthe;,potential for abuse.";, Courts and [
3753 practitioners havellollfouand settlement",classes useful, and have use
3754 them with ~increasiiig frequency. The potential, for collusive
3755, -settlements can be,"!recedr through the, court'fs-examination, of the
3756 fairness of the settlementK,,and byltopting out. Rule 23,(c) (2) and
3757 (c) (3) should be arr6nded, however, ttop clonfirml the right to opt-out
3758 for (b) (4) classesd,,,by referring to (b) (4) wherever (b) (3) is
3759 mentioned. And thoi Note, shomld state more elaborately "how the
3760 court is expected to applyrthe :(b (3) factors lof -predominance and
3761 superiority in the settlernen t context lancd to highlight that
3762 particular care shkluld be given to defining thea scope of class L
3763 membership."-

3764 Tort & Ins, Practice, § ABA, 96CV162(Supp.) Although a task force m
3765 majority support the change, there are sufficient reservations by
3766 others that TIPS cahnot support (b) (4) as written. Many members
3767 believe the pr posal embodies existing practice; some doubt this,
3768 finding little auth Aty to permit lclass settlement' "where there
3769 may be a substantial| even unrebutted, challenge to certification."
3770 Others feair collusion,, and the lack of bargaining power -when all
3771 parties know 1the settlement class would not be certified for
3772 litigation. Some think there should be (b) (4) language requiring
3773 heightened scrutiny of the settlement agreement,. But7, there is
3774 concern that the inherent tendency to approve settlements will
3775 defeat heighte ed sqrutiny. There also is concern that settlement
3776 classes will supers'de state tort and contract law. Some believe
3777 that settlement classes are inappropriate If or mass-tort litigation,
3778 and particularly forK"classes of future clainiants with|,ekposure-
3779 only latent injuris. Settlements accomplished prior to filing
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3780 suit are particularly dangerous. The supporters respond that
3781 adequate protection lies in judicial review of the settlement, the
3782 opportunity to opt out, the ability of objectors to present
3783 challenges, and the court's power to appoint a special master.
3784 Finally, some believe "that settlement as to a class so diverse as
3785 to be unlitigable on a class basis differs fundamentally from a
3786 settlement as to a litigable class." The more diverse the class
3787 membership, and the more complex the settlement, the more difficult
3788 it is to represent all class members---especially intense judicial
3789 review of the settlement, going well beyond present usual practice,
3790 is necessary.

3791 A. Mark Weisburd, 96CV164: The proposal cannot be justified. (1)
3792 There are due process difficulties with adequate representation.
3793 If the class includes members whose individual claims would be
3794 governed by different laws, the settlement is bound to trade off
3795 the stronger claims for the benefit of class members with weaker
3796 claims; the conflict of interest defeats adequate representation.
3797 (2) Although the Note says that 'all the subdivision (a)
3798 prerequisites must be Jmet, it is clearly intended to apply a
3799 "weaker standard" to (bY (4) settlement classes than to, (b) (3)
3800 litigation classes - "surely there is a serious risk that (b)(4)
3801 will be read as giving a green light to less searching examinations
3802 of all the factors relevant to the certification decision." (3)
3803 (b) (4) "sleems extraordinarily vague, and difficult to reconcile
3804 with (b)(3). How does' it mesh,'for example, with the purpose of
3805 proposed factor (F)' to discourage classes framed more for the
3806 benefit of counsel' than the benefit of iclass members? (4) "The
3807 most fundamental problem *, * is that imt is difficult to imagine
3808 [(b) (4)] being used in good faith. After all, it is intended for
3809 use in circumstances in which a defendant presumably would have an
3810 excellent chance of preventing class certification entirely." The
3811 defendant's motive for settling, then, must be "concern[] about
3812 suits by'class members despite the weakness of the class claim * *
3813 * I

3814 James A. O'Neal & Bridget M. Ahmann, 96CV165: The (b)(4) proposal
3815 provides necessary guidance. The recent Third Circuit decisions
3816 have thrown the often-utilized settlement class device into a state
3817 of uncertainty. The Third Circuit view is directly contrary to the
3818 overwhelming weight of current case law. It also discourages
3819 settlement. The'concerns of abuse and collusive settlements are
3820 met by insisting on the prerequisites of subdivision' (a), the
3821 notice requirement and the opportunity to opt out, and the
3822 requirements for hearing and court approval.

3823 Dennis C. Vacco, 96CV166: (This statement is submitted by Dennis C.
3824 Vacco, Attorney General of New York, but may be amended to add
3825 other states.) tThe controversial settlement-class practice,
3826 recently rejected by the' Third Circuit, has a high price. The
3827 proposal will exacerbate existing abuses by changing the leverage
3828 in negotiations - since there is no fear of trial, class counsel
3829 may well be those most willing to join with defendant in a deal
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3830 that provides attractive fees but few class benefits. The rule
3831 23(a) requirements are not enough. The mandatory hearing on the
3832 settlement is not enough either; the Georgine case shows that even
3833 extensive hearings cannot ensure due process. The right to opt out
3834 is not melaningful,,for future class members, unless there is a right
3835 to opt ,out when, a claimant becomes ill. If there are to be {
3836 settlement classes, several requirements must be provided. (1)
3837 Noticemust be in plain language. It must include the essential
3838 terms of the, settlement,, information ,about distribution, a,
3839 description of -opt-,put, rights, the procedures for filing a' claim,"
3840 the procedures for objecting, the amount of attorney fees, the
3841 source of class counsel fees, and any other disclosures needed to
3842 support informed decisions. (2)I The opt-out right 6hould ,be made
3843 el icit', including the right of-future claimants to4 opt-out after
3844 thei r injuries develop. l"(3) Heightened' crutinyof the ,,settlemeint _

3845 should be required. 4The court should inquire into such matiters as
3846 p&arallel` representation by class' counslel of non-cdlassl clients;
3847 settlement 'agreements for 'no-class 'clents' neiotiated "in
3848 donjunction wlith" the class settilement; more favor'.ble 1ements
3849 f or~ n6~dnla~ claa I mt's tha Ifo cls meTrbrj' An cls
3850 ddfiniltions Iiitedi tp tmembers 'who have not f iled ndividual
3851 act'on'l lby a "speifi 'ed da te. ', 1 -
3852 HowardiM. Metzenbaum, l for lConsumer Fedn. of'America, 96CV167: The [
3853 proposal4la~utlmhrizestes,, seit~ilementlass "without Ihaving to meet the
3854 stlandards f 6or clAssrk certiificatibon in Rule', 23(b)(3 ." It' invites
3855 collusion betweh c lIasps ounsel ;Jand, defendant against the class,,
3856 interests;. fCJss mlembrs ,artiel not' likely to~l be adequatel
3857 represented, and fellwWl ll have the resources, to hire an attorney to
3858 file objections. Even those iwhoil,.are not aware of ,the litigationotr
3859 whose injuries are ,,Ijot yet manlifest maybe barred,. The iproposil
3860 should be withdrawn.4 !n,

3861 Ffederal Bar sAssn., 9 6CV170:. "The proposed ,amendment, reflects a
3862 practi~e adopted"'in several :reineit cases." Because som re- courts
3863 have rejected the practice, "codification of the practice is
3864 warranted."

3865 4iatshinqton Legal Found., 96CV171: Comments now', but believes it
3866 prudent,to 'tdefer action 'until the Supreme Court has decided the
3867 Ge'orgine case. This proposal simply recognize's the current state
3868 of thed law' "in all, but the Third Circuit." It is powerfuliv
3869 supported by the 'policy favoring settlement. The theoretical
3870 6bjections'are hostly' theoretical, not practical. Superiority-
3871 predominance, and manageability are all different in the settlemen
3372 context than in the litigation context. The core fairness notions K
3873 of Rule 23(a) still 1pply.

3874 Bradford ,l. Simpson & B., Randall Dong, 96CV173: "[SI pecialemphasis r
3875 shouldlllbe added to the'proposed Rule' to ensure,that no collusion
3876 occurs, It is imperative that this ,rule retains an opt out
3877 povision.",

3878 R6bert_ G., Bone, 96CV176: Settlement classes may a't times be
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3879 appropriate. They can reduce transactions costs, speed recovery,
3880 achieve more equitable distribution of a limited fund, and achieve
3881 an administrative-type solution to large-scale compensation
3882 problems that the parties would (had they known of the coming
3883 injuries) have agreed to ex ante. But there are well-known risks
3884 in agency problems, trading off strong class-member claims to
3885 benefit the weak claims, and adverse selection that dilutes
3886 individual recovery in claims resolution facilities. An ideal rule
3887 would provide guidance on how to balance these costs and benefits
3888 in particular cases. It would also suggest procedures to reduce
3889 the costs, such as appointment of guardians, attention to
3890 subclassing, and careful review of attorney compensation. The
3891 modest approach taken in (b) (4) does not provide the needed
3892 guidance. And the text of the rule should make "much clearer" the
3893 application of the Rule 23(a) prerequisites and the (b) (3)
3894 constraints. It also should make clear how much effect the
3895 prospect of settlement has on the (b) (3) requirements of
3896 predominance and superiority - it does not seem likely that the
3897 Committee intends great departures. The requirement that the
3898 parties reach settlement before requesting certification "only
3899 exacerbates the agency problems." LThe Resnik-Coffee proposal is a
3900 good start. Specific findings should be required on the (b)(3)
3901 requirements, and also on "such matters as subclassing, guardians
3902 ad litem, special masters-, and thei like."I It is good to require
3903 findings whether any subclasses might do significantly better
3904 outside the class action; the suggested appointment of a steering
3905 committee will at least ihelpil, address the informational
3906 difficulties, but participation by others also might be invited.
3907 It is, critical to requirIe disclosire of information important tb
3908 assessing the fairness of the settlement. All of these things
3909 should be supplemented, however,ibV 'adding to the rule an explicit
3910 reference to the potential benefits of class settlements. And the
3911 Note should provide examples at least of good settlements, in some
3912 detail; although it is delicate, examples of real-world bad
3913 settlements also would be helpful. The examples should be more
3914 complex, and the discussion more extensive, than the
3915 "Illustrations" commonly provided in the ALI Restatements.

3916 Committee on U.S. Courts, State Bar of Michigan, 96CV178:
3917 "[SI trongly opposes the proposal on both theoretical and practical
3918 grounds." Analytically, the proposal eliminates the need ,to
3919 satisfy any of the (b) class categories; by definition, common
3920 questions will not predominate and a class will not be superior to
3921 other available methods of adjudication. "An action that does not
3922 meet any of the subsection (b) requirements simply does not present
3923 a group of claimants sharing a community of interest * * *." On a
3924 practical level, the proposal "will create undesirable, and even
3925 perverse, incentives. Especially in mass tort cases * * *, the
3926 rule would provide an open invitation to collusive settlements."
3927 And the rule provides no guidelines to distinguish a "good"
3928 settlement class from a bad one. This is not a proper occasion for
3929 attempting to affect the rights of absent parties.
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3930 California State Bar, Comm. on Fed. Cts., 96CV179: The proposal
3931 would assist settlement "in order to promote efficiency,
3932 consistency, fairness, and ease of administration and distribution Li
3933 of award burdens." The requirement that there be an agreement will
3934 protect against earlycoerced settlements. It will help treat
3935 similarly situated persons alike in ways that cannot be achieved by ,
3936 litigation of separate actions in different courts'with different
3937 choices of law. It is endorsed, with the recommendation that the
3938 Note say explicitly that it is intended to overrule the Georgine 2
3939 approach.

3940 California State ]Bar, Comm., on, Admin., of Justice, 96CV180: A
3941 majority of the Committee ;,voted to, support the amendment, 2
3942 recognizing that a majority pof courts take the approach it,
3943 proposep,, butthe Committeetook no position pending the, decision
3944 of 'the ,,Supreme Court in the Georginelitigation.,

3945 Kenneth W'. Behrend, 96CV181- The Committee should endorse the Third,
3946 Circuit" Georgine holding, and should provide ithat 'a class-action
3947 settlement binds only members who opt in to the cl'ass. 'Present
3948 practice creates a Jug gernaut! farsettlement. Notice often fails's
394 9 even' to reach class1,members, ,,and is confusing even when it does M

3950 arriver The lists of class pnembers may"'include "'thousands of
3951 Persons who lare 'indifferent or even frivolous or whohave nXot been
3952 adviised of their , alterntativ&ll rights by their own counsell'.''
3953 Jaidi ial scrutiny of settlements should E be more exacting.
3954 Ordinardily'V'"the certification ldecision should be madelbebfore there
3955 area any settlement negotiations.- Injunctions that2"purport to
3956- preclude settlement class members from pursuing their own
3957 litigatqion,;in their own court1.and u theitheir own state law, deny
3958 du-eprocess. Class epresentFrtives should not be, able to bargain
3 9`5 9 away he'rights of cl;ss me5rs tundertheir own stated', lIaws. '
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3960

3961

3962 TESTIMONY

3963 Phi ladelphi a

3964 Professor Susan Koniak, Tr. 8 - 24: The Rule should be amended to
3965 make it clear that a class can be certified only if it could be
3966 certified for trial. And it should be further amended to make sure
3967 that there is adequate representation and the settlement is fair.
3968 The proposed rule invites collusion. A class that cannot possibly
3969 be certified for trial is "malignant. Indeed it is not a class at
3970 all; if it cannot be tried, there is no justification for lumping
3971 these people together as if a class. The pressure to settle is too

6 3972 great when, absent settlement, the class lawyer surrenders the
3973 class. A class that might be certifiable for trial but is created
3974 for settlement is "benign" in the sense of a benign tumor - it
3975 needs attention, but we may have to live with it. Often it will be
3976 not entirely clear whether the class would be certified for trial

v 3977 - the parties are not contesting certification, and there is no
3978 other source of sufficient information to support an informed
3979 determination. But the plaintiffs do have leverage in negotiation.
3980 And this test may be met if certification is possible for issues,
3981 although not for resolution of liability to class members - if
3982 reliance must be proved on an individual basis, still the
3983 underlying misrepresentation issues might justify class trial andL 3984 thus certification that leads to settlement. And there should be
3985 procedural protections - Professor Leubsdorf's proposal to appoint
3986 an advocate for the class is wise. To be sure, it cannot be said
3987 that all settlements of class claims that could not be tried are
3988 corrupt, but that is not the standard for rulemaking. The kind of
3989 information that is not revealed to the court includes such matters
3990 as the terms of parallel settlem nts of individual cases that are
3991 much more favorable than the terms of the class settlements. The
3992 integrity of the judicial system is compromised by allowing these
3993 deals. The choice-of-law justification for settlement classes does
3994 not work; "those laws are important. They are state laws."
3995 Subclassing is important to protect different rights - the
3996 difficulty of subclassing does not justify a nontriable settlement
3997 class. And the vague notion of "large-scale comprehensive
3998 solutions" to widespread problems seems to refer to the futures
3999 class, which presents special problems. A victim "wake[s] up on

r. 4000 day, you know, 10 years later, and they find out that some lawyer
4001 settled their claim and they are dying and they can't go to court
4002 and they don't even know what happened."

4003 Melvin I. Weiss, Tr. 35 - 44: Lawyers in this field practice
4004 diligently, ethically, at arm's length. Judges have become
4005 comfortable with the oversight role. "[SIettlement classes should

q 4006 be something that you consider very seriously because that's what
4007 we do. That's the way these cases are resolved, overwhelmingly."
4 00 8 Defendants care about more than just the amount paid. Class-based
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4009 settlement provides certainty, or at least better predictability.
4010 It provides uniformity of treatment; the importance of uniformity
4011 is illustrated by a number of life insurance policyholder classes, V
4012 in which the insurers are anxious to deal uniformly and fairly with
4013 their entire customer base, and in which state regulators are
4014 breathing down their necks. Class settlement also accelerates K
4015 resolution of,,the problems., Class members arewell protected by
4016 the information provided., and the right to optout. If it is argued
4017 that there is. no meaningful right to opt ,out because individual
4018 relief, is not available,, it is argued that there should be no , J
4019 remedy at all. The appointment of an advocate for the'classw "is a
4020 disaster wait'ing to happen." Experiende'with tadvocaates shows that
4021 it adds another costly level of procedures; "I mean, once you hire,,
4022 ,an advocate, the, advocate has to ,advocate.." Does the advocate have
4023, to, make every,,, azguent? ,Can the advocate use a business judgment
4024 apppach, be sensible? Advocates have said that they cahnot deal
4025 witth counsel for the class, because their obligation is to raise
4026 all arguments on behaif of the' class. 'As advoc'ate "for the class,
4027 the, clas lawyer cannot be totally candid about the problems with
4028 the lcase; thejudge is, there to provide, overall supervision. As to
4029 hearings, .there shbui dbe and are .hearingswhenevera clIass action

4030 is d~opp~d1 unless it is droppedwit1~out pre~u ae n no, money is,
4031 being paid' to Ayone. at times, cass$r wl be
4032 infaluenclld byv the prospect Ithatsettl'ment class would not be
4033 certified, for trialf deense lawyersaJ so will, beinfluenced'
4034 "iThati isjwhlywe lhav~ e 3. That';s, wy liwyers ca'n'tj just drop
4035 c asesste caspes[,K take payoffs. Te ha4tog hruha L
4036 prcs.' h d~ydk fectiyely and fa~rly;L 1sho1d not
4037 trashedb se occasional'y prpbldms t tcanot be
4038 addres sed efectively by a rule.,

4039 Steven 'Glickstein, !Tr 'I62I -irut 65:I A settlement class involves a
4040 purely consensual arrangen'nt "-the settlement cannot be crammed
4041 down an unwilling part)y's throat. Class members have an V
4042 opportuniy to opt out on lthe basis of 'fulll information about the
4043 settlement, And the settlemfents arel'not uncontested; to the
4044 contrary,' therei are' akcti14'con sts, rf'enr'iounted'by members of
4045 the plaint±[~ffs' bar who'f Rr.'loss'of futlure cases in the area. And
4046 the'I district juidge cIac1res about theC'absent class rmembers."
4047 District Judges !I are holdiing hearings,[L and waking excriXciatingly
4048 detailed findings., AndI the resilt isH not always approval of the
4049 settlement, In the Shilly heart valvet litigation, the district
4050 judge listened to the'l obj~3etors "and made us adjust the settlement
4051 to meet their obpecti6nslK[[lt ,

4052 David Vladick, Tr. 78-83:,, pr Public Citizen Litigation Group: The 2

4053 settlement class identified by (b) (4) involves cases with the
4054 highest potentia1 f'or lause. Often the case-could be certified for
4055 trial on liability is'e sl, even if oth matters such as reliance
4056 of damages must be liti g[atedndividua2Ily.i 'KT]he problem with
4057 (b)(4) is that it traiisfers aolitigatio i d ice,into a settlement _

4058 device." There is nolleffectiveiway ti otect the rights of absent
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L
4059 class members in class settlements of cases that could not be tried
4060 as class cases. "[T]here is nothing adversarial about that
4061 settlement." What is wrong is the cases that are brought only for
4062 the purpose of settlement - those that Professor Koniak describes

r- 4063 as "malignant." No one ever argued that the Georgine case could beL 4064 tried as a class.

4065 Beverly C. Moore, Jr. , Tr. 83-89: Favors (b) (4). Georgine,
4066 Castano, and Rhone-Poulenc all could be tried as class actions.
4067 What is needed is proper structuring, including an exclusion of
4068 certain states from certain claims and having a few subclasses.
4069 Statistical proof can be used to set individual damages, as in
4070 Cimino and the Ferdinand Marcos action. The problem with some

L 4071 settlements, as Georgine, is discrimination against some class
4072 members, or against all class members in favor of individual
4073 clients. The solution is not to prohibit settlement classes but to
4074 exercise Rule 23(e) authority. Traditionally judges did not want
4075 to review settlements closely because they wanted to clear these
4076 cases from their dockets. But that is changing. Objections are
4077 being made, and settlements are being changed in response. If we
4078 deny settlement classes, judges will make spurious findings that
4079 support certificationlas if for litigation, distorting the classL 4080 action jurisprudence.-l

4081 Roqer C. Cramton, Tr. 94-109: This proposal exceeds the power of
4082 the Committee land violates the Enabling Act. Reliance on waiver is
4083 misplaced. Waiver implies consent, and even as to present claimants

L 4084 the notice process is inadequate; consent is fictional. The Manual
4085 for Complex Iitigation recognizes this. The reasons given for
4086 (b) (4) are all wrong. The choice-of-law suggestion seems to
4087 abandon Erie, Klaxon, and VanDusen. It would allow self-appointed
4088 lawyers to agree to substitute "a new national law" for authentic
4089 state law. Manageability concerns are equally spurious.

F 4090 Management in these 1cases involves the judge becoming involved in
X 4091 the settlement process, and then reviewing the settlement for

4092 fairness and reasonableness. "It looks unjudicial."f The desire to
r 4093 establish wholesaleschemes for reparation involves Article III

4094 judges in legislation. The present language, moreover, "is
4095 meaningless. It provides no standards, no possibility for the

4096 development of a coherent appellate law." Because of noticer 4097 problems, "consent" annot justify any of the supposed advantages.
L~ 4098 The objectors who show up, moreover, are "bottom feeders. That is,

4099 they were not namned~as classcounsel and what they really want Is
r 4100 a share of the ation, a special deal on their clients' cases and

4101 so on * * *." They may abandon their objections once the sweetener
4102 is provided. Settlement classes, if allowed at all, should be
4103 limited to those in which the judge concludes that the class

C 4104 probably would be certified for trial, and makes a conditional
4105 certification for. settlement. And Rule 23(e) should be
4106 strengthened along the lines suggested by Judge Schwarzer,
4107 requiring specific findings on the matters of general concern.
4108 There must be adequate discovery on the merits of the settlement,
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4109 and it must come early enough to support informed objections. The
412.0 negotiation process must be open for inquiry; the theory of many,
4111 judges that privilege and work-product protection can be invoked
4112 against the, class members who are clients of class counsel is"
4113 outrageous. Everything must be made available,,to the objectors.
4114 "Otherwise, it is a cover-up." When plaintiff- and defendant join F
4115 in urging approval of th-e settlement, it is like an ex parte

4116 proceedin g, in 'w'hich Model RuleL 3.3 (dI) imposes, a 'professional
4117 obligation to-bring 'forth all -re Ieviant f acts. counsel 'appears not:
4118 as an advocate 'but 4as trust~ee-for a'cla ss., The'w'ritten'documents
4119 sent' to, class, members' should' pirvi~.e intelligible information;
4120 simply ~rv igatelephone, bank~ i's not enuh Aithhuh therei
412'1 case law o Rule 2~' (e) r~drsadrqieeti i nt
4122 terbAwl evreipd, i no, uniform among the' lsircis, ad'
4123 oftien isnt~idmc ~~nio'byi trial 'judgs

4124 John IC'.,Cofe Tr.~ 11l3- ~11' There is- abasic conflictiof interest
425 wethclss attprneyshas no stake in,, and doesnocaebut
4126, re lated cblassil acton o 4 ind iyiiual-~cIasdes;, there, is every economic _

4127 motive to I setl ~ n.e~ass jjaction, if that can be, done. An-d
4128 the fact tatth he s ant~e,.ft ~~ hsclass form weakens
4129 bargaining lvag.~h e&erise auton1' is a ,further problem,
4130 arising fro tefa tatif th sttemnt isIo md
4131 sufficiently attraptive the defendant will shop for another class F
4132 attorney whol will" stri1" a oe~jxabl dea.1,J ,Future claimts also

4133 present probl~ems, IwitWters f ivs cn lai'ms of qmc reate'r
4134 Va~ue 'Itha~n they ~ en hT bstlef1ent 5 lass. "There is a
4135 legitimate ,placeifor &'~mn l~s~KOi~nal'lY it comes from L
4136 the f ear of ',a def ne t ho0'wt lt ste tiha~t agreeing 'to
4137 cerjtifi1cation w ill cary fwa to tri~al if~ the "~ettlement f alls I
4138 through). the~ purpose a, tlt'ti' rntlats -was to achiev-e a kind of
4139 contin~en cetfica'' ionl Afid--hhe~e~a b! ca6o in which
4140O t'her isn rsn osbJt~fa fetive reme4yi n te
4141 form. Glo1bal stil ~t niddyibe !lne'ssar~y, to! get ~coMpllete~-'relief 7
4142 What w~shouJ lokfdis, the a'asie -h n-'hich no one, llis intjured, no Li
4143 othe i s made' wstf, by the se~tJ eetnet One Ifactor lmay1,,be the
4144 ri k tawh a. ftilePl ~laimI es~!es there [will be4 no ~defendant, 7
4145' ahdndisan&t[alfyit Itv ild be bestt tolput all'6f
4146 thepetig i~aln 6rretr n()() notasexpress text.
4147 The ciaetecls ctin . [1,f or kexam-ple, could be ,evaluated to
4148 d~t~erri rhrt e, Iare betterrrertdi es in indiv-idual cios
414'9 or awaitin fute 0dvelopmdht of~lstia~te law. Rhbone-Poulenc may
4150 have boen agod eas fo~4,a s~ttllement class -par~f hdls
4 1 51 amost- a!lo~[h individ aa4l ac t ionfs that hadf [been tried,
4152 sual~g ta niiiŽl adUon' s',i Kare 'not viable.'

4153 Judith Resnk Tr 121-1r,38 Te 1[ i i cu~s ~'~ is that ~there should be
4154 rli~ltigatingll jclasses~ in~ aad~tllon'~lt'l'l,settlement and [tia classes.
4155 The startin'g poilnt is hat1eci2[lsarognzdtodispose4
4156 ot cases 'by Oettlemenit ,or byli adju~ia~o without, trial. Class
4 157 actions [shoulid fall into6 the same app c.A group can constitute
4158 a Iclass f~or ipretrial, purposes; vni~p o til hsi
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4159 accomplished now by other means, such as multidistrict transfer orr 4160 other consolidation with plaintiff steering committees. Class
L 4161 actions have a virtue that is not present in many other modes of

4162 aggregation, such as multidistrict litigation transfer: Rule 23
4163 provides a structure and roles for judges and litigants, "pushing
4164 them to the visible arena." Ethical obligations are created by
4165 certification in ways that do not arise from steering committees or
4166 like devices. The rule should not be limited to settings in which

' 4167 a settlement agreement has been reached before the request for
X 4168 certification; to the contrary, it is better to have the court

4169 consider adequacy of representation at the outset, and to open upL 4170 the process by making it visible. The certification should state
4171 clearly that it is for pretrial proceedings or settlement, and may
4172 not extend through to trial. The concern that leverage is lost
4173 becau se the' class cannot be tried overlooks other 'sources ofL 4174 leverage - the prospect of trying other classes or individual
4175 actions, and the costs of discovery in this action or in other
4176 actions. To the extent that defendants today would resist
4177 certification for any purpose without having an agreement in hand,
4178 for fear that 'the certification will carry' forward for other
4179 purposes, a well-crafted rule "can encourage certification before
4180 there is an agreement. Rule 23(e) I houldbetightenedupto insist
4181 on careful exercise of the 'power Land oli'gation to review
4182 settlements. There are other problems not addressed by the rule,
4183 arising from the layers of lawyers Ind the other costs that should
4184 be spread across related litigation. Document depositories and the
4185 exchange of information across districts are only beginning to be
4186 addressed. Clients who have individual lawyers as well as class
4187 lawyers may face multiple attorney fees.

4188 Stephen Burbank. Tr. 139-142: (b)'(4) does not seem to raise
4189 Enabling Act problems under current interprxetations, of the Act,
4190 because they set very loose standards. We should take seriously
4191 the prospect that there may be limits beyond those stated in
4192 Sibbach and Hanna. Rulemaking should not 'extend to rules that
4193 predictably and unavoidably 'affect rights under the" substantive

flr 4194 law. The (b) (4) proposal does not' seem to 'do that. More
L 4195 generally, however, there is la special problem. Rule 23 may not

4196 have been intended to affect' 'substantive rights, but it has. Does
,- 4197 that mean that the Supreme Court cannot undo'or temper what it has

4198 done, because that is to modify the substantive effects it has
4199 wrought? That would put the 'Court in an impossible position.

F 4200 Eugene A. Spector, Tr. 143-144: Plaintiff-class attorneys take
4201 seriously their responsibilities to members of the class.

4202 Robert N. Kaplan, Tr. 150-151: Settflement classes are used in
4203 securities and antitrust litigation. They are arm's-length
4204 negotiations; I had one that negotiated for a year and a half
4205 before a settlement master. Discoveryis used to probe the merits
4206 while settlement is being considered. Problems that may exist in
4207 mass tort classes should not wash dver''to other kinds of classes.

L 33
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4208 H. Laddie Montague, Tr. 154-162: In antitrust class actions, there
4209 are certain parts of the plaintiff's class definition that always r
4210 , are attacked by defendants claiming that impact and injury are not
4211 common to class members, and so on. This can become a battle of
4212 experts at the certification stage., And, before any determination
4213 whether the case can be tried as a class, the parties agree to,
4214 settle. This resolves every, issue ithat would. be litigated.
421,5 Although, defendants will want ithe class defined as broadly as
4216 possible, for maximum !protection, plaintiffs can resist - and I
4217 have. The practical problem is ,lthat a de'fendant fears that a class-
421,8 defined for ,possible settlementtilwill carry overfor ltrial if the
421,9 settlement fails.O 4Perhaps there ,should be some safeguards,, but the
422,'0 courts have;I~been ablei to dleverlop Ithem 'without ,rule provisions.
4221, iConcern ,,with llthe di~stribugion amIong, ,pliaingitf class members should
4222 beqaddressod by the tebrmsftfthelsiislptlt ment ,and approved .s part of
4223 ithe, 23-(e) lprocess.¶;[,'Settl nt 'is very constructive.

422I4 Edward LabAtbn,`'i Tr. JI ette ment classes work well in
4225 slce~tp ;gthen Th~ ~~r~esi the'r co'ntexts.
4226 To,,<in thet 'bas'dl feoetatcuo b x the same
4 2'27 class 1 be cidar ~agntv nuhto find L
4228 a wa[osYhtbv r~ ~~cs.** Pleopl
4225 woulad wr io d ,ta

4230 Wialliniam TJ. : Settlement classes are now in L
4231 the Siiiiupreml,, io B C iitt!s uIderXt~andable wy defendantls should want
42 32 ''thems ',> IN ,> r i l ~ ~ Cl14 :12, ils'l[ '1 riaI l ,,E4232 them
42I33 Michael, Donovan,, Trl.4 lL27227 i- 2 2 8 : i1 'he S u p 'em e C o u r t d e c i s i o n i n t h e

4 2 3 4 G e o g i n e c a s e w 3i ll pr v i d e g u i d S n ee I t i s n o t n e c e s s a r y f o r t h e

4 2 3 5 C o mmi t t e e t o j u mp t h e g u n .

4 2 3 6 J lo h n L~eubsdo rfi,'Tr.p256-2,64: The ptoposal addresses a problem that
4237 dS ;;not e, xist. Theproblem is not that courts are refusing to
4238 approve desirable c lass-ction settlements. The problem is that
4239 they are approving sttlements that,should not be approved. The
4240 sI Zttlementsrecently 4 rejected by the Third Circuit "were awful
424. siettlements," tio be I rejected for many reasons. The problem arises r
4242 f ,lafail, e in thjladversarysystem. A small group of people, ?

4243 pi ntiff , p.aintiSf1, si',jslawyeps 1 and defendants get together and
4244 a~g eeon a sett ele t.l. (b) 54) iwill make that 'easier. It
4245 eIuPgsp? et~~kage la lsettlement bef ore certification is
4246 r~lIested, [and ~resents tihe cato thir n, =fo the first time with
4247 a efdatVositeres't is in 'supportin4 certif ication. And it
4248 di'loutfe sthe protecIVon arising from the requirement that the case
4249 be b~lcapable Of trialliis a class action. J If there is to be any
4250 ch ngle, it should be toincrease the safeguards against bad
4251 settlements., nay in t~he most unusual circumstances should
4252 SI ifernent n~e~oiati (ns e p~#itted b~efbore-certification, before r
4253 inlhsbe eem~ h t he plain t'if fs and' their lawyers can
4254 ad ]ey Pi% Tasintirests,. Seco~nd, the rule should

4255 thuate to protect class interests -

4256 it {s the lawyers t the representative class members who ensure
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4257 adequacy. Third, whenever there is a significant amount of money
C~ 4258 at stake the court should appoint an official objector; several
L 4259 lawyers have testified that they would consider it improper to

4260 present information that might destroy the settlement - it is
4261 because "lots of lawyers do think that way" that we need official
4262 objectors. Fourth, there should be a more adequate notice
4263 requirement. Fifth, the right to opt out should exist whenever
4264 significant monetary relief is involved; it should not be defeated
4265 by a (b) (2) certification. Finally, if a "futures" class is

L 4266 certified, notice of the opportunity to opt out should be in a form
4267 "reasonably likely to permit an informed decision by a person toV 4268 whom it's addressed."

4269 Leslie Brueckner, for Trial Lawyers for Public Justice, Tr. 272-
4270 280: (b) (4)- focuses on the precertification settlement, which
4271 creates the greatest risk of abuse. This requirement of settlement
4272 before negotiation is not in any way a protection for the class.
4273 The right to opt out is not much protection "given the complexities
4274 of notice, class actions that are certified where the actual
4275 identities of class members are not known." Approval hearings
4276 "tend to be * * * dog and pony shows * * *. There is no real
4277 adversary process except in the very rare instance when aV 4278 plaintiff's lawyer or public' interest group manage to muster the
42,79 resources to mount massive objections." More often, a few
428R0 individual objectors appear and are bought off. As a public
4281 intere t group, we commonly are denied standing to object unless we
4282 have a class-member client; and the defendants then offer an
4283 individual settlement so attractive that our duty to our client
42,84 requires that we accept. The policies in favor of settlement doV 42l85 permit settlement of'a class that could not be certified for trial.
4286 Bug the court needs to look at it "very, very carefully. * * *

4287 [Y3ou need special protections for the class members, and you
4288 cannot rely on objectors * * *." The proposal does not provide the

L 4289 necessary special prot6ctions.

4290 Deborah Lewis (Alliance for Justice), Tr. 281: Opposes, for
4291 basically the, same reasons as Leslie Brueckner. "[TJIhe opt out
4292 provision has to carry the heavy load of protecting against the
4293 potential dangers of this proposal of collusiveness, of the
4294 conflicts within the class, and * * * the opt' out provision just

C 4295 can't provide that kind of service * * * for really just for the
4296 opt out provisions to serve this function, we would have to have
4297 advice of counsel 'to understand both the notice and the proposed
4298 settlement, and whether or not the settlement will make them whole.Lf 4299 And that would be just prohibitively expensive for the poor
4300 absentee class members."

4301 Dallas

L 4302 Stephen Gardner, Tr. 4-22: (This testimony interlaces observations
4303 about (b) (4) and factor (F); most of it is summarized here.)L 4304 Consumer class action experience provides the framework for this
4305 testimony. Settlement classes foster abuse; this proposal, and
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43 06 factor (F) , "will exacerbate rather than address the problems."
4 307 The very concept of trying a class -action is so foreign to the
4308 weltanschauung [Tr: bel tan shong] of many plaintiff class lawyers
4309 that settlement becomes the sine qua non. Counsel who begin with
4310 high-praise for their- cases "Ibecome suddenly and extraordinarily-
4311 pessimistic ~about the legal ,and factual merits of their very
4312, lawsuit once, the ,case, -~has,, been settled and their fees have been
4313 sewn up." Teeae tibe classes., Teclims are very, very'
4314 good.' The 'pro~blem, is quick and dirty. settlements.. "The problem. is[
4315 theyve never'i-Intended~ tpQ seek lrelief for the, class. *[he K
4316 relief t'o be ~,obtaj,,,ned ,inr~too mnanyicas~e~s f~,ocuses ~o'n feesland not on
4317 relief for the class." coupon settlements, are a. good illustration,.
4318 "If a case is bad, it ought to be lost, it ought not be settled,,

4319 and particularl~~~~~~y ~,so, withfl~ class actions. ** Yo do not
4320 discoura'ge 'abusiv 'f"Ii"g oclsatins by makihg them ~easier to
4321 settle when theyr do nthae.assq settlemea" Ifteeare
4322 choice-of-la w p r' bles[ pras hr'-hudnot" be' nati.onwide
4323 class; Californi a layr ss ainiecasstha~t ri sk
4324 tradin dow thle I` og alfrM cnu~ lwcats for the
4325 advantage of weaker c,.amS" ne~ th'ls -aoal Wa of other
4326 states. 'There is nq need forsFf~b) work
4327 evena under the'Third~ Circutfr a#jh'~bln Iha defpendants
4328 may not stipulate't I, he, rfear~ a s'ettleffidt will,
4329 f ail and that they mar~ f65d'o r he ' 5 lass" adtion 'a' be met
43Q inpart by, ~e i l~±'ii~ lih 8s be'f ore settlement
4331 discussions begi.,i pn~tf~ s of fthe' power to
4332 "lrecertify, ,deq~tify, Y rH[Terriiclas'seF'co'uld be,
4333 brought just as"'weliIIa' o' f, csels' Injunctive
4334 relief, can bl~- as, 1 i6rddnasffawrs. (b) 4 offers
4335 "n unstruct'ur~Isae lb The
43'36 Committee shudwqt

4337 Richard, A.ilorie. Tr.2 7: (~stif i~gfrom-;experi7ince as
4338 tie~~~~s'actions.) The

4339 (b) (4) proposal is beneficial. There have been problems with
4340 settlements ,thatr s~eem to rGeslts 'fo less than' arm' length
434-1 bargain-ing, b -"la' s'igtlyheIlgh'n~e a l&4'l' of judicia1`ld~rutiny
4342 wdo ld help r~~vta.! ours ~ ~okto whetber'Llhere has
4343 been'an agre a~t5 t tbrey fees; i~tol)qtd. be'l better 5have'no
4344 agreement at a b ut. if t h 7ere is '~anl ¾+e tcourtssHl look
4345 atit, carefult adre~cognizeta'taefearemn ~~e the L
4346 s4tlement m2'usec. it 'hstten'Koshow
4347 tht #etaiel baee and at lleast some, de6 ions
4348 have becuen tsaiha

4349 Samuel Issacharobff, Tr. 28-40: Rulemaking is, premature. It is
4350 better to let "'lthese problems work out through the process of
4351 adjudication. 'Judicial' eerience with settlement classes is
4352 "lhesitant and, unknowing. The Georginer dcision will begin the
4353 process of further judicial !developmenit. Il(b) (4) represents an

435.4 ~~impulse to faci~litate settlement, cl asses tIlat is quite prob~imtc
4355 "'Fo exmle, there, are probi~ems~ when ~you haye groups of pla~intiffs
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4356 who have preexisting relations to plaintiffs' counsel that otherr 4357 groups of plaintiffs don't have. We've seen this in some of the
L 4358 cases. * * * There are issues for concern where you have future

4359 claimants * * *." Perhaps there should be a distinction between
pry 4360 tort cases and "the more economic harm contract type of cases and
L 4361 how we assess the question of manageability under (b) (3) . Id The

4362 courts should be looking for middle ground; the Third Circuit
4363 Georgine decision may be too harsh. Defendants who recognize that
4364 they have done wrong should be able to settle and avoid the cost of
43,65 further litigation. But "the evidence of collusion is real."
4366 Courts can examine the processes by which settlement was reached:
4367 how arm's-length were the negotiations? What were, the relations

L 4368 between various types of class members and class counsel? What
4369 kindof notice was there - particularly notice to rival groups?
4370 'IF] ederal judges, are extremely able people with extremely limited
4371 resources and * * * have no capacity to enter into an independent
4372 examination of the facts presented to them because they do not know
4373 the record, they, do not know the evidence." There is a very
4374 limited capacity to intervene, particularly with, (b) (1)F 4375 settlements. There is an incentive for judges to clear their
4376 roles. "And what this panel's proposal does is 'to say to the
4377 federal judges the fact that they come before you withisomething
4378 called a settlement should pretty much take care of t4e issue.,"

L 4379 This is particularly problematic as' Rule 23 is extended into areas
4380 "very far' removed from what was originally contemplated when Rule

C" 4381 23 was put into~ effect."' "I am a disbeliever in rule making in
4382 this area. I think that the committee sholild be leery of presumin g
4383 its competence simply' by the way of very smart people thinking
4384 about problems in the abstract and 'instead should trust to the
4385 federal courts to' develop these response's on a case-by-case basis."

4386 Charles Silver, Tr'. 41-43: Follows Professor Issadharoff's
4387 testimony, stating that one of "the problems is that the standard of
4388 Comparison in evaluating a class settlement is other class

L 4389 settlements. Even if courts await until there has been enough
4390 individual case litigation to make'the class claim mature, the
4391 comparison will largely be to individual casesettlements rather
4392 than,1 individual case trials. And the database of settlements is
4393 tainted because the'incentives are inadequate across the board. n
4394 The real focus for the Committee' should be attorney fees. (Noted
4395 separately.)

4396 John Martin, Tr. 56-57: Approves the whole package, but has some
4397 reservations about (b)(4). There should be very careful analysis
4398 of proposed settlements; the added hearing requirement in (e) is
4399 good.

4400 John Henderson, Tr. 67-73: As defender in class actions, welcomes
4401 the (b)(4) proposal. Settlement classes are needed. They are the
4402 best way to resolve mass personal injury torts, that otherwise
4403 would take many years to decide. Concern that plaintiffs will lackr 4404 leverage because the case cannot be trieddis misplaced. There is
4405 a real prospect that absent settlement, some form of class action
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4406 - or actions - will be certified for trial. Plaintiffs' lawyers
4407 are interested in settlements, and there are formal and informal C

4408 ways to participate and protect against sweetheart deals. And
4409 federal judges look carefully at the settlements; there is no need
4410 to add particular scrutiny requirements.

4411 Fred Baron, Tr. 80-95: Opposes, all uses of class actions in mass LF
4412 torts. They are not needed. 'Ru]h 42 consolidation and § 1407
4413 transfer are sufficient. And settlement classes are particularly r
4414 bad. Whenever we try to settle large numbers of-Individual cases,
4415 the first demand is that we create a nationwide class'and deliver
441.6 peace for, ever and 'ever and-ever. These cases involve very
4417 individualized injuries that would be 'resolved differently under

4418 different laws; theyfc uld'never be certified for class litigation.'
4419 Allowing settlement Certification 'invites the friendly deal.
4420 Rigorous scrutiny by the court should solve these problems, but it p
4421 does not. A settlemient ,class' would' be proper i-f there were a
4422 genuine, right to opt-out that"' could explained 'to each class
4423 member and made' gook';d by each class member. The opportunity to
4424 object'does not giv Imuch leverage; it is very expensiye. TOur firm
4425 spent more than amillion ad a half Ldolllars 'bj'etinq to the
44i2'6 Georgine se~ttlemnent." "That is Inot' 'the' way J-hese' si81tuatioins, should

44;7 be handled. Weipres t Ias e ene thtIthere ere dual
44~28 tck negtiations set'n ±eet cs-'o o~iion`;hat t'he,
4429 future cases be set4ld on c 4asps basis KThe on1lyrway htlo defeat i

4432 -and ul nt, , , , , ,

443,3 as a matter of due'process iirh'4~eli HIV settlerhent is goodt because it

4434 carries A 5 LutX d g h opt. F fe.ture pclaim( as yin

44236 a'better altiernaative iawhen,, there ils a rea9. risk ~that ther~e lwill not
4437 be, lsuf~fici~ent ,,as~s~ets,, in ~lkhel~future, to cr ensatei ,th, futurex

4438 injuries. If chan ges} are ito bedimrade!, there ishouldbe clearl opt-out t
44,3,9 rights in anyimass tortsase;, ofutures classeos;compersion for X,,

4440i successful objecgors, moere ,,scmtiiy 'f settlement clars'.,EH'And all

4441 otfl.thihs shoulid awailt[il !the Suprne meCourt1 decisinon i~n Georg~ne. , C

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ n6ED--

4442 Alan Dyal r'n 111-113: I'The Committee should' provide another

4443 opport~unity for'ptibli'c comment aifter the Supreme Court decides the
4444 Georgine case. ' 'a

4445 John L. Hill, Jr., Tr. 116-117: Settlement classes should be

4446 allowed. L[W]eIre wise enough to know how to solve problems of"i

4447 unfairness, problems of fraud, problems of collusion, that sort of

4448 thing. That's what lawyers with fiduciary duties are for, that's L
4449 what our ethics are for, that's what our trial courts are for,

4450 that's what d.is'cretion is for." In mass tort casest settlements
4451 provide relief that is quicker and easier, and do not "just bury

4452 our courts with case after case on an individual basis.

4453 Clinton A. Krislove Tr. 117-I26: The rule should provide' a roadmap
4454 of procedures for the trial judge to follow in reviewing a

38r 4 i
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L
4455 settlement. Counsel for any competing class should be informed andL 4456 invited to appear. The objector's role is very difficult. "You

L 4457 never get paid if you don't change the settlement in some way. You
4458 will probably never get listened to, and it's very difficult.

r- 4459 You're the least wanted person there. You are the one who is
4460 messing up this train which is headed in a direction and you're
4461 trying to derail it, and so nobody really loves having you there."
4462 The concept of a guardian ad litem for the class is "rarelyL, 4463 effective. * * * I'm not sure * * * whether it's the incentive or
4464 the logistics. There is a real benefit to having counsel in there,
4465 whether it's with * * * the best of intentions, the most aggressive
4466 of intentions or the incentive of actually getting paidias well."L 4467 When there are competing objectors, it is better to form a group
4468 and select lead counsel to pursue the objections. It is less
4469 effective to allow several objectors to proceed independently. To
4470 be, successful, an objector has "to find something that is
4471 fundamentally wrong with the settlement. And typically the 'it
4472 ain't enough,' 'it out to have been more' and 'somebody else added
4473 in a case that we're inl'and 'we could have done it better,' those
4474 typically get rebuffed pretty quickly. You really have to come up
4475 with something that is tight, to the point and a really fundamental
4476 problem. Usually you don't have much of an opportunity to dor 4477 anything as an objector because if you get the notice, there's very

L 4478 little - there's no'discovery on file usually. You ,have to go
4479 through something that is sort of conceptually on the face of the
4480 deal." In addition,! the Committee should do something the change

L 4481 the rule in several cifrcuits,' that denies appeal standing to a
4482 class-member objector who thas failed to intervene. There is no
4483 risk in the real world that hundreds of hdissatisfied class members

7 4484 will hold up the settlement by appealing'; one or two is the highest
L 4485 real number. Heightened scrutiny should be required; slbme courts

4486 have approved settlements that the clasps was against.'

L 4487 Stanley M. Chesley, Tr. 140: Settlement is good, and the proposed
4488 amendment "addresses a need and facilitates settlement. I" The fear
4489 of collusion can be met by court inquiry -'the allegations haveL 4490 been made, inquiries have been had, and collusion is very rarely
4491 found.

4492 Bartlett H. McGuire, Tr. 159-161: (b)(4) "makes sense * * * for all
C 4493 of the reasons discussed in your advisory committee notes. And it

4494 would overturn the Third Circuit's decision in Georgine, which is
4495 good." But it would be wise to defer final action, pending the
4496 Supreme Court decision in Georgine.

L 4497 San Francisco Hearing

4498 Eric Green, Tr. 28-37: (b)(4) is a desirable clarification of the
4499 law. It does not require certification of a (b) (3) settlement

L 4500 class, but only authorizes it. Consideration should be given to
4501 authorizing settlement classes also under (b) (1) (B). There are
4502 sufficient procedural protections to answer all of the concerns

L 4503 raised by the 120 academics arrayed on the other side of this

V 39
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4504 issue. As guardian ad litem for the plaintiff class in the Ahearn
4505 settlement,, I observed an extremely detailed and vigorous 7
4506, settlement hearing that lasted 9 days. There was substantial jt
4507 discovery ahead of time. As guardian, I had full authority to
4508 conduct whatever discovery I wanted into the settlement; I had an
4509 80q number; I' had contact and correspondence with hundreds of class F
4510 'members; I scrutinized all aspects of the settlement-, including the
4511 ethicall, aspects and the alternatives. ," SpecFial masters lalso may,
4512 ,help in L the process) ,The other ,,reqjuirements' of Rule 23 all must be
4513 satis'fied, ! and ,p'rovide6 adequate ,protection for class ,members.
4514 ,Although my expprience is '!in mass torts, I believe that settlement
4515 classes also may be iimportant,,, iin some blconsumer class cases., There -

4516 may be ,differences, between Ipersonal injury, ad leconomic harm cases-. u
4517 And i' there -may'k ',have ' bdeen , some bad ,, settlements;,', the,, coupon
4518 settlements seem dubious. The proposal authorizes courts to
4519 constidex anyy problems ,,of justiciabiliLty, jurisdiction, ,,or the like.
45'20 TheS'ifuture classes j[problew m lisll a red aherring; it, isd-a ,matter of Li
4521 state-l ,aw authorilzatiponl! for Ifear of cancer, for emotional di[stress,
4522 for ~ medical monitortng, r likrelief. Thi's proposal dopes not
4523 adessithose issues ' academicq,l critics have, shifted focus to,
4524 eabudssn statedcourts; th federal 'rule 'shouild not $be derfined by
452 5 stathe-6burt probles'. I Itl might be a bit better to allow
45216 certlitication b~oe ea settlement agreement is reached, but as a

4527 prac'tipal matter that is not going to,'happen very Iofte. It might
452i hitelpl@4 Ii tdappo a ptrdian fbort-hjtrh IC lass before the settlement
4529 arge ei is [re~.cnea., lFBut the practicalities of, negotiating make
4530 ''iificult. 'rInH6ome of th case;, thej effectiVe negotiation
45,31 pr Ss 1i.as beennlgoigon for years; it is' only ,the final stages
4532 Ith bijkli WjfVile ~,the$1 ctnein~aed.Siseie ,fmeeltings' all ar~ound the
453>3 'cotty.,l AndLra ,ardiad ,who, seeks to participatein the

4534 k s had`10 "etter, be[a superb negotiator;,,and,l,,a very

4535 exp erienced persbonIso as noti to ,inadvetently, ,,, through poor

4537 t' n r~n lir',y wi the issues ~or whatever, because
4537 of i aiht t~gardinsgot -to add'value somehow to the

4538 edel o Dug elL y r hself', disrupt the process."

4539 G (O Chsle~r CCS .). Tr; 43-44: Itis, a very close
4540 questio¢n, but we' oppose (b) (4) - although '"settlement classes have
4541 been ,beneficial to s,- "because we're trying to wean ourselves
4542 from tbat t talol * * *Ilt <is inmanycases- in our interest
4543 to S~ig onto a nti'i~~t tha~t- may not meet Rule'23.

4544 ElizababraserTr. 45-52, 56-58: There are real;yconcerns
4545 about the corruption of proIedures in settlement, but (b) (4) is

4546 desirable. It will confirm the legitimacy of a valuable practice

4547 that has grown up to,'become, before the Third Circuit decisions, an

4548 accepted part ofjlfederal jurisprudence. The supposed polarization

4549 betweei trial Iaiid settlement, classes is overdrawn; many of the

4550 settlgefment casells, uldin fact, be, tried,, at least in part, V

4551 utilizLng the proc Wdres of, (cd (4) (A) and (B). Yes, there are
4552 concerns that 0,arisewhen the, negotiatorsj~have an interest in
4553 settling fo,r thel lat g Et possible class and the courtshave a need V

40 r
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4554 to resolve large numbers of cases. But evaluation for complianceL 4555 with 23 (a), and appropriate notes to (b) (4), will support good
L 4556 resolution of the problems by lawyers and judges. The Manual for

4557 Complex Litigation also helps. The factors suggested by JudgeL 4558 Schwarzer's article, and by the cases, should be adopted in the
4559 Note. They include similar treatment of people similarly situated,
4560 and the adequacy of notice. It is easier to give good notice now
4561 than ever before, and less expensive, although it remains quite

F 4562 expensive with large classes. And the media have become
L 4563 interested, giving freey- if not always accurate - coverage.

4564 Ironically, what happens in the largest classes may be that theL 4565 court hears from the interests of everyone but the class members
4566 "who wiould simply like to have a fair recovery in their lifetimes."
4567 It would be better not to limit (b)-(4) to cases that are settled
4568 before certification. The greatest concern is withcases that are
4569 settled before they are'brought. This is a particular problem when

lo1 4570 we bring a case, knowing lthat we may have to try it but hoping it
4571 can, be settled, andj, litiigate it for years, and then, someone else
4572 whohas ;notv gone tIhrough this-process,; who does not know the case
4573 and would not know=how to try it, packages ,a settlement ini, another
4574 courtl, packages a isettlement. That should be stopped.,

r 4575 Arthur:R.MMiller, Tr. 69, 80: We need the settlement class as a
4576 practlical pf late 20th Century liti gation phenome'ia. 'It can be a
4577 verZ powerful' forcle, for good, 'when cnstrained,''when guarded."
4578 There y b'l Enabllig A 't problems:. "I certainly'would limit the

14579 (bY(4l) to ' situation in, which you have an adversary proceeding,
L.. 45'80 anrior to any settlement. But you're on the knife's edge."

~ 4581 Samuel B. Witt, Tr. 96- Obviously (b),,(4) will not be resolved until
4582 Amdlhem is decided'. ,My question for you is whether you reopen
4583 public comment a~fter the'Supreme Court gives us its thoughts on
4584 that, 'to allow this'debate to go forwatrd in the context of whatL 4585 they're saying."

45186 John Ll. McGolidrick. Tr. 105-106: There are very different purposes
4587 for trial certification and settlement certification. "There is no
4588 reason why they' should have the, same standards." Without

L 4545'89 settement classes, defendants and plaintiffs and courts will march
4590 "1through long lyears of litigation, that nobody wants or needs."

C 45191 Permitting' settlement classes will not encourage added filings on
45192 nonsubstantial claims,; settlement classes are the law now, outside
4593 the third' circuit'.

4594 Sheila L.[ Birnbauri, Tr. 110-118: Speaking from experience in mass
4595 torts, (b) (4) should be limited to cases where a settlement has
4596 been reached. This does not mean that people simply begin all
4597 litigation by negotiating a settlement and then filing for class
4598 certification. Instead, there are cases all over the country,
4599 being trie,d'and being settled. The settlement class resolves the
4600 mass tort. And mass tort classes do not exist in a vacuum. There
4601 are aggregations by consolidation, by MDL transfer, by consolidated
4602 discovery. "But if you don't allow for the ability to settle cases

r 41
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4603 globally with 23 (b) (4), then you will have mass chaos on your hands
4604 in the courts." This is something that exists everywhere but the
4605 Third Circuit. Notice is given, and given broadly - defendants K
4606 want res judicata,, and protect it by broad notice. There will be
4607 no need, for (b) (4) after the Supreme Court decision only if the
4608 Court says expressly that settlement, is different from trial for d

4609 certification purposes;, that choice ,of law ,and predominancedo not I Li
4610 apply; that the 23 (a) requirements do apply, that the settlement
4611 must be proved fair; that there is a case in controversy. Georgine I"
4612 was settledi over a 20- to,30-year history of litigation. The rules,
4613 give ,the'g judge all the powerr ,Peeded to review fairness, including'
4614 special maasters. The' isettllements I, lithat 'go llon now-occur ,,,'on an"
4615 aggrgatfdlbasis but without judiciaL ,:review Classsettlments, L
4616 reviewed ,by a lqcourt, ,maygive Iiar ore equit ableresolution. A bad1
4617 Zsettlernntyil1 be challenedb' oblectors; more ,and, pre llr6lawyers 2,, r,

4618 "h have lllelarned the oportunities i, n objDecting. Thert is Ino need tobd dt

4619 proide more guidance , n the hNotei ,the Manuall,[,, for Complex hW

4620 ,Litigaton +does thatih nd' there¼arkippellatei6 ourts. It, is not
4 62 1 f air lp tsu sg~gest k |that E di stri ct i[ljtu~gews sgandhc|ircui t j desfgh i>c l OSingr

4623 They ' r t p c1 hge! basscashee -ur ca even
4624 Withot 5

11ss ions, ne settled glob y you
4 625 ca t~h~t 1!ool awayI~~s ~Itoo0'1 1Adth~at why 'it
4626 should nl easihn h h k~p~repa~ ~ tnetle the~ L
462.7 ca~se, ; .t thlsn Qi f tnah 'd4dant , give:
4628 i1d!; f 0~~dls~n s htrig0 iiltb.ilgt~h tll~sic: o o46~~~~~8 M19 ~K !~Aforti

4629 et, t [f ti 2 There are real cases
4 63 0 bu~t~ 4 ~oetst~ein. uj

4631 id 1Ahdck. j'r., 318-'12i6 'Is 4 counsel fori the Center for Claims
4632 Reso cofio~2 i~pnes1 in t~e asbestos, litigation. ~eoiated
4633 se ti, e tient. ThLe cal issue about settlement
4634 cla ~[~tenpedd Ito compiare tlas s settlement to' "indivdual"
4635 litigation, to the realities of the alternatives. The supposed4
4636 prQ~b e srithgse mlent clg sss are not new; they were ified L
4637 byk~Judge 0Fr ffndly 12ian[d 1Wtd' ,jlan, idg-~solve. ~efnifq
4638 in tha ,eliidiistIct P 'ourt ['.in the Geolrgine case have not been
4639 chal Tienged. g rtjhe~y~iipishowlthat i1n~gndijv~jdual litigatioln, attohrney fees 't
4640 acco.nt 2gford2 21~nore #han two-lhirds of the amounts expended.1
4641 Contin glpet Jees ae 3% to p49%fij.n cases i that are no2 longer,
4642 qon4tngenltl qryIr w st.n:iuisdi~ct,'ions it ta~kes more than thr!ee years :
4643 to resolve a case. Jury verdicts are erratic: ,,People who aren't
4644 sick make millions. People with cancer get nothing." In Cimeno,
4645 11th 2 'inaignants ot mor tban he long 'cahcer."l -Indiu
4646 li�tion o S'ii protedti,60 tdK the futures. Those who have
4647 pres~ki Llissttle ~by giviltig a u1rlas- if theyjdevelop
4648 wOr ist uturetf, there-is lenft A bipol $
4649 ured If 20 years2 The lcase's are tried in
4650 1 irg grdioup cons81itions. dAibestosrlawyers don't have clients
4651 a nto They2talk about them as their
4652 inve ories. uThet +are retaelers'land ,holesa1ers. The cases
4653 bŽ6u4tpin Tekas hwer [broght I o al NorthLCa'olina'lawyer, who has
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4654 brokered them three times, and they're now being filed in Texas.L 4655 The fee is being shared so many times, nobody even knows who is
4656 getting it. The idea that these people have clients and that the
4>657 clients are making the litigation decisions is a fix." It is hard
4658 to believe that the clients are even consulted in the group
4659 settlements, that they even know that their cases are being
4660 settled. And there is no judicial superivision of the amount of
4661 the group settlement, nor of the allocation among individuals, norL 4662 of the fee. In a settlement class, the judge looks at all of
4663 these things. And the settlement ensures that people are treated
4664 the same. "Call it administrative justice; call it whatever you

r- 4665 ant. it is fair; it has more protections; it protects the
4666 futures." Extensive notice was given in Georgine; the futures know
4667 they have been exposed to asbestos, and worry about, and want peace
4668 of mind. i I

4669 Jeffrey J. Greenbaum, Tr. 153-154: (b)(4) will add honesty to the
4670 system. Cases will settle, whether (b)(4) or there or not. The
4671 proposal will allow direct focus on the settlement class. And it
4672 is right to insist that there first be a settlement agreement;

L~z 4673 otherwise, some judges will make a "conditional" certification for
4674 settlement purposes that intimidates counsel into settling for fear
4675 that the certification will persist through trial.

4676 Miles N. Ruthberq, Tr. 1,60-161, 162-164: We were concerned about
4677 settlement classes when writing the Harvard Developments Note in
4678 1970,, and people are still concerned. Even then we were talking

L 4679 about subclassing, guardians ad litem, and so on. Settlement
4680 classes are a good thing, but they require active supervision - a
4681 lot of hard work - by the court. If the Supreme Court affirms the
4682 Third Circuit in Georgine, it will be esseitial to amend the rule.
4683 Even if it reverses, it will help to have a clear rule. But it
4684 would be a mistake to attempt to write into the rule, in
4685 subdivision (e) or elsewhere, more detailed guides for approving

L 4686 settlement. Subclasses may work in one context, but be a bad idea
4687 in another. Guardians ad litem or special masters may work in some
4688 cases, but not in others. A comment that the judge must be
4689 actively involved would be appropriate.

4690 Stephen B. Ringwood (Kaiser Aluminum), Tr. 174-178: Approves the
4691 package of proposals, but focuses on (b) (4). Mass tort claimsL 4692 generally are inappropriate for class trial. (b) (4) is a
4693 judicially manageable safety valve that confirms a useful,
4694 longstanding process. Settlement classes avoid huge, unfair
4695 transaction costs. Class members are better protected than they
4696 would be in a litigation class. "More is known up front, can be
4697 evaluated in the context of a fairness hearing, scrutiny in the
4698 certification process." Defendants get predictability.

4699 Gerson Smoqer for ATLA, Tr. 189-201: Much of the focus of this plea
4700 for individual control of individual actions in mass torts, notL 4701 class treatment, is focused on (b) (4). For a class, there must be
4702 a meaningful opt out, which requires "true notice," "notice where

43
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4703 somebody really knows." Class treatment loses sight of who is
4704 actually being represented. It is the individual injured who must p
4705 determine what a fair settlement is, "and thevictim is out of this L
4706 play. He's no longer a constraint * * *. The representative'
4707 plaintiffs often are the first people who walk through an
4708 attorney's door. "I This is in part a matter of adequacy of P
4709 representation,, but it is more. "When we get to, the level of
4710 settlement class, we're putting much more power in the individual
4711 attorney, to settIe that case and the courts to monitor that,. * * *

4712 The real quality ,of the representative, plaintiffs is not viewed at [
4713 allI and nobody even, gives consideration, to that, and then we're
4714 asking someboddyto make decisions6-on behalf of; an enormous number,
4715 of victims who are ,hurt.,' (b) (4) can, never work in, a mass tort.,
4716 The, one thing,, that has to happen,,in a mass tort dis that, atthe end,
4717 of the day, the attorney has to go to those individual, clien s with-
4718 serious injuries and say, 'is this a good settlement, and is this
4719 what you want? * * They are llontroll'ing- thel rfate of ,itigation [
4720 that is very significant to their lives.,

4721 Robert Dale Klein, Tr. 209-215,: 1,(b) 11(4)l,, simply brings Rule 23 into
4722 the real iwor~ld. ,It" 1 reaffirtms ieconomic, reality and`,,Inecessity."-, LJ
4723 Settlement classes care better lthan ,thge alternative devices also
4724 being used.. Aggregation, is accompllshed by maiy devices outside,
4725 Rule 23. Rule 42 consolidations "bring all of the downsides of
4726 class actions, un erx2l3 with pneron|Lf the protections, if you're a
4727 defendant, or,, for, that matter; if you'Jre a fhei *ber of the plaintiff
4728 group." Massive consolidated Itrials svthat Al extrapolate "a few
4729 supposedly illustrative or Irepresen ative - and I use those terms 4

4730 in quotes - plaintiffs"' are maskng dev ces. We also see several
4731 trials; you win promeil and theI~los one, and in the next case the
4732 loss is used as ncoll a eral estip pel.3Rule b3[ dannot solve this, L
4733 but, (b) (4) "d4oesahlnepaddres's andp&oide a way out for cbrporate
4734 defendants who have to deal with this mess day-in and day-out."
4735 "The threshold for sooledail ,csll for mass trals has slippedri
4736 bellow the harizdX o due proces famiress in too many courts."'
4737 These are p - lssopt m
4738 settlement class 1, def e dants candid i1ify and count the opt-outs,
4739 and gain predictabiliayI calculablityl.

4740 James N. Roethe (Bank of America)> Tr. 232-234: Settlement should
4741 be available. The Note suggests't(hat 'you have to meet all the 7)
4742 requirements of (a) and (b3), albeit in the context of Li
4743 settlement, but it should be made cleatr'that if a settlement falls
4744 through "there is not some admission or presumption raised that a
4745 class is appropriatle." +L

4746 William M. Audet, Tr. 258: (b) (4) "ifs a good idea, to be consistent
4747 with what the courts have been~doing ovfer thelastten years."C

4748 John L. Cooper, for Fed.R.Civ.P. Comm., Amer. Coll. of Trial
4749 Lawyers, Tr. 271-274: There are opportunities for collusion. The
4750 defendant wants to buy alcheap retroact~ive insurance policy through
4751 a class action settlement. Perhaps an opt-in settlement class
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4752 would work; that addresses the problem of a retrospective insurancer 4753 policy. Examination of a settlement for collusion may work, but it
4754 requires close attention by the judge and the issue may not be
4755 presented; objectors may not appear. The real protection is
4756 advocacy; if the case has been litigated long enough before
4757 settling, that is protection.

4758 Lawrence B. Solum, Tr. 274-279: If we already have settlement
4759 classes, would we make the system fairer by eliminating them?
4760 Settlement can be fair because it provides a party's entitlement,
4761 or because it is a fair negotiated compromise, or because it
4762 results from a fair process. The alternative to settlement in ar 4763 (b) (3) class is litigation as a class; the alternative in a (b) (4)

is 4764 class is some form of nonclass, disaggregated proceeding. The
4765 standard that a settlement must be fair, adequate, and reasonable7 4766 provides little guide. The Fifth Circuit factors like fraud or
4767 collusion, complexity, expense, stage of the proceedings, also do
4768 not provide real criteria. (b)(4) "by its very nature, is adding
4769 cases in which there are differences among class members." So itL 4770 raises the question whether a settlement may systematically provide
4771 more fairness to some members than to others by moving some members
4772 closer to their entitlements and other members further away.
4773 Should such a settlement be approved? Can we ask whether the netL 4774 benefits to the class as a whole substantially outweigh the harm to
4775 some subgroup? Or should such a settlement simply be disapproved?
4776 This problem needs to be thought through and addressed.

L
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LEONIDAS RALPH MECHAM ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF TFIE
Director

UNITED STATES COURTS JOHN K RABIEJ

CLARENCE A. LEE, JR Chief
Associate Director WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544 Rules Committee Support Office

r September 22, 1997

MEMORANDUM TO ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

SUBJECT: Congressional Hearing on HR. 903 and Offer-of-Judgment Proposal

A hearing is scheduled on the "Alternative Dispute Resolution and Settlement
Encouragement Act of 1997" (H.R. 903) before Congressman Howard Coble's Subcommittee on
Courts and Intellectual Property of the House Committee on the Judiciary on October 9, 1997.
Judge Fern M. Smith, chair of the Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules, will testify on the
bill's provisions regarding proposed amendments to Evidence Rule 702 codifying Daubert.

Section 3 of H.R. 903 adds a new section 1332(e) to title 28, United States Code, that
creates an offer-of-judgment procedure, which would affect the procedures in Civil Rule 68.
Judge Alicemarie H. Stotler wrote to Congressman Hyde in April advising him of the concerns
of the rules committees on that provision. In a separate letter, Judge Stotler also advised Senator
Hatch of concerns regarding another offer-of-judgment proposal contained in the "Civil Justice
Fairness Act of 1997" (S.79). Copies of both letters and relevant excerpts from the bills are
attached for your information.

John K. Rabiej

Attachments
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g Y . s . e COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
et It ..

OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OFTHE UNITED STATES
L . WASHINGTON, D.C.20544

AUCEMARIE H. STOTLER CHAIRS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES
CHAIR

JAMES K. LOGAN
PETER G. MCCABE APPELLATE RULES

SECRETARY
ADRIAN G. DUPLANTIER

BANKRUPTCY RULES

PAUL V. NIEMEYER
CML RULES

April 21, 1997 D. LOWELL JENSEN
CRIMINAL RULES

Honorable Henry J. Hyde FERN M. SMITH

Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary EVIDENCE RULES

United States House of Representatives
Room 2138, Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Hyde:

I write on behalf of the Judicial Conference's Standing Committee on Rules of Practice
and Procedure to express concern over the Alternative Dispute Resolution and Settlement
Encouragement Act (H.R. 903), which was introduced by Congressman Howard Coble on March
3, 1997. The Act would amend Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence in an attempt to
codify the Supreme Court's decision in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S.
579 (1993). H.R. 903 would also establish a statutory provision governing offer-of-judgment
practices now covered under Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

I urge you and your colleagues on the Committee on the Judiciary to reject the proposed
amendment of Evidence Rule 702. The evidence standards set out in Daubert are not simple.
The Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules has placed Daubert and its expanding progeny on
the agenda of its next meeting in October 1997. The committee has refrained from considering
amending Evidence Rule 702 to account for Daubert until a time when the district courts and
courts of appeals have had an opportunity to explore some of the decision's far-reaching
implications. Daubert caselaw has rapidly developed and now involves many areas not
considered nor in issue in the 1993 case. Codifying Daubert now - as proposed by H.R. 903 -
would create problems in applying it to fact patterns other than those specifically considered in
Daubert and would adversely hamper developing law.

The rules committees, however, take no position on the offer-of-judgment proposal
contained in section 3 of H. R. 903. Nonetheless, the committees do want to advise you of the
problems that were identified when a number of proposed amendments to Civil Rule 68 were
considered.
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Offer-of-Judgment Proposal n

Section 3 of the bill would shift the payment of attorney fees in a federal diversity case
when a party rejects a proposed settlement offer that turns out to be more favorable than the final
judgment. The Judicial Conference considered similar legislation in 1994 (S. 585, 103d Cong.

(1993)) and, on the recommendation of the Standing Rules Committee and the Advisory
Committee on Civil Rules, declined to take a position.

In 1992 through 1994, the advisory committee studied various versions of proposed

amendments to Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure that would have provided an

incentive for a party to accept a settlement offer, similar to the incentives contained in section 3

of H.R. 903. After careful study, the advisory committee concluded that every proposal under
its consideration was seriously flawed and would either be too confusing or subject to
manipulation. Several members of the advisory committee also were concerned that the

proposed amendments to Rule 68 were substantive and outside the scope of the rulemaking
process. In the end, the advisory committee decided to defer indefinitely further action on the I!

proposed amendments to Civil Rule 68.

The advisory committee was especially concerned with the mechanical operation of any

modified boffer-of-judgment procedure. The same concerns apply to the fee-shifting provision in

H.R. 903. For example, it would be very difficult to calculate the differences between separate

and successive settlement offers and the mnal judgment in cases involving multi-parties. The

interrelation between any-modified Rule[68 and fee-shifting statutes also raises serious problems

in light of the Supreme Court's decision in Marek v. Chesny, 473 U.S. 1 (1985), which included
attorney fees as part of costs in certain statutory-fee based cases. Finally, a modified offer-of-

judg nnt , procdure wold be subject tQ substantial gamesmanship and abuse. There are no

safeguards to prevent an extemly low offer at he outset solely to intimidate a risk-averse party

from puung legitimate clas, particuarly in a case when an attorney represents a resource-
rich client The above conce dissuaded the advisory committee from proceeding on the
proposed amendents to Rule 68.

her, moe specific, problems could also arise from the proposed offer-of-judgment
procedr iiHR T903. iFor exmple, the proposal applies to "any action over which the court

has jurisdictionuder this secion." This implies that a case that arises under federal question

jurisdiction, but that also could be based on diversity jurisdiction would be subject to the new

procedures. On another level, a case removed from a state court would be covered, creating an rI)

incentiye forda dfendant to forum shop by renoving to federal court in order to intimidate a risk-

averse plainfti 1 Allowing a party to serve a settlement offer as late as 10 days before trial is very

late and nd increase the potential for gamesmranship. ' Class and derivative actions are w
substantially different from routine cases and should be excepted from any modified offer-of-
judgment procedure. Among other things, a class action settlement may not be approved by the

L
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court, or the representative plaintiff may fear personal liability for attorney fees and accept an
inadequate settlement, creating a conflict of interests with the class or other shareholders and
forces.

A substantial amount of research and data on the proposed amendments to Rule 68,
including an extensive survey of attorneys conducted by the Federal Judicial Center, was
compiled by the advisory committee. Copious records of the meetings of and papers presented to

LK the advisory committee on the proposed Rule 68 amendments are available. If you believe that
the information may be helpful in your deliberations, please contact the Administrative Office of

tel Ithe United States Courts and the materials will be forwarded to you. In addition, Judge Paul V.
Niemeyer, United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, and chairman of the Advisory
Committee on Civil Rules, stands ready to provide you or your colleagues with a briefing on the
issues.

Testimony by Experts (Evidence Rule 702)

The Chief Justice established and appointed members to the Judicial Conference
Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules in early 1993. As part of a comprehensive review of all
the evidence rules, the advisory committee discussed at length the rules governing testimony by
experts. The committee unanimously concluded that amendment of Rule 702 would be
counterproductive in light of the Supreme Court's Daubert decision. The committee also
determined that it would be too early to assess fully the implications of that decision.

Many cases applying Daubert standards have only now reached the appellate court level
for review. Significantly, the Supreme Court has recently granted certiorari in a case applying
Daubert (General Electric v. Joiner, No. 96-188 (March 17, 1997)). A memorandum is enclosed,
which was prepared by Professor Daniel J. Capra, the committee's, reporter, that summarizes the
cases applying the Daubert standards., In these cases, the fact patterns and types of "expert
information" are different from those addressed by the Supreme Court in Daubert, and they pose
different litigation and practical problems. Codifying Daubert as proposed by H.R. 903 would
ignore the collected wisdom contained in the cass decided after Daubert. And in many cases
this freezing of the law would retard appropriate developing caselaw. Under the rudemaking

C' process, as envisioned under the Rules Enabling Act proposed amendments to Evidence Rule
702 would be subjected tolektensive scrutiny by the bar, bench, and public. And during the
process the many different situations aid circumstances under which expert testimony can
become an issue would be ascertained and fully addressed.

Not only do the proposed amendments to Rule 702(b) in H.R. 903 fail to account for
post-Daubert caselaw, but they also do not accurately codify Daubert. And if enacted, they
would cause mischief. Proposed Rule 702(b) distinguishes between validity" and "reliability"
of scientific evidence - a distinction that was explicitly rejected in Daubert. Under the
proposed amendments to Rule 702, a judge must determine the "validity" of scientific evidence
as a preliminary matter. This new requirement imposes an ill-defined burden on the courts. The

.3h
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uncertainties created by the new requirement could cause significant problems, particularly for
prosecutors who often must rely on "scientific evidence" in establishing a defendant's guilt.

The proposed amendments to Rule 702(b) only extend to "scientific knowledge." The
amendments, do not encompass "technical or other specializedknowledge,". matters explicitly
contained in the present Rule 702. ,By implication, the proposed amendments would bar
extension of the Daubert standards to these other important sources of evidence, -an issue left
open in Daubert. In faqt, there is a split among the courts who hve considered extending the
Daubert standards to testimony involving ,"technial, or specialized knowledge", in several,
reported cases. The, apparent distinction drawn in H.R. 903 would fail to resolve the issue, create
confusion, and spawn satellite litigation.

The proposed amendment to Rule 702(b) also contains a balancing test that would
supersede the present Evidence Rule 403 balancing test, whichDaubert expressly applied to
Rule 702 testimony. Proposed Rule 702) requires, tlat the proffered opinion be "sufficiently
reliable so that the probative value of such evidence ouiweighs the dangers specified in Rule
403"; instead, of the existing test Wch ,jrnits the excsiprin of evidence 'if its probative value
is substantially outweighed bythe$,anger of unfair prejdic tdconr fusion oftthe issues, or,

4~~~~~p4

misleading the jul" I 1

In addition to alteringjthe Daubeirtstandardt'the superseding balancing test used in the
proposed ariiendments to Rulei!702(b)31raises serious internal interpretational problems, because
the proposed amendments would apply only to"scieticilknowledge.' There is no apparent
reason to apply different balancing Itests to expert aittnessjtestimony arising from "scientific"
versus "technical or other specializedj' knowledge., u l~, e Oist ction will generate unnecessary
litigation attempt to, discern differences in mdividual`cases.

attemptin' tp, 'di' ' X, *id acseii~ s. , ,r

A new ,Evidence Rule ,702(e would also b adddLbly. I.R.,903, which would exclude
testimony fm an epert hhp isentitles d to 'rece e compntion contingent on the legal
disposition dflny cI Iscowhich tes1ny 1ffeed."' The need for the provision
is unclear. Cloptingentfee dxi r teimony is pbit1 t m disrics under disciplinary rules
regulating lprofssiona1 con uct. Jike dis~iplinary ssed armendments to Rule
702(c) woUl4 regule and paib' ctn~gent f exper tesjimony ,b excluding proffered
evidence. 1J!eit~her th~e ,prpv ~ision lovantyages nor dyerse po+sequ es are fully understood.
For exatrbllle~plel e rejliilltionspl~ll,+n W~hl e~ql jnew itheid umerous statutory fee-shifting
provisions is unclear.iy4i:~;;i i~ilIItl F

Although less likely, disputes may also arise concerning large corporations' in-house
experts whose livelihoods may depend on their past records in testifying before the courts or
experts testifying in cases litigated on a contingency 'attorney-fee basis. The entire question of
what "entitled to receive compensation"' means in the proposed Rule 702(c) is a matter that needs
careful attention and study.

k , 'I ,. ~~~~~~~~~L.
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Conclusions

Revision of evidence rules governing the admission of expert testimony in civil and
criminal cases involves particularly complex issues that vary tremendously depending on the

eAt case. Under the Rules Enabling Act rulemaking process, every proposed amendment is subject
to public comment and widespread examination by individuals who work daily with the rules and
meticulous care in drafting by acknowledged experts in the area. Such input is now most useful
when the courts and the bar have had experience in applying Daubert to many different

L circumstances. Proposed amendment of Evidence Rule 702 is precisely the type of work best
handled under the Act's rulemaking process. The Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules has
initiated the rulemaking process to amend Evidence Rule 702.

We urge you to defer acting on the proposed amendments to Evidence Rule 702 and
allow the rulemaking process to proceed.

Sincerely yours,

F-- Alicemarie H. Stotler
United States District Judge

Enclosures

cc: Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property
House Committee on the Judiciary
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Alternative Dispute Resolution and Settlement Encouragement
Act (Introduced in the House)

HR 903 IH

105th CONGRESS

1st Session

ark H. R. 903

To amend title 28, United States Code, with respect to arbitration in United States district courts, and for
other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

March 3, 1997

L Mr. COBLE (for himself and Mr. GOODLATTE) introduced the following bill; which was referred to
the Committee on the Judiciary

~I2

A BILL

To amend title 28, United States Code, with respect to arbitration in United States district courts, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

L This Act may be cited as the 'Alternative Dispute Resolution and Settlement Encouragement Act'.

Ilof5 05/12/9711:4953
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SEC. 2. ARBITRATION IN DISTRICT COURTS. -

(a) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS- Section 905 of the Judicial Improvements and
Access to Justice Act (28 U.S.C. 651 note) is amended in the first sentence by striking 'for each of
the fiscal years 1994 through 1997'.

(b) ARBITRATION TO BE ORDERED IN ALL DISTRICT COURTS-

(1) AUTHORIZATION OF ARBITRATION- Section 651(a) of title 28, United States Code,
is amended to read as follows:

'(a) AUTHORITY- Each United States district court shall authorize by local rule the use of
arbitration in civil actions, including adversary proceedings in bankruptcy, in accordance with this
chapter.'.

(2) ACTIONS REFERRED TO ARBITRATION- Section 652(a) of title 28, United States
Code, is amended--

(A) in paragraph (1)--

(i) in the matter preceding subparagraph (A) by striking 'and section 901(c)' and all
that follows through '651' and inserting 'a district court'; and -

ibi
(ii) in subparagraph (B) by striking ' $$00,000' and inserting '150,000. and

(B) in paragraph (2) by striking $100,000' and inserting $150,000'.

(3) CERTIFICATION OF ARBITRATORS- Section 656(a) of title 28, United States Code, is
amended by striking 'listed in section 658'. C
(4) REMOVAL OF LIMITATION- Section 658 of title 28, United States Code, and the item
relating to such section in the table of sections at the beginning of chapter 44 of title 28, United
States Code, are repealed.

(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT- Section 901 of the Judicial Improvements and Access to
Justice Act (28 U.S.C. 652 note) is amended by striking subsection (c).

SEC. 3. AWARD OF REASONABLE COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES IN
FEDERAL CIVIL DIVERSITY LITIGATION AFTER AN OFFER OF
SETTLEMENT.

Section 1332 of title 28, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end the following:

'(e)(1) In any action over which the court has jurisdiction under this section, any party may, at any F
time not less than 10 days before trial, serve upon any adverse party a written offer to settle a claim
or claims for money or property or to the effect specified in the offer, including a motion to dismiss
all claims, and to enter into a stipulation dismissing the claim or claims or allowing judgment to be
entered according to the terms of the offer. Any such offer, together with proof of service thereof;
shall be filed with the clerk of the court.

2 of 5 05/12/97 11:50:03
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'(2) If the party receiving an offer under paragraph (1) serves written notice on the offeror that the

offer is accepted, either party may then file with the clerk of the court the notice of acceptance,
together with proof of service thereof

(3) The fact that an offer under paragraph (1) is made but not accepted does not preclude a

subsequent offer under paragraph (1). Evidence of an offer is not admissible for any purpose except

in proceedings to enforce a settlement, or to determine costs and expenses under this subsection.

'(4) At any time before judgment is entered, the court, upon its own motion or upon the motion of

any party, may exempt from this subsection any claim that the court finds presents a question of law
or fact that is

novel and important and that substantially affects nonparties. If a claim is exempted from this subsection,

all offers made by any party under paragraph (1) with respect to that claim shall be void and have no

effect.

'(5) If all offers made by a party under paragraph (1) with respect to a claim or claims, including any

motion to dismiss all claims, are not accepted and the judgment, verdict, or order finally issued
(exclusive of costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees incurred after judgment or trial) in the action under
this section is not more favorable to the offeree with respect to the claim or claims than the last such

offer, the offeror may file with the court, within 10 days after the final judgment, verdict, or order is

X issued, a petition for payment of costs and expenses, including attorneys' fees, incurred with respect
to the claim or claims from the date the last such offer was made or, if the offeree made an offer

under this subsection, from the date the last such offer by the offeree was made.

'(6) If the court finds, pursuant to a petition filed under paragraph (5) with respect to a claim or

claims, that the judgment, verdict, or order finally obtained is not more favorable to the offeree with

respect to the claim or claims than the last offer, the court shall order the offeree to pay the offeror's
costs and expenses, including attorneys' fees, incurred with respect to the claim or claims from the

date the last offer was made or, if the offeree made an offer under this subsection, from the date the
last such offer by the offeree was made, unless the court finds that requiring the payment of such

costs and expenses would be manifestly unjust.

(7) Attorney's fees under paragraph (6) shall be a reasonable attorney's fee attributable to the claim

or claims involved, calculated on the basis of an hourly rate which may not exceed that which the

court considers acceptable in the community in which the attorney practices law, taking into account
the attorney's qualifications and experience and the complexity of the case, except that the attorney's
fees under paragraph (6) may not exceed--

'(A) the actual cost incurred by the offeree for an attorney's fee payable to an attorney for
services in connection with the claim or claims; or

'(B) if no such cost was incurred by the offeree due to a contingency fee agreement, a
reasonable cost that would have been incurred by the offeree for an attorney's noncontingent
fee payable to an attorney for services in connection with the claim or claims.

'(8) This subsection does not apply to any claim seeking an equitable remedy.'.
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SEC. 4. RELLIBILITY OF EVIDENCE.

Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence (28 U.S.C. App.) is amended--

(1) by inserting '(a) IN GENERAL- 'before 'If, and

(2) by adding at the end the following: K
'(b) ADEQUATE BASIS FOR OPINION- Testimony in the form of an opinion by a witness that is
based on scientific knowledge shall be inadmissible in evidence unless the court determines that such
opinion--

'(1) is scientifically valid and reliable;

'(2) has a valid scientific connection to the fact it is offered to prove; and

'(3) is sufficiently reliable so that the probative value of such evidence outweighs the dangers
specified in rule 403.

'(c) DISQUALIFICATION- Testimony by a witness who is qualified as described in subdivision (a)
is inadmissible in evidence if the witness is entitled to receive any compensation contingent on the
legal disposition of any claim with respect to which the testimony is offered. K
'(d) SCOPE- Subdivision (b) does not apply to criminal proceedings.'.

SEC. 5. EFFECTIVE DATE; APPLICATION OF AMENDMENTS.

(a) SECTION 2- The amendments made by section 2 shall take effect on the date of the enactment
of this Act.

(b) SECTIONS 3 AND 4-

(1) IN GENERAL- Subject to paragraph (2), the amendments made by sections 3 and 4 shall
take effect on the first day of the first month beginning more than 180 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act.

(2) APPLICATION OF AMENDMENTS- (A) The amendment made by section 3 shall apply
only with respect to civil actions commenced after the effective date set forth in paragraph (1).

(B) The amendments made by section 4 shall apply only with respect to cases in which a trial
begins after the effective date set forth in paragraph (1).
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ALICEMARIE H. STOTLER CHAIRS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES
CHAIR

JAMES K. LOGAN- PETER G. McCABE APPELLATE RULES
| ~~SECRETARYAPELTRUS

SECRETARY ADRIAN G. DUPLANTI R

BANKRUPTCY RULES

PAUL V. NIEMEYER

April 29, 1997 CMLRULES
D. LOWELL JENSEN

Honorable Orrin G. Hatch CRIMINALRULES
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary FERN M. SMITH
United States Senate EVIDENCERULES

L 224 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Hatch:

I write on behalf of the Judicial Conference's Standing Committee on Rules of Practice
and Procedure concerning the Civil Justice Fairness Act of 1997 (S. 79), which was introduced
on January 21, 1997. The Act would amend Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence in an
attempt to codify the Supreme Court's decision in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals,
Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993). S. 79 would also amend Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure governing offer-of-judgment practices.

I urge you and your colleagues on the Committee on the Judiciary to reject the proposed
amendment of Evidence Rule 702. The evidence standards set out in Daubert are not simple.

Ma The Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules has placed Daubert and its expanding progeny on
the agenda of its next meeting in October 1997. The committee has refrained from considering
amending Evidence Rule 702 to account for Daubert until a time when the district courts and
courts of appeals have had an opportunity to explore some of the decision's far-reaching
implications. Daubert caselaw has rapidly developed and now involves many areas not
considered nor in issue in the 1993 case. Codifying Daubert now -- as proposed by S. 79-

rk. would create problems in applying it to fact patterns other than those specifically considered in
Daubert and would adversely hamper developing law.

The rules committees take no position on the substance of the offer-of-judgment proposal
in section 303 of S. 79. The committees, however, are concerned about the interrelations between
legislation and the rulemaking process created by the Rules Enabling Act. Section 303 would
directly amend Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The Advisory Committee on
Civil Rules has devoted substantial effort to reconsideration of Rule 68, and the committee
would like to share the fruits of that consideration with you. Some of the most important choices
to be made may involve substantive rights that are beyond the reach of the Enabling Act process.L_ This may suggest that it would be better to adopt any new provisions by statute, leaving it to the
Enabling Act process to adopt any appropriate conforming changes to Rule 68.

, .
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Offer-of-Judgment Proposal

Section 303 of the bill would amend Civil Rule 68 and shift the payment of attorney fees t

in a federal case when a party rejects a proposed settlement offer that turns out to be more

favorable than the final judgment. The Judicial Conference considered similar legislation in

1994 (S. 585, 103d Cong. (1993)) and, on the recommendation of the Standing Rules Committee

and the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, declined to take a position.

In 1992 through 1994, the advisory committee studied various versions of proposed

amendments to Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure that would have provided an L)
incentive for a party to accept a settlement offer, similar in some ways to the incentives in section

303 of S. 79. After careful study, the advisory committee concluded that every proposal under its f

consideration was seriously flawed. Several members of the advisory committee also were

concerned that some features of the proposed amendments to Rule 68 were substantive and

outside the scope of the rulemaking process. In the end, the advisory committee decided to defer

indefinitely further action on the proposed amendments to Civil Rule 68.

The problems created by a partial shift from the American Rulethat the parties bear

their own attorney fees inevitably led to complex provisions that would be difficult to understand Y

and apply, and that would lead to manipulation. The advisory conmnittee was especially

concerned with the mechanical operation of any modified offer-of-judgment procedure. The X

same concerns apply to the fee-shifting provision in S. 79. For example, it would be very

difficult to calculate the differences between separate and successive settlement offers and the

final judgment in Vcases involving multiple parties. A modified ofer-of-judgment procedure

would also be subject to substantial gamesmanship and abuse. There are no safeguards to

prevent an extremelyilow offer at the outset solely to intimidate a risk-averse party from pursuing

legitimate claims particularly inma case when an attorney represents a resource-rich client. The

above concerns,, ad many similar problems, dissuaded the advisory cmmittee from proceeding

on the proposed aendments to Rule 68.

Several other features of section 303 deserve comment. Rule 68 becomes applicable to

all civil litigation brought to a federal court. It could be used against all plaintiffs, including risk-

averse plaintiffs pursuing important civil rights, regulatory, and other federal question claims. It

would provide an added incentive to remove state-court actions, so as to make an early but

nominal offer that exposes a plaintiff to the risk of paying the full costs of the defense if the

plaintiff loses on the merits.

The offer-of-judgment procedure always carries with it an element of gamesmanship.

The opportunity for manipulation is enhanced by the subsequent-offer provisions in proposed

Rule 68(f). A defendant, for example, has an incentive to make a nominal offer of settlement at

the outset; the benefit of this offer would be preserved even after the defendant later makes a

more realistic offeri and will, entitle the defendant to full costs if the plaintiff loses on the merits.

To avoid this risk, the plaintiff will be pressed to make a more favorable offer to the defendant if

L
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the defendant's initial offer is more than nominal - under the terms of proposed (f), the
defendant's rejection of the plaintiff's better offer apparently would vitiate the effects of the
defendant's initial offer. The defendant, however, would remain free to make subsequent offers
that might be above or below the plaintiff's initial offer. And so it would go. All of this not only
runs up legal costs, but also can be especially intimidating to middle-class litigants who cannot
really afford litigation and who have some assets to lose should a Rule 68 award be made.

Proposed changes to Rule 68 inevitably present tricky procedural and drafting questions.
A few random illustrations are provided by this draft Rule 68. Subdivision (a) allows an offer to
be made at any time. Literally, the offer could be made an hour before trial, or even during trial.
In related fashion, subdivision (b) could be interpreted to allow acceptance at any time within 21
days after service of the offer - including, for a late offer, acceptance after judgment.
Subdivision (c) provides for payment'of "the actual costs and reasonable attorney fees incurred
after the expiration of the time for accepting the offer, but only to the extent necessary to makeP5 the offeror whole for actual costs and reasonable attorney fees incurred as a consequence of the
rejection of the offer." The "make the offeror whole" may be read to embrace the "benefit-of-
the-judgment'" concept: if the defendant offers $50,000, incursi$30,000 in costs and fees after theV offer is rejected, and loses a $30,000 judgment, the defendant is only $10,000 wose off than it
would have been, if the offer had been accepted. It canbe "ade whole";by an award of $10,000.
It is not clear whether this is the intent of (c). Nor is it, clearhow the "make whole" concept,

C7 would apply to la plaintiff represented !by a contingent-fee attorney. h i

Finally, revision of one of the Federal Rules ofCivil Procedure often raises questions
about the relationships to other Civil Rules. Here, for example, draft Rule['68(d)(I) provides for
an award hearing "upon the motion of either party." But Civil Rule 54(d)(2)(B) provides explicit
provisions for the time and content of attorney-fee motions. Without more, the provision in

f proposed Rule, 68 (d)(1) is likely to be read to depend on the Rule 54 procedure. There is
nothing wrong about that, but unless it is addressed it could lead to unforeseen and unintended
results.

A substantial amount of research and data on the proposed amendments to Rule 68,
including an extensive survey of attorneys conducted by the Federal Judicial Center, was
compiled by the advisory committee. Copious records ofthelmeetings of and papers presented to
the advisory committee on the proposed Rule 68 amendments are available. If you believe that
the information may be helpful in your deliberations, please contact the Administrative Office of
the United States Courts and the materials will be forwarded to you. In addition, Judge Paul V.
Niemeyer, United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, ,and chairman of thelAdvisory
Committee on Civil Rules, stands ready to provide you or your colleagues with a briefing on the
issues.

The relationship between legislative and rulemaking considerations and prerogatives are
L_ uncertain and particularly complex regarding offer-of-judgment questions. The rules committees

Kn
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urge you and your colleagues to consider the proper institutional roles when taking further action
on section 303. We hope to continue this dialogue with you on this important matter.

Testimony by Experts (Evidence Rule 702)

The Chief Justice established and appointed members to the Judicial Conference
Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules in early 1993. As part of a comprehensive review of all
the evidence rules, the advisory committee discussed at length the rules governing testimony by
experts. The committee unanimously concluded that amendment of Rule 702 would be
counterproductive in, light of the Supreme Court's Daubert decision. The committee also
determined that it would be too early to assess fully the implications of that decision.

Many cases applying ,Daubert standards have only riow reached the appellate court level
for review- Significantlly, theiSupreme Court has recently granted certiorari in a case applying
Daubert (General Electric v. Joiner, No.96-1 ,8 (ah1 17, '1997)). A memorandum is enclosed, (
which ,was 'prepareed byi Professor-Daniel Ji lapra, thecommittee's Treporter,'ithat summarizes the
cases applyinglthe,, aubertstandards. In Th, esecasesl lthetfact patterns and types of "expert
information" rre different fromelitose adessed by the Suprime Court in Daubert, and they pose r7
different litigationad practical>probems. Codiying Dqubertas prtoposed by, S. 79 would

ignoet~'c~ilelect~e4 w'is'dom ~contained in the cases~~kci~ded"erp br,!Anim-nyasignore the cole~ w woul~domo jtreeslarcd Vprpraafter' Daubert. tn' in many cases r
this freezing of the 14 wdeoilepipgjcase'a.w Under t rulemaking
process, as envisioned under ie Rules Enabling Act, proposed mendments to Evidence Rule
702 would be subjected to iextensive pcrttinXY the bar, brenh, iand public. Ankd, uring the
process the many^ different situtins iand cjrctumstances under which exper tethm ony can
become anissue would be asc~ertaifi adf y tddrqssed.,

Not only doithelproposedamncnentst o Rue 1702(b) in jS. 79 fail to account for post-
Daubert casqlaw, but tey alsoo notaccurately codify Daubert.i~ 1And if enacted; they would
cause mischief Under the proposed amedments, an opinion by an expert witness would be
admissible only if "the techniques, methods, and theies used to formulate that opinion are
generally accepted within theljreleanscientfic, nedical,,ortechnical field." This "general
acceptance?' requirement is coparab tQ ihe test orginall set out in Frye v. United States, 293
F. 1013 (D3C. Cir. 1923), whichjwas retied op i cou prior to the enactment of the Federal
Rules of Evidence., Daubert concludel It ,t4heft test .Kasjit was commonly referred to -
did not survive the EvidenceRiles, laidjl ICourt letedl the former requirement to an
illustrativet list of factors that should h considered with other factrs by the judge in a
gatekeeper'srole. ,§. .79 would urnlo Icl1 of ubert:anld make te Frye test mandatory in
every case. l ' 'o jI4[ U

The proposed amendments to Rule 702(b) extend to "scientific, technical or medical
knowledge." The amendments do not encompass "other specialized knowledge," matters
explicitly contained in the present Rule ,702. By implication, the, proposed amendments would
bar extension of the Daubert standards to this importan~t residual source of evidence - an issue
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left open in Daubert. In fact, there is a split among the courts who have considered extending the
Daubert standards to testimony involving "technical or specialized knowledge" in several
reported cases. Under the proposed amendments in S. 79, the admissibility of expert witness
testimony based on "other specialized knowledge," including testimony on certain forensic
matters, police practices, economic methodology, polygraph examinations, real estate valuations,
and design engineering would be uncertain. The apparent distinction drawn in S. 79 would
create confusion, spawn satellite litigation, and fail to resolve the issue.

The proposed amendment to Rule 702(b) also contains a balancing test that would
supersede the present Evidence Rule 403 balancing test, which Daubert expressly applied to
Rule 702 testimony. Proposed Rule 702(b) requires that the proffered opinion be "sufficiently
reliable so that the probative value of such evidence outweighs the dangers specified in rule 403"1
instead of the existing test which permits the exclusion of evidence "if its probative value is
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading
the jury."

In addition to altering the Daubert standard, the superseding balancing test used in the
4 proposed amendments to Rule 702(b) raises serious internal interpretational problems, because

the proposed amendments would not apply to "other specialized knowledge." There is no
apparent reason to apply different balancing tests to expert witness testimony arising from
"scientific, technical or medical knowledge" versus "other specialized" knowledge. The
distinction will generate unnecessary litigation attempting to discern differences in individual
cases.

Section 302 of S. 79 would add a new Evidence Rule 702(c) on the qualifications of an
expert. The provision addresses matters already covered by the present Rule 702, which leaves

L the expert's qualifications to the determination of the court based on factors similar to those
proposed by S. 79. Similar provisions on the same subject in the same rule will cause
unnecessary confusion and lead to satellite litigation.

A new Evidence Rule 702(d) would also be added by S. 79 which would exclude
testimony from an expert who is entitled to receive "compensation contingent on the legal

L. disposition of any claim with respect to which such testimony is offered." The need for the
provision is unclear. Contingent fee expert testimony is prohibited in most districts under
disciplinary rules regulating professional conduct. Unlike disciplinary rules, the proposed
amendments to Rule 702(d) would regulate and penalize contingent fee expert testimony by
excluding proffered evidence. Neither the provision's advantages nor adverse consequences are
fully understood. For example, the relationship between the new rule and the numerous statutory
fee-shifting provisions is unclear.

/9 ¾Although less likely, disputes may also arise concerning large corporations' in-house
experts whose livelihoods may depend on their past records in testifying before the courts or
experts testifying in cases litigated on a contingency attorney-fee basis. The entire question of

LL.
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what "entitled to receive compensation" means in the proposed Rule 702(d) is a matter that needs
careful attention and 'study.

Conclusions

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules has studied proposed amendments to Civil Rule
68 for many years. It identified serious problems with every proposal under consideration. #X
Although the rules committees take no position on the substance of the offer-of-judgment
proposal in section 303 of S. 79, we would welcome the opportunity to continue an ongoing
dialogue with you and your colleagues on this matter.

Revision of evidence rules governing the admission of expert testimony in civil and
criminal cases involves particularly complex issues that vary tremendously depending on the
case. Under the Rules Enabling Act rulemaking process, every proposed amendment is subject
to public comment and widespread examination by individuals who work daily with the rules and
meticulous care in drafting by acknowledged experts in the area. Such input is now most useful
when the courts and the bar have had experience in applying Daubert to many different
circumstances. Propsed amndment of Evidhne Rule 702 is precisely the type of work best
handled under the Ac's emaking propess. Che, Adsoiy Committee on Evidence Rules has
initiated the ruln gprocessto amend Evidence Rule 702.

a W urge you[toMdefer ~c~ing on the proposedamendments to Evidence Rule 702 and C

Sincerely yours,

Alicemarie H. Stotler
United States District Judge

Enclosures

cc: Senate Committee on the Judiciary

Li
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S.79

__ Civil Justice Fairness Act of 1997 (Introduced in the Senate)

SEC. 302. HONESTY IN EVIDENCE.

Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence is amended--

(1) by inserting '(a) IN GENERAL- ' before 'If, and

(2) by adding at the end the following:

'(b) ADEQUATE BASIS FOR OPINION-

'(1) Testimony in the form of an opinion by a witness that is based on scientific, technical or
medical knowledge shall be inadmissible in evidence unless the court determines that such
opinion--

'(A) is based on scientifically valid reasoning;

'(B) is sufficiently reliable so that the probative value of such evidence outweighs the
dangers specified in rule 403; and

'(C) the techniques, methods, and theories used to formulate that opinion are
generally accepted within the relevant scientific, medical, or technical field.

'(2) In determining whether an opinion satisfies conditions in paragraph (1), the court shall
consider--

'(A) whether the opinion and any theory on which it is based have been
experimentally tested;

'(B) whether the opinion has been published in peer-review literature; and

'(C) whether the theory or techniques supporting the opinion are sufficiently reliable
and valid to warrant their use as support for the proffered opinion.

L '(c) EXPERTISE IN THE FIELD- Testimony in the form of an opinion by a witness that is based
on scientific, technical, or medical knowledge shall be inadmissible in evidence unless the
witness's knowledge, skill, experience, training, education, or other expertise lies in the particular
field about which such witness is testifying.

I of2 04/21/97 12:09:49
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-(d) DISQUALIFICATION- Testimony by a witness who is qualified as described in subsection
(a) is inadmissible in evidence if such witness is entitled to receive any compensation contingent
on the legal disposition of any claim with respect to which such testimony is offered.'.

SEC. 303. FAIR SHIFTING OF COSTS AND REASONABLE ATTORNEY FEES.

(a) IN GENERAL- Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is amended to read as follows:

'Rule 68. Offer of judgment or settlement

(a) OFFER OF JUDGMENT OR SETTLEMENT- At any time, any party may serve upon an
adverse party a written offer to allow judgment to be entered against the offering party or to settle
a case for the money, property, or to such effect as the offer may specify, with costs then accrued.

'(b) ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION OF OFFERS- If within 21 days after service of the offer, or
such additional time as the court may allow, the adverse party serves written notice that the offer is
accepted, either party may then file the offer and notice of acceptance together with proof of
service thereof and thereupon the clerk, or the court if so required, shall enter judgment. An offer
not accepted shall be deemed withdrawn and evidence thereof is not admissible except in a
proceeding to determine costs and reasonable attorney fees.

'(c) DETERMINATION OF FINAL JUDGMENTS- If the judgment finally obtained is not more
favorable to the offeree than the offer, then the offeree shall pay the actual costs and reasonable
attorney fees incurred after the expiration of the time for accepting the offer, but only to the extent
necessary to make the offeror whole for actual costs and reasonable attorney fees incurred as a
consequence of the rejection of the offer. When comparing the amount of any offer of settlement
to the amount of a final judgment actually awarded, any amount of the finaljudgment representing
interest subsequent to the date of the offer in settlement shall not be considered.

'(d) DETERMINATION OF COSTS- (1) Upon the motion of either party, the court shall hold a
hearing at which the parties may prove costs and reasonable attorney fees, and, upon hearing the L
evidence, the court shall enter an appropriate order or judgment under this section.
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S.79

Civil Justice Fairness Act of 199 7 (Introduced in the Senate)

-(d) DETERMINATION OF COSTS- (1) Upon the motion of either party, the court shall hold a
hearing at which the parties may prove costs and reasonable attorney fees, and, upon hearing the
evidence, the court shall enter an appropriate order or judgment under this section.

'(2) Allowable costs under this rule shall include--

'(A) filing, motion, and jury fees;

'(B) juror food and lodging while the jury is kept together during trial and after the jury
retires for deliberation;

?4H '(C) taking, videotaping, and transcribing necessary depositions including an original and
one copy of those taken by the claimant and one copy of depositions taken by the party
against whom costs are allowed, and travel expenses to attend depositions;

'(D) service of process by a public officer, registered process server, or other means;

'(E) expenses of attachment;K
'(F) premiums on necessary surety bonds;

'(G) ordinary witness fees;

'(H) fees of expert witnesses who are not regular employees of any party;

'(I) transcripts of court proceedings;

'(J) attorney fees, when authorized by contract or law;

'(K) court reporters' fees;

'(L) models and blowups of exhibits and photocopies of exhibits may be allowed if they
were reasonably helpful to aid the trier of fact; and

'(M) any other item that is required to be awarded to the prevailing party pursuant to statute
as an incident to prevailing in the action at trial or on appeal.

Iof2 04'2197 12:11:14
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'(3) Unless expressly authorized by law, allowable costs under this rule shall not include--

'(A) investigation expenses in preparing the case for trial;

'(B) postage, telephone, facsimile, and photocopying charges, except for exhibits;

'(C) costs in investigation of jurors or in preparation for voir dire; and

'(D) transcripts of court proceedings not ordered by the court.

'(e) DETERMINATION OF LIABILITY- When the liability of one party to another has been
determined by verdict of order or judgment, but the amount or extent of the liability remains to be
determined by further proceedings, any party may make an offer ofjudgment, which shall have the
same effect as an offer made before trial, except that a court may shorten the period of time an
offeree may have to accept an offer, but in no case to less than 10 days.

'(f) SUBSEQUENT OFFERS- The fact that an offer is made but not accepted does not preclude a
subsequent offer. An offeror shall not be deprived of the benefits of an offer by a subsequent offer,
unless and until the offeror fails to accept an offer more favorable than the judgment obtained.

'(g) NONMONETARY AWARDS- If the judgment obtained includes nonmonetary relief, a
determination that it is more favorable to the offeree than was the offer shall be made only when
the terms of the offer included such nonmonetary relief. i

'(h) REDUCTION OF AWARD TO AVOID UNDUE HARDSHIP- A court may reduce an award
of costs and reasonable attorney fees by up to 50 percent of the award if the court finds special L
circumstances that make a full award of attorney fees and costs unjust.

'(i) REASONABLE ATTORNEY'S FEES- For purposes of this rule, a reasonable attorney's fee E,
shall be calculated on the basis of an hourly rate which shall not exceed that which is considered
acceptable in the community in which the attorney practices, considering the attorney's
qualifications and experience and the complexity of the case.

'(j) APPLICABILITY- This rule shall not apply to class and derivative actions under rules 23, l
23.1, and 23.2.'. L
(b) APPLICATION- The provisions of rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (as
amended by subsection (a) of this section) shall supersede any statute that--
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Civil Justice Fairness Act of 1997 (Introduced in the Senate)

(1) provides for the shifting of costs by which a specified party makes payment; and

A, (2) does not provide for the shifting of costs by which such party may receive payment.

TITLE IV--HEALTH CARE LIABILITY REFORM

SEC. 401. DEFINITIONS.

In this title:

(1) CLAIMANT- The term 'claimant' means any person who asserts a health care liability
claim or who files a health care liability action, including a person who asserts or claims a
right to legal or equitable contribution, indemnity or subrogation, arising out of a health care
liability claim or action, and any person on whose behalf such a claim is asserted or such an
action is brought, whether deceased, incompetent, or a minor.

(2) ECONOMIC DAMAGES- The term 'economic damages' has the same meaning as
defined under section 101(4).

(3) HEALTH CARE LIABILITY ACTION- The term 'health care liability action' means a
civil action brought in a Federal or State court, against a health care provider, an entity
which is obligated to provide or pay for health benefits under any health plan (including any
person or entity acting under a contract or arrangement to provide or administer any health
benefit), or the manufacturer, distributor, supplier, marketer, promoter, or seller of a medical

Li product, in which the claimant alleges a claim (including third party claims, cross claims,
counter claims, or distribution claims) based upon the provision of (or the failure to provide
or pay for) health care services or the use of a medical product, regardless of the theory of
liability on which the claim is based, or the number of plaintiffs, or defendants or causes of
action.

SEC. 402. LIMITATION ON NONECONOMIC DAMAGES IN HEALTH CARE
LIABILITY ACTIONS.

(a) MAXIMUM AWARD OF NONECONOMIC DAMAGES-

F (1) IN GENERAL- In any health care liability action, in addition to actual damages or

C,.
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4777

L 4778 Reporter's Note: Rule 68

4779

4780 A draft Rule 68, inspired by an article by Judge Schwarzer,
4781 has been on the Committee Agenda for some time. The draft and the

v- 4782 portion of the April, 1994 Minutes summarizing the most recent
4783 discussion is attached. The topic was held for further discussion
4784 in the expectation that the Federal Judicial Center would be able
4785 to complete its analysis of the survey results that were presented
4786 in tentative form. It also was thought that further study might be
4787 given to the possibility of alternative means of increasing the
4788 sanctions for rejecting a judgment-beating offer.

4789 The first decision to be made is whether to pursue Rule 68 any
t_' 4790 further. There are substantial objections to the approach taken in

4791 the draft, not least of them the complexity required to implement
4792 a "capped-benefit-of-the-judgment" rule. It would be simple to
4793 leave Rule 68 as it is, a tool seldom used in ordinary litigation
4794 but rather frequently used by defendants in cases where it may
4795 defeat a statutory attorney-fee recovery. Although of fer-of-r 4796 judgment legislation is occasionally introduced, there does not
4797 appear to be any current risk that ,failure to act now will
4798 encourage prompt legislative response. If it be the Committee's
4799 judgment that the present rule is as good as we can get, that
4800 judgment of, itself 'may carry some weight in legislative
4801 deliberations.

4802 If Rule 68 is to be pursued, there is at least one easily
4803 drafted and rather easily defended approach. Rule 68 could be
4804 abrogated. There is a strong argument that it has become perverse.
4805 It has little effect in ordinary litigation because it is limited
4806 to offersiby defendants, it provides no sanction if the plaintiff
4807 takes' nothing, and it provides only 'a modest sanction if the
4808 plaintiff fails to win a judgment more favorable than'the offer.
4809 In litigation under fee-shifting statutes, on the other hand, it
4810 does have ant effect - and the effect is to defeat the statutory
4811 policy to encourage plaintiffs to vindicate not only their own
4812 private rights but also broader social interests. This approach
4813 could be bolstered by pointing to the concerns that underlie the
4814 approach inspired by Judge Schwarzer. The deterrent effect of a
4815 rule that, without a cap, might leave a plaintiff out-of-pocket
4816 could be severe. The opportunity to capture both the full benefits
4817 of the judgment and the full expenditure of the post-of'fer fees
4818 that produced the judgment, without accounting for the difference

e 4819 between the offer and the judgment, could overcompensate in
4820 comparison to the result of accepting the offer. Yet implementing
4821 a rule that accounts for these concerns will be'difficult at best.

4822 An almost equally simple approach would be to amend Rule 68 to
4823 overrule Marek v. Chesny, 1985, 473 U.S. 1. Statutory attorney
4824 fees would not be affected by Rule 68, except to the extent that a
4825 Rule 68 offer might be considered under the fee-shifting statute
4826 itself in determining whether, and how far, any party is a
4827 "prevailing party." Many people find the dissent in Marek v.
4828 Chesny more persuasive than the Court's opinion. At least one
4829 distinguished observer, however, has concluded that the Marek
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4830 decision has a beneficial effect. Some'litigation may be prolonged
4831 more by the hope of increasing the statutory fee award 'than by the
4832 expectation of doing better than a settlement offer of all the
4833 relief the plaintiff needs or can realistically expect. Perhaps it
4834 is not enough to rely on interpretation of the fee-shifting statute
4835 itself to avoid this risk.

4836 iMore complicated alternatives tend to cluster around a single
4837 theme: Rule 68 should be made bilateral, it should provide a
4838 sanction that encourages both plaintiffs and defendants to make and
4839 consider offers of ,Njudgment, and the sanction should not be as
4840 powerful as an open-ended shift of attorney fees. ' Suggestions
4841 include an award of '50% of post-offer attorney fees or an award of
4842 expert witness feesL A variety of approaches have been taken in
4843 several states. The-Connecticut Rules of Court,, § 13344, provide for al
4844' payment of post-offer costis, including l"reias'orable attorney's fees
4845 in an ,amount not to'exceed $350." Michigan GCR 2.405 is the most '
4846 inventive approach found: the sanction i~s, "actual costs;',r including
4847 attorney fees lunless that is not in the interest of justice. If a
4848 ediation award and an offer of fudgment both-have ben, rejected,
4849 costs'run from the time oflthe earlier event if,,'costslarle ,a'vailable
4850 under both, but if different results follow'theh thellatIr-in-time
4851 prevails. An of feree who has not made a counteroffer may not
4852 rgecoveractual costs -la device calculated to encourage offers from
4853 b,5hjpaties, If offers are made by botcauartiep, the judgment is

48t Oar ife r u - B in kc- . "cu~wh C

4854 co ampreo8 tothEl "average offer [the rule ormiu provds olyfor
4855 the case of one offer by each Side]. have, m e l casual
4856 iinqu ir amfon Micoigan sources one plataks ittorney who
4857 Xuregards the r eul e as ,a'n, abination, and

4867 sIncto oasciruathou judge whouthrdafig 1l'

4868 thllnks, it work p y .- The 197 taf Civil
4859 0ull 668 state that RuOef68 offers of judgment "be
4960 used,~ 1i roceeding o detimn costs. _The s fofr ofin adt o~- ptroneeding I~a in-
4861 (?men as the basis of co ofst ptrocat fte aohad
4862 aoie, dyd.coerci e e'ffct. Theref
4863 ot.been ad 5)ted2

4864 713 Te current draft can be readily-adapted to different
4865 (a Ai )ons Most 'possible alternatives wtuld make it isiRpler. It
4866 oild bevay' helpful, h~owever, to have a 'theory as, well as 'a
4867 's ati as Nthe basis for further drafting.

4868

68. Offer of Settlement

4 870

4871 (a) Of fers., A party may make an offer of settlement to another
4872 party.

4873 (l) The offer must:

4874 ,(A) be in writing and state that it is a Rule 68 offer;

2 r
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Me 4875 (B) be served at least 30 days after the summons and
4876 complaint if the offer is made to a defendant;

L. 4877 (C) [not be filed with the court] {be filed with theLb 4878 court only as provided in (b)(2) or (c)(2)};

4879 (D) remain open for [a stated period of] at least 21
4880 days unless the court orders a different period;

L 4881 and

Fr 4882 (E) specify the relief offered.

L. 4883 (2) The offer may be withdrawn by writing served on the
4884 offeree before the offer is accepted. [Withdrawal

'g' 4885 nullifies the offer for all purposes.]

L- 4886 (b) Acceptance; Disposition.

4887 (1) An offer made under (a) may be accepted by a written
C 4888 notice served [on the offeror] while the offer remains

4889 open.

4890 (2) A party may file {the} [an accepted] offer, notice of
4891 acceptance, and proof of service. The clerk or court
4892 must then enter the judgment specified in the offer.
4893 [But the court may refuse to enter judgment if it finds

C 4894 that the judgment is unfair to another party or contrary
4895 to the public interest.]

4896 (c) Expiration.

L 4897 (1) An offer expires if it is not withrawn or accepted before
4898 the end of the period set under (a)(1)(D).

4899 (2) Evidence of an expired offer is admissible only in a
4900 proceeding to determine costs and attorney fees under
4901 Rule 54(d).

r 4902 (d) Successive Offers. A party may make an offer of settlement
X 4903 after making [, rejecting,] or failing to accept an earlier

4904 offer. A successive offer that expires does not deprive a
4905 party of {remedies} [sanctions] based on an earlier offer.

4906 (e) fRemediesl[Sanctionsl. Unless the final judgment is more
4907 favorable to the offeree than an expired offer the offeree

v- 4908 must pay a {remedy} [sanction] to the offeror.

L, 4909 (1) If the offeree is not entitled to a statutory award of
4910 attorney fees, the {remedy} [sanction] must include:

r 4911 (A) costs incurred by the offeror after the offer
4912 expired; and

,.e. 4913 (B) reasonable attorney fees incurred by the offeror
4914 after the offer expired, limited as follows:

V 3
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4915 (i) the monetary difference between the offer and
4916 judgment must be subtracted from the fees; and

4917 (ii) the fee award must not exceed the money amount
4918 .of the judgment.

4919 (2) If the offeree is entitled to, a statutory award of
4920 attorney fees, the {remedy} [sanction] must include:

4921 (A) costs incurred by the offeror after the offer
4922 expired; and

4923 (B) denial of attorney fees incurred by the offeree
4924 after the offer expired.

4925 (3) (A) The court may reduce the {remedy} [sanction] to
4926 avoid undue hardship [or because the judgment could
4927 not reasonably have been expected at the time the
4928 offer expired] . p
4929 (B) No {remedy may be given) [sanction may be imposed],
4930 on disposition of an action by acceptance of an
4931 offer under this rule or other settlement.

4932 (4) (A) A judgment for Pa party demanding relief is more
4933 favorable than an offer to it:

4934 (i) if the amount awarded - including the costs,
4935 attorney fees, and other amounts awarded for
4936 the period before the offer {was served}
4937 [expired] - exceeds the monetary award that
4938 would have resulted from the offer; and

4939 (ii) if nonmonetary relief is demanded and the
4940 judgment includes all the nonmonetary relief
4941 offered, or substantially all the nonmonetary L
4942 relief offered and additional relief.

4943 (B) A judgment is more favorable to a party opposing
4944 relief than an offer to it: Cl

4945 (i) if the amount awarded - including the costs,
4946 attorney fees, and other amounts awarded for
4947 the period before the offer {was served) kl

4948 [expired] - is less than the monetary award
4949 that would have resulted from the offer; and

4950 (ii) if nonmonetary relief is demanded and the
4951 judgment does not include [substantially] all
4952 0the nonmonetary relief offered.

4953

4954 (f) NonapDlicability. This rule does not apply to an offer made in
4955 an action certified as a class or derivative action under Rule
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Cn 4956 23, 23.1, or 23.2.

4957

L 4958 Fee statute alternative

4959

4960 (e) {Remedies [Sanctionsl. Unless the final judgment is more
4961 favorable to the offeree than an expired offer the offeree
4962 must pay,a {remedy}[sanction] to the offeror.

4963 (1) The {remedy}[sanction] must include:

4964 (A) costs incurred by the offeror after the offer
4965 expired; and

4966 (B) reasonable attorney fees incurred by the offeror
4967 after the offer expired, limited as follows:

r 4968 (i) the monetary difference between the offer and
4969 judgment must be subtracted from the fees; and

4970 (ii) the fee award must not exceed the money amount
4971 of the judgment.

4972 (2) (A) The court may reduce the {remedy}[sanction] to
4973 avoid undue hardship [or because the judgment could
4974 not reasonably have been expected at the time the
4975 offer expired].

r 4976 (B) No {remedy may be given)[sanction may be imposed]:

4977 (i) against a party that otherwise is entitled to
4978 a statutory award of attorney fees;

4979 (ii) on disposition of an action by acceptance of
4980 an offer under this rule or other settlement.

4981

4982 (e) (2) (B) (i) might take less protective forms: No remedy may be
4983 given:

4984 Costs but not fee shifting

4985 (i) that requires payment of attorney fees by aE 4986 party that is entitled to a statutory award of
4987 attorney fees, or

4988 Statutory fees not affected

4989 (i) that affects the statutory right of a party to
X' 4990 an award of attorney fees;

4991
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4992 L
4993 COMMITTEE NOTE

4994

4995 Former Rule 68 has been properly criticized as one-sided and
4996 largely ineffectual. It was available only to parties defending
4997 against a claim, not to parties making a claim. It provided little L
4998 inducement to make or accept an offer since in most cases the only
4999 penalty suffered by declining an offer was the imposition of the
5000 typically insubstantial taxable costssubsequently incurred by the
5001 offering party. Greater incentives existed after the decision in a
5002 Marek v. Chesny, 473 U.S. 1 (l985), which ruled that a plaintiff-

5003 who obtains a positive judgment less than a defendant's Rule 68
5004 offer loses the right to collect post-offer attorney fees provided
5005 by a statute as ''costs" to a prevailing plaintiff. The decision in
5006 the Marek case, however, was limited to cases affected by such fee-
5007 shifting statutes. It also provoked criticism on the ground that
5008 it was inconsistent with the statutory policies that favor special I
5009 categories of claims with the right to recover fees.

5010 Earlier proposals were made to make Rule 68 available to all
5011 parties and to increase its effects by authorizing attorney fee

5012 sanctions. These proposals met with vigorous criticism. Opponents
5013 stressed the policy considerations'inVolved in the "American Rule" m

5014 on attorney fees._ They emphasized the opportunity of all
5015 parties to attempt to shift 1fees through Rule 68 offers could
5016 produce inappropriate windfalls ,and would create unequal pressures
5017 and coerce unfair settlements because parties often have different F
5018 levels of knowledge, risk-averseness, and resources.

5019 The basis for many of the changes made in the amended Rule 68
5020 is provided in an article by Judge William W. Schwarzer, Fee-
5021 Shifting Offers of Judgment - an Approach to Reducing the Cost of
5022 Litigation, 76 Judicature 147 (1992).

5023 The amended rule allows any party to make a Rule 68 offer-
5024 The incentives for early settlement are increased by increasing the
5025 consequences of failure to win a judgment more favorable than an
5026 expired offer. A plaintiffis liable for post-offer costs even if F?
5027 the plaintiff takes nothing, a result accomplished by removing the
5028 language that supported the contrary ruling in Delta Air Lines,
5029 Inc. v. August, 1981, 450 U.S. 346. Post-offer attorney fees are
5030 shifted, subject to two limits. The amount of post-offer attorney
5031 fees is reduced by the difference between the offer and the
5032 judgment. In addition, the attorney fee award cannot exceed the
5033 amount of the judgment. A plaintiff who wins nothing pays no T
5034 attorney fees. A defendant pays no more in fees than the amount of
5035 the judgment.

5036 A plaintiff's incentive to accept a defendant's Rule 68 offer
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5037 includes the incentive that applies to all offers - the risk that
5038 trial will produce no more, and-perhaps less. It also includes the
5039 fear of Rule 68 consequences; the defendant's post-offer attorney
5040 fees may reduce or obliterate whatever judgment is won, leaving the
5041 plaintiff with all of its own expenses and the defendant's post-
5042 offer costs. A defendant's incentive to accept a plaintiff's Rule
5043 68 offer is similar: not only must it pay a larger judgment, but it
5044 can be held to pay post-offer costs and the plaintiff's post-offer
5045 attorney fees up to the amount of the judgment.

5046 Attorney fee shifting is limited to reflect the difference
5047 between the offer and the judgment. The difference is treated as
5048 a benefit accruing to the fee expenditure. If fees of $40,000 are
5049 incurred after the offer and the judgment is $15,000 more favorable
5050 than the' offer, for example, the maximum fee award is reduced to
5051 $25,000.'

5052ubdivision (a). Several formal requirements are imposed on the Rule 68
5053 offer process. Offers may be made outside of Rule 68 at any time
5054 before or after an action is commenced. The requirement that the
5055 Rule 68 offer be in writing and state that it is made under Rule 68
5056 is designed to avoid claims for awards based on less formal offers
5057 that may not have been recognized as paving the way for an award.

5058 A Rule 68 offer is not to be filed with the court until it is
5059 accepted. The offeror should not be influenced by concern that an
5060 unaccepted offer may work to its disadvantage in later proceedings.

5061 The requirement that an offer remain open for at least 21 days
5062 is intended to allow a reasonable period for evaluation by the
5063 recipient. Consquences cannot fairly be imposed if inadequate time
5064 is allowed for evaluation. Fees and costs are 'shifted only from
5065 the time the'offer expires; see subdivision (e) (1) and (2). A
5066 party who wishes to increase the prospect of acceptance may set a
5067 longer period. The court may order a different period. As one
5068 example, it may not be fair to require a defendant to act on an
5069 offer early in the proceedings, under threat of Rule 68
5070 consequences, without more time to gather information. If the
5071 court orders that the period for accepting be extended, the offer
5072 can be withdrawn under paragraph (2). The opportunity to withdraw
5073 is important for the same reasons as thee power to extend -
5074 developing information may make the offer seem less attractive to
5075 the plaintiff just as it may make the offer seem more attractive
5076 to the defendant. As another example, the 21-day period may
5077 foreclose offers close to trial; the court can grant permission to
5078 shorten the period to make an offer possible.

5079 Paragraph (2) establishes power to withdraw the offer before
5080 acceptance. This power reflects the fact that the apparent worth
5081 of a case can change as further information is developed. It also
5082 enables a party to retain control of its own offer in face of an
5083 order extending the time for acceptance. Withdrawal nullifies the
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5084 offer - consequences cannot be based upon a withdrawn offer.

508Subdivision (b). An offer can be accepted only during the period it
5086 remains open and is not withdrawn. Acceptance requires service on
5087 the offeror. 'An acceptance is effective notwithstanding an attempt
5088 to withdraw the offer if the acceptance is served on the offeror
5089 before the withdrawal is served on the offeree. If it is uncertain
5090 whether acceptance or withdrawal'was served first, the doubt should
50'91 be resolved by giving effect to the withdrawal, since 7he parties'
5092 remain free to make successive Rule 68 offers or to settle outside
5093 the Rule 68 process.

5094 Once" an offer is, accept ed, judgment may' be, entered by the
509,5 clerk or court according to the nature of th6,'pffer., Ordinarily,
5096 the clerk'shduld enter judgment,,for money or rcovery of clearly,!
5097 identified property. "Action by the court is 'more 'likely to 'be i
5098 required for entry of an injunction or declaratory relief.

5099 The court , has the samepower to refuse to enter'judgment under
5100 Rule, 68 ,a it has to refuse judgment on agreement of the parties in
5101 othexr settings. An injunction may hbe found contrary to the public;
5102 interest'fo if t requiresthe court to enfprce terms
5103 that ,the court feelslunable,to lsupervise. A settled decree may
5104 affect public4 interests in broader te ms, particula'rly in actions
5105 such as those to control the conduct of public' institutions,
5106 protect the enviropnment,, or ,regulate_,employment practices. The,
5107 parties I-cannot fqrce [the court, to adopt land enfoorcea ' decree that'i
5108 defeats important interests of nonpaxties. A Rule 68 judgment also
510'9 might b[munfair' tco ther parties!! '""in a multipartyj, action. Ain
5110 extreme il-ldstratibn 4of unfairness would be an' 'agreement to,
5111 allociate alI [tjlof'la limited fund, to onel,'party, excluding others.
5112 Less extreme l ytinS also might 6tiiify refusal to enter judgment'

5liSubdivision. Cc). An of fe rexpires if it Iis not withdrawn or accepted.

5114 An, expired offer may be used only for the purpose of ,providing
5115 remed~es 'under subdivision (e)'. The procedures "'of' R¼lle 54(d)
5116 govern requests for costs or attorneyfees.

511subdivisidn (d)i., Successjive offers may be made by any party without
5118 losing thi'6,opportunity to win remedies based on' an arlier expired
5119 of fe+, and without defelating exposure to remedies based oh failure
5120 to accept an offer from another palrty. This system'encourages the
5121 parties t'bo make 'early Rule 68 offers, which may'promote early
5122 settlement., without loosing the opportunityto make later Rule 68
5123 offers asr[,developing familiarity wi th the'case helpsll'bring together
5124 estimates of prbabl~e, value. 'It 11[also encourages la ter' Rule 68
5125 offers following, exp iration of eaElier offers by preserving the

5126 poslsibility of 'innrmde by'sed'on an earlier ofe. ,3126 ofsii ~ w-innigremedies 'aedo anerirofer.

5127 ' The operation 'of the successive offers provision is s
5128 illustrated by Example'4 in the discussion of subdivision (e). l
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5l2Subdivision (e). Remedies are mandatory, unless reduced or excused
5130 under paragraph (3).

5131 Final Judgment. The time for determining remedies is
5132 controlled by entry of final judgment. In most settings finality
5133 for this purpose will be determined by the tests that determine

C 5134 finality for purposes of appeal. Complications may emerge,
5135 however, in actions that involve several parties and claims. A
5136 final judgment may be entered under Rule 54 (b) that disposes of one
5137 or more claims between the offeror and offeree but leaves open
5138 other claims between them. Such a judgment can be the occasion for

is 5139 invoking Rule 68 remedies if it finally disposes of all matters
5140 involved in the Rule 68 offer. It also is possible that a Rule
5 5141 54(b) judgment may support Rule 68 remedies even though it does not
5142 dispose of all matters involved in the offer. A plaintiff's
5143 $50,000 offer to settle all claims, for example, might be followed
5144 by a $75,000 judgment for the plaintiffon two claims, leaving two
5145 other claims to be resolved. Usually it will be better to defer
5146 the determination of remedies to a single proceeding upon
5147 completion of the entire action. I~f there is a special need toL 5148 determine remedies promptly, however, ant interim award may be made
5149 as soon as it is inescapably clear that the final judgment will be
5150 more favorable than the offer.

5151 Costs and fees. Remedies are limited to costs and attorney
5152 fees. Other expenses are excluded for a variety of reasons. In
5153 part, the limitation reflects the pol~icies that underlie the limits
5154 of attorney fee awards discussed below. In addition, the
5155 limitation reflects the great variability of other expenses and the
5156 difficulty of determining whether particular expenses are
5157 reasonable-.

5158 Costs for the present purpose include all costs routinely
5159 taxable under Rule 54(d). Attorney fees 'are treated separately.
5160 This provision supersedes the construction of Rule 68 adopted inL 5161 Marek v. Chesny, 473 U.S. 1 (1985), under which statutory attorney
5162 fees are treated as costs for purposes of Rule 68 if, but only if,
5163 the statute treats them as costs.

5164 Several limits are placed on remedies based on attorney fees
L 5165 incurred after a Rule 68 offer expired. The fees must be

5166 reasonable. The award is reduced by deducting from the amount of
5167 reasonable fees the monetary difference between the offer and the
5168 judgment. To the extent that the judgment is more favorable to the
5169 offeror than the offer, it is fair to attribute the difference to
5170 the fee expenditure. This reduction is limited to monetary

C 5171 differences. Differences in specific relief are excluded from this
5172 reduction because the policy underlying the benefit-of-the-judgment
5173 rule is not so strong as to support the difficulties frequently
5174 encountered in setting a monetary value on specific relief.

5175 The attorney fee award also is limited to the amount of the
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5176 judgment. A claimant's money judgment can be reduced to nothing by L
5177 a fee award, but out-of-pocket liability is limited to costs. A
5178 defending party's exposure to fee shifting is made symmetrical by
5179 limiting the stakes to the money amount of the judgment. If no
5180 monetary relief is awarded, attorney fee remedies are not available
5181 to either party. This result not only avoids the difficultiesbof
5182 setting a monetary value on specific relief but also diminishes the,
5183 risk of deterring litigation involving matters ofpublic interest.

5184 Several example's illustrate, the' working of this "capped
5185 benefit-of-the-judgment" attorneyfee provision.

5186 Example 1. (No shifting) After its offer to settle for
5187 $50,000 is not accepted, ,the plaintiff ult'imately recovers, a,
5188 $25,,000 judgment. Rejection of this ,'loffer wuld' not result in any' C

5189 award because the judgment is m ore fvrable tojthe pfferee than
5190 the offer. Similarlyi there Iwould be, no 6award based on an offer of
5191 $50,0 OOOIby the defendant anda $75,bd,0 judgment $,he plai~ntiff.

5192 ''Example 2.-;,(Shifting onireection of pslaintifE's'of-fer) After
5l93 the' defendant rejects the pliainticff' $'s0SOl of6' far, the" it pl aintiff
5194 wins a ii$75,0 00 judgment. H(aF The'p'laintif f inrredl$4r&0,OO 'of 7
5195 reasonable post6offerattorne4y fees. l-r!1T'he! $ 25,lO " i benefit of the
5196 judgment is deducted from the fee e:4pldi'ur~ e Jleaing anlaward of
51 97 $15000 (b) If reasonable plost,-offer attorney, iees were $25,000
5198 oriess,' no' fee award would be. nade". F If reababl'l post-offer
5199 fees were $l000 deduction o f th ~2,5OQ~ be n f i' o f tIhe
5200 judgment would leave $85,6pO; the tlt ard to the
5201 amount of the, judgment would red 4' ,-e a y ,ee~award to,

5203 Example 3. (Shifting on rejection of defendatll's offer) After
5204 the plaintiff rejects the defendant's $'75,/1000 offer. tete plaintiff
5205 wins a $50,bOO judgment. (a) The defendant inc&+red $4l0,000 of
5206 reasonable post-offer attorn~ey fees.r The $25, 0gb[ benef it of the
5207 judgment is deducted-from the fee expenditure llevlng a, fee award
5208 of $15,000,. '(b) If reasonable post-offer e tdorney fees were
5209 $25,000 or less, no fee award would be ' made. (C) If reasonable
5210 post-offer fees were $110,000, deduction of the $?5,000 benefit of
5211 the' judgment would leave $85,000; the cap th.at lim ~ts the fee award
5212 to the amount of the judgment would lreduce the atorney fee award
5213 to $50,000. The plaint~iff's' judgment would be coiX letely 18ffset by
5214 the fee award, and the plaintiff would rema4in liable gor post-offer
5215 costs.

5216 Example 4. (Successive offers) After a defendant s $50,O0O
5217 offer, lapses, the defendant makes a riew'$60,000i pffer that also
5218 lapses. (a) A judgment of $50,000 or less'requires an aard based Al
5219 on the-amount and time of the $50,boloffer. '(b) A judgU ent more
5220 than $50,000 but not more than $60 ,000,requires an award based on
5221 the amount and time of the $60,000 offer. This approach preserves
5222 the incentive to' make a successive offer by preserving the

10
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L 5223 potential effect of the first offer.

5224 Example 5. (Counteroffers) The effect of each offer is
5225 determined independently of any other offer. Counteroffers are
5226 likely to be followed by judgments that entail no award or an award
5227 against only one party. The plaintiff, for example, might make anL 5228 early $25,000 offer, followed by $20,000 of fee expenditures before
5229 a $40,000 offer by the defendant, additional $15,000 fee
5230 expenditures by each party, and judgment for $42,000. The
5231 plaintiff's $25,000 offer is more favorable to the defendant thanV 5232 the judgment, so the plaintiff is entitled to a fee award. The
5233 $35,000 of post-offer fees is reduced by the $17,000 benefit of the
5234 judgment, netting an award of $18,000. The defendant is not

CW 5235 entitled to any award.

5236 In some circumstances, however, counteroffers can entitle both
5237 parties to awards. Offers made and not accepted at different
5238 stages in the litigation may fall on both sides of the eventual
5239 judgment. Each party receives the benefit of its offer and pays
5240 the consequences for failing to accept the offer of the other
5241 party. The awards are offset, resulting in a net award to the
5242 party entitled to the greater amount. As an example, a plaintiff

X 5243 might make an early $25,000 offer, then incur reasonable attorney
5244 fees of $5,000 before the defendant's $60,000 offer, after which
524,5 each party incurred reasonable attorney fees of $25,000. A
5246 judgment for $50,000 would support a fee award for each party. The
5247 $50,000 judgment is more favorable to the plaintiff than the

r 5248 plaintiff's expired offer. The $50,000 is less favorable to the
5249 plaintiff than the defendant's expired offer. The attorney fee

L 5250 award to the plaintiff would be reduced to $5,000 by subtracting
5251 the $25,000 benefit of the judgment from the $30,000 of post-offer
5252 fees. The attorney fee award to the defendant would be reduced

L 5253 first to $15,000 by subtracting the' $10,000 benefit of the judgment
5254 from the $25,000 of post-offer fees. The $15,000 award to the
5255 defendant would be set off against the $5,000 award to the

5256 plaintiff, leaving a $10,000 net award to the defendant.

5257 Example 6. (Counterclaims) Cases involving claims and
5258 counterclaims for money alone fall within the earlier examples.F 5259 Each party controls the terms of any offer it makes. If no offer
5260 is accepted, the final judgment is compared to the terms of each
5261 offer. (a) The defendant's offer to pay $10,000 to the plaintiff
5262 to settle both claim and counterclaim is followed by a $25,000
5263 award to the plaintiff on its claim and a $40,000 award to the
5264 defendant on its counterclaim. The result is treated as a net
5265 award of $15,000 to the defendant. This net is $25, 000 more

tL 5266 favorable to the defendant than its offer. , If the defendant's
5267 reasonable post-offer attorney fees were $35,000, the attorney fee
5268 award payable to the defendant is $10,000. (b) If the defendant's
5269 reasonable post-offer attorney fees in example (a) had been
5270 $45,000, the attorney fee award payable to the defendant would be

11
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5271 limited to the $15,000 amount of the net award on the merits. (c)
5272 The defendant's offer to accept $10,000 from the plaintiff to
5273 settle both claim and counterclaim is followed by an award of 7
5274 nothing to the plaintiff on its claim and a $40,000 award to the 0
5275 defendant on its counterclaim. The result is treated as a net'
5276 award of $40,000 to the defendant,-,which is $30,000 more favorable
5277 to the defendant than its'offer.

5278 Contincent Fees. The fee' award to a successful' plaintiff
5279 represented on a contingent fee basis should be calculated on a
5280 reasonable hourly rate for reasonable post-offer services, not by V
528i prorating' the contingent" fee. 'The attorney should keep time
5282 records from the beginning of the representation, not for'the post-
5283 offer period alone, as a means of ensuring, the-,'reasonable time r')
5284 required,,for the post-offer period. ,, L ,

5285 Hardship .or surprise. Rule 68 awards'may be reduced to avoid
5286 undue hdadship or reasonable; surprise. iReduction may, as a matter
5287 of discretion, extend to denial of any award. As an extreme, L
5288 illust±ation of hardship, a'severely injured hplaintiff might fail
5289 to accept 'a $100,000 offer and win ~a $100, 000 judgment following aI
5290 reasonable attorney fee expenditure of $100,000 by the defendant.':
5291 Afiee &award to the defendant that~lkwou"7ld wipe outL any recovery by
5292 the iplaintiff couldabe found unfhir. Surprise is most likely to be
5293 fn when the lawkhas changed between the ,time anof fer expired
5294 and thtltiwe of judgmeent. `ILatierll discpvery 5'f vit ally Jimportant
5295 f'actual nformation also may "eistablish that the judgmenotcould not
5296 reaisonab ly have been expecte d 1at the time the offer rexpired. m

5296 ~~~r t 1+lUji!' ne ,,E offr 1i/.E*g, . ,.P
5297 Statutory Fee Entitlement. ILtle ,68 conseguences for a party L!
528 en ,tlted, to statttorney fees have "boen ,gverned by the
5299 de'clsi.on in Marrek)jv. C~hesnyj'' 4,l;)7;l3 U.Sc;. '1, (l98#?) .RevisedRule 68
5300 contiaes l to ,provide 1that an otherwise existing y right to la
5301 stiajtutory Ifee award is cutoffas to fees incurred after expiration
5302 of ,am pof fer, more Ifavorable than the judgment. The only additional
5303 ul!&;,t68 qcEonsequence for, aparty entitlied tp statutor fees is
5304 liability ,for costs incurred by the offeror -after the offer
5305 epireI. IThe fee Iward provided by subdivision, I(e) (lfI,)K(B) for other
53016 ceisllis I i not available. These rules establish a! b'lance -between r
5307 the pol±1i1ci'es ' nderlying Rule [1 68 k and ,statutory ll: attorney fee
5308 prvrisi ons. I is desirable to encourage early sett2lement'jin cases
5309 governed b statutory b altt d"ly ' fyee p'rvisios just' as in other
53 10O cases.' EAffective incentives'l Lremakin important. The award of an
53101 attorntey, fee against a partyI entitled to recover statutory fees,
5312 hWeVer, cOuld interfere with lthe'n legislative 'determination that
53 3 th hilnderlying cla'im deserves lspecial protectlion. ,3' The balance
5314 stucd- by Rule 68 does not addresssthe question whethe'r'failure to
531[5 Hin+a:judgment more favorable than' aLa expired b;ffer s'hould 'be taken
531.l6 -iqlo ouhet in determinitng wether any particular statute supports
5317 ' awr fjr fees incurred before !expir,,ation ',tof thel offer.
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L 5318 Settlement. All potential effects of a Rule 68 offer expire
5319 upon acceptance of a successive Rule 68 offer or other settlement.

r 5320 This rule makes it easier to reach a final settlement, free ofL 5321 uncertainty as to the prospect of Rule 68 consequences. The
5322 prospect of Rule 68 consequences remains, however, as one of the
5323 elements to be considered by the parties in determining the termsL 5324 of settlement.

5325 Judgment more favorable. Many complications surround the
5326 determination whether a judgment is more favorable than an offer,
5327 even in a case that involves only monetary relief. The
5328 difficulties are illustrated by the provisions governing offers to
5329 a party demanding relief. The comparison should begin with the
5330 exclusion of costs, attorney fees, and other items incurred after

L 5331 expiration of the offer. The'purpose of the offer process is to
5332 avoid such costs. Costs, attorney fees, and other items that would
5333 be awarded by a judgment entered at the expiration of the offer, on
5334 the other hand, should be included. An offer that matches only the
5335 award of damages is not as favorable as a judgment that includes
5336 additional money awards. Beyond that point, comparison'of a money
5337 judgment with a money offer depends on the details of the offer,
5338 which are controlled by the offeror.' An offer may specify separate
5339 amounts for compensation, costs, attorney fees, and other items.
5340 The total amount of the offer controls the comparison. There isU 5341 little point in denying a Rule 68 award because the offer was
5342 greater than the final judgment in one dimension and smaller -
5343 although to no greater extent - in another dimension. If the offer
5344 does not specify separate amounts for each element of the final
5345 judgment and award, the same comparison is made by matching any
5346 specified amounts and treating the unspecified portion of the offer
5347 as covering all other amounts. For example, a defendant's lump-sum
5348 offer of $50,000 might be followed by a $45,000 judgment for the
5349 plaintiff. The judgment is more favorable to the plaintiff than
5350 the offer if costs, attorney fees, and other items awarded for the
5351 period before the offer expired total'more than $5,000.

5352 Comparison of the final judgment to successive offers requires
5353 that the judgment be treated as if entered at the time of each
5354 offer and adjusted to reflect any Rule 68 award that would have
5355 been made had judgment been entered 't that time. To illustrate,
5356 a plaintiff's $25,000 offer might be followed' by reasonableL 5357 attorney fees of $15,000 before a defendant's $315,000 offer,
5358 followed by a $30,000 judgment. The judgment is more favorable to
5359 the plaintiff than the offer because a $30,000 judgment at the time
5360 of the offer would have supported a $10,000 fee award to ther 5361 plaintiff. The judgment and fee award together would have been
5362 $40,000, $5,000 more than the offer.

5363 Nonmonetary relief further complicates the comparison between
5364 offer and judgment. A judgment can be more favorable to the

Lm 5365 offeree even though it fails to include every item of nonmonetary
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5366 relief specified in the offer. In an action to enforce a covenant
5367 not to compete, for example, thedefendant might offer to submit to
5368 -a judgment enjoining sale of 30 specified items in a two-state area
5369 for 15 months. A judgment enjoining sale of 29 of the 30 specified L
5370 items in a five-state area for 24 months is more favorable to the
5371 plaintiff if the omitted item has little importance to the"
5372 plaintiff. Any attempt to undertake a careful evaluation of
5373 significant differences between offer and judgment, on the other
5374 hand, would impose" substantial burdens and often-would prove,
5375 fruitless. The standard of comparison adopted', by subdivision
5376 (e) (4)1(A) (ii)' reduces' these difficulties by requiring that the
5377 judgment include substantially all the nonmonetary relief in the
5378 offer and additional relief as well'.' The determination whether a
5379 judgment rawards substantially all the 'offered nonmonetary relief is
5380' a! Ymatterl6 of tri'al court discre.ion entitled tol" substantial
5381 de'ference on appeal.'

5382 T ;'he, tests comparing the money component of an joffer with the
53873 , money'componnt'o the judgment, and compari ig theinonmonetary
5384 component of theoffer with the nonmonetary component of the
5385 judgmenti 'both must be satisfied-,to $upp ort'awards4n actions for,
5386 both anonetary and nonmonetary relief. Gains i,'one dimension
53$7 cannot ab6e compared to losses, in another[ dimension. j

53 88 -The seprocess is' followed in converse 'fsin t
5389 deteninF ewhher a jgment i s more, farable to a party, opposin
5390 relief. I ' ' i os;ng

5391 ' There is io separatei, provision 'for offers for, structured
5392 judgments that spread' motetary relief'[ over a period, of time; LJ
5393 perhaps including conditions subsequent that-discharge sfurt~her
5394 liability. The potential difficullties can be reduced by framing an
5395 of ferl in, a;:~lternative termsu, specfying a si'ngle sum and allowing
539g6 the ,option 'of'converting the sump intoa structured judgment. If
5397 onlyqila st~iictured judgment is lof fered, however,. the 'task of
5398 compaking aIsingle-sum judgmen t4 iwith a structured 'offer is not
5,399 justified 'by the purposes of R-ule68, even when a reasonable
5430 actui~arial valbuejecan'be attached, to the offer. If' Iapplicable law
5401 permiits<a | 'structured 'judgment afhler adjudidatibn, however, it may
5402 be, pssile ,to Compare the judgment with' a' single sum offer.
5403 ShouJld a structured judgment offer ,be followed by a structured
5404 jdgnet tsem ik'ythat o6±din riy the comparison should~,be
54065 made e ndnmonrtary relief, since
54,06 ~theelmns!f h1tutr tAtlkely tocoipqide directlyi

54,07 Multi arty'~offers. No separat& provision is made for offers
54T08 that Ru by more than one party. lRle 68 can'be F
5409 applied in straight-forwar fashion if there isla true joint right LJ
5410 or joint, liability. An award should be made against all joit
5411 of ferees' without sexcusing any'who, urged the others to accept te +
5412 offer, this11reult is justified bypthe complications entailed by'a

14
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5413 different approach and by the relationships that establish the
5414 joint right or liability. Rule 68 should not apply in other cases
5415 in which an offer requires acceptance by more than one party. The
5416 only situation that would support easy administration would involve
5417 failure of any offeree to accept, and a judgment no more favorable
5418 to any offeree. Even in that setting, a rule permitting an award
5419 could easily complicate beyond reason the already complex strategic
5420 calculations of Rule 68. Offers would be made in the expectation
5421 that unanimous acceptance would prove impossible. Acceptances
5422 would be tendered in the same expectation. Apportioning an award
5423 among the offerees also could entail complications beyond any
5424 probable benefits.

542Subdivision (f). Rule 68 does not apply to actions certified as class
5426 or derivative actions under Rules 23, 23.1, or 23.2. This
5427 exclusion reflects several concerns. Rule 68 consequences do not
5428 seem appropriate if the offeree accepts the offer but the court
5429 refuses to approve settlement on that basis. It may be unfair to
5430 make an award against representative parties, and even more unfair
5431 to seek to reach nonparticipating class members. The risk of an
5432 award, moreover, may create a conflict of interest that chills
5433 efforts to represent the interests of others.

5434 The subdivision (f) exclusions apply even to offers made by
5435 class representatives or derivative plaintiffs. Although the risk
5436 of conflicting'interests may disappear in this setting, the need to
5437 secure judicial approval of a settlement remains. In addition,
5438 there is no 'reason to perpetuate a situation in which 'Rule 68
5439 offers can be made by one adversary camp but not by the other.

15
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5441 V
5442 October, 1994 Comnittee Minutes: Rule 68

5443 Rule 68 .J

5444

5445, Rule 68 has been before the Committee for some time. At the
5446 April, 1994 meeting, it was concludedthat further action should
5447 await completion of the Federal Judicial Center study of Rule 68.
5448 John Shapard, who is in charge of the study;,putit aside over the
5449 summer for the purpose Wof completing the survey, of practices
5450 surrounding attorney participation in voir dire examination of
5451 prospective jurors. See the discussion of Rule 47(a) above.

5452 An informal survey of California "practice lwas described. L
5453 California "section 998" uses costs as an offer-of-judgment
5454 sanction, but costs commonly include expert witness fees in
5455 addition to then more routine ,items of costs taxed `in federal
5456 courts. d Generally thisi sanction is seen as desirable, although
5457 respondents generally would like more significant sanctions. Most
5458 thought, the statepractice was more satisfactory ihan Rule 68..
5459 There was no strong~,feeling against, the state practice. One lawyer'
5460 thoughtthe state practice restricts his freedom in negotiating for
5461 plaintiffs. This' state practice seems preerable "to the
5462 complicated "capped' benefit-of-the-jDudgment,,' lapproach embodied in,
5463 the current Rule 68 draft.

5464 Another comment was that Rule 68 becomes an element of
5465 gamesmanship in fee-shifting cases. It is like a chess game - an
5466 extra shield and tool in civil-rights litigation. It is working
5467 close to a casino Mentality. But Rule 68 has meaning only in cases
5468 where attorney'fees are thus at stake. [ It would be better to
5469 abandon it.

5470 Professor Rowe described his ongoing empirical work with Rule
5471 68, investigating the consequences of adding attorney-fee
5472 sanctions. The work does not answer all possible questions. An
5473 offer-of-judgment rule may have the effect of encouraging strong
5474 small claims that otherwise would not support the costs of suit;
5475 this hypothesis has not yet been subjected to effective testing.
5476 There does seem to be an effect on willingness to recommend
5477 acceptance of settlement offers, and perhaps to smoke out earlier
5478 offers. Results are mixed on the question whether such a rule may l
5479 moderate demands or, once an offer is made, encourage the offeror
5480 to "dig in" and resist further settlement efforts in hopes of
5481 winning sanctions based on the offer. And there is a possible
5482 "high-ball" effect that encourages defendants to settle for more,
5483 just as there may be a "low-ball" effect that encourages plaintiffs
5484 to settle for less.

5485 John Frank reminded the Committee of the reactions that met
5486 the efforts in 1983 and 1984 to increase Rule 68 sanctions. At the
5487 time, he had feared that efforts to pursue those proposals further r
5488 might meet such protest as to bring down the Enabling Act itself.
5489 He also noted that there are other means of encouraging settlement,
5490 and imposing sanctions, that involve less gamesmanship and more

U'
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L 5491 neutral control. "Michigan mediation," which was recognized as a
5492 form of court-annexed arbitration with fee-shifting consequences
5493 for a rejecting party who fails to do almost as well as the
5494 mediation award, was described. The view was expressed that this
5495 and other alternate dispute resolution techniques have made Rule 68
5496 antique in comparison.

V 5497 Some members of the Committee suggested that the best approach
5498 would be to rescind Rule 68. It might work well between litigants
5499 of equal sophistication and resources, but it is not fair in other
5500 cases, even if it is made two-way. A motion to abrogate Rule 68

L 5501 was made and seconded twice. Brief discussion suggested that there
5502 was support for this view, but also support for an attempt to
5503 provide more effective sanctions in a form less complicated thanL 5504 the present draft.

5505 Alfred Cortese noted that Rule 68 has been "studied to death."
7 5506 An ABA committee looked at it but could not reach any consensus.

5507 Most lawyers are adamantly opposed to fee-shifting sanctions.

5508 After further discussion, it was concluded that the time hasL 5509 not come for final decisions on Rule 68. It has significant effect
5510 in actions brought under attorney fee-shifting statutes that
5511 characterize fees as costs. Repeal would have a correspondinglyP 5512 significant effect on such litigation. Even if the present rule
5513 seems hurtful, there should be a better idea of the consequences of
5514 repeal. It was agreed that the motion to repeal would be carried
5515 to the next meeting, or until such time as there is additional
5516 information to help appraise the effects of the present rule or the

L 5517 success of various alternative state practices.

L
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5518 ADMIRALTY RULES B, C, E

L 5519

5520 These proposals to amend the Supplemental Admiralty Rules
5521 spring from the desire to adjust the rules to reflect the growing
5522 importance of civil forfeiture proceedings. In rem admiralty
5523 procedure has long been invoked for civil forfeiture proceedings.L 5524 The frequency of civil forfeiture proceedings has grown
5525 dramatically in recent years.

5526 These proposals draw two major distinctions between forfeiture
5527 and admiralty proceedings, reflected in Rule C(6)(a) and (b). AL 5528 longer time to respond is provided in forfeiture proceedings. And
5529 forfeiture proceedings allow an automatic right to participate to
5530 a broader range of claimants than is permitted in admiralty
5531 proceedings; admiralty procedure will continue to require
5532 intervention where intervention has been required in the past.

5533 Other changes reflect the renumbering of Civil Rule 4 in 1993.
l 5534 The change in Rule B(2) (a) is described in the draft Committee

5535 Note, and has not seemed controversial. All that is at stake here
5536 is the showing of notice to the defendant that must be made to
5537 support a default judgment. Notice by any means of service

wK 5538 authorized by Civil Rule 4 seems sufficient, particularly in
5539 comparison to the alternatives allowed by paragraphs (b) and (c).

5540 The change in Rule B(l)(e) is controversial. Rule B(1) is
5541 mainly concerned with authorizing maritime attachment and
5542 garnishment in an in personam admiralty action. In addition,
5543 however, it allows a plaintiff to "invoke the remedies provided by
5544 state law for attachment and garnishment or similar seizure of the
5545 defendant's property" "pursuant to Rule 4(e). " The reference to

- 5546 Rule 4(e) invokes Rule 4 as it was before the 1993 amendments.
5547 Former Rule 4(e) allowed use of state attachment and garnishment

L 5548 procedures whenever state law allowed them. This provision was
5549 redesignated as Rule 4(n) (2) in 1993, and was substantially
5550 narrowed. Use of state law garnishment or attachment is now
5551 permitted only on "showing that personal jurisdiction over a
5552 defendant cannot, in the district where the action is brought, be
5553 obtained with reasonable efforts by service of summons in any
5554 manner authorized by this rule." This draft adopts Rule 4(n), and
5555 with it adopts the Rule 4(n) limitation. The Maritime Law
5S56 Association believes that state remedies should be made more widelyr 5557 available in admiralty proceedings than in other proceedings. It

L 5558 would delete the incorporation of Rule 4(n). The result would be
5559 that state-law attachment and garnishment could be used even though

71 5560 personal jurisdiction could be obtained. The justification is
5561 advanced that state law often provides more convenient and

4 5562 effective means of security. Civil Rule 64 already provides for
5563 use of state prejudgment security remedies, however, and no cogent
5564 reason has yet been offered to show that Rule 64 is inadequate toL 5565 the needs of admiralty. (If Rule 64 were not available in
5566 admiralty, the more obvious remedy would be to incorporate Rule 64L, 5567 rather than permit open-ended reliance on state quasi-in-rem
5568 jurisdiction. Admiralty Rule A provides that the Civil Rules apply
5569 in admiralty "except to the extent that they are inconsistent with
5570 these Supplemental Rules." There is no apparent inconsistency
5571 between Rule 64 and Admiralty Rule B. Such explicit authority as

LK1
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5572 there is supports use of Rule 64 in admiralty proceedings. See
5573 T.J. Schoenbaum, Admiralty and Maritime Law, 2d ed. 1994, pp. 893- [i
5574 894.) .

5575 The only other matter that remains controversial at the end of 7
5576 the drafting process is no more than 'a drafting question. Rule VL
5577 C(6) now refers to "the claimant of property." The- division of
5578 Rule C(6) into6,separate subdivisions, (a) for forfeiture and (b) for, r
5579 admiralty rests on the desire to establish different standards for F
5580 immed~iate' parfticipation. In, forfiture, proceedings, C(6) (a)
55'81 provides for, participation by 1"!ajperson,'who -.asserts an interest in
5582 or right,,, aainst the property." In -the,' words of the draft
55'83 Committee Note, 1' [t]his category includes every rightagainst the,
5584 property, such'"as a lien, whether ornot it establishes ownership
5585 or a, right 'lto, possession." In admiralty proceed'ings, C(6) (b)
55,86, provides, for participation by 'la person who, assertts:! a right of K
5587 ,possession or.,an ownership interest, in the property." 1 The dispute
5588 surrounds' "lownership. "t 11 The, Maritime, Law ,Association prefers to
5589 Jrefer to, J"a legal or equitable ownership inle'rest." 'In support of
5590 this ,view, they express, concern 'that, an' unadorned reference to
5591 "ownership', %may ,exclude, not only 'equitable "ownership! , interests
5592 but also more exotic forms of, interest that are established by
5593 f reg la and 'that should sat'isfy the test for partic pation' in F

5594 ~an ' rem admi ralt atn The Reporter prefers toieert.
5595 "ownership~."1 "Ownership", is an all-embracigter 'tI6at 'includes.
5596 legalneqquittable, and foreign-law cce , The cnern with
5597 freign-l aw ~concepts indeed, provie n ftesrngest E
5598 argu ts for 2'eferring only to owner hi~K[the div on between
5599 law and equity is apec liar An' lo- e Wc rule
560 0 1isp ity limited to "'legal ne t Fet wnr 1 , t
5601 wtl'r1'pRle get pr ny for d aboute the
5602 charat e'.'Athon terests "creabte otherhl[ e [ systems.
5603 Thetsedrspt,:wul as ,Tet invslve' col dstri'&i. rtwrsa ,
5604 the y aideslea to ati respls. on th filA

5605 e Supplemental Rules, on the whole, are notI[Lwell' drafted.
5606 An a empt, to regad'through present Rule C,(3)~, for example, is a
5607 ChalI nge. Adheri to the precept that style should be 'improved
56018 whe arule ishe aSmeled, substantial style 'changes have beenymade in
5609 te ei' draf t Jul's The changes haebe slightly restrained,
5610 however~j by'a desire to avoid trespassing on the fatiliaMr. A few
5611 remaining style choice's are indicated in ~the d~af t. Absent
5612 diretin from the Committee, they wi'll 'be resolved by the
5613 Rep tZtad the StLyle Committee bef ore pub~lication, of any proposal
5614 tha4t4 27emerge.
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5615

5616

5617 August, 1997 Revision

5618 Rule B. Attachment and Garnishment: Special Provisions

5619 (1) When Available; Complaint, Affidavit, Judicial Authorization,
5620 and Process.

5621 (a) If a defendant in an in personam action is not found
5622 within the district, a verified complaint may contain a
5623 prayer for process to attach the defendant's tangible or
5624 intangible personal property - up to the amount sued for
5625 - in the hands of garnishees [to be] named in the
5626 process.

5627 (b) The plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney must sign and
5628 file with the complaint an affidavit stating that, to the
5629 affiant's knowledge, or on information and belief, the
5630 defendant cannot be found within the district. The court
5631 must review the complaint and affidavit and, if the
5632 conditions of this Rule B appear to exist, enter an order
5633 so stating and authorizing process of attachment and
5634 garnishment. The clerk may issue supplemental process
5635 enforcing the court's order upon application without
5636 further court order.

5637 (c) If the plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney certifies
5638 that exigent circumstances make court review
5639 impracticable, the clerk must issue the summons and
5640 process of attachment and garnishment, and the plaintiff
5641 has the burden in any post-attachment hearing under Rule
5642 E(4) (f) to show that exigent circumstances existed.

5643 (d) (i) If the property is a vessel or tangible property on
5644 board a vessel, the clerk must deliver the summons,
5645 process, and any supplemental process to the
5646 marshal for service.

5647 (ii) If the property is other tangible or intangible
5648 property, the clerk must deliver the summons,
5649 process, and any supplemental process to a person
5650 or organization authorized to serve it, who may be
5651 (A) a marshal; (B) someone under contract with the
5652 United States; (C) someone specially appointed by
5653 the court for that purpose; or, (D) in an action
5654 'brought by the United States, any officer or
5655 employee of the United States.

5656 Se) The plaintiff may invoke state-law remedies for
5657 attachment and garnishment or similar seizure of the
5658 defendant's property under RuleS4X tim s well a3] {in
5659 addition o inthe al the remedies provided

3
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5660 in this Rule. Only Rule E(8) of these Rules applies to
5661 state remedies so invoked.

5662 (2) Notice to Defendant. No default judgment may be entered
5663 except upon proof - which may be by affidavit [- of one of the
5664 following]:

5665 (a) that the complaint, summons, and process of attachment or
5666 garnishment have been served on the defendant in a manner
5667 authorized by Rule 4;

5668 (b) that ,the plaintiff or the garnishee has mailed to the
5669 defendant the complaint,, summons, and process of

5670 attachment ,or garnishment, using any form of mail
5671 requiring a return receipt; or

5672 (c) that the plaintiff or the garnishee has tried diligently
5673 to give notice of the action to the defendant but could
5674 not do so.

5675 Comrmittee Note' 7
5676 Rule B(1) is amended in two ways, and style changes have been
5677 made.

5678 -The service'provisions of Rule C(3) are adopted in paragraph L
5679 (d), providing alternatives to service by a marshal if the property
5680 to be seized is not a vessel or tangible property on board a

5681 vessel. 'L

5682 The provision that allows the plaintiff to invoke state
5683 attachment and garnishment'remedies is amended to reflect the 1993 r
5684 amendments of Civil Rule 4. Former Civil Rule 4(e), incorporated
5685 in Rule' LB(1), allowed general use of 'state quasi-in-rem
5686 jurisdiction.' Rule 4(e) was replaced in '1993 by Rule 4 (n) (2)
5687 which permits use of state law to seize a defendant's assets only

5688 if personal jurisdiction over the defendant cannot be obtained in
5689 the district where the action is brought.

5690 Rule B(2) (b) is amended to reflect, the 1993 redistribution of [
5691 the service provisions once found in Civil Rule 4(d) and (i).
5692 These provisions are now found in many different subdivisions of

5693 Rule 4. The new reference simply incorporates Rule 4, without
5694 designating the new subdivisions, because the function of Rule B(2) i

5695 is simply to describe the methods of notice that suffice to support
5696 a default judgment-. Style changes also have been made.

4r:
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L 5697

5698 Rule C. In Rem Actions: Special ProvisionsL 5699 * * * * *

5700 (2) Complaint. In an action in rem the complaint must:

K 5701 (a) be verified;

5702 (b) describe with reasonable particularity the property that

L 5703 is the subject of the action;

~ 5704 (c) in an admiralty and maritime proceeding, state that the

L 5705 property is within the district or will be within the

5706 district while the action is pending;

L 5707 (d) in a forfeiture proceeding for violation of a federalL 5708 statute, state:

5709 (i) the place of seizure and whether it was on land or

5710 on navigable waters;

5711 (ii) whether the property is within the district, and ifU 5712 the property is not within the district the

5713 statutory basis for the court's exercise ofL 5714 jurisdiction over the property; and

5715 (iii) all allegations required by the statute under

7 5716 which the action is brought.

5717 (3) Judicial Authorization and Process.

7
5718 (a) Arrest Warrant.

5719 Ci) When the United States files a complaint demanding

5720 a forfeiture for violation of a federal statute,

E 5721 the clerk must promptly issue a summons and a

L 5722 warrant for the arrest of the vessel or otherL 5723 property without requiring a certification of

5724 exigent circumstances.

5
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5725 (ii) (A) In other actions, the court must review the l

5726 complaint and any supporting papers. If the

5727 conditions for an' in rem action appear to,

5728 exist the court must [enter an order]

5729 direct[ingl the clerk to issue a warrant for

5730 the arrest of the vessel or other property

5731 that is the subject of the action.

5732 (B) But if the plaintiff or the plaintiff's 7
5733 attorney certifies that exigent circumstances

5734 make court review impracticable, the clerk

5735 must promptly issue [a summons and] a warrant

5736 for the arrest [of the vessel or other p

5737 property that is the subject of the action] .

5738 The plaintiff has the burden in any post-

5739 arrest hearing under Rule E(4) (f) to show that

5740 exigent circumstances existed.

5741 (b) Service. L
5742 (i) If the property that is the subject of the action is D

5743 a vessel or tangible property on board a vessel,

5744 the clerk must deliver the warrant and any l

5745 supplemental process to the marshal for service. Li

5746 (ii) If the property that is the subject of the action

5747 is other property, tangible or intangible, the

5748 clerk must deliver the warrant and any supplemental

5749 process to a person or organization authorized to

5750 enforce it, who may be: (A) a marshal; (B) someone

5751 under contract with the United States; (C) someone K
5752 specially appointed by the court for that purpose;

5753 or, (D) in an action brought by the United States,

5754 any officer or employee of the United States. L
5755 (c) Deposit in court. If the property that is the subject of

6 E
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L

L 5756 the action consists in whole or in part of freight, the
5757 proceeds of property sold, or other intangible property,E 5758 the clerk must issue - in addition to the warrant - a
5759 summons directing any person controlling the property to
5760 show cause why it should not be deposited in court toL 5761 abide the judgment.

C 5762 (d) Supplemental process. The clerk may upon application
L 5763 issue supplemental process to enforce the court's order

5764 without further order of the court.

L 5765 (4) Notice. No notice other than execution of process is required

5766 when the property that is the subject of the action has beenE 5767 released under Rule E(5). If the property is not released
5768 within 10 days after execution, the plaintiff must promptly -L 5769 or within the time that the court allows - give public notice
5770 of the action and arrest in a newspaper designated by court

r, 5771 order and having general circulation in the district, but
L 5772 publication may be terminated if the property is released

5773 before publication is completed. The notice must specify the

5774 time under Rule C(6) to file a statement of interest in or
5775 right against the seized property and to answer. This rule

K 5776 does not affect the notice requirements in an action to
LI

5777 foreclose a preferred ship mortgage under 46 U.S.C. §§ 31301
5778 et seq., as amended.

5779 * * * * *

E 5780 (6) Responsive pleading; Interrogatories.

L 5781 (a) Civil Forfeiture. In an in rem forfeiture action for
5782 violation of a federal statute:

5783 (i) a person who asserts an interest in or right against
5784 the property that is the subject of the action must
5785 file a verified statement identifying the interest

7
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5786 or right: E
L u

5787 (A) within 20 days after the earlier of (1)

5788 receiving actual notice of execution of

5789 process, or (2) completed publication of

5790 notice under Rule C(4), or 7

5791 (B) within the time that the court allows;

5792 (ii) an agent, bailee, or attorney must describe the

5793 authority to file a statement of interest in or

5794 right against the property on behalf of another; L
5795 and

5796 (iii) a person who files a statement of interest in or

5797 right against the property must serve an answer

5798 within 20 days after filing the statement.

5799 (b) Maritime Arrests and Other Proceedings. In an in rem

5800 action not governed by subdivision (a):

5801 (i) A person who asserts a right of possession or an

5802 ownership interest in the property that is the

5803 subject of the action must file a verified

5804 statement of right or interest:

5805 (A) within 10 days after the earlier of (1) the

execution of process, or (2) completed

5807 publication of notice under subdivision C(4),

5808 or

5809 (B) within the time that the court allows.

5810 (ii) the statement of right or interest must describe

5811 the interest in the property that supports the

5812 person's demand for its restitution or right to

5813 defend the action; L
8
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L 5814 (iii) an agent, bailee, or attorney must state the
5815 authority to file a statement of right or interest

(S 5816 on behalf of another; and

5817 (iv) a person who asserts a right of possession or anL 5818 ownership interest must file an answer within 20
5819 days after filing the statement of interest or

5820 right.

5821 (c) Interrogatories. Interrogatories may be served with the

7 5822 complaint in an in rem action without leave of court. Answers

5823 to the interrogatories must be served at the time of answering

¢, 5824 the complaint.

5825 Committee Note

F 5826 Style changes have been made throughout the revised portions
5827 of Rule C. Several changes of meaning have been made as well.

5828 Subdivision 2. In rem jurisdiction originally extended only toL 5829 property within the judicial district. Since 1986, Congress has
5830 enacted a number of jurisdictional and venue statutes for
5831 forfeiture and criminal matters that in some circumstances permit

e 5832 a court to exercise authority over property outside the district.
5833 28 U.S.C. § 1355(a)(1) allows a forfeiture action in the district

a'-i 5834 where an act or omission giving rise to forfeiture occurred, or in
5835 any other district where venue is established by § 1395 or by any
5836 other statute. Section 1355(b)(2) allows an action to be brought

L 5837 as provided in (b)(1) or in the United States District Court for
5838 the District of Columbia when the forfeiture property is located in

Ad 5839 a foreign country or has been seized by authority of a foreign
5840 government. Section 1355 (d) allows a court with jurisdiction under

L 5841 § 1355(b) to cause service in any other district of process
5842 required to bring the forfeiture property before the court.
5843 Section 1395 establishes venue of a civil proceeding for forfeiture
5844 in the district where the forfeiture accrues or the defendant is
5845 found; in any district where the property is found; in any district
5846 into which the property is brought, if the property initially is
5847 outside any judicial district; or in any district where the vessel
5848 is arrested if the proceeding is an admiralty proceeding to forfeit
5849 a vessel. Section 1395(e) deals with a vessel or cargo entering aK 5850 port of entry closed by the President, and transportation to or
5851 from a state or section declared to be in insurrection. 18 U.S.C.
5852 § 981(h) creates expanded jurisdiction and venue over property
5853 located elsewhere that is related to a criminal prosecution pendingL5854 in the district. These amendments, and related amendments of Rule

rho ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~9
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5855 E(3), bring these Rules into step with the new statutes. No change

5856 is made as to admiralty and maritime proceedings that do not

5857 involve a forfeiture governed by one of the new statutes.

5858 Subdivision (2) has been separated into lettered paragraphs to

5859 facilitate understanding. Li

5860 Subdivision (3). Subdivision (3) has been rearranged and divided

5861 into lettered paragraphs to'facilitate understanding.

5862 Paragraph (b) (i) is amended to make it clear that any

5863 supplemental process addressed to a vessel or tangible property on r
5864 board a vessel, as well as the original warrant, is to be served by E

5865 the marshal.

5866 Subdivision (4). Subdivision (4) has required that public notice

5867 state the time for filing an answer, but has not required that the
5868 notice set out the earlier time for filing a statement of interest

5869 or claim. The amendment requires that both times be stated.

5870 A new provision is added, allowing termination of publication

5871 if the property is released more than 10 days after execution but

5872 before publication is completed. Termination will save money, and

5873 also will reduce the risk of confusion as- to the status of the F
5874 property. L

5875 Subdivision (6). Subdivision (6) has applied a single set of

5876 undifferentiated provisions to civil forfeiture proceedings and to

5877 in rem admiralty proceedings. Because some differences in

5878 procedure are desirable, these proceedings are separated by

5879 adopting a new paragraph (a) for civil forfeiture proceedings and

5880 recasting the present-rule as paragraph (b) for in rem admiralty

5881 proceedings' The provision for interrogatories and answers is

5882 carried forward as paragraph (c). Although this established

5883 procedure for serving interrogatories with the complaint departs

5884 from the general provisions of Civil Rule 26 (d), the special needs L
5885 of ex edition that often arise in admiralty justify continuing the

5886 practice.

5887 Both paragraphs (a) and (b) require a statement of interest or

5888 rightvrather thanithe "claim" formerly required. The new wording

5889 permits parallel drafting,; and facilitates cross-references in V
5890 other rules. The substantive nature of the statement remains the LI
5891 same as the former claim. The requirements of (a) and (b) are,

5892 however, different in some respects.

5893 Inj a forfeiture proceeding governed by paragraph (a), a

5894 statement must be filed by a person who asserts an interest in or

5895 a right, against the property involved. This category includes

5896 every right against the property, such as a lien, whether or not it

5897 establishes ownership or a right to possession. In determining who

5898 has" an interst in or a right against property, courts may continue

5899 to rely onprecedents that have developed the meaning of Jclaimsfi

5900 or 'claimants" fr the purpose of civil forfeiture proceedings.'

10
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5901 In an admiralty and maritime proceeding governed by paragraph
L 5902 (b), a statement is filed only by a person claiming a right of

59.03 possession or ownership. Other claims against the property are
5904 advanced by intervention under Civil Rule 24, as it may be
5905 supplemented by local admiralty rules. The reference to ownership
5906 includes every interest that qualifies as ownership under domestic
5907 or foreign law. If an ownership interest is asserted, it makes no

C~ 5908 difference whether its character is legal, equitable, or something
Lj 5909 else.

5910 Paragraph (a) provides more time than paragraph (b) for filing
5911 a statement. Admiralty and maritime in rem proceedings often

;. 5912 present special needs for prompt action that do not commonly arise
5913 in forfeiture proceedings.

5914 Paragraphs (a) and (b) do not limit the right to make a
L,. 5915 restricted appearance under Rule E(8).

LI
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5916

5917 Rule E. Actions In Rem and Quasi In Rem: General Provisions

5918 * * * * *

5919 (3) Process.

5920 Repo er' Version

5921 (a) Territorial Limits a E ective Service. In rem process,

5922 as well as maritme atta ment and garnishment, may be

5923 served only:

5924 (i) withi the district; or

5925 (ii) ou ide the district when autho *zed by statute.

5926 MIA Version

5927 (a) hment and garnishment

5928 admiralty and maritime proceedings shall be served

5929 only within the district. U
5930 (b) rocess or quasi in rem in forfeiture case may be

5931 served outside thorized by statute.

5932 (hc) * * *

5933 * * * * *

5934 (7) Security on Counterclaim. r

5935 (a) When a person who has given security to respond in

5936 damages in the original action asserts a counterclaim

5937 that arises from the transaction or occurrence that is

5938 the subject of the original action, a plaintiff for whose

5939 benefit the security has been given must give security to

5940 respond in damages to the counterclaim unless the court,

5941 for cause shown, directs otherwise. Proceedings on the

12
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5942 original claim must be stayed until this security is

'4 5943 given, unless the court directs otherwise.

5944 (b) The plaintiff is required to give security under

5945 paragraph (a) when the United States or its corporate

5946 instrumentality counterclaims and would have been

5947 required to give security to respond in damages if a

5948 private party but is relieved by law from giving

5949 security.

K 5950 (8) Restricted Appearance. An appearance to defend against an

5951 admiralty and maritime claim with respect to which there has

5952 issued process in rem, or process of attachment and

5953 garnishment, whether under these Supplemental Rules or under

5954 Rule 4.4z4, may be expressly restricted to the defense of such

5955 claim, and in that event is not an appearance for the purposes

5956 of any other claim with respect to which such process is not

L 5957 available or has not been served.

5958 (9) Disposition of Property; Sale.

L. 95 *55

5960 (b) Interlocutory Sales; Delivery.

5961 (i) On application of a party, the marshal, or other

5962 person having custody of the property, the court

5963 may order all or part of the property sold - with

5964 the sales proceeds, or as much of them as will

5965 satisfy the judgment, paid into court to await

5966 further orders of the court - if:

5967 (A) the attached or arrested property is

5,968 perishable, or liable to deterioration, decay,

5969 or injury by being detained in custody pending

i 5970 the action;

13
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5971 (B) the expense of keeping the property is C

5972 excessive or disproportionate; or L

5973 (C) there is an unreasonable 'delay in securing F
5974 release of the property.

5975 (ii) In the circumstances described in (i), the court, V
5976 on motion by a defendant or a person filing a

5977 statement of interest or right under Rule C(6), may

5978 order that the property, rather than being sold, be

5979 delivered to the movant upon giving security under

5980 these rules.

5981 ** *** l

5982 (10) Preservation of Property. When the owner or another person h

5983 remains in possession of property attached or arrested under

5984 the provisions of Rule E(4) (b) that permit execution of

5985 process without taking actual possession, the court, on motion

5986 of a party or on its own, may [must] enter any order necessary

5987 to preserve the property and to prevent its removal.

5988 Conmuittee Note

5989 Style changes have been made throughout the revised portions F
5990 of Rule E. Several changes of meaning have been made as well.

5991 Subdivision (3). Subdivision (3) is amended to reflect the
5992 distinction drawn in Rule C(2) (c) and (d). Service in an admiralty
5993 or maritime proceeding still must be made within the district, as
5994 reflected in Rule C(2) (c), while service in forfeiture proceedings
5995 may be made outside the district when authorized by statute, as
5996 reflected in Rule C(2)(d).

5997 Subdivision (7). Subdivision (7)(a) is amended to make it clear
5998 that a plaintiff need give security to meet a counterclaim only
5999 when the counterclaim is asserted by a person who has given
6000 security to respond in damages in the original action.

6001 Subdivision (8). Subdivision (8) is amended to reflect the change
6002 in Rule B(2) (f) that incorporates state law quasi-in-rem
6003 jurisdiction under Civil Rule 4(n). The reference to attachment
6004 and garnishment includes all forms of borrowed state process,
6005 whatever the state name may be.

14
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6006 Subdivision (9). Subdivision 9(b)(ii) is amended to reflect the
6007 change in Rule C(6) that substitutes a statement of interest or
6008 right for a claim.

6009 Subdivision (10). Subdivision 10 is new. It makes clear the
6010 authority of the court to preserve and to prevent removal of
6011 attached or arrested property that remains in the possession of the
6012 owner or other person under Rule E(4)(b).

I
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6013 Civil Rule 14

6014 Rule 14. Third-Party Practice

6015 (a) When Defendant May Bring in Third Party. * * * The third-

6016 party complaint, if within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction,

6017 may be in rem against a vessel, cargo, or other property subject to

6018 admiralty or maritime process in rem, in which case references in

6019 this rule to the summons include the warrant of arrest, and

6020 references to the third-party plaintiff or defendant include, where

6021 appropriate, the claimfant of a person who asserts a right under

6022 Supplemental Rule C(6) (b)(i) in the property arrested.

6023 * * * * * f
6024 (c) Admiralty and Maritime Claims. When a plaintiff asserts an

6025 admiralty or maritime claim within the meaning of Rule 9(h), the L
6026 defendant or elaimFant person who asserts a right under Supplemental

6027 Rule C(6)(b)(i), as a third-party plaintiff, may bring in a third-

6028 party defendant * *

6029 Committee Note

6030 Subdivisions (a) and (c) are amended to reflect revisions in
6031 Supplemental Rule C(6).

F"
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f04 6032 NOTES TO AUGUST, 1997 ADMIRALTY RULES DRAFT

6033

6034 Inevitably, the process of incorporating the changes made in
6035 the August 12 conference call has suggested a few other changes,

g 6036 all minor. These Notes provide a guide to most of the changes; I
6037 would like to flag them all, but I am confident that one or two
6038 will escape my attention. Each careful reading by subcommittee
6039 members will suggest still further improvements.

6040 Line 11: This is the first of several places where we have
6041 restored "the plaintiff or the plaintiff's attorney," ousting the
6042 suggested substitute,"or its attorney."

Ad 6043 Line 17: Now the court enters the order, replacing issues.

6044 Lines 27, 31: Paragraph (d) is made parallel to C(3) (b) (i) and
6045 (ii). (There are still several places where B could be made moreL 6046 parallel to C, but I doubt the value of creating still more
6047 departures from present B.) Now the clerk must deliver the
6048 process, replacing "process shall be delivered by the clerk."

r 6049 Lines 40 to 43- We have decided to expressly incorporate Rule
L 6050 4(n) quasi-in-rem jurisdiction. In line 42, I prefer "as well as"

6051 as a replacement for "in addition or in the alternative to." The
r111 6052 choice to incorporate 4(n) is to be flagged for special comment.

L. 6053 Line 47-48: We did not decide what to do with the bracketed
6054 material;,I would prefer to delete it as unnecessary.

6055 Lines 49 to 55: We have rearranged the first two
1, 6056 subparagraphs, departing from the present structure because we

6057 thought service is better than mailing. "Has" in line 50 has been
6058 changed to "have."

L 6059 Lines 66 to 73:. This part of the Note has been revised to
6060 reflect the continued incorporation of state quasi-in-rem
6061 jurisdiction, now by referring to 1993 Rule 4(n).

Ls 6062 Line 107: We did not talk about this, and for the moment I
6063 have opted not to add the stock phrase used later: "the vessel or

hu 6064 other property [that is the subject of the action] without * * *."
6065 I think that only property is forfeited, so this stands well. An
6066 alternative change might be in line 104: "When the United States
6067 files a complaint demanding a forfeiture of property * *

6068 Lines 109 to 124: What had been (ii) and (iii) are collapsed
6069 into (ii)(A) and (B). The main reason for the change is that the
6070 exigent circumstances provision of (B) applies only in the actions
6071 described in line 112; the former structure might have been
6072 confusing. In the process, I found a few more words that I would
6073 as soon discard; they are bracketed on lines 112, 113, 119, and

g 6074 120-121. I think that with this structure it is safe to let lines
6075 122 to 124 stand alone, without a more explicit connection to lines

C 17
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6076 116 to 121. 3

6077 Lines 126, 130, 139-140: All three places now adopt the full
6078 "property that is the subject of the action." f
6079 Lines 143 to 144: This is simplified "controlling the property
6080 to show. cause why it" rather than "controlling the freight,
6081 property,- or proceeds to show cause why they.,"],

6082 Lines 155 to 157: The "but publication may be terminated" was
6083 the unanimous choice over the alternative offered in the June
6084 draft.

6085 Lines 177 to 178, 180 to 181: We have adopted the full-blown
6086 version: "statement ofinterest in or right against the propertv."

6087 Line 186, 202: We have chosen' "ownership" ,over "legal or L,
6088 equitable. ownership This choice ibS tp be flagged for special
6089 attention. ,

6090 Lines 188-, 194, 199: In each place we refer to a statement of J
6091 right or interest. This is different from the "interest in or
6092 right against the property" used in C(6) (a), and deliberately so.
6093 (I hope it is safe to refer generically to the time "to file a L

6094 statement of interest in or right, against the seized property" in
6095 C(4),, lines 15.8-159.) ,

6096 Lines 247, to 248: We have added, the MLA belt-and-suspenders
6097 language: "addressed to a vessel or tangible property on board a
6098 vessel." This takes care of people who read the Note but do not
6099 read the Rule. F
6100 Lines 266 to 270: Thislist,,new. It, reflects our concern that
6101 there otherwise might be some confusion about the effects of Rule
6102 26(d). (I chose not to refer to the admiralty interrogatory F
6103 practice as "inconsistent" with Rule 26(d); in part because Rule

6104 26(d) begins: "Except when authorized under these rules * * *." I
6105 am not at all sure whether "these, rules" would incorporate the
6106 Supplemental Rules.)

6107 Line 293: This substitutes Tom's sturdy "else" for my "more
6108 esoteric."

6109 Lines 298 to 299: These were redlined to ask whether they are
6110 needed. We voted to keep them.

6111 Lines 303 to 315: I was granted permission tocontinue both a
6112 Reporter' s version and the MLA version,. Note that since it is now
6113 the Reporter's version, "in a forfeiture case" has been dropped
6114 from the end of line 308.

6115 Lines 336 to 337: the brackets are, removed now that we have.
6116 opted to incorporate Rule 4(n) rather than a more general reliance
6117 on state quasi-in-rem jurisdiction.
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6118 Line 365: We changed "occupant" to "another person."

6119 Lines 369 to 370: Here, I prefer "may." If we are to adopt a
6120 more mandatory form, under the new convention "must" would be
6121 preferred over "shall." We significantly shortened the final
6122 portion on the theory that preserving the property entails

* 6123 preserving "its contents, value, and income." Although we did not
6124 think of it, our new version has the added virtue that it avoids
6125 the appearance of inconsistent directions when steps that preserve
6126 value diminish income, and so on.

6127 Lines 384 to 388: This is new, reflecting the choice to
6128 continue to incorporate Rule 4(n) as the means of adopting state
6129 quasi-in-rem jurisdiction.

6130 Line 395: "[0] ccupant" has been changed to "other person," see
6131 line 365.

6132 Lines 404 to 405, 409 to 410: We voted for this language
6133 rather than the alternative "a person who asserts a right of
6134 possession or an ownership interest."
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Technical Change Note: Civil Rule 6(b)

Civil Rules 74, 75, and 76 are to be rescinded in response to
repeal of the statutory provisions permitting appeal from the final
judgment of a magistrate judge to the district court rather than
the court of appeals.

In the process, Rule 6(b) was overlooked. Rule 6(b) permits
enlargement" of the time periods prescribed by various rules, but

does not law an extension of time for actions taken under specifiedrules. Rule 74(a) is one of the specified rules.
Rule 6(b) should be amended to delete the reference to Rule

74(a). This is a purely ministerial change to correct an original
oversight. But it is a change that should be made.
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Director UNITED STATES COURTS IOHN K. RABIEJ

CLARENCE A. LEE, JR. Chief
Associate Director WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544 Rules Committee Support Office

September 22, 1997

MEMORANDUM TO ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

SUBJECT: Civil Justice Reform Act

The final report of the Judicial Conference to Congress on the Civil Justice Reform Act recommends
that the rules committees consider amending several rules of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. (A copy

Lt, of the full report had been sent all committee members this past summer.) The attached Executive Summary
of the report contains all the Judicial Conference's recommendations.

In accordance with established procedures, the report's recommendations dealing with proposed
changes to the civil rules are referred to the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules for its consideration. The
following pertinent recommendations are listed for the committee's review:

L 1. "Consider whether F.R.Civ.P. 16 should be amended to require a judicial officer to set the
date of trial to occur within a certain time..." (Summary page 3.)

L. 2. "Continue its ongoing project re-examining the nature and scope of discovery and disclosure,
including whether specific time limitations on discovery should be required by national
rules." (Summary page 3.)

3. Continue the ongoing "project re-examining the scope and substance of discovery, including
whether the advantages of national uniformity outweigh the advantages of permitting locallyL developed procedures as an alternative to F.R.Civ.P. 26(f) and what effect of courts using
other alternative procedures might be." (Summary page 6.)

4. "Re-examine the need for national uniformity in applying F.R.Civ.P. 26(a) as part of its
L ongoing project re-examining the scope and nature of discovery and disclosure ...."

(Summary page 6.)

5. "Review the courts' experiences with F.R.Civ.P. 16 regarding ADR and consider whether
any changes in the Civil Rules are needed to enhance the role of ADR." (Summary page 6.)

6. Consider requiring the "submission ofjoint discovery plans at an initial pretrial conference"
as part of its ongoing project re-examining the scope and nature of discovery and disclosure.
(Summary page 7.)

John K. Rabiej

A TRADITION OF SERVICE TO THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY
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EXECUTIVE

L ~~SUMMARY

Li Introduction
The Judicial Conference of the United States submits the following report in accor-

E dance with sections 104(c) and 105(c) of the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990 ("CJRA"
L or "the Act"). This report is the Conference's third, and final, report to Congress under

the Act. It assesses the experience of the federal courts in applying the civil litigation
cost and delay reduction measures suggested in the Act, and offers a series of recom-
mendations for continuing the judiciary's efforts to ensure prompt, inexpensive resolu-
tion of civil disputes.

%

Background
Congress enacted the CJRA to explore the causes of cost and delay in civil litiga-

tion. The Act required all 94 federal district courts to implement "civil justice expense
and delay reduction plans" that would "facilitate deliberate adjudication of civil cases
on the merits, monitor discovery, improve litigation management, and ensure just,

L speedy, and inexpensive resolutions of civil disputes" (28 U.S.C. § 471). It identified a
series of case management principles, guidelines, and techniques for the courts to
consider in making their plans. It also established pilot programs in ten districts to test
the effectiveness of the Act's principles and guidelines for cost and delay reduction, as
well as demonstration programs in five other districts to test systems of differentiated
case management and other methods of cost and delay reduction (including alternative

L dispute resolution (ADR)). The Judicial Conference was directed to study the results of
these experiments with the aid of an independent consultant and, on the basis of its
assessment, to propose either an extension of the pilot program to other courts or the

E: implementation of alternative measures for reducing expense and delay in civil litiga-
L tion.

Although some judges have viewed this legislative approach to civil justice reform
with reservations, the judiciary has a longstanding commitment to sound case manage-
ment. The "just, speedy, and inexpensive" resolution of civil disputes has been an

C abiding purpose of the federal courts for 60 years under Rule 1 of the Federal Rules of
L. Civil Procedure. The intensive review of litigation procedures required by the Act has

provided the courts with both a format and a source of funding to continue their efforts
to improve and enhance judicial management of civil dockets. And, the judiciary

L, adopted almost all of the principles, guidelines, and techniques in the Act through the
1993 amendments to the Civil Rules and the policy directions set forth in the Decem-
ber 1995 Long Range Planfor the Federal Courts. The additional experience gained

L through the pilot courts, demonstration programs, and other experimentation under
the Act has been useful to the courts, providing information that can aid policy-making
in the future.



Evaluation of the Pilot Program

Under the CJRA, the Judicial Conference is required to review the pilot court

programs and assess whether other districts should be required to implement all the

case management principles and guidelines tested in the pilot programs. In preparing L
this report, the Conference has reviewed: (a) an independent evaluation by the RAND

Corporation of the CJRA principles, guidelines, and techniques applied in the pilot

courts; (b) a Federal Judicial Center evaluation of the differentiated case management

and ADR demonstration programs; and (c) the experiences of all 94 district courts in

implementing their CJRA cost and delay reduction plans.

Although the judiciary hasadopted most of the principles, guidelines and tech-

niquesrin the Actl the Judicial Conference does not support expansion of the Act's case

management principles and guidelines to other courts as a total package. This recom-

mendation is based in large part on the RAND study of the pilot courts. The RAND

study found that the pilot program per se did not appear to have significant impact on

cost or delay reduction because the courts were already following most of the Act's

principles, guidelines, and techniques and more importantly, the cost of litigation was

driven by factors other than judicial case management procedures. However, that study

did find six procedures suggested in'the CJRA that are effective, when used in combi-

nation, in reducing delay without increasing costs: (1) early judicial case management; L J

(2)- early setting of the trial schedule; (3) shortening discovery cutoff; (4) periodic

public reporting of the status of each judge's docket; (5) conducting scheduling and

discovery conferences by telephone; and (6) implementing the advisory group process. LJ
This report therefore sets forth proposed alternatives based in large part on the CJRA

experiment, and provides findings, commentary, and recommendations regarding

specific CJRA principles, guidelines, and techniques for effective case management. As

outlined below,'these alternative measures and recommendations constitutethe-Judicial

Conference's alternative expense and delay reduction program for the federal courts.

U

The Conference's Alternative Cost

and Delay Reduction Program

Measures to be Implemented by the Judiciary

1. The CJRA Advisory Group L
Process Should Continue.

The Judicial Conference believes that the advisory group process proved to be one

of the most beneficial aspects of the Act by involving litigants and members of the bar [
in the administration of justice. The Conference recommends that the district courts

continue to use advisory groups to assess their dockets and propose recommendations

for reducing cost and aelay; that the courts, in consultation with the advisory groups,

continue to perform regular assessments; and that Congress provide additional and

adequate funding to continue the advisory group process.
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2. Statistical Reporting of Caseflow Management Should Continue.

Because of its effectiveness in reducing case disposition time, the Conference

endorses the docket reporting requirements established in the CJRA. The Conference

plans to continue these reporting requirements after the Act has expired. In addition,

L the Conference encourages individual districts to develop or enhance internal statistical

reporting capabilities to encompass all case types and judicial officers.

3. Setting Early and Firm Trial Dates and Shorter Discovery

Periods in Complex Civil Cases Should be Encouraged.

l One of the most important findings of the RAND study is that an early and firm

trial schedule, combined with limited time for discovery, can reduce delay in complex

civil litigation without increasing costs. This type of early case management was found

L to have no effect on lawyer satisfaction or views on fairness, and already exists under

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. In light of these findings, the Conference recom-

mend§ that its Committee on Court Administration and Case Management consider

procedures to encourage judicial officers to set early trial dates. The Conference also

recommends that its Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure: (1) consider

whether FR.Civ.P 16 should be amended to require a judicial officer to set the date of

L trial to occur within a certain time; and (2) continue its ongoing project re-examining

the nature and scope of discovery, including whether specific time limitations on

r discovery should be required by national rule.

4. The Effective Use of Magistrate Judges Should be Encouraged.

The RAND study found that some magistrate judges may be substituted for district

judges on non-dispositive pretrial activities without drawbacks and with an increase in

lawyer satisfaction. Recommendation 65 of the Long Range Plan for the Federal Courts

discusses the role of magistrate judges and notes that they are "indispensable resources

readily available to supplement the work of life-tenured district judges in meeting

workload demands." Therefore, the Conference recommends the effective use of

L. magistrate judges, consistent with Recommendation 65 of the Long Range Planfor the

Federal Courts.

L
5. The Role of the Chief Judge in Case Management

Should be increased.

As recognized in the RAND report, the chief judge is an important institutional

leader. The Conference directs its Committee on Court Administration and Case

r Management to expand its research agenda to include further study and recommenda-

tions relating, if appropriate, to the role and training of the chief judge in institutional

caseflow management.

6. Intercircuit and Intracircuit Judicial Assignments Should

be Encouraged to Promote Efficient Case Management.

L Visiting judges can provide a great deal of assistance in reducing backlogged dock-

ets, thereby enabling courts to set early and firm trial dates. Existing statutes allow

judicial officers to be temporarily transferred to courts facing judicial emergencies due

3



to a backlogged dockets. Because these statutes provide powerful tools to address
delays in civil cases and backlogged dockets, the Conference endorses their increased
utilization. The Conference also directs the appropriate Conference committees to
consider how best to streamline and expedite the use of intercircuit and intracircuit
judicial assignments.

7. Education Regarding Efficient Case Management Should
be Extended to the Entire Legal Community

One of the primary benefits emanating from the CJRA has been its educational r
value to the judiciary. It has furthered the judiciary's'longstanding commitment to L

judicial and staff education in case management and has brought to the bar, through
the advisory groups appoi'nted in each'district, an icased understanding of both
judges' and lawyersf''responsibilities in managingilitigation. The Conference recom- r
mends that this educational process be extended to the entire legal community. Law
schools should be encouraged to include courses on efficient case management and
ADR. Continuing legal education for lawyers should'includeiyarious case management 5
processeshat reduce uost and Contntiec ionfor the bench and increased
training for the bar would greatly facilitte casemnagement efficiency in the federal
judicial system. J

8. The Use of Electronic Technologies in the District Courts, L
Where Appropriate, Should be Encouraged.
The prudent use of modem telecommunication and other electronic technologies

has the potential to save a significant amount of time and cost in civil litigation. The
federal courts have been expanding the'uselof such technologies and are planning a
number of future initiatives in this area. '

Measures Requiring Congressional
and Executive Branch Cooperation

1. The impact of Judicial vacancies on Litigation
Delay Should be Recognized.
Thirty-nine of the CJRA advisory group reports cite the length of time required to

fill a judicial vacancy as a fundamental cause of delay in the federal judicial system.
Vacancies in some judgeships are a significant impediment to expeditious civil case
processing because courts must function with less than a full complement of judges for
extended periods of time. To ensure the ability of the federal courts to handle civil
litigation in an efficient and timely manner, the Conference requests that the Executive
and Legislative Branches give high priority to filling judicial vacancies. The Conference
is also mindful of the need for carefully controlled growth of the Article '111 judiciary
and the importance of exhausting other appropriate alternatives to creating new judge-
ships. However, once the Conference has determined that new judgeships are needed
to meet the requirements of justice, prompt Congressional action to authorize those 7

positions would aid the judiciary in reducing delay in litigation.
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2. The Impact of New Criminal and Civil Statutes on a Court's Civil Docket and

Resource Requirements Should Be Recognized.

While the CJP.A review process has provided insight into the causes of civil litiga-

tion cost and delay, many advisory groups note that there are other factors that are

beyond the control of the courts. These include: the increased volume of federal crimi-

nal prosecutions; the "federalization" of criminal law; and the creation of additional

federal civil causes of action. It is certainly the prerogative of the Executive and Legisla-

K tive Branches to pursue these policy objectives; however, it should be recognized that

they may have an adverse effect on the overall disposition of civil cases. Congress

should consider the impact of existing laws and pending legislation on the need to

L limit the size and contain the growth of the judiciary. Failure to balance these conflict-

ing aims will increase the delay in litigation as dockets become overcrowded. When

new legislation is enacted, Congress should allocate the resources necessary for its

L. implementation.

3. Sufficient Courtroom Space Facilitates Case Management
and Should be Available.

The assurance of an available courtroom allows judges to dispose of cases expedi-

tiously by setting firm trial dates, which promotes settlement in civil cases and results

in less time to disposition in those cases that do go to trial. The judiciary is aware of

the current budget constraints and is actively exploring ways to contain the cost of

space needed by the courts. However, the Conference counsels great caution in seeking

cost savings by reducing the number of courtrooms.

L
0 ~RecommendatiOnS Regarding the Principles

and Guidelines of the CJRA

1. The Differential Treatment of Civil Cases to Reduce Cost
and Delay is Endorsed.

The Conference recommends that individual districts continue to determine on a

local basis whether the nature of their caseload calls for the track model or the judicial

discretion model for their differentiated case management (DCM) systems.

2. Early Case Management as Provided in F.R.CiE 16(b) is Endorsed.

C The RAND study found the principles of setting an early and firm trial date and

setting a shorter discovery period to be two of the most effective elements of the CJRA.

Therefore, the Conference endorses these principles and includes them in the "Mea-

sures to be Implemented by the Judiciary" (Measure No. 3, at pp. A-9, A-29).

3. The Use of Discovery Management Plans as Provided
in ER.CivE 16 and 26(f) is Endorsed.

Currently, most district courts require the formation of a discovery schedule, and a

E corresponding scheduling order is typically issued pursuant to ER.Civ.P 16. In addi-
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tion, the principle of staged discovery management was included in the 1993 amend-
ments to ER.Civ.P 26. The Conference recommends that the Committee on Rules of 7
Practice and Procedure continue its ongoing project re-examining the scope and sub-
stance of discovery, including whether the advantages of national uniformity outweigh r
the advantages of permitting locally developed procedures as an alternative to ER.Civ.P
26(f) and'what the effect of courts using other alternative procedures might be.

4. Additional Information Regarding the Voluntary Exchange
of Information is Recommended.

The'RAND evaluation does not provide adequate information, separate from man- L
datory discovery, foritheConference to make a specific recommendation regarding the
principle of voluntary exchange of information. Therefore, the Conference recom- m
mends that the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure re-examine the need for i
national uniformity in applying ER.Civ.P 26(a) as part of its ongoing project re-examin-
ing the scope and nature of discovery and disclosure, particularly whether the advan7 -
tages of national uniformity in applying ER.Civ.P 26(a) outweigh the advantages of
locally developed alternative procedures. r
5. Requiring Counsel to Meet and Confer Before Filing Motions on Discovery

Disputes With the Court is Endorsed. .

The Conference notes that this principle was incorporated in the 1993 amend-
ments to ER.Civ.P 37(a)(2)(A) and (B), 37(d), 26(c), and 26(f), which require attorneys
to confer and certify in good faith that they have attempted to resolve their discovery 7
disputes. Therefore, no further recommendation is necessary.

6. Appropriate Forms of Alternative Dispute Resolution are Encouraged.
Although many courts have found alternative dispute resolution (ADR) to be a

benefit to litigants, the RAND analysis failed to discern a significant positive cost and
delay impact associated with this principle. However, the Conference does believe that
the positive attributes often associated with ADR argue for continued experimentation.
Therefore, the Conference supports the continued use of appropriate forms of ADR and
recommends that local districts continue to develop suitable ADR programs, including
non-binding arbitration. The4Conference also recommends that the Committee on
Rules of Practice and Procedure review the courts' experiences with FR.Civ.P 16 re- 7
garding ADR and consider whether any changes in the Civil Rules are needed to en-
hance the role of ADR.

Recommendations Regarding the Techniques of the CIRA

1. The Submission of Jont Discovery Plans at an Initial Pretrial Conference is
Provided for in I.RCIVE 26(f).

The 1993 amendments to ER.Civ.P 26(f) incorporated the technique of requiring
the submission of joint discovery plans at an initial pretrial conference. The rule re-

6



quires a general "meeting of the parties" that includes planning for disclosure and
discovery, and permits local rules to exempt only particular categories of actions. In
light of the RAND finding that this technique resulted in no significant change in time
to disposition, the Conference does not recommend adoption of any further require-
ments, but it does recommend that the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure

L consider this technique as part of its ongoing project re-examining the scope and
nature of discovery and disclosure.

L.
2. Requiring a Representative With the Power to Bind the Parties to be Present

at all Pretrial Conferences, as Provided in ER.Civ.P 16(c), is Endorsed.
The Conference notes that the 1993 amendments to FR.Civ.P 16(c) incorporated

the technique of requiring a representative with the power to bind the parties to be
present at all pretrial conferences. Therefore, no further recommendation is necessary.

3. Requiring Requests for Discovery Extensions or Postponement of Trial to be
Signed by The Attorney and the Party Maling the Request is Not Endorsed.
Noting the almost universal rejection of requiring requests for discovery extensions

or postponement of trial to be signed by the attorney and the party making the request,
the Judicial Conference does not recommend this technique.

4. The Use of Early Neutral Evaluation is Endorsed.
7 The Conference supports the use of early neutral evaluation (ENE) as an appropri-
L ate form of ADR, which is endorsed in Recommendation 6 of the Act's Principles &

Guidelines (Recommendation 6 at pp. A-13, A-52).

5. Requiring a Representative, With the Power to Bind the Parties, to be Present
at all Settlement Conferences, as provided in F.CivW 16(c), is Endorsed.

L The Conference notes that the 1993 amendments to ER.Civ.P 16(c) incorporated
the technique of requiring a representative, with the power to bind the parties, to be
present at all settlement conferences. Therefore, no further recommendation is neces-
sary,

V 6. The Effective Use of Magistrate Judges Should be Encouraged.
The Conference recognizes the importance of the accessibility of judicial officers toL supervise pretrial activities, and also recognizes that the use of magistrate judges can

contribute to more efficient case management in the district courts and to attorney
satisfaction. Therefore, the Conference supports the effective use of magistrate judges,
consistent with Recommendation 65 of the Long Range Planfor the Federal Courts,
including their use in any district court ADR programs.

7



5J
Concluding Observations

The CJRA has prompted intensive efforts by the judiciary, the bar, and other litigant 17
representatives to study and experiment with various creative approaches to the man-
agement of federal civil litigation. Those efforts-the results of which are already being V
seen-will continue to affect the. conduct of federal court business in a direct and L
positive manner. As the RAND study noted, the CJRA process has "raised the con-
sciousness" of both bench and bar, facilitating actions that achieve the goal of speedier, 1
less expensive civil proceedings and, in the broader sense, improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the" entire civil justice system.

The judiciary will maintain its efforts 'to enhance the delivery of justice in civil 17
cases. In doing so, however, the courts will confront a number of issues and challenges
regarding civil justice reform: (1) increasing speed of disposition while preserving the
quality of justice; (2) striking an appropriate balance between national uniformity and F
local option in development of litigation procedures; (3) assessing the differential
financial 'impact of CJRA-sponsored procedural reforms on various kinds of litigants
and on attorneys, (4) evaluating the specific data on the imact of individu'al case
management methods onthe speed and cost of civil litigation; and (5) perhaps most
importantly, confronting the practical limits to which general rules and procedures can
be used to, manage litigation. With the' needs of justiceiforemost in mind, the federal 1
courts will pursue further improvements in civil case managerment. They welcome the
continuing interest and support of the legislative and executive branches, the bar, and
the public in that endeavor L
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Electronic Filing: A Status Report for the Rules Committees

I. Introduction

Recent amendments to the federal rules authorize courts to accept papers in electronic
form.' The rules now provide that "[a] court may by local rule permit papers to be filed, signed,
or verified by electronic means that are consistent with technical standards, if any, that the
Judicial Conference of the United States establishes. A paper filed by electronic means in
compliance with a local rule constitutes a written paper for the purpose of applying these rules.'"

Several courts now are working to identify and acquire appropriate technology to accept
and maintain court records in digitized form. At the national level, work is proceeding on a
"core" electronic filing system that interested courts could adapt to fit local needs. And the
Judicial Conference's Committee on Automation and Technology has made Electronic Case
Files ("ECF") one of its priority initiatives.

Moving towards an ECF system will require the federal judiciary to resolve numerous
legal and policy questions-including several that may implicate the federal rules. A recent
report by the Administrative Office, Electronic Case Files in the Federal Courts: A Preliminary
Examination of Goals, Issues, and the Road Ahead, provides a vision for how the courts might
implement ECF systems. The report identifies some of these questions that should be resolved
and suggests possible approaches for resolving them.

As outlined in the report, a fully developed ECF system would capture documents:
electronically at the earliest possible point, ideally from the person who creates the document.
The system would not only contain everything presently included in a paper case file, but could
also accommodate the court's internal case-related documents. Working on the assumption that
the transition towards ECF should promote savings for the courts, an electronic case file system
is expected eventually to provide at least the following:

[ * electronic submission of documents to, from, and within the court

electronic service and noticing

* appropriate management of electronic documents, including storage and security

Fed. R. Civ. P. 5(e); Fed. R. Bank. P. 5005; Fed. R App. P. 25(a)(2)(D) (all effective Dec. 1, 1996).,
Fed. R. Crim. P. 49(d) provides that papers in criminal actions be filed in the manner provided in civil actions.

2 Fed. R. Civ. P. 5(e). The language of the companion bankruptcy and appellate rules is essentially the
same.
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• docket entries automatically through information provided in electronic form by the L
filing party

• case management reports based upon the electronic documents and docket entries

• quick retrieval of documents and case files, including public and remote access.

Nationally developed ECF systems delivered through the initiative will be made
available to all courts, will incorporate new capabilities (such as creation of docket entries by the Li
filing attorneys), and will replace the current case management systems used in the courts. The
decision to use the systems, however, will be left to individual courts, and the assessment and
utilization of the new capabilities will be left to those courts. The Administrative Office, with L
assistance from the courts, is about to begin the process of defining the functional requirements
that ECF systems will be expected to satisfy. That process should be completed by mid-1998,
after which the alternatives for meeting those requirements will be considered.

Two federal courts are already operating "prototype" ECF systems developed by staff in
the Administrative Office. The Northern District of Ohio, which was the first prototype court,
began receiving electronic filings in maritime asbestos cases through the Internet in January
1996. This system has managed over 9,000 such cases and handled over 125,000 docket entries F
(involving some 20,000 documents). Nearly 50 attorneys from around the country have not only
submitted those documents in electronic form, but also simultaneously and automatically created
the court's official docket entries. The bankruptcy court in the Southern District of New York K
has more recently begun testing in Chapter 11 -cases a prototype ECF system based on the same
model. At this time, filings in approximately 70 -cases are being handled electronically in that
court. .

Beginning in the fall of 1997, the list of courts testing the AO-developed prototype
systems will be expanded to include the district courts of the Western District of Missouri, the
Eastern District of New York, and the District of Oregon, and the bankruptcy courts of the
Southern District of California, the Northern District of Georgia, the District of Arizona, and the

Eastern District of Virginia (Alexandria Division). Each of the prototype courts is being asked to
test ECF functionality in handling certain types of civil actions (e.g., non-prisoner civil rights and
Title VII actions, intellectual property disputes, cases involving federal, state and local 7
governments or large national firms) and the various kinds of bankruptcy cases (Chapter 7,
Chapter 11, Chapter 13). A similar Internet-based system has recently been established in the
District of New Mexico, and several courts have begun constructing their own electronic case 7
files by having court staff scan paper documents into their systems. L

The 1996 rules amendments enable individual courts to authorize electronic filing by
local rule, subject to any technical standards that may be adopted by the Judicial Conference.
The Committee on Automation and Technology recently approved a set of "Interim Technical

2 E
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Guidelines for Filing by Electronic Means." The Committee has chosen not to seek Judicial
Conference approval of the standards at this time, but it will urge courts choosing to implement
electronic filing to use them as guidance for their efforts. The proposed guidelines do not
establish mandatory standards, but rather provide recommended approaches for experimental use
subject to further evaluation by the Committee and the Conference. They focus primarily on

L ensuring the integrity of the record, providing an electronic filing capability that is at least as
reliable as existing paper-based systems, and promoting nationwide uniformity in electronic

gr filing procedures. The guidelines are based on proposed technical standards and guidelines that
L were circulated for comment among the judiciary and the interested public in late December

1996.

LirJ II. Potential Rules Issues Relating to ECF

r Potential rules issues have already surfaced in the ongoing court experiments with
electronic case filing. The following is a preliminary list of such issues:

0* authorizing electronic filing (or certain requirements for electronic filing) by a court's
L standing order or case-by-case order, rather than by local rule

* allowing electronic means of service, as only mail and various methods of personal
service are now authorized nationally

* adequacy of electronic filing and service of the initial case pleadings, raising filing fee
and jurisdictional issues

L responsibility for, and proof of, service of pleadings

r providing notice of court orders and opinions electronically to the parties

a timeliness of filings and the possibility of computing action dates differently when
p filing and service are accomplished electronically by some or all parties

* verification of signatures and "Rule 11" requirements

v verification of signatures on documents not signed by the attorney (e.g., bankruptcy
schedule of assets)

* document format questions, including:
-problems with documents received in an incompatible format, including potential

problems affecting timeliness and service of papers
L - incompatible software among electronic filers.

3
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III. Conclusion

An ongoing part of the Electronic Case Files initiative will be the identification and
collection of additional rules-related issues, particularly as encountered in the various prototyping
efforts. The Office of Judges Programs staff assigned to the project will continue to monitor
developments in prototype courts and forward relevant information to the Rules Committee Li
Support Office for circulation to the rules committees' technology subcommittees.
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